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WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCL CORPORA ION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Robert S. MeNamara DATE December 16 1977

FROM: Ernest Stern, VP, South Asia

SUBJECT: INDIA - Janata Party Policy Statement

Although the attached paper is a bit long, I suggest you read it.
It is a good statement of intentions combining a basic needs approach
with continued emphasis on productivity and exports. Some of the
more extreme suggestions, of which there are not many, can be
attributed to the political nature of the document. Discounting
those, one would wish that the Government would follow the advice.

Attachment
EStern/ls



Article from: The Statesman, November 16, 1977

JANATA PARTY'S ECONOMIC POLICY

The following is the statement on economic policy' issued by the
Janata Party on Monday:

Freedom and equality are as indispensable to man as the satisfaction
of his material wants. The Janata Party, therefore, is pledged to the
building up of an economic system which will ensuE c bsic requirements
of bread, freedom and equality. The record of human history shows that
freedom and equality in absolute terms are in conflict; where one alone
prevails the other shrinks,

The Janata Party is of the view that there is need to develop an
alternative both to capitalism and communism. The Party believes in treading
the path of Gandhian socialism based on political and economic decentralisation.
It believes in creating a society largely based on self-employment. While
aware that men differ in their practical ability and inequality in achievements
cannot be eliminated, it holds that an egalitarian society can be built up with
narrow income differentils and in which citizens will have the freedom and
initiatives to shape th ei economic life within the framework of social
regulations.

The Janata Party is opposed to any economic system which allows individuals
or groups freedom to exploit others; at the same time it is not in favour of the
State possessing unlimited power which will destroy all initiatives and freedom
and result in the establishment of a totalitarian society. In other words, the
Janata Party as a servant of the under-privileged, the exploited and the weak,
will strive for their uplift.

While the Party believes in the need to release people's enterprise and
initiative it is opposed to any system which is based on exploitation. The
Janata Party desires tie widest possible dispersal of ownership of property and
means of production. This is the sole guarantee of social justice and democracy.
Its opposition to all concentration of economic power stems from this basic
premise. Free market cvritalism leads to concentration of economic power in
private hands. Ownership of all means of production by the State would led to
concentration of power in the State. Such concentration inhibits freedom, in one
case, and gives rise to disparities in the levels of living in the other case,
thereby engendering social and political tensions.

The Janata Party, therefore, will put a curb on economic power, (i) by
imposition of physical limits where feasible, both on existing possessions and
future acquisitions, (ii) through differential taxation on incomes and wealth
and other appropriate measure so as to reduce these inequalities to the minimum
and (iii) to regulate or demarcate the techniques or the mode and scale of
economic operations, particularly in the sphere of industrial production.

A technique of production not only generates certain incomes but also
determines the pattern of distribution. The Janata Party, therefore, believes
in the decentralization of the productive process.
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The three ills which afflit our ncnomy are povrymonting
unemployment and widening diparities in wealth and 1oincms Logically,
the aim of our economic policy should be the establihmnt of a structure
which, while serving to increas prodction, will at t same time provide
employment and me right to work a reality.

Concretely, the JanVia Party will strive for thej es bishment of an
economy which will:

(a) (i) ensure higher productin pe unit of land i the field of
agriculture, because land is the crial limting factor
in our conditions and the rere valuable,

(ii) ensure optimum proc i on per unit of capial investment
in the field of industrI because capital is comparatively
scar e;

(b) Provide maximum employment per unit of land in agiulture and per
unit of capital investment in industry, as we have h hge population
to support arid unmployment is ou the increase;

(c) Ensure equitable disftributionof the national prut

(d) Prevent exploitation of other"s labour so that prity- is provided
to the largest number of our peo for development o hir persoality
and pursuit of their individua aptitudes and,

(e) Ensure that even private apo y is used to se n he cormon good in
accordance with the trcutip concept advcae by i.

2. The New Strev gad T

In this view, a stat cf eveopment would b m el a strategy of
socio-economc change a ra where growth is an itra part of the basic
objective of eliminating poverty and inequality and improving the living
standards in sum to bud a nw o] ar .

The new thrust of the Janata economic policy woula threfore be growth for
social justice rathe hn got w socal jsi. is wuld mean that
radical social and ecooc reforms would be necessary o sustained growth,
greater well-being of he community and consolidation f the nation. This alone
would do away with the dual society as development would be oriented to the
jobless and the homees th small and marginl farmers and labourers.

3. Dynamics of Changp

The dynamics for the chane-ve to such a societya economy could be
provided, in the first intanc by the utmost decentraliation of the process
of planning, and, in the second, by the elevation of agriculture to the pre-
dominant position and finally by a mass-oriented indutia lizatin
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4. Commitment to an2 p din Economy

The Janata Governet h inherited an economy characterized by a slow
growth rate, growing unemployment, rising number of people living below the
poverty line and increasing in qualities in income and walth in the 15-year
period between 1960-61 and 1975-76 the per capita availability and consumption
of all Cssenial artIs of consumption like cereal, pulses, edible oil,
vanaspati, sugar and cloth, etc. has declined. The consumption of the bottom
60% of the population has fallen even more sharply. As for the poorest 30%
they had to face stark dsitution and ruin. Restorati nd further improvement
of the consumption levols and, especially, the satisfaction of the minimal
needs of the poorest sections of our people and rapid expansion of employment
opportunities are the pressing problems confronting the country. The Janata
Party is committed to finding effective solution for these problems in the
framework of a time-bound economic programme. The Janata Party recognizes
that meaningful solution for these basic problems can best be found in the
stimulation of a rapidly expanding economy. The average annual growth
rate of 3.5% (and only 1% pet capita) realized during the last twenty years is
clearly far short of both the aspirations and capabilities of the Indian people.
With a view to realizing these capabilities and aspirations the Party calls
upon the Government to so re-shape the economic policies that the annual average
rate of growth of the economy can be raised to 7% per anum during the ncxt
five years. This would require a substantial Increase in investment backed up

by increased efforts at mobilization of domestic savings, Our economic
policies, including fiscal and monetary policIes, would have to discourage
ostentatious consumption and promote the habit of saving, austerity and swadesh,

5, Stress on Planned veloment

The Janata Parry regards planning as a vital instrumen t for achieving the
country's social and conomic objeotives. It is its firm belief that our planning
processes should be so ta-shaped as to reduce the hitherto yawning gap between
promise and performanc and also ensure that the benefits of planning truly accrue
to the broad masses rather than being monopolized by a smll privileged class.
The Party attaches great Importance to strengthening the planning process at
the grass roots without which there cannot be an effective attack on poverty.
Planning must seek to remove regional disparities and regional imbalances.
Consistent with Its emhasis on maximum possible decentralization of decision-
making processes, the Janata Party holds that effective association of gram
Panchavats, Panchayat samitis and district Panchvats ought to be the key
elements of a reformed planning process. For this purpose it is necessary to
give these authorities additional statutory powers. We, therefore, recommend
that a Committec be set up by the Government to consider fully the question of
political decentralization, including review of the working of the Panchavat
system with a view to revitalizing and strengthening and enabling them to
perform tei role adaquataly The Comittee should sbmt its report within
six months at the outset.

We would also commend that the administrative machinery in States, including
State Planning Boars, a : fully geared to meeting the requirements of
the new Planning stratey with its oephasis on rural development,
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6. Planning and Performanc

In the field of planning the Government has adopted a new system for
which the data collection mchanism has to be stream-lined to improve and
sharpen the quality of planning, An important attribute of planning is to
match performane to targt an not adjust the targets to suit the
performance. There has to be a closer correlation between plan targets and
plan performance and critical changes which occur om year to y i
internal and international situations, such as failure of crops or sudden
spurt in oil prices have to be taken into consideration, There should be
effective monitoring of -he progress of the plan and implem eo ntation of
various schemes, All this should be done within the framework of the Five
Year Plans.

7. Primacy of Agriculture and RuralDevelopment

it is the fir nviction of the Janata Party that in a predominantly
agrarian economy like India, the wassive problems af o verty, under-
employment and unemployment can be solved only if the development of agriculture
and rural areas truly receives the opoTst priority in our planning processes.
The Party is greatly concerned at the sluggish rate of increase of agricultural
productin in the last twenty years averaging no mor than the rate of
population increase. Without a rapid increase in agicultural production,
there cannot be a sustained increase in the standard f iing f the ordinary
people. Since 80% of peopleople live in rural areas, without a rapid increase
in their purchasing power, even the market for industrial goods and hence
the scope for industrial development must reman restcted The Party is
greatly oncerned at the growing incidence of poverty in rurl eas and the
acute hardships saffered by millions of small and marginal farmers and
agricultural labourers, These disto-tions in the pattern of development can
be corrected only in the framework of a truly integrated approach to rural
development. The basIc emphasis must be on the establishment of a structure
which, while serving to increase production, will, at the same time, provide
employment, and also reduc income disparities.

8. 40% Resources for ,' u tre and RuralDevelopment

The Janasa Paty I: of t view that in the past the full potaial of
agricultural development has not been realized because of inadequate provision
of investible resoure cral development. The Party is determined to
rectify this distort o. s an immediate objective, the Government should
aim to raise the share of agricultur and rural developmenit to at least 40% of
public sector investibic resources exclusive of metalled and asphalted roads,
transport and educatIon but including electricity used for agriculture and
village roads. The priraacy of agriculture to which the Janata Party is firmly
committed implies that ereafter the needs of rural areas for public investment
will be met to the limit a productive absorptive capacity of rural areas.
We have viewed with co rable concern the imbalance in the allocation of
credit for working cap t- seds in the urban as against the rural sectors of
the economy. The major 1 ortion of finance and credit is today going to the urban
and industrialized areas ami inadequate funds are being pumped into the rural
economy. Wa would strongly recommend a much larger share of credit to the rural
areas in particular to met the needs of small and marginal farmers, Farmers'
credit requirements are today met only to the extent of 35% through institutional
credit. For the rest, they have te rely on private money lenders who charge
very high rates of interesc. Every effort must be made to reduce dependence
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of agriculture on prinw mon lenders through deveopm nt of institutional
network. We also rencmmend that the deposits mobilized by the commercial
banks in the rural areas should be earmarked for rural development.

9. Strategy for Arjicultural Development

The Janata Party recognizes the crucial role of irrigation in stepping
up the rate of growth of agricultural production as weil as in reducing the
fluctuations in output from year to year. Our objective should be to fully
utilize the country's latent irrigation potential within a maximum period of
15 years A fiee ye ars national plan for the development of irrigation
should accordingly be evolved without any further delay. Emphasis should be laid
on fully utilizing the potential of quick maturing small scale and minor
irrigation. Local labour, local resources, gram panchavats, co-operatives
and, above all, voluntary agencies should be effectively harnessed for extending
such irrigation. Irrigation capacity has not been fully utilized. There is
need to educate farmers in the proper utilization of irrigation water.
Authorities must also pay greater attention to efficient water management.

10. Soil Conservation and Research

To maintain fertility of the soil is an importan objective of agricultural
policy. The natins soil resources constitute its greatest wealth. All life
on the land -- vegetation, trees, insects, animals and human beings -- depends
on the existence and bealthy conditions of barely eight inches of the topsoil,
the part thac contains the soil bacteria, fungi and other microscopic forms of
life, and earth wrms. In the past, little or no attention has been paid to
preventon of soil erosion in our country which, if it continues at the present
rate, will exhaust our soil completely and render it incapable of growing any
crops. In the long run, therefore, soil conservation is even more important
that soil utilization. Government must, therefore, take all measures for
maintenance of the country's soil. Government should, therefore, increase the
allocation of resources for soil conservation, land reclamation, afforestation,
flood control and agricultural research and extension work.

There is an urgent need to step up research work for the development of new
high yielding varieties of seeds for pulses, coarse grains like baira and
jawar, sugar,raw cotton and oil seeds. Special attention must be paid to
evolving an effective technology for dry areas. The Janata Party believes
that an economy of small peasant proprietors can be both effecient as well as
healthy provtded that there is a link of service cooperatives to enhance their
productive potential. To that end, the party is committed to strengthening
the role of cooperatives in the transformation of India's rural economy.
Consolidation of holdings also greatly enhances the viability of small farms
and therefore deserves national priority.

11. Organic Manure and Fuel Economy

Government should take steps to see that all available organic manure is
conserved and utilized for increasing agricultural production. Sole dependence
on artificial and chemical use of fertilizer is destructive of the fertility of
soil. So the use of manure should be maximized in order to bring about a
balance between organic manure and chemical fertilizers. Alternative fuel will
have to be provided for the rural areas in order to conserve cowdung and prevent
destruction of trees, Further existing Choolhas should be improved to achieve
fuel economy.
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12. Extension work and Rural Development Centres

Extension work will receive an impetus if farmers' organization,
cooperatives and the Panchavats are associated with the official extension
agencies. It is also necessary to revitalize the governmental machinery at
the block level for this purpose. Development blocks can perform genuine
service to the farmers if they can organize farming families around rural
development centres. These centres should provide at one place a market for
agricultural produce, warehousing facilities, sale of agricultural inputs and
services for repairing pumpsets and agricultural implements spraying and supply
of raw materials for cottage and small industries in the area. These centres
should have market outlets in the urban areas. Farmers should be supplied with
passbooks with up-to-date entries in respect of credit limits, etc. This
idea should be examined by the Decentralization Committee to be set up by the
Government.

13. Power for Agriculture

Agriculture has been starved of power in most areas. It has to bear the
main brunt of poer cuts. We therefore, recommend that the power cuts should
be equitably born b a] s--cors. Further, we recomzad that in the allocation
of additional po g ed agriculture should be given priority. The system
of levying fixed servc hares by the irrigation and electricity authority
should be reviewed with a view to ensuring that the burden is not unfair and
unjust.

14. Excise Dut onArcultur Inputs

As the pr. s of agricultural produce will depend to a great extent on
prices of agricultural inputs, reduction of the input prices is important.
This can be achied I the imediate future through abolition or reduction of
excise duty. The party thereafter recommends that the Government take steps
progressively to reuc xise duty so that the duties on fertilizers, pesticides
and weedicides are cpletely abolished in the next three years.

15. Parity Prices

The price to be paid to the farmers for his produce should be fixed
according to the pricipe of parity, i.e. maintenance of balance between prices
received and prices pa d by the farmers. A support price, which should be lower
than the parity price, should also be fixed at an appropriate level below which
it should be Government's endeavour through efficient purchase arrangements to
see that they do not fall,

16. Agrarian Structure and Land Reform

Agricultural productivity depends greatly on the manner land is held and
operated or the kind of agrarian structure a country may have. The Janata
Party believes that a system of small independent peasant farms assisted together
by service cooperatives, will meet our needs or fulfil the aims of our economic
policy best. It will produce more crops, provide employment for more workers,
lead to more equitable distribution of wealth or avoidance of undue disparities
in incomes and help strengthen democratic trends more than any other system of
farming.
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This system demands that every cultivator is given a stake in the land
he holds which means that he will be made its proprietor and no threat of
ejectment will keep hanging over his head any longer. Unless those who work
the land own it all the rest is likely to be writ in water. Despite so much
propaganda by the Congress Party, however, landlordism still lingers in most
parts of the country in some form or other. Legislation has yet to be enacted
for the abolition of some of the intermediary tenures and interests in Assam,
some parts of Andhra Pradesh, Himachal Pradesh, Jammu and Kashmir, Punjab and
Tamil Nadu. Tenants and sharecroppers in some other States continue to be
insecure. In Haryana and Punjab, security of tenants is subject to a
continuing right of resumption by the landlord. In certain States there is
widespread circumvention of laws meant to prevent eviction; and the statutory
rent of share of the crop payable to the landlord is on the high side in some
other States. In some States the ceiling legislation is virtually a dead
letter. The Janata Party recommends strongly that all these shortcomings are
removed and the various items of land reforms legislation, fully implemented
within three years, Major portion of the surplus land and uncultivated government
lands available for distribution will be given to landless Scheduled Castes
and Scheulded Tribes people.

National interest demands that a floor on land holdings is also laid and
that the law relating to inheritance, transfer and partition of land is so
amended that the area of land per farmer or agricultural worker is not reduced
below 2.5 acres. This will be possible, however, only if diversification of
the economy and industrialization proceeds at a pace faster than the pace of
population growth.

Consolidation of holdings is the first step towards modernization of
agriculture. Therefore the Government should see to it that the consolidation
of holdings operations are completed in all States as early as possible. For
implementation of land reform measures, proper maintenance of land records is
absolutely necessary. Therefore, in those States in which the record of
possession is not available or is not up-to-date, this should be prepared after
on-the-spot verification by Revenue staff and the whole work completed within
a period of two years,

17. Agricultural Policy Statement

We recommend that Government should consider formulation of an Agricultural
Policy Statement on Industrial Policy.

18. Creating More Job Opportunities in Rural Areas

The Janata Party is conscious of the fact that redistribution of land
alone cannot solve the problem of acute unemployment and underemployment faced
by small farmers and agricultural labourers. The long-term solution to this
problem lies in the creation of enough non-agricultural jobs. In the near
future, however, we must find ways and means of utilizing this surplus
manpower in the rural areas themselves. In this context, the programme for
speedy development of rural infrastructure, involving provision of pure drinking
water, adequate number of rural roads, rural electrification, dispensaries
and schools, assumes great importance. The Janata Party is greatly concerned
at the gross neglect of rural areas in the provision of such essential services
as drinking water and health care facilities. The Janata Party calls upon the
Government to allocate adequate funds for the development of rural infra-
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structure in the next five yars. A successful progum neof this type will make
a major contribution to improving the uality of rura life and prevent premature
excessive migration t the u areas. In order that these ideas should take
concrete shape, each Stae shold to begin with, select at least two districts
for intensive development. Food for work programmes and employment guarantee
schemes should first be implmnted in these districts,

The productive activities on which we should conceatrate in the rural areas
must include construction of roads, planting of trees, tanks, wells, lift
irrigation and other water conservation schemes, levelling of soil, bunding,
bringing new land unr ctivation, construction cf gobar gas plants and so on.
Animal husbandry has great possibility and this occupation can be fully
decentralized. It will not only increase the number of self-employed people in
the countryside but it will alse increase incomes and supply of a key food item
and sources of protein.

19. The Need fo r Pe s oe sInvovmen t

In evolving and implementing a national strategy of agricultural and rural
development we believe that there must be close association of the people at
all levels, both in planning process and in the more important task of imple-
mentation. We recognize that an effective programme of implementation must
necessarily have the supporL and assistance of the Sa Goernments and the
State Administrations. In turn, it is our hope that thc Stte Administrations
will associate institutions at the district tehsil and ilage levels as well
as voluntary organizatIons which are willing to extend heping hand. It is
our firm conviction that planning and national development must go hand in hand
with a participative stylI of democracy.

20. Industrial Developent

The Janata Party fully recognzs that the iong-term solution to India's
poverty must involv divrsion of a sizable preportion of the rural population
to non-agricultural occupations. Thus, in any long-term strategy of development
we cannot overlook the temperativ aeed for industrialization. The primacy of
agriculture to which the Janata Party is fir committed must not be seen as a
bias against industry or neglect of the longer term perspectie of development.
It simply reflects an awarens that in the present stage of India's developmental
a sustained increase In agricultural productivity is almost a precondition for
further advance In industry. So long as India's rural masses remain as poor
as they are today., the marke for industrial goods in the country must remain
severely restricted. Thus providing additional resources for agricultural
development will in the long run impart a powerful stimulus to industrial growth.

21. The Janata Party believes that even after meeting the capital requirements
of rural areas it will he possible as well as desirable to provide substantial
resources for development of vital industries needed for expansion of agriculture
like fertilizers, pesticides, cement and agricultural implements. It will also
be necessary to devotc subantial resurces for development of transport and
especially power in the next five years. With this end in view the national
resources of energy such as water, coal, oil, solar energy and nuclear fuel will
have to be speedily developed. In addition it will be desirable to push ahead
with the development of such resources-based industries as steel and aluminum,
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This calls for a massive developmental effort. It will have to be based mainly
on the mobilization of internal resources, including our human potential.
External credits or assistance can only play a marginal role. In short, the
Janata Party would work for the integrated and planned development of the
national economy and would seek to generate enthusiasm among the people by
giving a new direction and focus to the economy.

22. In such an integrated aconomy public sector, private corporate sector,
small scale sector, cooperatives industries, cottage industries and self-
employed people will all have a meaningful place. The public sector has to use
its dominant position to serve the people, promote agriculture, cottage
industries and small scale industries, accelerate development and set the tone
to the national economy. In order to do this, the public sector will have to
improve greatly the efficiency of public enterprises and their managerial
capabilities. The Janata Party's concept of a socialist economy would require
the various sectors to work within the framework of national priorities. In
view of the present needs of investible resources for agricultural and rural
development, both the public sector and the organized private sector must generate
surpluses and use their own internal resources for growth and expansion.
This would imply that their productive efficiencies must improve and their
pricing and output policies must be so adjusted as to generate surpluses.
These surpluses should not be thrown away by way of indiscriminate distribution
of dividends and bonus and increasing the perks and amenities of the top
people. These surpluas must be saved and invested for growth and expansion
thus relieving the public exchequer and the banking system of the need for
continuously channelling further investible funds, which can then be diverted
towards agricultural development and decentralized industries.

23. The Janata Party believes that the development of small scale industries
and optimum utilization of labour intensive techniques of production should be
given all possible encouragement. In areas reserved for small scale industry,
future capacity should not be permitted in the large scale sector. In order to
encourage small entrepreneurs and self-employed people, administrative procedures
will have to be simplified, These people today ahve to run to several agencies
and departments before they can start their businesses. All this will have to
be changed. A centralized agency has to be created from which these small
businesses can receiveL gidance and help.

While considerinK the question of reservations of areas of production for
the small sector, we would like to emphasise the need for ensuring economic
production of high quality at reasonable prices in such sector. In deciding on
the question of reservation, therefore, Government will have to keep in mind
considerations of employment generation broad-basing on the pattern of
entrepreneurship as well as economy in the scale of operations.

24. Special Importance of Village and Cottage Industries

The Janata Party calls upon the Government to evolve national plan for the
development of village and cottage industries taking into account the evolving
pattern of demand. We must continue to encourage khadi which was associated
with the struggle for national independence and which provides employment for
considerable number of people. Credit and technical assistance should be
provided to small scale and cottage industries on a liberal scale so as to
enable them to improve both their technique of production as well as marketing
of their products.
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While recommending the planned dev lopment of khadi, village and cottage
industries, we would suggest to the Government that these industries must have
a sound economic basis. They must result in the production of goods which are
high in quality and widely acceptable in the markets. They must also aim at
economy in costs of production so as to be consistent with our general objective
of bringing down the price line. Modern management techniques must therefore
be introduced in order to achieve these ends. In terms of the policy commit-
ment made in the Janata anifesto the party would like the Government to
clearly demarcate the areas of reservation for the small scale and cottage
industries which use power and cottage industries which use no power.

The part's policy will be that what can be produced by cottage industries
shall not be produced by the small scale and large scale sectors and what can
be produced by the small scale sector shall not be open for large scale industry.
The reservation of fields must be clear and where necessary statutorily defined.
The only exception that may be considered will be for production that is
entirely for export.

The Janata Party, t fre, proposes that till the time full employment
has been achieved, no new cpital intensive enterprises shall be allowed to be
established for manufacturing any consumer and other goods which can be produced
by and which be statutorly reserved for production by cftage or village or
small sector. Al thi w1 i a to be worked out in r detail. Thus the
Government should not perit y expansion in the waving capacity in the
organized mills sector. New weing capacity should be c aced only in the
decentralized sector consising of first hndlooms and, second, powerlooms whose
owenership should be widely diffused, Weaing and production of footwear and
soaps and, if possible, other art-icles in the organized sector should be
progressively reduced so that the entire weaving and production of footwear
and soap is allocated to decentralized sector within the framework of a 10-year
phased programme.

To sum up the expansion of cottage industries and small scale industries
would necessitate:

(a) clear statutory demarcation reservation of specific lines of industrial
production and statutory protection for these sectors;

(b) credit facilities;

(c) machinery for enforcing quality control;

(d) improvement and innovation in the techniques used in cottage and small
scale industries;

(e) adequate supplies of raw materials at reasonable prices; and

(f) a vast marketing network.

25. Urban Environment

For thirty years we have neglected the urban environment allowing a haphazard
growth of our cities and towns. It is, therefore, essential that all metro-
politan areas produce a regiona plan which will scientifically disperse
congestion of industry and people without destroying the natural aesthetic.
Similarly, every city having a population of five lakhs or more must statutorily
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have a master plan and make provision for a green belt areas around the city
to prevent haphazard growth on its periphery. Likewise, cities of one lakh and
over must produce master plans which make adequate provision of open spaces
and orderly development. In all these plans, provision should be made for
slum improvement, housing for the poor and the displaced slum-dwellers, and
where possible allotment of house sites for them. In doing so care should be
taken to ensure that they do not have to travel long distances to their
places of employment,

26. Location of Industries

To prevent concentration of industries in a few large urban centres, the
Government should prohibit starting of new industries in urban centres with a
population of 10 lakhs or more or in the environs of these centres within a
radius of 15 to 20 kms.

The Government souW infrastructure facilities including power
in selected places so hat Industries can be diverted to these areas. A
system of standardize components parts and ancillaries should be increasingly
adopted so that quie a sbtartial portion of the production process can be
decentralized.

27. Housn

Construction acvlaying of new railway lines, irrigation, road
building and housnasarge employment potential. This activity is
also important from the point of view of social needs. It will incidentally
stimulate demand of ste a other materials for which the demand is at present
very slack. All res i on house building must therefore be removed and
individual initiative and cooperative endeavour must be given full play to
meet this pressing social need. People induced to save and invest in housing
construction. Encorament 'uMit be given to house building activities of the
common people and also house bulding activities for the common people.
However, construction of lavish and luxury flats should not be allowed. At
the same time prodction of mnt and other building material like bricks,
mortar, etc. should be rapidly increased so that shortages and black markets
do not reappear. Public authorities should given special priority to construction
of houses for economically a socially backward, including Harijans and Adivasis.

28. Sel f-Reliance

The Janata Party is firmly committed to the goal of national self-reliance.
India has a huge internal akt of over 600 million people. The potentialities
of this market are vast. 3eside; India is well endowed with basic natural
resources like iron ore, coa (though not high grade), bauxite and so on. The
policy of national selhreliance bowever does not mean that our country should
cut itself away from te word and live in total isolation. There will be need
for us to encourage intenatonal trade both in the form of exports and imports.
In planning for sel a we should concentrate in those areas where we
have comparative advantage and where we can produce goods economically and
profitably at low cost both for the domestic and external markets. Without
expanding the internal market ad increasing the volume of production for domestic
consumption, neither can costs be brought dowm nor our goods made competitive in
external markets. The question of self-reliance has also to be approached from
the point of view of generati employment. Thirdly, considerations of national
strategy would also necessitate self-reliance in certain critical and strategic
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areas. However, in non-critical and non-strategic areas where production in
the country would be uneconomical, producers and mass consumption goods which
are in short supply may ho iprted from the cheapest sources as part of the
overall strategy of containing inflation and bringing down price levels. But
the imports of goods which cannot be economically produced in India should be
counterbalanced by strong export efforts. The Janata Party would like to caution
that due care must be taken to ensure that the export drive does not cause
scarcities of criticl omndtes and essential articles of consumption the
domestic market. The export-import policy must fit in with the development
strategy based on agriculture and labour intensive industrialization. The
national production plan i-u eater both for the domestic market as well as
external markets.

29. Forein Collar

In consonance with its emphasis on self-reliance, the Janata Party is of
the view that our aproch to foreign technical financial collaboration must
be selective and flexible

The Janata Party not go in for foreign collaboration in areas where
adequate Indian skills and capital are available.

In order to promote technological self-reliance and obviate the need for
foreign collaboration, large Indian firms should be encouraged to spend adequate
amounts on research and development. Wherever the need for foreign collaboration
is felt in areas of high priority, emphasis should be on purchasing outright
technical know-how, tech ogica skills, and machinery.

The provisions of RA ntb rigorously enfored in the sector of
consumer goods industre The oeign firms should be asked to carry forward
the process of Indiana n r production capacities also should be
frozen at the cxi then will the indigenous firms will be

able to make headway in f consumer goods industries.

In this coJnn arty would comend the example of Japanese
industries which brought a tonishing expansion without providing any
significant role for forio capital. The Japanese imported the best
available technol t a it to their own needs. The Janata
Government should follow this example. We also call upon our scientists and
Technologists to evolve a fvwrd looking, small unit technology suited to our
condition and needs,

The Janata Party wou like t mphasise that foreign companies which are

operating in the country must conforr to national objectives and priorities and
that foreign equity must operae within the parameters of national policy.

30. 2spersion of Proprry nd Curbing of Concentration of Economic Power

The Janata Party notes with concern the concentration of economic and
productive power in a few hands. The entire strategy of development must, there-
fore, seek to achieve the widest possible dispersion in the ownership of property
and the means of production. The policy of enforcing agricultural ceilings
and promoting small scale and cottage industries will help dispersion of
property. There is an urgent need to develop entrepreneurial skill and
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and initiative in small and the medium sector and to prevent continuance or
emergence of monopolies,

A peculiar feature of the post--in pendence industral development has
been the dominance of about twenty industrial houses. These industrial groups
have used their entreprenurial resources, their connections with the
administration and their capait ot manipulate to frstrate measures designed
to curb concentration of wath,

The Janata Party is of the view that the Covernment may allow these
industrial groups to expand ojy in those areas where such expansion is clearly
in national interest ad i acod wit national priorities.

The Government should not, however, permit any company or group of
companies to have a dominant share of the market in what they produce nor
should it allow these ompa to be in a position to di tate terms to
producers, raw material supplers and consumers. In der to break the
monopolist stranglehold of a group of companies or intr-connected companies
over the market in the goods they produce, these inter-connections or groups
will have to be broken, and the law must unambiguously empower the authorities
to do this so that unnecessary litigation on this subject is avoided. In
this view, the committee is glad to note that the Government has already under
examination the srengthening of Monopolies Commssion

The tendency towards concenration of economic power arises from indis-
criminate diversification and pre-emption of new fields by leading business
groups. It should be the policy of the Janata Government to encourage new
entrepreneurs in new lines of industrial activity.

While every possible assista must be given to the small sector to
reaslize its growth potcnial, Gornment must back this up by systems of
progressive taxation on income md wealth as well as direct measures to curb
the concentration of e c r

31. Price Policy

The Janata Party fitny bi hat reasonb:le price stability is a
prerequisite of sound dte Janata Goverme inherited an explosive
inflationary situation. Hue to firm control a I et money supply and other
corrective measures adopted y ianata Government In recent months, the price
outlook now appears to bee e raging. Prices of a number of essential
commodities have started n recent weeks. However, there is no
scope for complacency. The Jata Party commends to Government a price policy
with the following essental ingredien ts:

(a) a firm control over money supply;

(b) incentive prices designed to secure an adequate increase in the production
of basic consumption goods;

(c) timely arrangements for import of cormodities in short supply;

(d) a well funtioning public distribution system; and

(e) stringent action against unscrupulous traders and hoarders.
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Remunerative procurement prices must be seen as an essential element of
increasing agricultural production and of stabilizing prices. In this context
particular attention needs to be paid to increasing the production of pulses,
raw cotton and oilseeds which have contributed significantly to price inflation
in the recent past.

32. Marketing and Distribution

The production in abundance of consumer goods is by itself not adequate.
Government must ensure that these consumption goods reach the masses of the people
and are available throughout the country and to all sections of the people at
fair and reasonable prices. We would strongly urge the establishment of a
marketing network which will ensure the availability of goods to the common
man. The public distribution system in the rural areas should be based on
panchayats-cum-cooperatives. In the urban areas it should increasingly use
consumer cooperatives. A functioning public distribution system presupposes
procurement by the State of large supplies of the essential articles of
consumption mentioned earlier. The Janata Government should ensure this through
creastion of warehousing facilities storage and maintenance of buffer stocks.

In this connection, we would also like to emphasise the need for the
improvement in quality of products and towards this end we suggest standardization
of production of goods. Abundant production backed by a proper marketing and
distribution system, we hope will stimulate per capita consumption.

33. Machinery of Government

The Government machinery must be fully geared to developmental activity if
programmes necessary to achieve the objectives of the Party are to be implemented
with speed and efficiency. The hurdles in the path of socially beneficial
projects have to be removed and inter-State disputes which prevent rapid realization
of our irrigation and hydro-power potentials should be expeditiously settled.
Economy must be the watchword of Governmental organizations. Drastic cuts in
non-development expenditure is necessary to divert resources for development.
There should be a clear realization that costs of delay are incredibly heavy and
a poor country, seeking to pull itself up by its shoe-strings can ill-afford them.
Finally, if progress is to be as swift as is necessary, every effort must be made
to root out corruption.

34. Education, Educated Unemployed and Social Services

Educated unemployed are today in the grip of blank despair. Their number
on the employment exchange is rapidly increasing and the vast human capital built
in them is going waste. Their problem will receive special attention of the
Janata Government. It will see to it that its development strategy is oriented
to exapnsion of employment opportunities designed to make use of their capability
and skills. The Janata Government will also take steps to refashion the educational
system so as to bring about a radical change in the attitude to work as also to
increase their employability. The Party emphasises the need for building up a
strong, healthy and educated generation of Indians. The State must accept much
greater responsibility towards the provision of social services to the citizens
of India. The facilities in respect of education, health services and public
sanitation are totally inadequate. The directive principle of State policy about
compulsory and universal primary education must be speedily implemented and adult
literacy should be vigorously promoted. Education specifically directed towards
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the needs of the nation and towards the optimum employment must be provided.
Public health standards must go up and -- dical facilities extended to all the
people. It is our belief that a litrry army will help us in tackling the
problem of unemployment among the educated youth and a loi army will help Us
in solving the problem of rural unempIcyment,

35. Eradication of Malnutrition

War against malnutition has to begin in right st It is necessary
not only for the development of man as an end in itself but also for the efficiency
of economic performance. Efforts in this direction have to begin with the care and
nourishment of children in mother's wombs, and later in their schools. The
former will bring about greater equality at birth and the latter in the crucial
and formative years of their life. It should be possible to provide high protein
food to an increaingly larger number of children through the use of pro-flour
prepared from groundnut ca after exraction of oil and from soyabeans,
In particular, the mid-day meals whica at present available to only a small
section of school children old be rrssivly supp~ed to all school going
children,

36. P aton Polic

The Janata Party affirms t' 'irm i ,i nthe -ital n sit of a successful
programme of family welfare incluing family planning, as a ingredlien of
development policy. Every possibe effort has to be made to bring down the
birth rate in the country to a ore manageable levelb Hov , the Party wishes
to emphasise that there should be- no coercion whatsoever in the imploeetation
of family plannin programs Ths g i r no a
thought out programmie for helncr.Scesof r l lnigi vitany
linked with the~ spread ot edumionameowmen and a tei hi t ti
our society. Incentives mutbeg ided toc make th prgamea ujes
However, eoercion of any kindt smad not bersre o Tel Party is also in
favour of legilion eige :ri h minim ag of ig. Thiss
a need for a sustinedo nat in' empi tocet a prpe awareneass of t
need for smaller famiie

37, Fiscal Poliaq

Fiscal concei1
etc., which arc n ust ho webma
with a view to proensindusris uragiag wasteful
use of capital. deahav ra adaggassive lalstent policy
in agriculture, induryrces and bma welfre which is imperative
to stimulate nationa got tis prpose ovrnment would require
adequate funds, An apprpr f a pt I icy wold hae, therefore, to be evolved
for the purpose. We believe that the taxation policy of the Government must
keep in mind five cosideratins

(1) Increased public investe expenditur u-st necessitate increased public
income The people of the contry, therefore, have to accept the burden
of higher taxation needed for investment in the future,

(2) Taxation policy must simultaeoy aim at redistributive justice and must
take into consideration the capacity to pay.
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(3) Taxes should be easy to collect and it should be easy for the tax payer
to know what he has to pay. There is urgent need for the simplification
and rationalization of the tax administration.

(4) Taxes must have an in-built growth potential and inherent buoyancy.

(5) Taxation policy must aim at stimulating national growth and must encourage
production and savings

38._nges_and Price Poe

The Janeta Party is concerned about the growing disparities in incomes,
wages and emoluments of different sections of our society. These disparities
exist not only between the rich and the poor, there also exist regional income
isparitie, disparities betwen the rural and urban populations, and

disparities between the organized and unorganized sectors.

The Party reiterates its coritment to an equitable national wage and price
policy. The Party wants the minimum incomes to rise steadily so that the
different between the minima and the maxima, after tax, is reduced to 1:20, its
ultimate objective being to reduce this differential to 1:10. It holds that an
integrated incomes and price policy is an important instrument in removing the
disparities and correcting the distortions that have entered the structure of
wages and prices. The Party notes that the Government have set up a STudy Group
to make a study problem. Among the terms of reference of the Group are questions
relating to the fixation of minimum wage, maximum wage for different categories
of workers, wage differentials and criteria for determining them, linkage between
wages, incomes and prices, a review of arrangements with regard to dearness
allowance, etc. and appropriate fiscal, economic and other measures for achieving
the objectives of this policy as also the necessity or otherwise of legislative
changes. We note that the terms of reference do not expressly cover the question
of minimum wage for agricultural labourers and income disparities and limitation
of personal consumption.

The Party hopes that the report of the Group will become available in sixno1n:hs and t9er the Group will take int o account the claims of social justice
in formulating its proposals, Thereafter the Government should take swift and
effective steps to bring about rationalization in wages, incomes and prices
to achIeve the twin objectives of increased production and equity and social
Justice.

39. Quality of Human Factor

The total real income of a country is roughly a function of the size and
efficiency of its labour or working force relative to the size and quality of its
natural resources. While the quantity and quality of natural resources are a
gift of God or Nature and almost beyond human control, the quality or degree of
excellence of a people is vcry much of its own making. Deficiency in quality
and quantity of natural :esources can, to a great degree, be made good or
compensated by the quality of rhe working population. This quality depends upon
historical ann cultural factors, social environment, quality of health and
educati as alsc the kind of adership provided by the Government.
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The Janata Party, therefore, will do all that lies in its power to create
conditions which will improve the quality of our people.

40. Needs of Change in Mental Attitude

The Janata Party will work for a change in such of the values, attitudes
and motivations of our people as stand in the way of economic development.
Large sections of our society lack the urge to improve their economic condition
by their own efforts. The Janata Party will impress upon the people that man
can very largely be the captain of his own fate.

The people have also to be made to realiz, as bato Gandhi taught us,
that rights flow only out of duties well performed, No individual or nation on
earth can possibly have something for nothing. We ill have to pay the costs for
economic development whether we live in a demcrti sociey or a-e governed by
a dictatorship. The only difference is that in a demracy the costs are
willingly borne, in a dictatorship, they are extractad. These coscs will have
have to be paid in the form of hard work, discipline and integrity in the widest
sense of the term.

Summing Up

This then is the main direction in which the Nata Party would like to move.
The Party feels that the time has come to end all uncertainty about economic
policy and to take determined steps for a rapid economic advance, All pre-
conditions for such an advance like a satisfactory kharif harvest and equally good
prospects for rabi and fall in wholesale price index already exist, What is
required is the will to forge ahead. This the Government must no provide.
Unless the nation agrees to defer present consumption and undertake large
savings and investment effort the existing opportunities for expansion cannot
be fully exploited. The upper classes and elite will have to set an example in
this regard. Unless these classes give up ostentation and display of wealth, unless
they agree to make sacrifices proportionate to their wealth and responsibility
the common people cannot be asked to exercise self-restraint or moderate their
sectional demands,

In order to enthuse the people the national economy must promise to provide
goods and services needed by the cores of our people and not only satisfy the
demnds of the rich. Our economy must not only produce adequate quantitites of
food and clothing but also ensure that every village home has an assured supply
of pure drInking water, that every Indian has a pair of footwear, that every
family has a bicycle, a radio and sewing machine and that every Indian has
adequate supplies of soap and minimal health, housing and educational facilities.
In order to achieve these goals within the next ten years, the Janata Party
invites the people to join in a common national endeavour, Let increased
production and hard labour now become the national motto and let the burning
desire to achieve social justice pervade all our public activities. To this
end the Janata Party rededicates itself.
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LDCa AND WORLD TRADE 1953 TO 1973

World trade has turned out very differently over the last

quarter of a century from what was expected immediately after the war.

Expectations in those days were dominated by the collapse of world

trade in the 1930's, in association with the Great Depression, and with

the mushrooming of tariffs, quotas and currency restrictions; and were

further depressed by the dollar shortage which was then thought likely

to get worse and worse. Prudence seemed to demand that plans be made

on the assumption that exports would grow slowly, and that inability

to pay for imports would be a major brake on economic growth.

In the event, world trade has grown faster than ever before,

at about eight per cent per annum in volume; twice as fast as in the

forty years before the first world war, and faster even than the rate

attained in the middle of the nineteenth century. This has been

associated with world production of commodities also growing faster

than ever, with the general lowering of tariffs and reduction of

quotas, and with two decades of relative stability and convertibility

between the major currencies of market economies.

Also of major significance was the even more rapid growth

of tourist expenditures, which have become an important source of

foreign exchange, equivalent in 1973 to about (?) eight per cent

of the value of LDC exports of merchandise. Tourist expenditures

exceed ten per cent of exports in about twenty developing countries.
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LDC Trade

LDC exports of merchandise have also grown faster than ever,

but not as fast as world trade as a whole. Between 1953 and 1973 LDC

exports grew in volume at six per cent per annum, with equivalent

purchasing power, since the terms of trade of LDCs were about the same

at these two dates.

Contrary to expectations, LDC exports of manufactures grew

as fast as MDC exports of manufactures, an achievement of no little

magnitude, since this was the fastest growing section of world trade.

The LDC's also maintained their share of world trade in minerals, fuels

and non-ferrous metals, taken together. Their weakness was in agri-

culture, which dropped from 57 per cent of LDC trade in 1953 to 30

per cent in 1973.

One reason for this declining percentage is that world trade

in agricultural commodities was growing only at 4.5 per cent per annum --

a fast rate when compared with world agricultural production, but a

much slower rate than world trade in minerals and manufactures.

But beyond this, changes were occurring in world trade in

agricultural products to which the LDCs were not adapting themselves.

The most spectacular phenomenon in agricultural trade is the relative

decline of world trade in beverages, sugar and agricultural raw materials

from 56 per cent of agricultural trade in 1953 to 38 per cent in 1973,

with a corresponding increase of the trade in cereals, livestock products,

vegetable oils and fruit. LDCs have traditionally specialised in the

former group, whereas it is for the latter group that world demand is

now expanding more rapidly.
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The demand for these latter foodstuffs is expanding not only

in the world at large, but in the LDCs too, so relative neglect has

led several LDCs to mounting food deficits. A reorientation of agricultural

policy is required which will increase LDC food production, especially

of cereals, of feeding stuffs and of livestock products.

There are obstacles. Several hundred million LDC farmers

live on lands where rainfall is inadequate or irregular. These are the

poorest people in the richer LDCs, and they are also the majority of the

population in the poorer LDCs, which typically still have 70 per cent or

more of their labour force in agriculture. There are two or three poor

LDC regions which are well-watered, and have high yields per acre, where

the poverty derives from rural over-population, but the dry areas are

poor even when their population is sparse. Farmers in the dry areas have

little in the way of cash crops, and what they have for export are crops

for which world demand grows rather slowly. These areas need considerable

investment in water conservation and in irrigation. They also need a

breakthrough in dry-farming techniques such as have been pioneered

successfully elsewhere. Their principal foodstuffs are sorghums and

millets, and much research is needed to select the best varieties and

to breed new hybrids. The United Nations community is pledged to bring

special help to these poorer countries, but this effort is slow in starting.

Considerable success has been achieved in selecting and breeding

varieties of foodstuffs suitable for the wetter areas, especially varieties

of maize and of irrigated rice, and farmers have taken to these with

remarkable alacrity. However there is still scope for further research

on varieties, with the first priority in Asia being new varieties of

rain-fed rice. The quickest way of helping substantially the majority
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of the world's poor -- who are small farmers -- would be to introduce them

to new high yielding food production techniques.

Many developing regions have large livestock herds, and others

have savannahs that could carry large herds. The level of technology,

however, is generally appallingly low. Major transformations in this

sector would not only yield protein for deficient diets, but could also

be a major source of foreign exchange earnings for such countries.

Since research and extension offer the biggest yields, these

have to be mentioned first; but other aspects of government policy are

also important. Price policy is especially important, since the deliberate

repression of food prices, in the interest of urban communities, has been

a factor holding down food production and driving farmers into putting

more of the relatively unwanted export commodities on the world market.

Other important aspects are well known, including land reform, provision
the

of agricultural credit, developing/infrastructure of rural communities,

and so on.

If the relative failure of LDCs in agricultural trade stands

out, so also, in the opposite direction, does their relative success in

exporting manufactures. This is particularly remarkable because world

trade in manufactures grew especially fast in machinery and other heavy

goods, whereas the LDC exports were concentrated on light manufactures.

Exports of manufactures had risen to 33 per cent of the exports of oil-

Importing LDCs in 1975, and if current growth rates were maintained would

by 1985 be more than half of LDC exports.
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This success was pioneered by a small number of LDC's. The

LDC countries where manufactures exceeded 20 per cent of exports numbered

only 20 in 1973. However this was a very mixed bag, including countries

of all sizes of population and area, and countries at all levels of per

capita income. It is clear that most LDC's could develop some exports

of manufactures if they followed appropriate policies.

There is still a psychological barrier. In many LDCs authority

has taught that the comparative advantage of LDCs is in agriculture. This

may once have been true, but nowadays the gap between agricultural producti-

vities is wider than that between MDC and LDC productivities in modern

factories. The psychological barrier is crumbling before the fact that

LDC exports of manufactures are growing so rapidly. More and more govern-

ments are now reorienting their policies in the direction of promoting

industrial production for export.

Success in this area calls for a wide range of policy supports,

of the kind which keep down costs, and speed up decision making. These

differ from the policies required for import substitution, where costs

can be covered by raising prices in the domestic market. Large sectors

of import substituting industry are rather inefficient, and can be adapted

for exporting only with drastic pruning. Control of inflation also becomes

especially important, since exporters cannot succeed if their costs are

rising faster than world prices; and sophisticated management of exchange

rates also takes on a new significance.

The weak spot in LDC exports of manufactures has been the high

concentration on textiles and clothing. The speed with which LDC exports

of this group developed created difficulties for some producers in industrial

countries, and produced a series of international textile agreements
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designed to reduce the pace of growth. However, LDCs have been diversifying

their trade. The share of textiles and clothing in LDC exports of manu-

factures (excluding non-ferrous metals) fell from 45 per cent in 1953 to

34 per cent in 1973. There is plenty of scope for LDC exports of other

light manufactures, besides textiles and clothing.

Neither do LDCs have to confine themselves to light manufactures.

The larger and more industrially advanced LDCs are now moving into the

production and export of machinery and other heavy goods. This is an

essential development, since the excessive dependence of LDC's on the

industrial countries for capital goods creates foreign exchange problems,

and adds to the foreign debt. As more and more LDCs move upwards in their

industrial range, the pattern of LDC industrial production will become more

diverse, and so will the pattern of LDC exports.

Access to Markets

LDCs need to export because they need to import, and also to

meet the debt charges on their obligations. Exporting is also crucial

to growth since it permits unbalanced growth, and so allows a country to

concentrate on using whatever may be its most profitable resources and

opportunities,without having to ensure a balance of domestic demand and

supply in every sector of its economy. In small countries imports will

be large relatively to national income, and exports will inevitably be

the engine of growth. Very large countries can concentrate on developing

their internal markets, and will import relatively much less; but even

they can grow more freely if they can meet internal deficits by drawing

in imports, and for this they must be able to export.
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The United Nations community has recognised that the general

interest requires that LDCs grow rapidly, and has fixed a minimum target

rate of six per cent per annum for the 1970's. Much thought has been

given to the financing of this growth through capital flows, but less

thought to the consequences for export trade.

If national income is to grow by six per cent per annum imports

must grow at least as fast, and exports also at least as fast. LDCs must

therefore have access to markets. Access to agricultural markets is not

enough, since world trade in agricultural products grows by much less than

six per cent per annum. Access to the world market for manufactures is

just as important.

LDC trade is still so small that this access should hardly be

a problem. The LDC share of world trade in manufactures was in 1973 only

seven per cent, and the volume of world trade in manufactures had increased

over the preceding decade by 172 per cent.

If the LDCs are to grow at rates generally accepted as reasonable,

the more developed countries must show willingness to make more space for

them in world trade, by dismantling the barriers which they have erected

to imports from LDC's. These barriers cover a wide range -- tariffs,

quotas, consumption taxes, prohibitions, and alleged health safeguards.

And they cover both agricultural (e.g. sugar, meat) and industrial (e.g.

textiles, processed materials) commodities. A reasonable programme of

dismantling could increase LDC trade over the next seven years by at

least $20 billion, over and above its current rate of growth.

It is hard enough on LDCs that the MDCs are continually in-

venting new synthetic materials which undermine the demand for-LDC
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products. To add artificial trade barriers as well runs counter to the

desire of the peoples of the industrial countries themselves to facilitate

and accelerate the rise of production and the standard of living in the

LDCs. This cannot be achieved without access to markets.

For the industrial countries to dismantle their barriers to

LDC trade requires that they institute adequate programmes of adjustment

assistance for those of their own nationals who may be adversely affected.

It also requires that the industrial countries themselves also be growing

rapidly, so that labour and capital resources can easily find employment

in other expanding trades. Problems which are easily solved when world

production is expanding at five per cent a year, become insoluble and

major centres of international confrontation when the growth rate drops

to three per cent.

Looking backwards over the considerable dismantling of barriers

to trade between the industrial countries which has occurred over the

past two decades, under the sponsorship of GATT, one can see that it

was a major weakness of LDCs not to have played their full part in the

series of negotiations which produced these results. That LDCs should

make a bigger input into GATT is one of the lessons of this period.

Regional Integration

The movement for regional economic integration attracted much

hope and support in the 1950's, and gave rise to a set of regional agree-

ments and institutions, but the promise is not wholly fulfilled. LDC

exports to other LDCs grew at about five per cent a year, but this rate

was lower than that of LDC exports to developed countries, the share of

LDCs in LDC trade dropped from 25 per cent in 1953 to 20.5 per cent in 1973.



LDC intrarregional exports could have grown faster if the

provisionsof the agreements had been carried out. But a number of inter-

regional institutions have come to a stalemate, and others are moving

backward. Only two show promise of likely progress within the next two

years.

One reason for the limited success of the regional institutions

has been the rapid growth of world trade itself. Countries need their

immediate neighbours more when world trade is stagnating than they do

when it is growing at eight per cent a year.

There are, in any case, difficult problems to be overcome.

In the first place, neighbouring countries are not all alike; there

are surprisingly wide differences in degrees of development, quantity and

quality of infrastructure, and entrepreneurial capacity. Hence some

benefit more than others from the customs union. The less advanced

members expect that they may lose, and are therefore not so willing to

surrender their domestic markets to competition by their neighbours.

One lesson of this experience is that it may be unwise, in

the early stages of integration, to seek for inter-rregional free trade

in all industrial sectors. The less advanced members will be under

pressure to protect established industry in those sectors where economies

of scale are small or negligible, and which are therefore considered to

be suitable for production on a national scale. It may therefore be

easier -- and would certainly be more valuable -- to make progress in

sectors where enjoyment of economies of scale requires more than one

national market. These "integration" industries are where the main

benefit lies, and therefore deserve the major effort.
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Even here, however, progress is slow. Each member country

wishes to get at least one such industry, and it is not easy to arrange

a package, especially when some of these industries already exist, and

are already located in the "wrong" places, from the planners' standpoint.

It takes prolonged and patient negotiation to produce a package, and

even more perseverance to see it implemented.

Some of these integration industries will be capital goods

industries. Industrial countries have export credit facilities to

promote the sale of their capital goods. If the LDC purchaser is to

buy within the region, regional finance must be available. This is

an opportunity for the international development banks, both the World

Bank and the regional banks. It is not yet fully exploited.

There may also be difficult currency problems. An integration

package is menaced by inflation, which proceeds at different rates in

different countries; by changes in exchange rates; and by restrictions

on converting one currency into another. Trade, currency exchange,

money supply, prices, capital flows and tax rates are all inter-

connected, and it is difficult to operate a regime where control of trade

is integrated while all other economic decisions are taken on the

national level.

The further progress of regional integration probably depends

most of all on whether world trade resumes its fast pace, or grows

rather slowly. If world trade slackens, neighbours will look to each

other more, and the case for regional integration will again seem as

powerful as it did in the 1950's.



The Terms of Trade

The terms of trade of LDCs were about the same in 1973 as in

1953. They had, however, previously deteriorated by about ten per cent

between the first half of the 1950's and the second half of the 1960's.

The terms of trade of agriculture moved severely downwards

in the second half of the 1950's and the 1960's, but these terms of

trade swing widely, and were actually more favourable in 1973 than they

had been in 1953. Since agricultural products are now only about half

the exports of LDCs (excluding 'oil) and about one fifth of their imports,

the terms of trade of agriculture are no longer a safe guide to the

terms of trade of LDCs. In any case each country has its own terms of

trade, which are likely to be different from the terms of trade of

LDCs considered as a group.

The downward movement of agricultural prices in the 1950's

and 1960's was in marked contrast with the behaviour of industrial prices,

which moved upwards continually, first slowly, and then more rapidly.

Usually industrial and agricultural prices have gone up and down together,

with agricultural prices swinging more widely; a long period in which

prices move in opposite directions is a new phenomenon, combining cost-

push inflation in the industrial countries with rapid increases in

agricultural productivity.

The price of cereals came down in the 1950's and 1960's

because productivity increased rapidly in Western Europe and North

America, thanks to hybrids, fertilisers, pesticides and machinery. Surplus

stocks of wheat built up, and the turn around of prices came only after

stocks were-reduced to normal levels, mainly as a result of foreign
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aid programmes. The fall in cereals prices brought down all food prices,

and the prices of those agricultural raw materials which compete with

foodstuffs for farmers' time or land. Even if cereals prices had been

constant, the opening up of rural- areas by the building of roads and the

enormous increase in motor transportation increased the elasticity of

supply of tropical crops, and put pressure on their prices. The supply

of the traditional LDC agricultural products can now increase at a rate

much in excess of the three per cent per annum at which the world

demand for such products is expanding.

Various attempts were made to reach agreement on fixing floors

and ceilings to the prices of individual primary commodities, but the

only effective agreement was that for tin. In all other cases either

the consuming and producing countries could not agree, or else the problem

of controlling supplies promised to be insuperable. The leading consuming

and producing countries are now pledged to a new round of talks on

individual commodities, to be supported by internationally financed buffer

stocks.

The future trend of the terms of trade between agriculture

and industry will depend partly on what happens to the price of food

in MDCs, and partly on economic development within the LDC's. If food

is cheap, other agricultural commodities will also be cheap. If LDC's

develop their internal markets, and especially the food productivity

of their own farmers, these farmers will no longer be willing to sell

agricultural raw materials at bargain prices.

In any case, as already noted, the diversification of LDC

exports means that the LDC terms of trade are no longer tied
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to the terms of trade between agriculture and manufactures. Hence this

particular confrontation will cease to be a major issue between MDCs and

LDCs as groups.

The Transfer of Resources

Countries that are urbanising rapidly always need to borrow

substantially, and this is the situation of the LDCs. Many suggestions

are made for reducing the rate of urbanisation -- lower urban-rural

income differentials, development of rural industries and infrastructure,

promotion of more productive farm techniques -- but the dominant cause

of emigration from the countryside is fast population growth in the

countryside, and this will be with us until at least the end of this

century.

LDCs have received considerable transfers of capital, by way

of grant, loan and private investment. According to OECD the net

transfer (after subtracting repayments but not interest) was $24.6 billion

in 1973, or about 4 1/2 per cent of LDC national incomes of that year.

These figures include private foreign investment.

Official development assistance grew rapidly in the 1950's,

but slowed down after 1961. If one corrects by an index of the price of

manufactures, the growth rate of ODA from the DAC countries in constant

prices was only 1.1 per cent per annum between 1961 and 1973. Though

the pace was slow, the terms improved continually, and by 1973 the grant

element in ODA was 86 per cent.

Over this period opinion veered towards the position that

concessional finance should be provided firstly to the poorest LDCs,

and that the more advanced LDCs should rely to a greater extent on
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the development banks and ordinary commercial borrowing. The development

banks greatly accelerated their lending in the 1970s, but could not meet

all the need. To a considerable extent therefore LDCs found themselves

relying on private short-term finance, especially on suppliers' credits

in the 1960s and on commercial bank loans in the 1970s. This tendency

accelerated after 1973, when bank finance became the principal way of

financing the deficits resulting from the explosion of the price of oil.

Short-term borrowing is not appropriate for long-term investment,

because interest and amortisation exceed the earnings of the project in

its initial years. Excessive reliance on short-term finance caused numerous

defaults in the 1950's and 1960's, and will cause more defaults over the

next ten years.

A number of LDC governments are raising long-term loans in

the private financial markets of the developing countries, and this

development should be facilitated. At present the government of Western

Europe strictly control the access of foreign governments to their capital

markets, and in the U.S.A. state laws governing the portfolios of financial

intermediaries have the same effect. Some liberalisation of these controls

would now be in order.

After some hesitation in the 1950's direct private investment

again began to flow to LDC's at a rate which averaged 6.7 per cent per

annum between 1961 and 1973, when corrected for changes in the prices

of manufactured goods. About a half of this money went into oil and

other minerals, which was the most profitable sector. Excluding oil,

profits of foreign enterprises were recorded at about three billion dollars

in 1972, or about one parcent of LDC national incomes. The opportunity

for direct foreign investment in mining had diminished, as more and more
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of such enterprises have been nationalised. LDC governments are currently

anxious to encourage direct investment in manufacturing. Here the

principal point of confrontation is the desire of the governments

that all new industries be free to export, whereas in a number of cases

multinational corporations are interested only in supplying the home

market. Direct investment, excluding oil, is only about three per cent

of the total investment of LDCs; its significance lies more in what it

can contribute in technology, managerial skills and access to export

markets rather than in the sums of money involved.

LDCs have increased their own domestic savings ratios quite

significantly over the past quarter of a century, though the figures to

establish this are not available. About 85 per cent of what is invested

comes from domestic savings, so the gap to be filled is still substantial.

In several countries the public sector continues to be a drain on savings,

through a combination of a budgetary deficit on current account, and

losses on public sector enterprises. Firmer control over public sector

finance would not only increase public saving, but also reduce inflation;

which in turn would stimulate private saving and productive investment,

and strengthen competitive power in the world market.

There is a sense in which aid and trade are substitutes for

each other. At a time when MDCs are increasing their barriers to LDC

trade, they might in compensation offer large loans on concessional

terms. Or at a time when official development assistance is growing

slowly, MDCs might help LDCs to earn foreign exchange by reducing their

barriers. Unfortunately over the past decade the pace of aid has been

very slow, and the barriers have mounted simultaneously. A new look at

these policies is very much required.



WORLD AND LDC EXPORTS, 1953 and 1973

US $ billion

1953 1973

World LDCs World LDCs

Food 11.45 4.04 75.41 14.65

Beverages & Sugar 4.75 4.18 10.57 8.68

Agricultural R.M. 9.91 3.89 34.71 9.66

Fuels 7.46 4.52 65.04 44.99

Minerals & Metal 4.90 2.45 32.35 9.23

Manufactures 33,03 2.22 346.71 23.88

Total 71.48 21.30 564.79 111.09

Non-ferrous metals included with Minerals
Source for 1953: Lamartine Yates, Forty Years of Foreign Trade.
Source for 1973: mostly GATT Annual Report.
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WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr Mahbub ul Haq, PPR DATE December 13, 1977

FROM: Timothy King, DED PH

SUBJECT: PAKISTAN: Operational Implications of Adopting
Basic Needs Targets - A Note of Caution

As a believer in the significance of population growth as a brake
on development and in the crucial role that appropriate social development
policies have to play in bringing about a reduction in fertility, I was
pleased to see that your report on Basic Needs in Pakistan stresses both the
obstacles caused by rapid population growth in meeting the basic needs of the
Pakistan population, and the effect that meeting these needs would have in
bringing about fertility decline. But I am afraid that there are a number of
reasons for believing that it exaggerates the impact that a basic needs
strategy can have on fertility, especially in the next decade. These exaggera-
tions go in both directions: i.e. in the worst possible case, the population
growth rate will certainly not go as high as you imply may be imminent
[para xii refers to an "expected" rate of population increase of 4.1%1; on the
other hand, on all past evidence a birth rate of 28 in 1987 seems well beyond
the realm of possibility, even with the sort of basic needs strategy you
describe and a much more successful family planning program than Pakistan has
ever achieved.

Let me explain.

1. The population growth rate will never reach 4.1%

The "constant fertility" projection you use [which, incidentally
averages 3.9% over the period 1977-2007, rather than 4.1%] shows an accelerating
rate of population growth. The reason for this is that mortality declines at
the same rate in all 4 projections, continuously widening the gap between birth
and death rates. Under the constant fertility assumptions used in these pro-
jections, the 1987 birth rate would be 46.3 and the death rate 8.7, giving a
rate of natural increase of 3.8%, and an average over the period of about 3.5%-.

But in fact the assumption of constant fertility in the face of
steadily declining mortality is extraordinarily unlikely, because: i) the
drop in mortality is likely to bring about a subsequent decline in fertility
as parents realise that fewer births are needed to ensure a given number of

1/ The projections in question were made in this Division about a year ago in
connection with work for the Basic Economic Report. Both the fertility
figures collected in the Population Growth Experiment and the 1972 Census
were corrected for estimated underenumeration. This makes for a higher
level of base population than current Government estimates and a remarkably
high- level of fertility. The mortality assumptions were based on pro-
jections made some years ago in the Bank; the prevailing view then expected
a faster fall in mortality than now appears likely, in view of the
experience of the past few years. The final section of this note offers--
at Mr Burki's suggestion--some alternative projections.
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surviving children; and ii) the expected fall in mortality is itself likely
to reflect socio-economic improvements, some of which will themselves have
a negative effect on fertility. I can find no recorded instance of a rate
of natural increase of over 4% per year, except where the age structure had
been greatly distorted by migration. The fastest I can find is Costa Rica
which reached nearly 3.8% from 1955-60.

2. The assumed target rate for fertility decline is implausiblyjrapid.

The contrast between Scenario 2 (moderate fertility decline) and
Scenario 3 (sharp fertility decline) is very great. The original projections
underlying Scenario 3, were based on the present government targets for the

birth rate, which imply a birth rate of 33.5 target for 1983, and the implied
birth rate for 1987 would be even lower than your suggested target of 28.
I am not sure of the particular rationale for Scenario 2 and the author of

the projections is on mission, but I believe it rieflecteddsne notion of the
worst plausible case.

The report argued that the target would require endrmous effort
and was unrealistic; it was perhaps at fault in not stressing the sheer
impossibility of the task. The rule of thumb in the trade is that it is
prety good going to achieve a fall in the crude birth rate of one point per
year. The following are the most rapid cases of decline in crude birth rates

that I know of. (Purists might prefer this in terms of TFRs and percentage

declines in fertility, but the conclusion would be the same.)

Table 1

Maximum number of points off
birth rate in

1950-54 1955-59 1960-64 1965-69 1970-74 5-Year Period 10-Year Period

Mauritius 46.2 41.1 39.2 32.1 25.4 7.1 13.8
Costa Rica 45.7 47.4 45.9 38.4 31.1 7.5 14.8
Japan 32.8 27.8 25.4 25.4 27.4 5.0 7.4
Hong Kong 31.7 36.4 34.5 24.9 19.7 9.6 14.8 -
Singapore 45.4 42.2 34.2 25.7 21.9 8.0 16.5

Taiwan 43.3 45.3 a 39.5 - 32.7 - 27.2 - 6.8 12.6
Fiji 39.9 40.6 39.2 33.1 29.2 6.1 10.0
Korea 37.0 42.4 38.7 31.4 28.7 7.3 11.0

a/ Refers to initial year of interval

Source: UN Report on Monitoring of Population Trends (E/CN.9) XIX/CRS,5/Add 1, Sec. 1976

Data for Taiwan are from the 1973 and 1975 Taiwan Demographic Fact Book,

Ministry of Interior, the Republic of China, published in 1974 and 1975
respectively.
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In all of these countries, especially in Costa Rica and East Asia,
social development had proceeded much further at the onset of fertility decline
than it has now in Pakistan. Of the 3 fastest, Hong Kong and Singapore are
very highly urban, while Costa Rica seems to be an extreme case of demographic
transition deferred so late that record rates of population increase were
obtained, followed by near record fertility declines.

To the statistics of Table 1 might be added the tentative evidence
now emerging from Indonesia. It appears that between the late 1960s and 1976
fertility in Java and Bali taken together declined by the order of 13-15%
(though the possible range is rather wider than this, and varies with the base
estimates and the methods used). This would amount to about 6 or 7 points off
a 45 birth rate over a 7 or 8 year period, close to the one point per year
target. Indonesia is of considerable interest as a comparison with Pakistan,
since, except for Bali, it is predominantly Moslem and, on the face of it,
would offer an unpromising social and economic setting for a successful family
planning program. The decline in fertility in Bali--somewhere of the order of
30%--has been particularly striking, perhaps comparable with the East Asian
city-states. Although population density per unit of land does not tend to
show up as an important determinant of fertility levels in international cross-
section studies, it does seem possible that in extreme cases--particularly on
small islands, such as Bali, but also in Java--the growing pressure of population
on land may become apparent to all, and the need to lower fertility may seep into
social consciousness and be reflected in a variety of social pressures. In these
circumstances a family planning program may have its greatest successes.
Pakistan has not, fortunately, yet reached this position of extreme population
pressure; and it does not seem reasonable to expect it to emulate Indonesian
experience.

Although no South Asian country, province or state is among the
countries in Table 1, Sri Lanka, Kerala, and, as you note, the Indian Punjab
have all exhibited clear fertility declines. Recent figures for Kerala and
the Punjab are based on Indian Sample Registration data, and are likely to be
something of an underestimate.

Table 2

Crude Birth Rates

1951-60 1970 1975

Sri Lanka 36.5 29.4 27.4
Kerala 38.9 31.6 28.0
Punjab 44.7 33.8 31.8

a/ 1953-62

Source: B. S. Minhas, Growth, Poverty and Basic Needs:
Development Policies in Sri Lanka, Kerala and
Punjab; November 1977.
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(Incidentally this 1975 estimate of the Punjab birth rate is significantly
above the 28 that you cite. Similarly the 1975 sample registration death
rate was 10.3, not 7; and the most recent estimate of infant mortality (1971)
was 99, not 48. It was, however, estimated to be only 48 in Sri Lanka in
1974, and 56 in Kerala in 1971.)

While these examples are indeed encouraging, they also reflect very
different socio-economic conditions than those in contemporary Pakistan,
especially Sri Lanka and Kerala. They do, in the broad, support the thesis
that attention to filling basic needs should eventually contribute very
significantly to fertility decline. It should also be noted that both Kerala and
and Punjab have well-administered active family planning programs. These
figures do not let us date the onset of fertility decline precisely, but
the rate of decline would appear to have been below those of the star
nerformers in East Asia, let alone the targets in this paper.

3. The mechanisms by which a basic needs strategy might reduce
fertility are unspecified.

This might seem an unreasonable complaint to make about such a short
paper, especially since there is such a voluminous literature on the subject,
not to mention Mr McNamara's MIT speech. But the effect is to skirt round all
questions of timing and sequence. For example, it is likely that the effects
of improved nutrition, water supplies and sanitation work together to reduce
infant and child mortality and eventually, to reduce desired family size.
This process takes some years, and its initial effect may well increase the
rate of population growth, especially if nutritional deficiencies are contri-
buting to subfecundity in some women.. The impact of improved maternal or child
health care will probably be rather similar, though, if combined with a strong
family planning program, the time lags need not be as long. For example, the
integrated health and family planning program in Etimesgut (Turkey), showed that
a reduction in mortality took place almost immediately; fertility, however,
declined only after a period of three years. Incidentally the importance of
having an effective family planning program, as well as meeting basic needs,
requires more stress than you give it.

The relationship between education and fertility is quite different.
While it is theoretically possible that the mere provision of education services
or an improvement in educational quality which increased the private return to
education, would induce more parents to bear the opportunity costs of education
and to have fewer, better educated children, there is no evidence that this
is likely to be important. Much more important is the widely observed negative-
relationship between the education of a woman and her fertility. At best
therefore, the time lag between increasing female education and natural fertility
is several years long. Moreover, a recent monograph on this issue, produced in
this Division, shows how complex the links between an increased education for
girls and their subsequent fertility are; one cannot make a simple prediction
that, say, an X percent increase in, say, the proportion of a female age cohort
receiVingsix years of education now will have a Y percent impact on fertility
in 15 years time.
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The paper recognizes that a major problem with educational
expansion may be the lack of parental demand for it for their daughters--
because of high opportunity costs and/or low private returns--but its
proposals stress only the supply side--more classrooms and improved educational
quality. While presumably these would go some way towards solving the
problem, we have really no idea what the elasticity of response would be.
Trying to understand the economics of enrollment and drop-out at primary level
from the demand side has long been on this Division's research agenda, but
because of a lack of staff resources, we have not been able to do anytFing
significant in this area.

Indeed, this is a general problem with much of the writing on basic
needs. Beyond the calculation of how far we have to go to provide some agreed
minimum level of per capita public services, beyond even the design of the
most cost-effective ways of delivering these services, we have also to worry
about the utilization of the services. This may sound strange,--surely, if
something is a "need" and a service to meet it is freely provided, the demand
side should take care of itself? As observed, however, not all educational
opportunities are necessarily taken. But the problems are not only in
education. I don't know about Pakistan, but in other countries it is not
uncommon to find health facilities grossly under-utilised, children mal-
nourished in spite of adequate family incomes, polluted water sources being
utilised in spite of the stand-pipes within reach, and traditional--but
medically unsound, even life-threatening--responses being given to diarrheal
disease. In some cases, the problems may be clearly on the supply side--the
health centers are there but the staff are not in place or inactive, the stand-
pipes are too far from the houses to make carrying the water practicable, etc.
But in other instances there may be a combination of supply deficiencies,
ignorance of potential consumers and, unanticipated but rational, behavioral
responses on the part of the target group. These issues ought to be getting
much more attention than we seem to have time for at present.

4. Alternative Scenarios

In conversation on these points, Mr Burki asked for an alternative
scenario--a plausible rate of fertility decline that might occur if con-
siderably more attention is paid both to basic needs and to family planning.
I attempt this with extreme diffidence--the process of fertility decline is
so complex that even with much better information as to what a basic needs
strategy would entail, and much deeper personal knowledge of the country than
I possess, I would not pretend to be able to forecast accurately the impact
of, say, given health and education expenditures on fertility.

Nevertheless it is interesting to speculate about possible patterns
of change and orders of magnitude. We have decided to start using as a base
the most recent UN figures for population and fertility in the early 1970s,
rather than the adjustments made a year ago for the Economic Report. These
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estimates are close to those the Government is using and careful recent
demographic work by the US Bureau of the Census suggests that any sweeping
upward revisions may be exaggerated. Furthermore, the most recent Bank
projections, just prepared for the World Development Report, drawing on
international experience of recent mortality decline at different income
levels, suggests a slower decline in mortality levels than in earlier
projections. These projections also reflect the poor current performance
of the family planning program. I label this projection the "no special
effort" projection. Please note that fertility falls significantly in this
projection--it does not mean "no effort".

Contrast this with the "basic needs" projections. For this it is
assumed that a basic needs policy is adopted in the very near future. Mortality
declines faster than in the "no special effort" case; the assumptions are those
of the UN projections of about 4 years ago. There is little difference in
fertility in the next five years between the two projections. The impact of a
basic needs strategy only begins to gather momentum in the 1980s. By the late
1980s a significant fertility decline is under way, and the crude birth rate
drops by about one point per year. By the end of the period the differences
in the rate of natural increase are quite significant.

Table 3

Pakistan: Two Alternative Population Projections

1975 1980 1985 1990 1995 2000
No Special Effort
Total Population (million) 70.3 80.8 92.7 105.8 120.1 135.2

1/
TFR- 6.3 5.7 5.2 4.7 4.3

I/
NRR- 2.3 2.1 2.0 1.9 1.8
Crude Birth Rate/000 42.6 40.5 38.5 36.4 34.0
Crude Death Rate/000 14.6 13.2 12.0 11.1 10.2
Rate of Natural Increase (%)- 2.8 2.7 2.6 2.5 2.4

Basic Needs
Total Population 70.3 81.0 93.0 105.3 117.0 127.9

TFR 6.3 5.6 4.8 3.8 3.1
11/NRR` /23 . . 1.6 1.3

Crude Birth Rate/000 - 42.6 39.6 35.3 30.1 25.5
Crude Death Rate/000 - 14.1 12.1 10.4 8.9 7.8
Rate of Natural Increase (%)- 2.8 2.7 2.5 2.1 1.8

l/ The demographic measures are five-year averages, 1975-80, 1980-85, etc.
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The differences between the two projections become much more striking
if we extend the projections into the next century, extrapolating trends in
both fertility and mortality. In the "no special effort" case replacement
level fertility is reached a little after 2030; in the "basic needs" case it is
reached shortly before 2010. In consequence the population totals diverge.
In the "no special effort" case the population stabilizes in the very early
years of the 22nd century--at about 324 million. The "basic needs" ultimate
size is about 110 million lower than that and is reached by about 2070

Table 4

Population Under Alternative Projections
(millions)

2010 2020 2030 2040 2050 2060 2070 2080 2090 2100

No Special Effort 167 198 230 255 278 296 309 317 321 323
NRR l/ 1.4 1.2 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

Basic Needs 147 167 184 198 207 212 213 213 213 213
NRR l/ 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

1/ NRRs are average for five year period after date given,
i.e. 2010-2010, 2020-2025, etc.

I probably do not need to stress again that these projections remain
within the realm of conjecture. Perhaps our second projection is too pessi-
mistic about what a rigorous family planning program might achieve in the near
future--after all, nobody would have predicted what appears to be happening in
Indonesia. Most attempts to use international comparisons to find apparent

thresholds in particular social indicators or combinations of indicators, beyond
which fertility clearly falls, have not been fruitful. Some regularities
perhaps, but no firm relationships. In consequence, our demographic projections
are based on assumptions that reflect only in a limited way economic conditions
and family planning policies now, and not on any coherent view of what is
expected to happen in the future. But this is the direction in which we must
keep moving, and I am grateful that your paper has reminded us of that.

TKing:es
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WORLD BANK INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Robert S. McNamdra DATE. December 13, 1977

FROM: Ernest Sternt VP, South Asia

SUBJECT: FY78 Lending Program

Further to my memorandum of December 9 about the FY78 lending program.
The end of year status will be furnished by P & B the first week of
January. It would be helpful to me in my future incarnation if I
could join in any review of this material.

EStern/ls



WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Robert S. UcNa ra DATE December 8, 1977

FROM: Ernest Stern-, W-,U outh Asia

SUBJECT: World Development Report - Statistical Appendix

1. The purpose of the meeting with Mr. Chander is to give him an
understanding of your objectives for the Statistical Appendix and to
discuss approaches and feasibility. On that basis, he will be able to
prepare a proposal for further discussion. Listed below are some of the
points we should address as guidance to Mr. Chander.

2. We would recommend that the Statistical Appendix present
recent develoment (social and economic) indicators for a number of
developing countries to give a profile of major development areas with
time series data on key indicators to show the extent of progress being
made. Anaiternative approach would be to provide a more comprehensive
set of data for a larger set of countries; but this would approach what
we already publish as the World Tables and would be inappropriate as a
companion to the World Development Report which is itself expected to
be only about 100 pages. Improvements in the presentation of the
World Tables should be tackled as a separate endeavor, after the completion
of this Report. It would be possible, however, to present only GNP and
population data for a comprehensive list of about 200 countries.

3. For the indicators we propose to use the sample panel countries -
about 40 - which account for about 90% of GNP, population and external
debt of all developing countries. Extending coverage to more LDCs would
present increasingly difficult problems in obtaining satisfactory data
on social indicators. We do not recommend including detailed data on
OECD and CPE countries, although information would be presented on selected
areas such as capital flows.

4. We would propose to present the most recent estimate (generally
around 1973) for the social indicators, with additional data for selected
earlier years where available. For macroeconomic magnitudes we could
present data for 5-yearly intervals going back to 1960. Since we are
not attempting an analysis of recent economic developments, we do not
think the statistical appendix need give annual data for recent years.
In general, national accounts are available for 1975; and for 1976 for
some countries.

5. Most tables will be organized by indicator rather than by countries.
We would not recommend presenting detailed data sheets for each country.

6. We would like your reaction to these suggestions when we meet.Following our discussion, Mr. Chander will prepare a more detailed
proposal for your approval.

cc: Messrs. Chenery, Cheetham, Chander, Rao
DCRao/EStern:ls



Mr. Robert S. YcNamara D ecember 5, 1977

Ernest Stern, VP, South Asia

orld Development Report

As you know, we owe the Board a status report on the niR The last
official comunication was quite vague and based on the sector-oriented
outline. The tentative Board schedule is January 24.

The attached draft provides a new outline and a brief description of
how we are planning to approach the study. We can add to the
inforreation during the discussion. Since the basic purpose is to
apprise tlhe Board of progress, and since most of the work still lies
ahead, a more detailed presentation is neither feasible nor likely
to be productive.

Attachiaent
cc v/att.: Messrs. Knapp o/r

Cargill
Chenery
Qureshi.
Rao

LStern/1s



DRAFT
EStern/DCRao:ls
December 5, 1977

Study of Development Issues - Current Status

Introduction

Preliminary ideas on how to proceed with the Study on Development Issues

were presented to the Board at its meeting of June 23, 1977. During the

discussion, it was suggested that we present later in the year a report on

how our thinking had evolved and on the progress made.

Evolution of the Nature of the Study

The tentative outline attached to my memorandum (R77-165) envisaged an

essentially sectoral approach. As a result of the comments in the Board discussion,

consultation with others and the development of a work program, it became clear

that a more comprehensive framework would be necessary, at least for this

initial report. Within this broader framework, however, attention would be

focused on specific development or sectoral issues.

Since not all issues are of equal relevance to different groups of

countries, it was decided that focus of work for the lower income countries would

be on the relationship between growth and poverty. In these countries, poverty

alleviation essentially is a function of increasing available resources and

widening their distribution. Overwhelmingly, it means increasing agricultural

productivity to raise the purchasing power of the small and marginal farmer

and to generate employment for the landless at higher wages. In addition,

we will seek to deal with employment growth outside agriculture and with the

problems of providing low cost public services to the urban and rural poor.
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Since the agricultural problems of the low income countries in Asia and Africa

are quite different, as are the linkages between agricultural production and

the international system, the issues will be analyzed separately for these two

groups of countries.

For the middle income countries, the question of a link between increasing

productivity and accelerating growth on the one side and alleviating poverty on

the other is not as direct. A smaller proportion of people are "absolutely poor"

with a relatively greater concentration of the poor in urban areas. The

provision of basic needs to the lowest income groups is less a function of

increasing national resources, though that remains an essential objective,

than it is dependent on the allocation of existing resources. The emphasis

for the work on the middle income countries therefore is on the employment

implications of accelerating growth, which involves the non-agricultural sectors

relatively more, and on the role of public services in meeting basic needs.

In general, the development prospects of these countries also are more dependent

on whether the international system continues to be favorable in terms of trade

and the availability of capital.

Within the group of middle-income countries, we will distinguish between

the semi-industrialized and the primary producing countries. For the former,

the emphasis will be on the rate and composition of industrial development,

the prospects for labor intensive production particularly for exports and

the relation of this growth to the other sectors. The development problems

of the middle-income primary producers are quite different and the emphasis of

the analysis will be on the link between the primary product sector and the

development of other sectors in terms of growth prospects, employment generation

and poverty alleviation.
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The evolution of the international environment - in terms of trade, capital

flows, and aid - presents a framework within which domestic policy choices

have to be made. Within a given set of resources available, through trade or

capital flows, alternative strategies are possible. Thus we expect to explore

what the implication of the potentially available external resources are on

the feasibility of development strategies and the extent to which other actions

might be feasible if specific changes in the projected international framework

were to occur.

The result of the analysis will enable us to comment on the actions

necessary, by developing and developed countries, to achieve the twin objectives

of accelerating the rate of growth and of meeting the basic needs of the

populations through a sustained increase in the income of the poor. A brief

outline of the above structure is attached.

Work in Progress

As indicated in June, a small (7) staff has been assembled to work on

this report. In addition, work is in progress in a number of the support

Departments of DPS and CPS on various aspects of the international framework,

on an overview of agriculture, on basic needs and other matters. Regional

staff is contributing work on country experiences. At this stage, the work

consists of preparatory analysis of the many issues involved. We expect to

complete this phase early in 1978 after which the synthesis of this material

into an integrated report will commence.

Consultation Process

Until we had developed a clear approach, and reported further to the

Board, only informal consultation was possible with a small number of interested
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agencies. Now that the preparatory work is in progress, and the general thrust

of the report better defined, we will be able to discuss our work more fully

with the principal U.N. agencies, the regional banks and interested member

countries. We expect to do this during February and March.

Timing

We believe it will be possible to present a paper to the Board for

discussion in July, even though this involves an exceedingly tight work

schedule. This will permit transmission of the document to the Development

Committee for consideration by Ministers at their session prior to the Annual

Meeting.

Attachment
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WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Robert S. McNamara DATE: November 28, 1977

FROM: Ernest St t, South Asia PERSONAL

SUBJECT: Global Marshall Plan

Senator Javits called and we talked briefly on the phone. At his request,
I met with his staff member working on the global Marshall Plan. We spent
more than an hour.

The concept has not been thought out well (I would almost say, at all) and
the objectives are unclear. The focus is on liquidity and on getting the
OPEC countries and the commercial banks into a common institutional
framework with industrialized countries. I provided some basic information,
tried to clarify some of the thinking, urged that he avoid a new institution,
and encouraged him to think of ways to strengthen the links between the
commercial banks and the official lending mechanisms. It is in this latter
area (through lines of credit and cross default arrangements) that there
is scope for pursuing his ideas. I also emphasized that the discussion
of these issues, whether or not any specific proposal materialized,
would be very helpful.

EStern/ls



WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Robert S. MpINamara fDATE: November 28, 1977

FROM: Ernest Stern, VPX uth Asia CONFIDENTIAL

SUBJECT: Farakka

1. As you know, the Government of Bangladesh has requested that you
meet with their representative who is scheduled to come to New York to
register the recent Indo-Bangladesh agreement on Farakka at the United
Nations. This will either be Admiral Khan or Tobarik Hossain, the
Foreign Secretary. The meeting is now scheduled for December 5 at 6:30 p.m.
The purpose of the meeting is to explore further the potential role of the
Bank in the studies necessary for a longer term solution to the distribution
and use of the Eastern Waters.

2. Attached (Tab A) is a copy of the Farakka agreement. Articles
VIII and IX relate to the longer term solution. These Articles do not
refer to any third party participation, but nothing in the languagewould
preclude it.

3. If the Bangladesh representative raises the question of World Bank
participation in the studies, we should respond along the established lines -
namely that:

a) We are gratified about the amicable interim settlement of the
Farakka dispute;

b) We hope that momentum towards resolution of the long-term problem
of water resources development in the basin can be maintained for
the benefit of all riparians and in the interest of regional stability;

c) We are prepared to assist in this process but any Bank role depends
ot-an-invitation from both parties; and

d) We trust that Bangladesh will continue to strengthen its planning
and implementation capacity in the water resources field.

4. Under no circumstances should we entertain a proposition to help
Bangladesh with studies aimed at the formulation of unilateral proposals
for the use of Ganges basin resources. Bangladesh may well argue that its
shortage of skilled personnel and technical competence will put it at a
disadvantage. However, we or preferably the United Nations could readily
make funds available for them to hire the necessary coistants. ForY-frhe
Bank as an institution to become involved with the studies in only one of
the countries would put us in a quite untenable position when the political
discussions based on these studies commence and we would lose all possibility
of mediating at that stage.
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5. However, if the representative of Bangladesh wishes to explore the
kind of proposal they should put to the Joint Rivers Commission for Bank
assistance joint studies, we ought to provide him with our views. For
this purpose I have had prepared the attached briefing note (Tab B),
which discusses the nature of the problem, the solutions which have been
proposed and our tentative thinking about the studies which may be necessary
and their phasing. While the note merely states views which we have often
expressed regarding development of the Ganges basin, it would be prudent
to seek the views of the Government of India before putting our views in
writing to either party. I do not suggest, therefore, that we give a copy
of the note to the Government of Bangladesh at this time. As you know,
I will be in Delhi two weeks after your meeting, and that would be a good
opportunity to discuss this and to get a better feeling for the Indian
reaction. At Tab C there is a tentative sketch of the scope of such studies.

6. Two related developments about the Bank Group role regarding
Bangladesh water resources may be worth mentioning in connection with
your meeting with the Bengalis:

a) The Southwest Region study financed under the IDA Technical
Assistance Credit has now been completed afternsubstantial delays.
You will recall that we had approved this study in early 1976 when
an agreement on Farakka still seemed beyond reach. On the
assumption that even with an agreement on the division of Ganges
water during the low-flow season less water would be available
to Bangladesh than in the past, the study had two purposes: first,
to identify what remedial measures Bangladesh could take in the
short run to alleviate the effects on agriculture, transport and
industrial activities of the reduction in water flows; second,
lay the groundwork for development in the longer term of the
Southwest Region's agricultural potential particularly through
development of groundwater and measures for alleviating salt water
infusion. This study should be relevant to the broader basin
review which is now called for.

b) After considerable hesitation on the part of the Government, we
have reached agreement about a joint GOB/Bank review of the
investment program and the organization of the Water Development Board.

In your discussion with the Bengalis, you should express satisfaction
regarding both points, but also stress the need, in parallel with the
broader basin review, to follow up on the Southwest Region study by the
preparation of a program for the development of that Region, particularly
through exploitation of its groundwater potential.

7. Any study of Ganges basin development potentials would also have to
deal with Nepal, but I foresee no difficulty on that score and do not think
it necessary to discuss the matter further with the Government of Nepal until
there are some signs that we will actually be asked to undertake some work.
We have discussed the matter on one or two occasions recently with the
Nepalese, and they would welcome a Bank role.
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8. I would like to discuss our approach and its implications with you
briefly before the meeting with the Bengalis.

Attachments
EStern/RPicciotto:ls
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AGREEMENIT BE ET THEL GOhVENMENT I 1F TE R EPLIC

OF IDI AND THEL COY'ERU*±:M OF TR PEPLEES
RLPULI!C OF BtGLAS] ON] M SUARING OF THEL GANCA

W4AjERS AT fi/m/.'g AID> 0N fiL;Ml N IIFLON/hS

THE COVERIUTENT 01 TfIE REPUBLIC CF INDIA ANlD TIE GOVERNMEN1 OF THE

PEOPLE'S REPT LIC 1F pAN]LADESi,

DETEINEDT to pro7otc and strengthen the-r rielations of friendshI

and good neighbouriiness,

INSPIREDL] by the comion desire of promoting the well Abeing of the r

BEING desirous of shsrngi, by mutual agreement the waters of the

international rivers flowing through the territories of the two countries

and of -aking the optimum utilisation of the water respurces of their

region by joint efforts,

RECOCJNSING that the need of making an interim arrangement for sharing

of the Ganga waters at FaraIkka in a spirit of mutual accomodation and the

need for a solution of the long-term problem of augmenting the flows of the

Ganga are in the mutual intecrests of the peoples of the two countries,

BEING desirous of finding a fair solution of the questi on before them,

without affccting the rights and entitlceents of either country other than

those covered by this Agreement , or any general principles of

law or procehnt,
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HAVE ACI ED AS FOLLOUS

A. Ariangerme nts for sharing of the waters of the Ganga at Firakka

ART) CLE T

The quantum of waters agreed to be re)cased by India to Bangladesh

will be at Farakka.

ARTIClE '(T

(i) The sharing between Id ia and Bangladesh of the Ganga wat rs at

Farakka from the 1st January to the 31st May every year will be with

reference to the quantum shown in column 2 of the Sceliele annexed hereto

which is based on 75 per cent availability calculated from the recorded flows

of the Ganga at Farakka from 1948 to 1973, .

(ii) India shall release to Bangladesh waters by 10--day periods in

quantum shown in column 4 of the Schedule:

Provided that if the actual availability at Farakka of the Carga waters

during a 10-day period is higher or lower than the quantum shown in column 2

of the Schedule it shall be shared in the proportion applicable to that period;

Provided further that if during a particular 10-day period, the CGnga

flows at Farakka cone down to such a level that the share of Bangladesh is

lower than 80 per dent of the value shown in column 4, the rel ease of waters

to Banglad esh during that 10-day period shall not fail below 80 per cent of

the value shown in column 4.

ART)CL III

The waters releLsed to Bangladesh at Farakka under Articlec I shall not

be reduced below Faralka except for reasonable uses of waters, not exceeding

200 cusecs, by India between Farakla and the po:iInt on the Canga whe re both

its baLns are in Bangladesh,
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ARTICLE IV

A ConmitItee consisting of the representatives nominated by the two

Governrents (hereinafler called the Joint Committee) shall be constituted,.

The Joint Com-itteeshiall set up suitable teams at Farakka and Hardinge

Bridge to observe and re'cord at Farakka the daily flown be]ow Parakka Barrage

and ia the Feeder Canal, as well as at Hardinge Bridge.

ARTIClE V

The Joint Conaittee shall decide its own procedure and ,ethod of

functioning.

ARTICLE VI

The Joint Committee shall submit to the two Governments all data

collected by it and shall also submit a yearly report to both the Gover 1 nents

ARTICLE VII

The Joint Committee shall be responsible for implementing the arrangements

contained in thi s part of the Agreement and examining any difficulty arising out

of the implementation of the above arrangements and of the operation of Farakka

Barrage. Any difference or dispute arising in this regard, if not resolvced

by the Joint Committee, sha1 be referred to a panel of an eq-ual number of

Indian and Bangladeshi experts nomina ted by the two Governments. If the

difference or dispute still remains unresolved, it shall be referred to the

two Governments which shall meet urgently at the appropriate level to resolve

it by mut-ual discussion and failing that by such otter arrangements as they

may mutually agree upon.
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B. Long-Tcrm Arrangements

ARTICLE VIII

The two Gove)ronmets rceognJI1zet the need to cooperate with each other

in finding a solution to the long-terr problem of augmentin ug tel flows of

the Gangpa durinr the dry, season.

ARKTJLE7 TX

The Indo-Eonglade sh Joint Rivers Comission a stabl ished by the two

Governments in 1972 shall carry out invest igat ion and study of schemes

relating to the augmentation of the dry season flows of the Canga, proposed

or to he proposed by either Government with a view to finding a solution which

is economical and feasible. It shall submit its recommendations-- the two

Governments within a period of three years.

ARTTCE X

The two Governments shell consider and agree upen a scheme 'or schemes,

taking into account the reconmenda tions of the Joint Rivers Commission, and

take necessary measures to im] lement it or them as speedily as possible.

ARTCLR NT

Any difficulty, difference or dispute arising from or with regard to

this part of the Agreement, if not resolved by the Joint Rivers Comission,

shall be referred to the two CovernWeTPs wchib shall meet urgentl1 y at the

appropriate level to resolve it by mutual discussion,

C. Review and Duration

ARTICLE XII

The provisions of this A-,reemCnt will be implemented by both parties in

good faith. During the period for which the Agreement continues to be in force

in accordac ew Ith Anticle 15 of the Agreement, the q'uantum of waters agreed

to be released to Bangladesh at Faratl in accordance with this Agreement

shall not be reduced,
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ARTICLE XIII

The AgreEtent will be reviewed by the two Governments at the expiry of

three years from the date of coming into force of this Agreement. Further

reviews shall take place sit months before the expiry of this Agreement or as

may be agreed upon between the two Governments.

ARTICE XIV

The review or reviews referred to in Article 13 shall entail consideration

of the working, impact, implementation end progress of the arrangements contained

in parts A and B of this Agreement.

This Agreement shall enter into force upon signature and shall remain in

force for a period of five years from the date of its coming into force, It may

be extended further for a specified period by mutual a rement inthe light

of the review or reviews referred to in Article 13.

IN WlTNESS ThEREOF the undersigned, being duly authorised thereto by the

respective Goverrnants, have signed this Agreement.

DONE in duplicote at Dacca on 5th November 1977 in the Hindi, Bengali

and English languages. In the event of any conflict between the texts, the

English text shall prevail.

(SURJIT SINGH BARNATA) (REAR ADMIRAL USNARRAF HUSSAIN KHAN)

FOR THE GOVE011NT OF THE FOR TiE GOVERMENT OF THE PEOPLE'S

REPUBLIC OF INDIA REPUBLIC OF BANGLADESH

DACCA, NOVEMBER 5, 1977
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GANGES BIJRAHAPIA BASIN IE T NT

A. The Farakka A8eennt

1. The Farakkai agit arcemeni t was signed on November 5 1977, ending
25 years of bitter confrontati on between India and Iangladesh about
the allocation of CGn s low flow waters,. The agreement is biqding
for five years and Is subject to review by both GoverrnMena to in three

years. It has two r4jor sections:

(a) Section A setso out arrangements for sharing of lean
season Ganges flows. These arrangements include a
formula foi sharing of Ganges watcrs in 10-day
intervals between January 1 and M y 31. A joint
committe cwould be set up to verify withdrawals.
Disagrerments within the jont com1mi tten would be
referr e to a panel of Bangladeshi and Indian
expert0s1 noated ly the two Governments. There is
no provision for intcernational arbitration in case
of dispute;

(b) SectionB recogni zecs the need for the two countries
to coopera9 rte in aug enting d seaso
InvestigaLions and studieos of schemes to augmaent
Ganges flows would be carried out by the Joint Rivers
ConmissTon establ shed by the two Goverments in 1972.
here apain, there is no provision for third party
irtervntio n. Nor Is there any mention of the other
major ripari an - Nepal.

B. Nature of the Probl om

2. - Almost 300 million pecple live in the Ganges-Brahmaputra Basin.
They represent the greates t concentration of rural pover ty anywhere in
the world. Yet, there is significant potential for econo:.e development
in the Basin requiring integratcd developent of surface woater, ground
water and power resources. Tie Basin conto in some 100 M ac of cultivated
land with generally good soils, capable of producing: a variety of crops.
But cropping intens-i ty and y L , I re g =enerally low. host forms are so
small that farning' is largel1y for subsistcocc . One of the main problems
is that there is either too miuch water or too little. If excess rains
could be stored and rel eased in the dry season, the irrigated winter
cropped acrx:ago could be icaed from about 30 M ac to about 100 M ac
creating the potential for increasing foodgrain production by soein 200 M
tons. But it would be a mistake to view the prospects of the Basin on1ly
in terms of its technical potential . Agric Lture and rural dove 1 opmen t

in the Bosin requi re con sid C1th ra ble 1tgt iheniig of- rural institutions

which, on tli whole, are very woak, land t enure sys tems are archic and
feudal relationships dominate village life. Sectors other than
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agriculture alsor-ed attention. In partienl ar, there i grea t scope
for power developmeat and rural electrification. The bulk of the
hydro potent 1 in inoe Nep a] The 19~23 Nepal Ag col -ture etor
Mission estimates the yd ro-cl'etric power poLential of Nepal to be
equal to, or higher than, that of North /Amrica, including ie:ico,
U.S.A. and Ca--da.

3. The fundaena: techicial probl ems- of land and at ce-velopmnt
in the Gan;e/rmhap utra Bsin - r ce f em the highly I flo of
the rivr the concentrati of annual rainfal in a feI 10o 0h of the
year, the hu;ge count of watr and seien involved aii fri th- very
low gradients of much of the areleadin to flooding and to comlex
water cohntrol prbms-particl lIy in angladej During the dr iseaon

Ganges flo -are barely suff icicnt for the irrigaton ano navigational
needs of India and Bangladesh. The Farakka agreecient striLrkes a comnpro-mise
that would alil-w Gane's waLer in times of low flow:

(a) to be divcrted at Farakka through the looghly River - -
to help flush Out accmulat silt in the Calcutta
harbor and to provide sweet surfoce water for drinking
and waste tre3tent needs; and

(b) to flow onward into angladels (i) to preve'xtnt the salirity
line, particularly in south-wesV5tern Bangladesh, from
creepin nor-th, (ii) to meet needs of surface irrigation,
fisheries, and industry, and (iii) to facilitate navigation.

4. However, the present low season flow is only barely adequate for these
purposes and the inevitable expaion of irrigation, with either groundwater
or surface water, will continue to reduce at a substantial rate the dry
season flow in the Ganges and particularly lits lower reaches. It is, thus,
essential that wavs and means of achieving the second part of the Agreemert,
i.e. to incrta;e the lean season flow in the Canges, he investigatdC as
early as possibl The development a]lternatives for the area which ill
determine Y. requireen' tsare numerous i t related and tochCal a ly
very couplex. They will need car ul anal '' and setrutin to ensure
sound allocation of physical and mecal ources.

C. PosiM Selution

5. Three basic approaches have been opc-osed for incresing dry season
flow in the Ganes: (o) increased surface strage , (b) increasinp the
storage capoc ty of thi huge aquifer underlying most of the drainage basin,
and (e) a link to 'the Bhmaputra.

(a) Surface ftor e. Ti:s approach relics principaclly on
surface storage on the Ganges tribuvtries in: the limalcyas,
in Nepal, and to a lessr exte nt in estVern Ban-: adesh.
Such res-rvoirs wou help an -et low seaso2n flows and
would -also have power and ood coatrol bnefits. ow -e er



no detailed inventory of surfac re-servoirs Qs
available and the extcnt of stor.e in the imanlayas
has yet to be accurately deterndr. Moreover
geolog ea l condi t on3 ' (e diff i cu, the area
seismically act-ive and mdn constLcuiaon wou-!d 02
difficult and expndve A rough etiwate is that
the provide-n- of about 15 MAF me ht cot so t
$3.5 bill on. Reservoir storage (with power
generation) on ErAhnpunra triut'eries in NorthS A n.qa
together with a WInh era to the Ganges hans 1 o been
sugesfal by Ind!ani an ers as an nl terrtv
means of suppl Qnting Canges water. The ulti ti
Brahmoput dm bi lopment could involve several major
reservoirs Witi. aidividual capacitic ranging ; oie
1 MAF to 10 Ai P.

(b) Agunjfor Sthc r . This approach involves increasing
the rechag into the aquifer during the mon on season
by lowering the water table in the dry season. Thits
would be done by intensive groundwater entraction using
large, specially designed tub-well fields along the natural
drains and rivers of the Ganges Basin and using the stored
water for dry season irrigation. To a liieLd ixent this
also would 1m Tlirate flood cocnditons d owntran during
the monsoon season. The dry season flows in the rivers
also could be augmented by pumpin from adjacent ground-
water projects. RaLnfall and rnsoon: flows would
subscquent ly reharge the depl ted aquifer. The cost of
this schemN ay be hih, about $I0 per acre foot of water
pumped so tht relative costs and benefits need careful
investigation, Pumping a strip 'ore 2000 miles long might-
provide s torag for about 40 Mt rt an estimated cost of
som' $5.5 hilion. Annual operati rcsts are estimated
at abopt $260 million. in additio to problems of economic
viability, difficulties with tisE alternative are the
high power requires tsc and the institutional arrangements
for grou"ndwotr control and tubcwell operation and maintenance,

(ec) A _Gns-lBrahp'ut rn L1rk, This approach involves the
constructio of a di verion barrage and canal to link the
Brahmaputra ard the Cgcs . It may involve an investment
cost of abut S6 bilin. This suggestion was dicussed
during the Paraa negoi nations, but India at Bangl a 1des
have different concepts for such a cnal, and even within
India fhere are divergent views betwen Stater. Indiin
proposal rE to duret the Br 1 pitra from a point in
Assan eiLhr across or around Bangladcsh to spplicent Ganges
dry seuon 11 oS. Both proposas aIve the cn l joining
the Gangs u treari of Farakka ad a I oud allow uptream
usage by India of Ganges water. The ultimate Indian concept
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is a Brahmwaputra: e/Gangpes linh andi~ a 2000 mile ilongi
(Canges-Caeryw link canal directi ng rmnsoon and dry
seon flows from the mi dole reaches of the Ganges to
southern Inda states. The B;an gldesih concept is
Sip]y ali canal entrely within its own herders
to SUpplemet dry season water supplies in the sort Ph-
west, ther providing frcsh wten for irrigtin and
adoqua te wa>t er for navigation, fore r fis herie
and industry. No detailed engineeri and feasibility

studi have been carried out. The technical itifes
are bode to be very groat con(idrn the numoeoi
channels to be crossed aId the lIad acqisiin poblerrs.

6. The above briel outline Phe current propos-ec as for increasing the
Ganges water sopl All the prposal are only conce ptua approaches

acking fi rm t ech na , financial and acn 1oi c foundat 1os H t owever, they
are all costly and can ontly be just fd econ.-mcally if the waten produCed
is utiliz'ed offrctively Associated ireas needing irvrest-g io a1e flood
protection, sal iny control and w'atrshed conservation. Rur l
insrtitut ions and a gr Cu -ture suppo i rting services will LaV to be s trength ned
and, through c-reful firnancia planning, plasirn of deve]loptent will have
to be linked to realistic resources availabilities.

7. The de 'lopment of the vast water and pomer resources of the Ganges/
Brahmaputra in is a giantic tasA which wIll reg nirc fi] I coopera tion
by IndiLa, ],egladesh arid Nepal in thu inv.st agaPti ont, planrningp, financ in g
and implemt-tion stag,. U imtly China en also have to be involve.
To enables'y pl an to be irpleomented at .i ll be necessary to rea lonag-
ter] agreeas on al]ocation of x ter, ane sale of powr. both Iwi 1
involve deltc>te negot itions and yope leg;,p 0 ] agrecmnots. For Cer'ple,
if Bangladr- i to pay part of the cos of ddt lena 1 s torage ill ena
or Assa. ( or at er to be earmrif-I 01 e i rangladesh), Basg]d fo
will need a g-ar-ntoe that this a wi l 1, not Ie U se (1 ad in . In tern
this will requara nd oPis to imp]eranr l egal icon trols on use of Ganges/
BrarhImaputr - w'ater to en sure that the additional water is not exploited biy
upstream Ind]in States.

D. Studig ns gqired and 'dank GU ol e

8. The -assitenoe required I) -argla uh, TudIa and Nepa for stdies
of the loeng tera dev-elopmeno t of the Ganges-Brahmautra degoids on the
following facors:

(a) agreement o the issues to be investigated and on

study priorities;

(b) aalaity of data and stIaus oflinvestigations
regarding hey aspects of the problem;

(C) staff and facilities aval ab)e to the Joint Rivers
Conisti5;rin.
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We only have liimited data regarding these. rhree factors. Hence, only
a brad: outline of study requiremn can be drmm at this s'age

9. As far as we know, there has becn no re ting of the rinds among
the three ripaian statas regarding thein Bai t dies ndicd or about
the dry sea T n low augmentation Schemre us whicI should be sCt u d . Bo t
India and Banlash have brn relucanit to consider sAolutionsad on
imassie groundsater development Li iheir eitories .Canglndesh i- known
to0 have opposedI an earl study of the Brhmaputra-Ganges 'link ANd thera
is no consn 1 i sight be'en Indi and Nepal r i joi n t development
of the storage/hydropoer potentil,1 of the Himial yas I th , cimLances,
there is little the Bank can do heyon oP fri its good off cs to assist
in the formulati of tr ms of referec ccLpta to all p rLtee,

Provided thit is agreeal to both ovrne t  a possible irst ph ere
of Bank Group assistan'e could invol aC reconassanea stud i n a 1
visits to tlse cuntries involved. Th ipr of the iss on woulda' b
to assess available data and studic(, to cutline the nature of t he problem,
to sketch alt ernative siutions, to evaluate lhc technica caipaiity of
the Joint Rivers Commissien, to prepare specific terms of re eIenc i fo
the studies n to est ia techni cal I sis'anc rcquiremns. Thlis may
require the following exrt ise:

- a mission leader -- highly respected development expert

- an agriculturist

- an economist

- a hydrologist

- several waterP resour-ces engianeers

back-up spacialists: dralae, soil conservation,
fisheries, p ov:r , tiransport, water supp y, soils, etc.

two research assistants.

Such a review could be completed within six months at a cost of about
$250,000.

11. The s1econdphase of Bank Group involvt m' g L h involve tecAthnical
assistance to the Joi nt Rivers [oanissian in order to carry out the studies
agreed foll Iowig the reconnas sanca phasa . Such studie as are lik eiy to ext end
over several years. It shoul. b)e p) s sle , hoeve r, to cnomplet an oveuv
report with hack-up studies An 1 2--3 yesars , at atn s Lim at ad E cat" Cf$1

million, in time for the joint review of tile Farkat agreeient. It would
be preferalie for the studies to be carried out by (or on behalf of) the

Joint Rivers CommSsion. If reiquesated by both par1tie, te Lank [roup
could provide consu i Lancy sCrvice s to Lb Comission, Such ervises could



be financed by IDA or by twith the Ban!t noieanated as executiv e
agency. Wha t ev the sour c of fi an r (, a spec i al staff uni headed
by a senior Bank staff member and cori-sing three or four specjlists
would have to b Cet up to hl1p set the consultents, to oversee
their activi tie n to provide an objilivC sounding boar for Jit

Commission viet If the stu sare carried out this way th Bank
would aliso serve as the lin'k to Nepl An outline of the scop of the
studies likely to be involved is attached.

11. The thir phaIse of Bank Group involvement might involve assistne
to the part in valved, in their neotIa tion of the agreementa reqeuired
for implementation of agreed sch--mCS and for fund rais:ing in connection
with tht: priori 1 projects identified in the first two phases. In case
it is agreed that an international fund should be set up to finance the
works, the Bank Group could provide adinis trative and technical services
as it has done in the case of the Indus and Tarbela Development Funds.



CANGECS BRAHMtAL.iAn BA SIN DEVELR OTtENCT

Scope of lointS_ tud

A large number of joint studeus Aill be required to lay the technical

groundwork for agreement on a Iong-term allocat'ion of wat-er m 0d on

the design of a developmamt progrram which is tech ically, econlo ic ll

and finMicially sound and acceptcble to all the prties. The followin

topics,; will need to be covered:

1. Water Re uiremnts

1.1 Present Situation

1.2 Key AssuTpt-ions
- Food and Fiber Demand Forecasts

- Cropping Patterns, Yields, Consumptive Ue

- Seepage and Runoff
- Water Supply and Wa ste Treatmnt

- Power Requirements

- Inland Water Transport Requireme nts
- Salinity Control Aspects

1.3 Projected Requirements: 1980, 1985, 1990, 2000 and beyond

2, Land and Water Resources Potentials

2.1 Land Capability

2.2 Rainfall Analyses

2.3 Existing Irrigation and Drainage Systems

2.4 Crop Yields and Agriculture Inputs

2.5 Efficiency of Water Use

2.6 Gounduater Resources

2.7 Surface Diversions Possibilities

2.8 Storage Potential

2.9 Flood Protection and Salinity Control
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3. Enery Resources and Ned

3.1 Tubeuell Load and Rural Electrification

3.2 Hydropower Potential

3.3 Load Forecasts

3.4 Transmission and Dis;tribution Systems

4. Alterntive Program f Low FlowAui - n

4.1 Definition of Alternatives and Detcrination of Program

Storage Projects
- Groundwater Development Proj ects
- River Links Proj ects
- Other Projects

4.2 Technical Parameters and Required Investi gant ions

4.3 Costs, Benefits and Systems Analyses

4.4 Priorities and Phasing

4.5 Recommen dd Program of Acti on

4.6 Financial Fequirements

5. Complenentary1 Dvelopment Prorams

5.1 Irrigation
- Private Development
- Land Devcepment
- Drainae t
- Water Mane ment

- Operation and Maintenance

5.2 Agriculture nnd Rural Development

- Extension
- Fertilizer
- Plant Pro tection
- Credit
- Land Development
- Rural Works

5.3 Power
- Generation
- Transmisscion
- Distribut ion
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5.4 Iran sportaltir.o n
- Inland Water
- Other

6. Plannitng :ancHT Inementatioen

6.1 The Macro-econ onic and Plannirig Fraeork
- lNatioal Plans

- State Plan
- Resource Inoitory a Pegional Placnsing

6.2 Organization Aspects
- Planning
- Budgetting
- Technical Steaffing

6.3 Legal Aspects
- National
- International

6.4 Financial Requirements
- Cost Recovery
- Budget Rcsources
- Outside AssisZtance



WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Robert S. McNamara DATE. November 22, 1977

FROM: Ernest Sfrn, VP, South Asia

SUBJECT: South Asia - Timing of the Lending Program

As you requested at the meeting of the President's Council yesterday, I
have reviewed the timing of South Asia's lending program.

On June 30, we forecast six first quarter projects; the actual number
of projects approved by the Board was seven.

Our June 30 forecast for the second quarter also was six. Thus far
two have been approved. A third is being presented today. Documents
for three more have been circulated for presentation, one on November
29 and two on December 6. In addition, we expect to present one project
on December 13 and one on December 27 for a total of eight.

We are thus three projects ahead of our schedule, and I see no further
opportunity to accelerate our program inthe first half.

cc: Messrs. Knapp
Chadenet
Gabriel

EStern/ls



Mr. Robert S. . aara ,overaber 21, 1977

Ernest Stern, VP, South Asia

Consultation with Countries and Arencies

on theWorld development Eeport

As we discussed, in rebruary/:arch 197S, we should plan visits to a
selected number of countries and agencies to taprise the. of aroress
on our VDR work and infornm thCtm of the principal areas with which thie
report will deal. 'The February/March tininy i dictated both by the
sieniedule for the workin' papers and by the fact that we will present
a status report to our Board only toward the end of January.

Tnere are two alternative approaes. Visits can be at the senior
official/Director General level. At this level, the briefin can be
general, focus on uajor items and the political oblectives. t will
meet tne need for inforr. ation and helr defuse concerns about the subjects
to be treated, the nethod of approach and the purpose. It cannot sub-
stitute fully for detailed corsultation but this can he explained by
tne tigbt time schedule, and adverse reactions can be mitigated by
discussing narticipation in future work. Th January status report to
the Board could also be used for these consultations.

AlterantivelV, we can seek to consult nt the work level. Several
factors litigate acainSt this, althougn1 tils type of consultation may
be more like what the other international atencies had in mind. It is
ruch more tire and staff intensive and we can spare neither. It depends
on ihviny most of the preparatory work in reasonably complete fonr. We
nope this will be so but cannot Le sure. It will require preparation of
a docuitent as a basis for discussion, which I should like to avoid. Finally,
it will triereer a strearj of inuts, durin and subsequent to the meetings,
which it will be almost impossible to accoltaodate, leading to frustrated
expectations. I would therefore recoomiend that we take the first
alternative, the ceremonial/inforation approach. For the 197TY Report,
lead tfie will be longer anC more substantive consultation would be possible,
and deirable.

Aftar conlulting with rs. oskey and others, I augest toucning base with
the followin ,. Go e such as s O and L CO, are included because the
consultation vill be for information only and a visit there will not require
extra travel.

International_ Aencies
a) ew York - U.6. Asistant Secretavry General, `conomic and Social Affairs

- U.x Ambassadors, in particular the Group of 77
(Jamaica - Chairman)

b) Geneva - 1LO)

c) Paris - DAC
UNESCO
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. ) Vtenen - UNID
c) :'ot~e - iA
1' ',iantla -~ ADEL

Aitaterals
a) Part I -- -.. (plus ornmouvealt'.e ecrctariat), I'.., rance,

etherlan3. Japan a4, possiM, Canada an m eden,

b) Part 11 - iij (will o on - veccer.hor vit), c await (will do
Huri" Al-'nmai's vinit U:tet t dK "Snt), Philllyines
(to keep Virata vised. an it ties in WitA the A
visit), .rovil 1ad V'VIVe.

This leaves out inonesia and AfrIca, but ue con tali
to the apvropriate representatives at the next Interir
ComWittee teetin; in April.

Ls Aould like to discuss your views on this at your covenience.

FStern/ls

cc -r. C: enerY
.rs oke
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WORLD BANK / FR IJATJOA UF /ANCE CO /J, A!

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. R. McNamara (thru Mr. E. Stern) D; October 28, 1977

FROM: S. M. Tolbert, TMPDR /

SUBJECT: NEPAL: Proposed Khumbu Valley Tourism Project

1. Sir Edmund Hillary has recently written to you criticizing the
proposed Khumbu Valley project, and you have agreed to see him when he
visits North America in December. I recomMend that you consider sending
the attached draft letter, plus enclosure, to provide him with a proper
factual account of the project in order to make the meeting with him
more fruitful. Also attached for reference are copies of his letter to
you of August 12 and your reply of September 9.

2. I should note at the outset that the Regional Office has decided not to
include this project in the lending program. The Region is concerned over
the number of difficulties already encountered in securing Nepalese performance
under the lending program, and note that the Bank has only so much "clout" with
Nepalese ministers, which must be reserved for other projects considered of
high priority. They are therefore reluctant to take on a project such as
this, whose benefits they do not consider especially great and which they con-
sider adinistratively complex, requiring difficult interagency cooperation.
We view the project as experimental and admittedly risky, but of high national
priority, and we therefore hone that when circumstances change the Region may
reconsjder the position. As to the status of the project, it is ready for
appraisal, and our preappraisal mission has calculated an economic rate of
return on the project of 13.5Z--excluding benefits from halting ecological
damage and benefits to the local people from -improved health services and
water supplies, which we are not able to quantify.

3. Sir Edmund questions the wisdom of the "injection of $10 million into
the Khumbu economy," and suggests that the project aims to make the Khumbu
Valley another tourist "hot spot" with consequent destruction of local customs
and values and the local environment. He also questions our choice of advisors
on the study.

4. The facts are as follows. Total investment in the Khurbu area would be
less than $2 million (possible inclusion of similar investments for the
Jomsom/Annapurna trail and monument restoration in the Kathmandu Valley would
bring total project cost to about $5 million). Far from creating a tourism
"hot spot," the project will introduce needed control over activities of
trekking tourists and local tour operators--the major objective being to halt
and attempt to reverse the environmental deterioration occurring in the area.
The project could, we believe, accomplish this while retaining trekker-provided
income and employment for the local people, as well as securing other important
benefits for them in terms of basic public services and greater local parti cipa-
tion in the tourism operation.
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5. Sir Edmund 'q criticism of our choice of advisors is puzzling. We knew
from the beginning that the old hands in the area-the New Zealand and
Australian technical aid teams, and particularly Sir Edmund himself and his
Himalayan Trust-had strong proprietary feelings about the "gateway to Everest."
We consequently took pains to ensure that they were fully involved in the
preparation of the project. The study, financdd by funds provided under our
first tourism project in Nepal, is in fact heing carried out by the Nepalese
themselves: we accepted the Government's suggestion that the study be entrusted
to the Industrial Services Center (ISC), a Nepalese consulting firm set up by
the Government a few years ago. ISC lias been assisted by some expatriates
provided under UND and bilateral aid, as well, as by consultants supplied from
this Department's funds. Nevertheless, the location of camp-sites, trail
improvements, etc. , has been worked out with the cooperation of the New Zealand
park planners, the reforestation program with the help of the Australian
foresters, and the planning of health services for Khumbu was done by the
Government with the assistance of the Himalayan Rescue Association and the
Himalayan Trust (one of the contributors to the study is identified as
Sir Edmund Hillary) . The project will in fact provide additional support to
the work of all of these agencies. It is probably impossible to satisfy the
preferences of all organizations involved in trekking in Nepal, but we consider
that the consultants have done a reasonably good job in putting tog'ether a
viable project.

6. The project would provide simple lodging facilities (trekking stations
and camp-sites) to maintain environmental integrity. Ancient monasteries
and monuments of cultural and historical value in the area would be restored.
The project would provide better communications plus health services, clean
water supplies, and environmental sanitation facilities which would benefit
both the trekkers and the local population. Most significantly, the project
would provide reforestation and erosion control measures and would make a
beginning in substituting hydro, wind and solar energy for wood. The backdrop
of the project is what the Worldwatch Institute calls "the other energy crisis"--
the firewood crisis which afflicts the developing world. Nepal faces what may
be the world's most acute national soil erosion problem. As Clair Sterling
has helped to make all of us aware, unless the denudation of the slopes in
these and other valleys in Nepal is stopped and reversed, the area's
precariously thin natural resource of topsoil will continue to be washed away,
adding to the silting of river s;tems in India and Bangladesh and forcing
further migration out of the high hills into the already crowded areas below.
Reforestation alone is not the answer in the high hills, because of the slow
growth of vegetation; alternative energy sources must be developed. Sir Edmund
and we should be natural allies in a project such as this and I believe we will
be when he understands fully what is proposed.

7. The Government has also requested inclusion in the project of funds for
restoration and preservation work on four of the main cultural monuments in
the Kathmandu Vall ey, which have been identified in a Unesco study as most
urgently meriting protection. Unesco has already saved the famous Hanuman Dhoka
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temple, which was slanting several degrees from the vertical and about
to collapse before the rescue work began, but does not have funds to tackle
the others. All five of these monuments are major attractions visited by
virtually every tourist who comes to Kathmandu. The objective would be
to accommodate the inevitable increase in tourist arrivals while affording
adequate protection to the monuments against both visitors and the elements.
This component is ready for appraisal on the basis of the Unesco study.
As to the other possible component of the project, the Jonsom Trail study
could be completed fairly quickly by ISC, since the study techniques and
approaches have already been developed for Khumbu, but this will require
additional funds which the Government is reluctant to provide in view of
the fact that the Khumbu study has not yet definitely led to a project.

Attachments:

SMTolbert:va

Cleared with and cc: Messrs. J. Lee, C. Weiss
cc: Messrs. Baum, Blobel (o/r), Rajagopalan, Abd El Aty



DRAFT: AIates/SMTolbert :va
10/28/77

Dear Sir Edmund:

Further to my letter of September 9, 1977; I enclose a note on

the Khumbu Valley project, including a description of the project

components recummended by the consultants. I trust that this material

will make more fruitful our discussion in Washington in December.

It should be noted, however, that due to overall country lending con-

siderations, we have not yet made a final decision to include the

project in our lending program for Nepal.

We have followed with interest the progress of your "sea-to-sky"

expedition along the Ganges. I look forward to hearing more about it

when we meet in December.

Sincerely,

Robert S. MNamara

Encl:

Sir Edmund Hillary, Chairman
The Himalayan Trust
P. 0. Box 28-391
Ramuera
Aucki and 5
New Zealand



PROPCSED KUMB'IISU VALLEY PROJECT

Background

1. Tourist arrivals in Nepal increased ninefold in the period 1965-1975 and
currently form Nepal's leading source of foreign exchange; earnings from tourism
in 1974/75 were over US$l million, one fifth of forbign exchange earnings. Of
the tourist market, the segment of mountaineers/trekkers has increased its share
over the years, reaching about 15% in 1975. Trekker flows which doubled between
1971 and 1975 are expected to further grow from 12,000 in 1975 to about 38,000 by
1990, and Khumbu trekkers from 3,500 to about 10,000. The Government is committed
to maintaining -this type- of tourism as a source of foreign exchange and employ-
ment and this is reflected in its Five Year Plan.

2. Uncontrolled development of trekking tourism, however, will have seriously
adverse effects on the environment. Besides causing degradation of the landscape,
the trekkers use large quantities of firewood for heat; their consumption of fire-
wood is estimated, despite their relatively small numbers and short stay in the
area, to be one-fourth as much as that used over the year by the local people, who
are already seriously denuding the slopes of soil-holding trees. The projected
tourism growth will lead to an inordinately increased demand for firewood unless
alternative energy sources are developed. Ecological damage in the high hills
occurs faster and is more likely to be irreversible than elsewhere. Nepal faces
what may be the world's most acute national soil erosion problem; the geolog-
ically young and jagged foothills of the Himalayas are considered to be the most
easily erodible anywhere and the progressive deforestation that is occurring
results in the area's precariously thin natural resource base being washed away,
contributing to flooding and siltation problems of the river systems of the Indian
subcontinent.

3. The Khumbu study, financed by funds provided under the Bank's first tourism
project in Nepal, is being carried out by the Industrial Services Center (ISC),
a Nepalese consulting firm set up by the Government a few years ago. ISC has been
assisted by some expatriates provided under UNDP and bilateral aid, as well as by
two consultants supplied on a short-term basis from the Bank's funds. The location
of campsites, trail improvements, etc., has been worked out with the cooperation
of the New Zealand park planners, the reforestation program with the help of the
Australian foresters, and the planning of health services for Khumbu was done
by the Government with the assistance of the Himalayan Rescue Association and the
Himalayan Trust.

4. According to the Study, total investment in the Khumbu area would be
less than US$2 million. The project would introduce needed control over
activities of trekking tourists and local tour operators--the major objective
being to halt and attempt to reverse the environmental deterioration occurring
in the area. The project would seek to accomplish this while retaining, in
accordance with the Government's wishes, the trekker-provided income and employ-
ment for the local people; it would also secure other important benefits for them
in terms of basic public services and greater local participation in the tourism
operation.
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Project Components

5. The Khumbu Regional Tourism Study foresee-s development of a network of
trekking accommodations and related infrastructure. Along the access corridor,
seven campsites would be provided. Along the main Khumbu trekking trails,
through the Sagarmatha National Park (SNP) to the snows and glaciers, 11 camp-
sites and one lodge would be provided to serve the projected volume of trekkers,
sherpas and porters up to 1990. An environmental land-use plan and development
controls would protect not only the ecology but also the socio-cultural structure
of the local settlements.

6. The campsites would be serv'ed,by safe water supply, sanitary sewer and
solid waste disposal. In the access corridor three settlements adjacent to
campsites would be provided with water taps and public latrines. In the Khumbu
Valley itself, four settlements including Namche Bazaar would be provided with the
same facilities. The clean water supplies should have important health benefits
for the local residents, 72% of whom are estimated to suffer from intestinal
parasitic infection.

7. Improvements to the' trail network, bringing it to acceptable safety stand-
ards, would provide scenic and efficient travel by novice trekkers. Improved
river and stream crossings on traditional log and cantilever bridges and one sus-
pension bridge would provide safe all-weather trekking. In a few strategic
locations, river training would be provided for erosion control.

8. Health and rescue facilities would be provided in the Khumbu Valley through
improvements to four existing health facilities. Improvements to the building
complex of the Yunde Hospital (the main facility in the Valley) and minor improve-
ments for three other health facilities including the health post at Namche Bazaar
would be provided. For rescue operations by helicopter, an emergency hili-pad would
be provided in the middle of the Valley. In the access corridor three health posts
distributed between the two existing hespital facilities would be built.

9. To enforce the prohibition on the use of firewood by the trekkers, alternate
energy systems would be introduced on a limited scale to provide for cooking,
heating and electricity. Prototype flat plate solar collectors for example, would
produce heat and hot water for the lodge. Mini-hydro and wind generators and
solar cells would provide power for cooking, lights, pumps and radio communications.
A network of radio comunications would be provided within the Khumbu Valley to
improve the logistics for trekking operations as well as emergency health and
rescue operations. The three existing radio facilities would be interconnected
to six new stations in the Valley and access corridor.

10. Reforestation in the Sagarmatha National Park (SNP) of 325 ha (later to be
expanded to 600 ha) would stabilize slopes, reduce soil erosion, improve wildlife
and the aesthetic quality of the environThent as well as supply wood for part of
the needs of the local inhabitants. Included in the project would be the establish-
ment of a nursery and training of the local population for seed collection, nursery
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management and planting as well as the protection of existing forests. An experi-
mental program of woodlots of scrub growth for fuel wood in selected communities
would be managed by SNI. The inclusion in the project of an agricultural component
for the production of fruits, vegetables and dairy products for the local population
and for the trekkers is being considered.

11. The temples and monasteries of great cultural and touristic value in the
Valley would be restored under the supervision of the Unesco experts. Improvements
to the four small unpaved airstrips would be provided by the Royal Nepal Airline
Corporation (RNAC) and would not be financed under the project, but alternate
energy devices for two of the airstrips to power radio communications would be
included.

Kali Gandaki Valley Tourism Development (Jomsom/Annapurna)

12. A second valley tourism development, which would substantially enlarge the
area affected by the project is also under consideration by the Government. Trekker
accommodations, infrastructure and services would be provided along the most heavily
traveled trail in Nepal, the Jomsom Trail. The designs and engineering prepared for
the Khumbu Valley would be' applicable to this subproject. Community services and
assistance would be provided similar to the Khumbu.

Kathmandu Monument Restoration and Preservation

13. Also under consideration for inclusion in the project is a program of cultural
restoration and preservation in the Kathmandu Valley. The four most important
tourist attractions which are part of the artistic heritage of the Kathmandu Valley
(the Kathmandu Durbar Square, the Patan Durbar Square Palace/Museum, Bhaktapur
Palace and Swayambu Temple) would be restored and provided with visitor facilities,
site museums and services. The Unesco experts who prepared the plan would also be
involved in the implementation through the Ministry of Culture. All works related
to the historical attractions in Kathmandu would be carried out by the Ministry of
Culture.



SUMARY msT ESTTATES - K01E! VALLEY SUBPROJECT "A"
(NR '000)

Civil Fur. l ,urt & 8ressionl Total Cocf 7nt2I Cost
Land Wrka Furnittns Servi ces Contin"encies (NR '006) (USS '0

1. Trekking Accomod:Lionc

1.1 Cp::itea - 320 4,919 725 694 2,202 8,920 716
1.2 Laee 20 683 76 95 296 1,170 94

(400) (5,632) (801) (789) (2.498) (10,090) (810)

2. Water Supply & Sanitary
- - 1,00 939 289 1,045 4,114 330

3. Transportation - 1,322 178 123 525 2,145 172

4. Energy - 468 1,239 164 629 2,500 201

5. Health - 560 186 32 280 1,058 85

6. Commumnicationa - 110 475 30 176 791 64

7. A l101 1,700 514 82 695 3,092 248

8. Forestation 8 930 38 - 195 1,171 94

9. Honuuient Restoration 650 100 75 250 1,075 S6

TOTAL 509 13. 142 4,520 1,572 6,293 26,026 2, 093

1f kherher or noet*his component will be included in the project has to be decided
during apprzaia.



-. SEPV 1 977

Dear Sir Earandi

Thank you for your letter, which arived
whil I wa'r out af tha city.,

I would ho anlighted3 to tal- to you hore
aut Npal, If you. will ring !zy office (202) 477-200i

when y-u reach crth 7crica in carly D'cziar, wi
try to arrang2 a Eratually convenict teiz.:

It was thoughtful of y:oux to write.

Sincerely,

- (Signed) R0K2 3. WicNamnara-

Robemrt s.. M~c~zzra

Sir 27&2n6. illary
cha irMan
3iioalay:an Trtt

P.3OcBo 23-3 91- *

Aucklazzd 5
IKcw Zealn:1

- ugust30, 1977

2.5 fHllary, E3.

cc:: Messrs. Baur, Picciotto.-

-/



HIMALAYAN TRUST

CAS AVN Si v FLL AR:-( Y u-o noX 29-Y_1
cALGCc M LE:L MAX PEJL REMUERA.

AUCKLAND 5 N4EW ZEAAO
TEL EPHC I. 4o-r6 & : 174

12th August, 1977.

r. Robert 3. McNsara, -
President,
Internaticma lank for Rlecons truction and) Developacent,

I318 El tetNJ
tiashington, D.C. 2C-053,

Dear 1r. asr

I an President of the himalayan Trust which vith finiancial
support from Mew Zeand, Australia the U.S.A. and Cacaa ha
been carrylrg cut~ asitac -oet in. L,1. SOlu-Khuz4;u District
of 3el cor i ya os _ u no.x

As you are L course aware the i7orl_` nk has been 0aryn
ou? ; ont f-

Out a-n SxMw> -'c j~ thot oot xc
vWJth a u > t ; 0> -- 1fl j'4 IC~jj O 30 1323 7

st-,m~r't . - i, iS re, aod e
are still bu far the ajor contribtosthalth, educati on,
bridges, : pielne 'nd oi- f . are an fact the
oniv for:n ornstion' tha t o etstru-out the 12 riotha
of the :rerr onr esn'- ¶ a- it o noon. Tie

selection of your cdvisers on tie 3<-'-tu cra has rather puzzled
both us d a lot c& other peopl i7 Matztau and so are by no
means 5ure that you will be getting as full and unbiased a picturo
-as you might wish.

Thh i ma I:an T r osera tes the nundE HostA1 - the only
hos ln utu - and we like to think -we arC a lively nd well

inanced ce n. Cr jo ite-st hS been the v:elfre of
the local i itants hut .ae h ve ol so been giving an increasing

assistncev to foreizn visitors. DU to our close otionc with
theShp- nd otter peoplCs ut Nepal we belileve we hove rather mioce

involv2nnt and uncderstandi e ci their problems than most visitors,
No dubt time wil tell whether this is true oc not.

I pers onally hove considcroble doubts about the in jection Of
,0ID,0,yCc0 into the {humbu economy ustss it is hane .c~c ith a good

deul of nerstnding and coo sidera ti C. I hove heard th11t you 0r

a lover of thc toins youril iand woo13 not I am surc vi shlt to
see the huabu degener2te into still a1 Lther tourist ''"hot so ot" vwi th
conseunt de truotion 2o the local custcms, philos ophy And religion
- and the local Cnvironment as well.

ie are not p ar t i culrly intr' Isted in your woney but ;o Orc
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ippy to co-oriate in any Vworthwhile eforts to Co-ordinatemedical cryicc3 in the Khumbu; CO::crtZ - soca wlfare;
or conservation of the forcsts and zountair:s -- ithin the liitS

Ima heading off in a few days to India and N 1pal on anCXnediti on. Howevur I will be in .+t Ene - a t-f - . __ -i a 2. bof -ecesbor. If you had some sa-n th-e end considered aCiscuiCn- mignt be of some value I would hany to oe toK tell YOU a litte aboue the way we lJooK on thmhuinbu and its futur- develorment.

Yours sinceroly,

Sir MpmurA I I

- 4

i-
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TO WHOM IT MIAY CONCERN October 27, 1977

With reference to Mr. William Clark's memorandum to all
Vice Presidents of April 26, 1977, this is to remind staff
attending international meetings that a brief summary (no more
than one page) of the meeting should be sent to Mr. William Clark
promptly after return, for transmission to Mr. McNamara, who has
requested such a report.

The brief note should include reference to the place and
the duration of the meeting and, if more than one staff member
attended, a statement of the reason for the multiple Bank repre-
sentation.

International Relations Department

(For information call Ext. 3641)



CONFERENCE DES NATI S UNIES UNIT NATIONS CONFERENCE
SUr LE COMMERCE ET LE EUVELOPPEMENT ON THADE AND DEVELOPMENT

LNABONS GENEE a lS de4 &n

T ione : 34 60 11 31 02 11

R$F, No 
J0 rappelor das la rsponse)

Dear Mr. McNamara,

At its Thirty-second session, the General Assembly adopted resolution 32/177entitled "Finance for Development" in which it requested the Secretary-General to
prepare, with the assistance of a Group of High-level Experts appointed by him on
the recommendation of Governments, and with due regard to equitable geographical
distribution, a report on:

"(a) The guarantee powers of existing international financial institutions
and their possible enlargement.

(b) The feasibility and desirability of establishing a multilateral
insurance and re-insurance agency."

The meeting of the High-level Group is scheduled to take place in Geneva
from 7 August to 11 August, 1978. The Group will consist of between 15 to 20 high-
level experts, in addition to observers from interested regional and international
institutions and organizations. I should like to take this opportunity to invite Vt
your organization to send a representative to participate in the meeting. .

With regard to the question of the gyarantes powers of the existing inter-
national institutions and their possible enlargeent7h Group will be provided
with a resum4 of the discussions in the Development Committee and its Working Group
on access to capital markets. With a view to fully appraise the High-level Group
and subsequently the General Assembly with the current position of the World Bank
on the question of utilising the guarantee powers and their possible enlargement,
I would be grateful if your organization could provide the Group with a brief on
this subject.

The Group will no doubt wish to be informed of some of the discussions in the
World Bank on the proposal_to establish an International Investment Insurance Agency.I would be- gituftul if a short brief reviewing the origin f the proposaland the
subsequent decision to put-off its further consideration were to be provided to the
Group.

I very much look forward to your co-operation and participation in the work
of the Group.

Yours sincerely,

Gamani Corea
Secretary-General of LNCTAD

Mr. Robert McNamara, President
The World Bank
701 - 19th Street, N .W.
Washington D.C. 20433
U.S.A.



32/177. Finance for development

Date: 19 December 1977 Meeting: 107
Vote: 121-0-16 Report: A/32/480

The General Assembly

Recalling resolution 31/174 of 21 December 1976 on ways and means of
accelerating the transfer of real resources to developing countries on a
predictable, assured and continuous basis,

Convinced of the urgent need to develop policies to ensure the increased
flow of resources to developing countries, including the access of developing
countries to capital markets, as indispensable to the mobilization of their
resources for development and the general concepts in this regard emerging from
the Conference on International Economic Co-operation, 11/

Takin& into account consideration of this urgency in the discussions of,
inter alia, the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development on financing
related to trade and the United Nations Industrial Development Organization on
the redeployment of industry, investment guarantees and manpower training and
employment,

Confident that the framework of economic co-operation among developing
countries and countries of different economic and social systems can encourage
investments in developing countries as determined by them,

Recalling also the relevant provisions of the International Development
Strategy for the Second United Nations Development Decade, 1_6/

1. Requests the Secretary-General to prepare, with the assistance of
a group of high-level experts appointed by him on the recommendation of
Governments and with due regard to equitable geographical distribution, a report,
on the following, including conclusions and recommendations, taking into account
studies already undertaken within the United Nations system:

(a) The guarantee powers of existing international financial institu-
tions and their possible enlargement;

(b The feasibility and desirability of establishing a multilateral
insurance and reinsurance agency;

2. Also requests the Secretary-General to provide the group with material
for its consideration in consultation with relevant bodies and organizations of
the United Nations system;

3. Decides to consider the report of the Secretary-General at its thirty-
third session under the item entitled "Acceleration of the transfer of real
resources to developing countries".

115/ See A/31/478, annex, and A/31/478/Add.1 and Corr.l.

16 General Assembly resolution 2626 (XXV).



WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Robert S. McNamyr DATE: October 25, 1977

FROM: Ernest Stern, VP, South Asia

SUBJECT: Bank/Fund Coordination

1. The attached describes an issue - Bank/Fund coordination - at an
early stage. Mr. Coore referred to the matter at the last meeting cf the
Development Committee, but it was not mentioned by anyone else, nor was
it included in the Chairman's summary. It turns out, however, that
Mr. Coore was merely repeating a point made in the communique of the
Commonwealth Finance Ministers.

2. Thus far, everyone is mystified as to what "effective
institutional arrangements" the Finance Ministers had in mind or
what coordination lacunae bother Mr. Coore. Although the suggestion for
a study drew heavy fire from our Fund colleagues when Mr. King raised
it last week, the matter is not likely to be ignored.

3. I will keep you advised.

Attachment
EStern/is



DEVELOPMENT COMMIT TE

OFFICE MEMORANDUM

TO Mr. Ernest Stern and Mr. Ernest Sture DATE: October 20, 1977

ROM: Sir Richard King /7 1L

UiS : Bank and Fund Activities in Relation to the Adjustment Proces

We had a brief word about this problem at our meeting this morning and
agreed that we ought to have a further word together before deciding what,

if any, action to take in regard to the meeting of the Working Groups in

December.

I attach as background the extract from Mr. Corre's statement in the
meeting of the Committee on September 25, and also an extract from the
Communiqu6 of the Commonwealth Finance Ministers' Meeting in Barbados on
the 21 and 22 of September.

My office will be in touch with yours shortly to arrange a time for us
to discuss the matter.

Attachments



Extract from Mr. Corre's Statement in Meeting of the Development Committee

on September 25, 1977

Mr. Coore

190. The size and complexity of the problem facing the non-oil developing

countries would be immense over the next five to ten years. Its solution was

vital for the achievement of social and political stability and sustained

economic growth, both of these countries themselves and of the world community.

These countries would require flows of medium-term finance on flexible terms

at a far greater level and on a more sustained basis than was at present con-

templated. The Fund and the Bank would need to play the major role in pro-

viding these flows, supplemented by bilateral aid and commercial finance. But

these efforts might well fail in their purpose if they are not carefully

coordinated.

191. The Committee should accordingly examine how the resources, 
programs and

operations of the Fund and the Bank can best be coordinated, while continuing

their disinctive roles. The need of the non-oil developing countries for balance-

of-payments adjustment assistance on a continuing basis and for 
fundamental

restructuring of their economies, involved the operations of both the institu-

tions more deeply than ever before. There was already a great deal of con-

sultation and collaboration between the two institutions, but this should not

be left to develop in an unstructured way. This Committee should examine the

two institutions not with a view to changing their essential character, but with

a view to determining what is needed by way of improvement in their resources,
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rules and procedures so as to enable them to contribute jointly to programs

of adjustment and restructuring for the non-oil developing countries. No

adequate mechanism at present existed for even identifying the areas in which

improvements in collaboration are needed, much less for implementing them.

This Committee was in an ideal position to tackle this problem.



Extract from Final Communiqu6 Cormonwealth Finance

Ministers Meeting, Barbados, 21-22 September 1977

1. Ministcrs noted tlhat non-oil developing countries iave

experienced and coitinue to experience severe balance of

payments problems the solution to which will require long termi

struc tural chances in their economics, and that while the World

Biank and the II F had co-o rdinated their efforts on an ad hoc

basis in dealing wilh ihese problems there is further need for

enlarging the flow of medium term finance on flexible terms.

They rjuested thatl ti Do' ra Ofl m 1 ive highF
priority to a study of ic way. in wipca the Bank and Fund

could act in putting in placce effective institutional arrangem enIts

for assisting morC adeqaaely and more appropriately the -

efforts of the non-oil developing countries and primary

podiucersin niking structural adjustmnents to payments pro-

bClms which havo been aggravated by recent increases in the

price of oil and other essential imports smch as manufactured

goods and services.



CONFIDENTIAL

Mr. Robert S. McNamara October 21, 1977
(through Mr. J. Burke Knapp, Sr. VP)

Ernest Stern, VP, South Asia

Pakistan Lending Proga

1. We have postponed the preparation of a Country ProgramsPaper for
Pakistan because of the continued political uncertainty and it is still
impossible to forecast when it would make sense to prepare a CPP. Meanwhile,
a number of decisions need to be made regarding the volume and composition
of the FY1978 lending program.

Backuround

2. As you know, Pakistan's economic performance since 1973 has given
cause for concern. The Bhutto Government embarked on a high investment
strategy which put great strain on both public and external finance. The
composition of investment has been such that there has been no corresponding
increase in output, and sectors which have the potential for both production
and export growth - notably agriculture - have received low priority. This
investment push has been primarily in the public sector which now accounts
for three-quarters of total investment - up from one-quarter at the turn of
the decade. Paralleling this investment push has been a gradual decline in
the quality of many institutions particularly in agriculture and at the
local government level. As a result the delivery of fertilizer, pesticides,
agriculture credit, research results, etc., are inadecuate as is the pro-
vision of education and health facilities to the poor.

3. There are some bright spots. The Government from 1975 began to
recognize that it could not longer sustain big deficits and the increase in
investment was brought to a halt. The revenue effort reversed the decline
in national savings but not sufficiently to bring inflation under control.
Some non-traditional crops and a variety of new exports have done well,
despite rather than because of, government help, but this has not been
sufficient to enable the economy to grow significantly faster than the
growth of population.

4. Although there has been a series of piece-meal adjustments the
fact remains that there is no realistic framework for economic decisions,
external and internal deficits remain too high, low priority investments and
defense spending continue to take too large a proportion of the Government's
budget, and no effective action has been taken to improve the quality of
administration for projects in rural areas. There is a limit to the extent
that we can continue, or can urge the Pakistan Consortium to continue, to
support these inadequate development efforts.



Mr. Robert S. McNamara - 2 - October 21, 1977

5. The prospect for remedial action was poor under the Bhutto
Government but we had hoped that they would improve after the election - in
which Mr. Bhutto was expected to obtain a stronger mandate. The political
chaos following the election has meant that there has been no effective
decision making mechanism and no attention to economic issues. There are
some signs that the military regime is preparing for a longer stay and, there-
fore, is prepared to deal with economic problems. However, at present the
situation remains uncertain and it will be some months before any clear policy
directions can emerge.

The Lending Program

6. The FY1978 program approved for Pakistan as of August 31, 1977,
totalled $182.7 million as follows:

Bank IDA

Hill Farming Technical Dev. - 3.0
Irrigation - SCARP IV 67.0
Hazara Forestry 1.7
Urban - Lyari - 21.0
Agriculture Credit IV - 30.0
Toot Oil and Gas 30.0
WAPDA Power III 30.0

60.0 122.7

7. Projects 1-3 have beennegotiated and are scheduled for Board
presentation this quarter. The SCARP credit was increased to $70 million
during negotiations so that total FY1978 approvals are expected to be
$74.7 million by December 31.

8. The Urban project (Item 4) has been dropped because of lack of
interest on the part of the Sind Government and its weak financial condition.

9. The proposed Agricultural Credit Project (Item 5) is dependent upon
major reforms of the Agricultural Development Bank, which we spelled out in a
recent letter to the Government. Although their initial reaction was that
our suggestions posed no problems, the necessary decisions are unlikely to
be made soon. However, I would propose we go slow and not plan on processing
this project in FYl978, in any event.

10. To substitute for the dropped Urban project, we recently appraised
an Agricultural Extension and Development Project in the Punjab ($20 million).
There are technical problems and the Punjab Government faces financial
difficulties but the project might be potten ready for FY1978.
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11. The result of these changes would reduce the FY1978 IDA lending
level to $74.7 million, compared to $80 million last year and the anticipated
$122.7 million.

12. However, we have agreed to help the Pakistan Government to obtain
additional financing for the Tarbela Project. An estimated $150 million will
have to be raised to cover the foreign exchange costs of the repairs and
additional works. We contemplate participating with an IDA credit of $30-40
million which we hope to finalize during the third quarter of the fiscal
year. This would raise the IDA lending level to about $110 million.

13. On the Bank side, the problem of performance is exacerbated by
creditworthiness problems. Under the circumstances we clearly would not wish
to proceed with Power III (Item 7). In addition, there are technical issues
which would make presentation this year difficult.

14. The Oil Development Project (Item 6) is subject to the resolution
of complex project and sector issues and the arrangement of co-financing,
which the recent political upheavals will make more difficult. However, this
is an important area for Pakistan with considerable potential and if the
various outstanding issues can be resolved we could consider it as an IDA
operation in FY1978.

15. These decisions would leave us with no Bank lending in FY1978, com-
pared to $70 milliot last year (plus $55 million for the Fauji Fertilizer
Project which was subsequently cancelled) and Pakistan amortization payments
of about $31 million.

16. In regard to the Fauji Fertilizer Project, you will recall that a
$55 million loan for this project was approved by the Directors last February
but was subsequently cancelled because of the withdrawal of the foreign (US)
private sponsors of the project. The local sponsors have been trying to make
alternative arrangements for the project and two specific possibilities, one
involving North American and the other European parties, are being explored;
these proposals are due to be discussed with the Bank and the other prospective
lenders, USAID and KfW, in Washington in a few weeks' time.

17. We need to decide what position we should take in the event that
satisfactory alternative arrangements for the Fauji Project are formulated.
There are two considerations. First, this is a project which was earlier
approved by the Bank and which involves co-financiers who are apparently still
prepared to go forward with it. Were we to decide not to participate it would
probably mean the end of the proposal since there is no ready substitute for
our $55 million. Second, the project was intended by the Government to be
part of an effort to bring foreign private capital to Pakistan and to provide
competition for the public sector. While we support this objective, it is un-
likely that foreign private confidence in Pakistan can be high under present

* of which $10 million was a Third Window loan.
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circumstances. Even if the new prospective partners were to proceed the

project is not likely to serve as an example to other investors. Moreover,

the political risk of unsatisfactory performance is great and could affect
adversely our general role as co-financier. I would, therefore, be inclined
to indicate that we cannot put the project to the Board again in F1978. We
would review the situation in F11979 and, if appropriate, consider the project

for either IDA or Bank financing in that year.

18. It is impossible to assess at this stage what action we should take
in regard to the planned FY1979 lending program of $135 million. I propose
that we continue to process projects in the pipeline, send our economic mission

scheduled for November, and continue our sector work. When the political

situation clarifies we can assess the prospect for appropriate economic

decisions and our response. Meanwhile, I do not intend to replace our Resident

Representative in Pakistan, who is scheduled to leave in February, but propose

to designate one of the two remaining staff members as Acting.

Conclusions

19. The above proposals boil down to four choices:

A. Hold IDA at $74.7 million, i.e. process no projects
beyond the three negotiated. No Bank leading.

B. Plan on IDA lending of $110 million (the three
negotiated projects plus Tarbela supplement). No
Bank lending.

C. Plan on IDA lending of up to $130-140 million -
option B plus the Toot Oil Project or the
Agricultural Extension Project. No Bank lending.

D. Plan on IDA lending of $110 million (option B)
plus $30 million of Bank lending, an amount equal
to amortization payments.

20. I would recommend option C. This option conveys our concern to the

GOP by halting Bank lending. It may involve a small increase in IDA lending
($130/140 million compared to $122 million planned) but this difference will
have no significance to the GOP since they do not know our current planning

figure. Moreover, this marginal increase is much less than the Tarbela credit.
This recent addition, which is justified by very special circumstances, would

essentially have to be absorbed in the previously approved lending program.

21. The FY1979 lending program will have to be recast to accommodate
either the Oil and Gas Project or the Agricultural Extension Project plus the
Fauji Project, if we decide to proceed with it. It would leave only about
$55 million for new projects unless an increase in the total would be warranted
by improvements in performance.
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22. Of course our interest is not in reducing Bank/IDA lending, but in
having the Government face up to, and resolve, its economic problems. We
have in preparation a note to General Zia, which I may deliver personally
in December, which expresses our concerns about poor development performance
and indicates the main areas in which we will look for policy changes. Our
diagnosis (with which many civil servants agree) is incorporated in our recent
economic report but discussions based on it have not, in the absence of a
political structure, produced the action required.

23. May we discuss.

EStern:ccs

bec: Messrs. Blobel (o/r)
Clements
Picciotto (o/r)
Rajagopalan
Waide
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Attachment I

1977 BRIEFING PAPER - SRI LANKA

I. ISSUES

As Sri Lanka has a new government, which seems very interested in

reforming economic policies and collaborating closely with both the Bank and

Fund, Mr. McNamara's meeting presents an opportunity to initiate a dialogue with

the government and learn about its proposed reform program.

Political Developments:

1. At the general elections, held on July 21, 1977 Sri Lanka's electorate once

again swung the political pendulum away from the ruling party. In a bitter

triangular contest with Mrs. Sirimavo Bandaranaike's left-center Sri Lanka Freedom

Party (SLFP) and a three party-United Left Front (ULF), the right-center United

National Party (UNP), led by 71-year old J. R. Jayawardene, won a landslide victory,

(Table 1), securing a clear majority of the popular vote on a platform to remove

corruption, reduce the cost of living and decrease unemployment. The almost complete

annihilation of the left parties is a source of embarrassment to the UNP. It is

feared that in frustration arising from defeat, the Left may now turn from the

Parliamentary arena and shift its battleground to rural jungles and urban streets.

The situation is further complicated by the emergence of the openly separatist Tamil

United Liberation Front (TULF) as the largest opposition party. The Sinhalese-Tamil

riots in August, the worst communal conflagration since 1958, were an indirect

consequence of the election results. Sinhalese ire had been aroused by the success

of the separatists, and UNP circles blame the defeated SLFP and left candidates for

fanning flames.

Table 1: SRI LANKA: Election Results, 1977

UNP SLFP ULF TULF Others Total
a/

Seats in Previous Assembly 19 84 22 12 14 157-

Seats Contested 154 147 130 24 294 749b/
Seats Won 138 8 - 17 3 168-

a/ includes 6 nominated members
h/ includes 2 seats from a dual member constituency in which the election

was postponed.

The new government has been temporarily thrown off balance by these communal riots.

Its ability to control the situation was adversely affected by its unwillingness to

declare a state of emergency, the inadequacy of the law and order machinery at its

disposal, and the fact that police neutrality was jeopardized by the police's

involvement in the Jaffna incident that triggered the riots. However, under the

circumstances, the government handled the situation with a degree of firmness and

quiet confidence, and peace has returned to the island. The Tamil problem has now

moved to the top of the new government's agenda, which is committed to calling an

all-party conference to "resolve" the problems. However, the bitterness caused by

the riots is unlikely to have dampened separatist demands.
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2. Preoccupation with the Tamil issue has delayed action on the proposed
constitutional changes and the government's economic program. The new
Constitution will vest executive power in a President, "elected from time to
time by the people." But following the French pattern, there will also be a
prime minister, chosen by the President from the party that commands a majority
in Parliament. The new system is expected to come into force later this year,
with Mr. J. R. Jayawardene becoming the first President. A restructuring and
streamlining of the administrative machinery is also expected with the new system.
The present Cabinet is, therefore, interim in nature, as the widely anticipated
reduction in the number of ministeries will mean a reallocation of portfolios.

Economic Per formance:

3. Sri Lanka's economic situation has improved considerably in recent months,

due largely to weather and favorable terms of trade. A bumper paddy crop of between

80-90 million bushels is expected in the current year compared to the 60 million

recorded in 1976 following a prolonged drought. Tree crop production is also expected

to experience an appreciable increase with tea output recovering from the all time

low of 433 million lbs. in 1976. Industrial production will also benefit from

increased supplies of domestic and imported raw materials. Real GNP growth in 1977

is, therefore, likely to be substantially above the 3% recorded in 1976. However,

prices remain under pressure due to a 33% annual rate of expansion of money supply

caused by record budgetary deficits and rising foreign exchange reserves. In the

external sector, Sri Lanka is currently experiencing a dramatic improvement in its

terms of trade, due both to higher export prices and lower food import costs. With

tea prices at unprecedented levels and rubber also doing well, export earnings in

1977 are expected to rise by 50%. The previous government translated these gains

into consumption benefits by revaluing the Rupee by 20% in order to cut prices of

imported goods, and by adjusting the import program to support a major increase in

current consumption. Even so, Sri Lanka's current account deficit in 1977 will be

quite modest and a further improvement in its net international reserve position can

be expected.

4. These recent gains are essentially temporary in nature and conceal the

underlying structural weaknesses of the economy. Economic growth over the last five

years has averaged a mere 3% per annum reflecting a sluggish performance in the

field crop sector, a steady deterioration in the tree crop sector, declining levels

of public and private investment, and worsening terms of trade. While persistent

drought and the sharp rise in food and oil prices were clearly beyond the control of

the government, policy responses failed to minimize the damage inflicted by nature

and external developments. Current consumption has risen sharply at the expense

of savings and investment and long-term growth prospects have been further jeopardized.

This deceleration in economic growth is also undermining Sri Lanka's considerable

achievements in the social field. Open unemployment is now estimated at over 20% and

is rising. The resources constraint imposed by slow growth and deteriorating

terms of trade has meant declining per capita real expenditure levels in the social

services, and declining per capita availability of essential commodities.

Policy Concerns:

5. The new government is still in the process of translating the vague

generalities contained in its election manifesto to a specific economic program

that would counter these recent trends. The policy statement presented to the

National State Assembly on August 4, 1977, merely echoed the manifesto. Preliminary

contacts with the government suggest a flexible, pragmatic approach to economic

policies, a preference for technocratic rather than ideological solutions, greater
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emphasis on the private sector, a more positive attitude towards foreign private
investment in selected areas geared primarily to export processing, and a new found
devotion to the concept of a "small-is-beautiful" property-owning democracy which
represents a break from the UNP's traditional image as a party of big business.

6. The UNP government appears to be open to advice and very positive in its
attitude to the Bank. This may, therefore, be a useful opportunity to initiate a
dialogue on policy and restate our key concerns. Bank Group involvement in Sri Lanka
over the last seven years has been inhibited by the poor performance of the economy,
and by the failure of the past government to effect a meaningful reconciliation between
the twin objectives of growth and social justice. We have been particularly concerned
about the following issues:

Domestic Savings and Resource Mobilization: The priority accorded to current
consumption in recent years has resulted in a steady decline in levels of public
savings, inadequate levels of investment, a growing dependence on foreign aid and a
rise in public debt burdens. The share of consumption expenditures has risen from
82 percent in 1970 to nearly 90 percent in 1975. Vigorous efforts are, therefore,
needed to stimulate savings and investment. This would involve:

- raising public savings through appropriate pricing policies, gradual
removal of consumer subsidies and reform of the tax system designed to
make revenues more responsive to economic growth.

- stimulating private savings through greater incentives.

Medium-Term Investment Program: Development activity has been impeded by
the absence of a well conceived medium-term investment program. This should place
primary emphasis on self-sufficiency in foodgrains, on the raising of productivity in
tree crops, fuller utilization of existing industrial capacity, and the gearing of
additional capacity specifically for exports.

Export Incentives: The dual exchange rate system discriminates against the
tree crop sector which is not allowed the full benefit of the Foreign Exchange
Entitlement Certificate Rate (65% above the official rate). Moreover, the recent
revaluation has further eroded export incentives. Reform of the exchange rate system
is long overdue.

Cost Recovery-Irrigation: Irrigation has always been the major component in
the Sri Lankan Agricultural Sector, however, in recent years the irrigation system has
been deteriorating due to lack of adequate maintenance and investment. In September
1976, the Government passed the Land Betterment Charges Act. This act will enable
the imposition of charges to recover operation and maintenance costs of irrigation
systems throughout the country. Successful implementation of this legislation will
fulfill commitments made by the Government of Sri Lanka under the IDA first and second
Mahaweli Development Projects and the Tank Rehabilitation Project for cost recovery.
The regulations which would make this legislation effective have not yet, however,
been issued by the Government. As a result of this delay, future Bank Group involvement
in the irrigation sector has been seriously constrained (see paragraph 9). We are,
therefore, particularly concerned that the new Government's policy statement submitted
to the National State Assembly includes a commitment to "radically altering oppressive
legislation, such as the Land Betterment Charges Tax (Act)". The Government has not
elaborated on the statement.
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7. The new government has already initiated discussions with the IMF designed
to address some of these issues. Moreover, it has begun to reverse the recent
revaluation through a gradual depreciation of the exchange rate (8% against sterling
by September 7, 1977); interest rates have been raised and imports partially
liberalized. There is not, however, any evidence of the formulation of a medium-term

investment strategy.

Future Bank Group Involvement:

8. The new Finance Minister is likely to raise the issue of increasing Bank Group
assistance to Sri Lanka, including the mobilization of private foreign investment.

He may also raise the issue of a possible program credit designed to (i) address the

problem of capacity underutilization in the agricultural and industrial sectors, (ii)

improve industrial and trade policies, particularly import liberalization and stream-

lining of import procedures.

9. We recommend that Mr. McNamara convey to the Finance Minister that the

Bank Group would be willing to play a greater role in Sri Lanka's development
provided that we are satisfied that the new Government will address the key policy

issues outlined above. An increased Bank involvement would also be conditional on the

government's ability to strengthen its project identification and preparation machinery,

its willingness to raise matching domestic resources and to meet our requirements for

recovery of cost. Among the most important of these are measures to assure reasonable

charges for water to defray the cost of irrigation and drainage works (see paragraph 6
Cost Recovery-Irrigation). In this regard, the Bank's position is that in the absence

of progress on this issue we could not justify continued lending in the irrigation

sector which had been intended as a major area of concentration. Assuming a favorable

outcome of current discussions with the Fund, the region is prepared to consider a
request for a program credit only if we can satisfy ourselves:

- that Sri Lanka has formulated a realistic time bound medium-term-
program for raising production, exports, savings and investment;

- that it is instituting appropriate trade policies;
- and that the additional resources it is seeking will support an

increase in investment rather than consumption.
On the issue of foreign investment, we will explore the possibility of Bank Group
(including IFC) technical assistance.

II. BIOGRAPHICAL DATA

Mr. Ronnie de Mel, Minister of Finance and Governor IBRD and IMF. Born

April 11, 1925, Mr. de Mel received his education mainly in Sri Lanka obtaining an

Honour's degree in History from the University of Sri Lanka in 1947. He entered the

Ceylon Civil Service in 1948 and subsequently served as Commissioner of Co-operative
Development and Director General of Broadcasting in Sri Lanka. Resigning from the

Civil Service he joined the SLFP party and unsuccessfully contested a seat in
Parliament in 1965 but managed to enter Parliament in a by-election in 1967. Until
he left the SLFP to join the UNP in 1975 Mr. de Mel was an advocate of SLFP policy
serving on the Parliamentary Committees on Company Law Reform and Land Reform. Not
receiving a Ministry in the SLFP is thought to be the reason for his "crossing the
floor" to the UNP. Mr. de Mel has also served as a member of the Board of Directors
of several private sector firms and was a member of the Sri Lankan delegation to
the Meeting of the Inter-Parliamentary Union on World Production and Trade.
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Mr. H. E. Tennekoon, Governor, Central Bank of Ceylon and Alternate Governor
for Sri Lanka of the International Monetary Fund. Born in 1911, he received his
higher education in the U. K. He has been in the Public Service for over 28 years.
In Government he has held such positions as Permanent Secretary, Ministry of Commerce,
Trade, Food and Shipping, Permanent Secretary, Ministry of Finance, Chairman of the
Public Service Commission and Ambassador to Japan. He was appointed Governor of the
Central Bank in June 1971.

Dr. Lal Jayawardena, since July 1975, Secretary to the Treasury, Secretary,
Ministry of Finance, and Alternate Governor, IBRD. Dr. Jayawardena is a Cambridge-
trained economist who joined the government service in 1966 as Adviser to the
Minister of Planning after having spent three years in the United Nations Secretariat
in what is presently the Centre for Development Planning. In 1970 he was the Director
of Perspective Planning in the Ministry of Planning and Economic Affairs. He has
represented the country at many international conferences as a technical adviser. He
was one of the Deputies in the C20 group. In his capacity as Secretary to the Ministry
of Finance, he is an ex-officio member of the Monetary Board which determines Central
Bank policy. He is a fully trained economist and tends to share the view of the
Bank on resource mobilization and allocation problems in Sri Lanka.
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SRI LANKA

Lending Program

Project FY7 7 Y78 FY79 FY80 FY1 FY82 FY83

Irrigation, 15.0
Drainage &
Land Reel. I

Irrigation &
Drainage II 15.0

Yahaweli Irr. II 19.0

Mahaweli Irr. III 30.0

Tank Irr. Modn. I 5.0

Tank Irr. Modn. 11 12.0

Tank Irr. Modn. III 15.0

Dairy Devel. II 15.0(R)

Rural Development I 20.0(S)

Rural Development II 30.0

Tree Crop Reh. I (Tea) 20.0

Tree Crop Reh. II 20.0

Tree Crop Diver. I 15.0

Tree Crop Diver. II 15.0

Tree Crop Diver. III 15.0

Dry Farming I (Sugar) 18.0(S)

Dry Farming II 20.0

DFCC IV 8.0

Water Supply 1 9.2

Water Supply II 12.0

Water Supply III 15.0

Transport II 20.0

(Road Maint.)

Industrial 17.0
Export
Development I

Industrial Export 23.0
Development I

TOTAL (nurmber 33.2(3) 28.0(2) 70.0(4) 62.0(4) 62.0(3) 65.0(3) 6P,.0(4)
projects)
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OFFACE MEMOR'ANDUM
TO Fle DATE:September 30, 1977

FROM A. H1. Shibusawa, Chief, ASADC

StJ3JCT SJIT L'ITKA - Sri TihnDl ~to Meetingwt rMeacr

The Sri Lankan Delegation called on Mr. McNamara on September 23
at 4:30 p.m. Present were:

BANK

Messrs. Mcrmara

Ohenery
Stern
Blobel
Shibusawa
Kock-Wese r

SRI LANKN DEILGATI ON

Mr. Ronlnie de Mel., Minister of Finance
Mr. I. E. Tennekooni, Governor, Central Bank of Ceylon
Mr. Lal Jayawardena, Secretary to the Treasury, and Secretary,

Ministry of Finance
Mr. S. Velayutham, Director of External Resources, Ministry of

Planning and Ecnmi.c Affairs
Mr. L. E. N. Fernando, Director, Pricing and Wage Policy, General

Treasury

2. Mr. McNarara opened the meeting by welcoming the Minister who stated
that the basic policy of the new Covernment is to shift commitments from
ideology to pragajtism. Thus, the Government intends to move away from an
economy bused on on p n to one based on growth and cmphasi s on savings
and invCstment. Alre-, actions have been or are being taken in a number of
areas. For example, si assuming ofticev in July, the Government has already
devalued its curerc by nearly 20h, i.e., to the level which existed prior
to the revaluatioa in Ma rch 1977. It is the intention of tie Government to
gradually narrow th difference between the ofiicial exchange rate and the
FL'C rate and ult imtely unify the two eWchango rates. With a view to
mobilizlng savings, the Govemment has alreadyincreased the interest rate
on deposits. Eighteaen-oth fixed dpos ts now ean an interest rate of
18%. At- the same tim, the GoverLnent hasalso hegn to under an iipot
liberalization prigm. AnotIhe: key policy worth ientioning is the high
priorit y the Goverrni t attaches to the optimu'm utilizastion of existi pro-
duction capac ity. Thus, he Covernment intend to take measures) neceCssary
to liprove proLIuctiiy f x isting tret crop plantatijons and to increase
food prodct ion--t Governmuw expects a record rice harvest this year.
In te industrial stor, the emphasis again will be to make the optSimu
utiliZAtion of ceitig surplis capaci. For exacmple the textile sec tor
as a whole is opcerazting:' only at 0 of CpC i ty whIle thlt textile
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mill (public sector) is operating at only 20% of capacity. A crash program is
also boing prepared to Jncrease fIsheries production. Through these various
measures to increase production utilizing existing capacity, the Prime Minister
expects to employ an additional 250,000 people.

3. Another important Government program worth noting is the effort to
attra t foreign investment. In this connection, the Minister mentioned the,
concept of a free trade zone (200 sq. miles). The Prime Minister attaches
top priority to this and thus rhe responsibility for project preparation will
remain directly under hin. Finally, the Minister mentioned river diversion
schemes (e.g., Mahaweli Ganga) through thich the Government intends to sub-
stantially improve productivity of some 900,000 acres of agricultural land.

4. Mr. McNamara commented that the aforonentioned program was a very
impressive oue and tImt he had always felt that Srj Lanka was a country with
good potential for devnlopment. However, despite impressive achievements in
the social field, the economic foundation had been gradually eroded which
unfortunately held up our lending. However, with a program, as described by
the Finance Minister, the Bank was prepared to increase its lending and provide
whatever assistance it can render.

5. The Minister then briefly outlined the discussions he and his
associate were having with the Fund. He pointed out that a Fund mission
will be in the field in October and a package agread between the Government
and the mission will be submitted to the Fund Board in November. This is
expected to be followcd by another Fund mission to discuss the Extended
Facility in January/February 1973 for approval by the Fund Board in March,
In connection with the Extended Facility, a mqdium-term development program
will need to be developed and, for this purpgse, assistance of the Bank may
be sought.

6.- The Minister requested that the Bank'provide program assistance in the
order of $50 million. He also requsted Bank assistance in project preparation
and project evaluation and an early Aid Group jeeting. Mr. MeNamara observed
that while Sri Lanka, with its new shift towards a growth-oriented economy,
should merit the Bank's support in program- typo lending, he did not at this
time Wish to commen o n the amount or timing of such an operation. With regard
to consider>tion for an Oarly Aid Group meeting, Mr. Stern suggested that, as a
first step, the Bank 0igh take a reading of the Aid Group members.

7. Finally, the Minister emphasized that while the Government is
committed to growth, it is determinod to accomplish such an objective through
the parliamentary system without jeopardizing the "quality of life" of the
people.

cc;
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August 26-27, 1977

Headline: One Million Jobs

Esmond Wickremasinghe
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at a premium for btsiresq
travel. edtcation and iunlar
putrposes.

Behdes, utilSing the Work
ecornmy to nruode ktal ces-
ouracs for g;owth is one surq
way of o ining tfll e:ly-
nient with minimal lflaton.

di Savings of Sri Lankani
Overseas It is estimated that
there are o ver one hutt.
ded thousand Si Lan-
kaIs working overt eas,

aid he rumiber is increosi¶ng
very last o, prseut, (?(ect

lndurceaents withouLtim ce3-
sary buvaueraic protcres
as is die in YugsitH a and
India c n result In Sri Na-
kans o-;ereas keeping at least
part of their savigs here

witch could te ursed for (eve-
lown:nt arid emaploymcent Th
bureaucracy killed ny pcten-
tial in tis scheme during the
SLFP regime.

Adopting the highly suc-
ce.ssul Yugoslavia scheme as a
basis could well result in an
inflow or aiconsideraile amotut
of rorei!n e:<chr- reLaJreS
front Sri Lanikatrs wnrhiing
overseas.
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rene the thelance neemary nor
this sety net. Thus the
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sort of cofniitoS overdraft of
fore!gn Cchanx. rtsrurceI
which couild entle Sri Lanka

to remove the foreign ex-
change controLs that now

thromtle it.
'ioecasures sugiested In

this artcle cannot but fail te
stirulate tho ec1'n my to get

moving en Its own ad providt

a nAll'on jobs withan a rea3on,
ably short period. It also con-
tains tie guidelines for full
employment,



Mr. B. Chadenet, VP, AOP September 12, 1977

Ernest Stern, VP, South Asia

.PosedT~teningof SecuryAranemnts

It will probably not come as a surprise to you that I find the proposal
which you forwarded to us on September 2 for comment a further unfortunate
extension of management by perception. We seem now to have reached a
stage where whatever the staff perceives, management feels duty-bound
to address. There is little evidence that we give weight to the other
aspects of management - i.e., providing guidance in the formulation of
perceptions.

My perception, and that of the few merbers of the staff with whom I
have consulted about this, is that security in the building is quite
adequate. This seems to be borne out by the limited data that is
provided in the Security Task Force memorandum. The monthly loss of
Bank property seems insignificant and no doubt is considerably less than
the value of Bank property which disappears to support home correspondence
and other private activity of staff members. The loss of personal
property is somewhat greater, but even there, allowing for the usual
inflated values attributed to the loss of a cherished, but perhaps
shopworn, possession, it doesn't seem to pose a significant problem. In
any event, there is no evidence that either type of loss is caused by
outsiders and not by staff. It is further alleged that four staff members
have been threatened in a 21-month period. There is no evidence as to
whether they were threatened by another Bank staff member, whose perceptions
may have led him to a level of frustration that made him accost a colleague.

qn any event, an incident of undescribed severity once in five months
doesn't strike me as unbearable.

Against the alleged safety engendered by the proposed new security
rrangements, we must set not only the inconvenience but also the change

in working climate and attitudes. While it is true that there are
entrance controls on government offices, the purpoce of those is a
different kind of security. Access to commercial office buildings here
and in most other cities that I a familiar with is free and open and I
am not acquainted with any information which shows that the personal
safety of r rivte mployees or the loss of their possessions is greater
than that exnerienced ay govern:,ent empiocees.

Therefore I would strongly urge you to reconsider the proposal and
recognize it for the overreaction to a series of relatively minor factors
that it is. Should you decide to go ahead, would you kindly do something
first to have the elevators in the A Building fixed. At auytime after
5:30, the waiting time already exceeds four minutes, and if everybody else
is to share these inadequate facilities with us, we will never get in to
or out of our offices.

EStern/ls
cc: Mr. McNamara
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM
T0 Mr. Robert S. McNamra September 9, 1977

Ernest Stern, VP, South Asia

U.S. Aid Program

1. Attached are four portions of the paper being prepared by the
Brookings Institution for President Carter on the U.S. aid program.
The full document, which is still in draft, is very much longer, but
I thought it would be worth your while to read through these four.

2. The paper marked A concludes that a coordinating mechanism on
relations with developing countries ought to be established in the
White House. This recommendation also suggests that the special
assistant in the White House would have supervision over major
policies affecting the multilateral financial institutions.

3. The paper marked B deals with multilateral coordination.
Please note the references on Pages 3-5 to the World Development Review.
They are generally supportive, although not very precise and I will
suggest some strengthening. Also note the comments on the role of
the Development Committee which start on Page 8. I have made clear my
view to Henry Owen, Les Gordon and Sidney Weintraub that this is a
misguided recommendation, but thus far have not made much of a dent.

4. The paper marked C is a brief description of a new institution
which would serve to establish technical and scientific cooperation
between the U.S. and the developing countries at all income levels,
quite separate from the aid agency and functioning on the basis of
quite separate criteria.

5. The paper marked D is the review done by a Treasury staff officer,
who is spending a year at Brookings, of the U.S. role in multilateral
financial institutions. The reason for preferring the regional banks
to the World Bank given on Page 16 is very flimsy indeed.

Attachments
EStern/Is
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Part II

F. Coordination within the United States Government

Although the subject of this report is foreign economic assistance,

the problem is development. As indicated in the Introduction to and

elsewhere in Part II, development grants and loans are only one of many

instruments available to the United States which have or can haxh an impact

on development.

We have mentioned other bilateral transfers (P.L. 480, Supporting

Assistance, Peace Corps, Export-Import Bank), transfers through international

institutions, trade, support of private investment (OPIC, taxation by

Treasury), possible new sources of finance from the international commons

or otherwise and the actual or potential informational and research exchange

programs of the regular Executive Departments. If it is accepted that

these should be reviewed as the parts of a whole, then a focus and structure

are needed to make it so. The structure should be one that controls some

actions,- introduces a voice for development in others and coordinates policy

for a wide range of development-related activities.

There are various options, each with some logic and defects. They are:

A State Department centered option. One way to achieve integration is

to create a- new position, say an Under Secretary of State for Development.

He would presumably rank about No. 5 in the hierarchy of the Department,

after the Secretary, Deputy Secretary, Under Secretary for Political Affairs,

and Under Secretary for Economic Affairs, but perhaps before the Under
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Secretary for Security Assistance, although this is not certain. This

is a weakness; No. 5 is not a high rank for influencing other Executive

Departments. The advantage of this approach is that it would put North-

South policy in the foreign affairs estalishment, of which it logically

is a part. Despite his relatively low rank, the Under SEcretary for Develop-

ment would sit astride Department of State policies on all issues affecting

the developing countries. He could derive further strength from the position

of the Secretary of State if the latter chose to exercise it.

The main disadvantage of this option apart from the hierarchial one

is that it would tend to give development activities a political image and a

short-term political bias, thus defeating one of the prime purposes of

reform, to focus on development and particularly on problems of poverty.

This is inherent in the State Department functiodl. Much of foreign policy

is short term and country directors will seek to use every instrument at

their disposal, including development policy, to favorably affect short-

term political relations with the countries for which they have

responsibility. Thiswould result in decisions on trade-offs between

immediate political and long-term development objectives at a relatively low

level in the bureaucracy, as now often occurs in AID's relations with

State. Pressure will come from foreign governments and State will often

believe it easiest to. respond by throwing dollars at the problem.

A second option is to center this interrative function in the Treasury.

This could build on the present Treasury responsibility for U.S. participation

in the multilateral development finance institutions. The major weakness

of this option is similar to that of the State-centered option in that it
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puts the development function in a department primarily concerned with

other matters: the state of the domestic economy, U.S. capital markets,

and,internationally, the international monetary system. The Under

Secretary of the Treasury for Development would also be well down in

the hierarchy. This option also lacks the virtue of placing the North-

South responsibility in the agency concerned primarily with foreign

policy.

The third option is to place the integrative function in the White

House or the Executive Office of the President. This has its own integrative

logic. There are two disadvantages to this option, but they are faults

of appearance rather than logic. The first is that a White House or EOP

solution is frequently suggested for integrative efforts in other fields,

e.g. food, science, telecommunications, nationalwsccurity. The point is

that so many problems cut acros the Executive Departments that one could

argue for a wide range of cross--cutting, ,problem-related integration in

the Esecutive Office. On the other hand, that is the function of the

Executive Office. The question is whether the issue is important enough,

and the need for integration great enough so that the function should be

placed in the White House or the EOP. We believe that the function does

have this importance. The possible flaw in this option is that it would

require adding staff to the White House or EOP roster at a moment efforts

are being made to reduce numbers. This, too, requires a finding that the

function is important enough to override this objection, which we believe

it is.

The advantage of this option, which is the one we recommend, is that it

provides the integrator with the position and stature he requires to have

influence. This is particularly true with respect to two strong agencies
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which often have different views on development issues. How would this

work?

a. An Office for International Development policy would be created,

co-equal say with the Special Assistant for National Security Affairs.

(Another conceivable option is to make development integration part of

the national security function in the White House, but this would have the

familiar defect of subordinating development to political-security matters.)

Another suggestion is for the Vice President to be in charge of North-

South relations in the White House and for the Office and its Director to

report to him. This both elevates the North-South function, and diminishes

it in that the day-to-day operator is effectively a deputy to the Vice

President and not an independent actor. The following discussion assumes

the existence of an jndependent Director (special'assistant).

b. To provide him with organizational power other than his locus, he

(the Director) should have a final say on all budgetary requests of other

assistance agencies before they are submitted to 0MB and Congress, subject

to appeal to the Presisdent by 'agency heads. These would include Development

Cooperation Agency (DCA) and the International Development Foundation, those

for the multilateral development finance institutions, PL 480, the

development aspects of security supporting assistance, and those of the other

agencies not covered here but which are engaged in development assistance,

such as the Peace Corps, OPIC, the Inter-American Foundation, and others.

e. The Development Coordination Committee (DCC) which now exists

under the chairmanship of the Administrator of AID should be reconstituted.

The elements of this restructuring would be to make the President's special

assistant for development its chairman. If the integrative function is placed
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under the Vice President, he should serve as chairman The committee should
formulate major policies -for the development assista

,ssstnce programs, includingthose affecting the multilateral finance institutions (see below). It should

be reduced in size to include on a regular basis only those agencies which

have a major interest in development matters. The DCC is now unmanageable,
d. By right,the Director or a member of his stall should have a seat oninteragency bodies which deal with subjects that significantly affect his

responsibilities, e.g., thehighest level policy committee under the Office

of the Special Representative for Trade Negotiatj0 n5 commodity coordinating
groups, the informal group on international monetary policy chaired by the

Treasury.~~ 
Heaishould beiviehteS

Treasury. He should be invited to NSC meetings when appropriate to his subjectmatter responsibility. He should, in effectS be the "voice for development"
iA a variety of councils and committees throughout the government.

These points deserve some elaboration. The special assistant to the
externalPresident would not be the major/upokesman on development policy, but otheragencies which may wish to speak on these issues would obtain his clearance.

(If the Vice President is given the North-South function, he would be the
major spokesman.) As chairman of the DCC, he would oversee such issues as:budgets of the development institutions; major policy matters, such as the
allocation of bilateral development assistance funds and allocation of PL 480funds, particularly under the present Title 1; ajor policy issues in the
multilateral development finance institutins, such as replenishmen ts of
concessional windows, increa'ses in capital, graduation Policy from bothconcessional and ordinary capital windows; U.S. judgments on sector emphasis

in the multilateral institutions (e.g. how much should the World Bank stress
social projects as opposed to infrastructure?).
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The special assistant, through the DCC would not concern himself

with individual projects, either those under the bilateral or the

multilateral programs, or the daily operations of the various development

assistance agencies, except to the extent -he felt this was useful to bring

out policy issues. His influence on the ongoing operations of the DCA

and the Foundation would come via his role on their boards. The Treasury

would still provide guidance on individual projects coming before-the boards

of the multilateral development finance institutions. For this purpose,

the reviews by the National Advisory touncil (NAC) , which Treasury chairs,

would continue. Other NAC functions would also be carried out as now.

The defense bf budgets before the Congressional committees would.

be made primarily by the operating agencies, i.e., the presidents of

the DCA and the Foundation for their functions, the Secretary of State

'-for security supporting assistance, the Treasury for funding for the

multilateral development finance institutions. However, these defenses

should be more integrated than is now the case.
In addition to development assistance matters, the special

assistant would providp the development voice when decisions are

made on other foreign economic policy issues or for decisions in

the interface of foreign-domestic issues which deeply affect

development (e.g. ,hoc importp, sugar pricing). His voice would not

necessarily prevail on -these non-development assistance decisions,

but the development as-pect would be made explicit.

If the development voice is to have both content and resonance,

the special assistant will need a staff to anticipate problems at

the heart of the development process. This will require persons with

expertise In food and agriculture, health and poolation, education,
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energy and trade. Other experts could be borrowed from the agencies and

the private sector as needed..__--

This mechanism would have some distinctadvantages.

Senior officials of multilateral development ibstitutions and of other

governments would now know iihere to turn to obtain a U.S. position on

major development issues. So many issue. cut across departments that it is

rare that a single department can give, let alone arrange in short order,

a clear cut response.

A related concern is that if a mutilateral process develops to deal

with major functional problems such as food, health, nutrition or energy

there will need to be a central location for formulating U,S. views. Further-

more, to get such processes going will often take U.S. leadership, something

that is less likely to take place, or to take place less effectively, if

-there is no focal point in the government on much matters.

This structure would provide a sorely needed mechanism for coordinating

food assistance policy with U.S. development policy in general. iFr more

than 25 years this marriage has been resisted with the result that many feel

our food policy impairs -developiment.

This structure would leave unchanged the basic roles State and Treasury

play in the development policy process, nor would it change their statutory

responsibilities. The State Department tkould stirl provide foreign policy

guidance to the various bilateral development institutions and for U.S.

participation in the multilateral banks and funds. Treasury would still

instruct U.S. representatives to the multilateral institutious and control

access to the American capital market. But unlike the present system of

ad hoc, case-by-case compromises, there would be a mechanism for working

out jointly, with the mediating and occasional arbitrating powers of

the Special Assistant, decisions on major program issues.
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Part II

C. The multilateral consultative process.

We have asked ourselves the following questions about the current

consultative process for development cooperation:

1. What aspects are working well, and should therefore be retained

or reinforced?

2. What aspects work poorly, or not at all?

The development finance institutions, which have been discussed earlier

in this paper, represent a critical but not the only aspect of a variegated

multilateral structure for dealing with development problems. Various other

institutions should be noted since they are part of the -total process.

The most important of these is the central United Nations structure,

particularly the General Assembly and he Economic and Social Council.

The International Development Strategy for the First and then the Second

Development Decade grew out of this structure. So, too, have various

elements of the "new international economic order."

The United Nations Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD),

like the General Assembly, has played a stimulative role for the developing

countries. The so-called group of 77, the unified developing country

bloc in the UN, was born from the UNCTAD experience. Apart from its

activity as a pressure group in favor of concessions to developing countries,

such as generalized tariff preferences, a common fund for commodities,

some relaxation of official debt of the poorest countries, UNCTAD has filled

a'role of analyzing primary commodity policy on an internatioll basis and

seeking to encourage agreements to stabilize or raise primary conimodity

prices.
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There is a series of functional activities in the UN structure,

such as those of the specialized agencies (such as' the FAO, WHO, ILO,

UNESCO, to cite just the big four) which can play important roles in

their particular areas. In addition to the specialized agencies, the

World Food Council has been fulfilling a6 integrative task in its area.

The United Nations Development Program (UNDP)is engaged in

technical assistance in 147 developing countries and theoretically is

designed to coordinate and fund other UN -development activitiel,

although in fact it has been unable to accomplish this.

. The International Fund for Agricultural Development (IFAD), with

an initial amount of roughly $1 billion, is expected to begin financing

operations by the end of 1977 on food and agriculture projects in

developing countries.

The IMF and the GATT have functioNs which transcend development,

but the structures of the international trading and monetary systems

obvie-sly are fundamental to the development process.

These thumbnail descriptions are inadequate to describe what

each institution does or how the task of each fits into the total

international effort. However, it is 'essential to be aware of this

network of inst'itutions in setting out to improve the process of inter-

national cooperation for development.

Whera the procesa has worked less well is in integrating this

multifaceted structure into an effective North-South dialogue. While

there can not be one North-South dialogue in one place, since the
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functional requirements are too complex for that, the separate

institutions could reinforce each other's work more .effectively if there

were some international intellectual understanding on what the key issues

were that need addressing.

It was this conception that presumably motivated President Carter to

talk about the idea of a "World Development Budget" iuring the election

campaign and which led the heads of government to refer to this idea in

their communique of May 8 following the London summit meeting-.- In a

staff announcement dated June 24, 1977, President McNamara of the World

Bank announced that the Bank would "undertake annually a comprehensive

analysis of major development issues in order to promote a better under-

standing of them and thereby enable both policymakers an d the general

public to see the interaction of developed and developing economies

thus strengthening the political ability to deal effectively with them."

What might a world development review accomplish? The following is

a tentative substantive list of areas that might usefully be examined:

On an overall level, 'such a review could technically assess capital

requirements and provide informed judgments of how these might be met

through debt financing on commercial terms, non-concessional official

lending, ODA provided bilaterally and multilaterally, and direct investment.
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. It could seek to integrate these capital nedds with the trade

prospects of developing countries, taking into account their efforts and

the state of the economies in the developed countries.

. The World Bank intends to focus itt initial studies on clusters

of sectoral issues in order to assess needs and to rtcview progress in

meeting these. Critical sectoral studies of this type could be provided

for agriculture, health, energy, education, and perhaps other areds, to

make more precise the complementary internal efforts and external levels

of capital and technical assistance.

It would be unwise to seek precision now as to how such a review

process might evolve over time. The process, once started, will find its

-areas of strength and weakness. The principal potential strength of such

a process would be to guide policy makers on crucial development issues so

that each country and each institution can determine its role in the light

of a generally agreed-on picture. Sectoral studies might over time evolve

into a process by which bilat6ral donors contribute earmarked funds for

dealing with specific functional problems for management by the World Bank

or the regional development banks. An example of this technique is the

financing of the network of agricultural research institutes now coordinated

by a consultative group sponsored by the World Bank. It might evolve into

a country review process, but this is best determined by experience. It

may prove useful to legislators by giving them a better understanding of

their country's role in dealing with critical development issues.

In Part II. E., it was noted that the organization of the U.S.

Covernment should be improved to encourdge looking at development policy as
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a whole, rather than to focus in isolation on particular functional

areas, such as trade, food assistance, bilateral concessional assistance,

debt policy, etc. A world development review can be viewed as the

international counterpart of this national process. As in the national

context, such an integrative procedure would not replace the specific

functional reviews, but rather the two could reinforce each other.

International coordination efforts take place now, on a courftiy

level, to some extent on a functional level, and even on a global level.

What has been their experience? The answer is a mixed one.

There are more than twenty consultative or coordinating groups,

mostly chaired by the World Bank, for analyzing policies and needs of

individual developing countries and to share the burden of meeting their

-external financing requirements. There are several international functional

consultative groups, on agricultural research, food production and

investment, on onchocerciasis in the Volta Basin. The Club des Amis du

Sahel is a valuable example of' donor cooperation in seeking to meet specific

problems in this region of Africa. Each specialized agency represents

a form of analysis for its functional area. The DAC is a cooperative

effort of mutual confrontation by donor countries to improve the volume and

terms of their development and other official assistance. In the case of

Africa, AID holds periodic meetings with other donors, such as France, Germany,

Canada and the European Community. A good deal of coordination takes place

in a less formal setting within developing countries.

The intent of the proposed reviews at the world level is not to replace

this network but to expand it into areas not now treated comprehensively,

such as critical functional issues, total capital needs and sources, and

over time possibly the policy measures of individual developing and developed
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countries and of the multilateral aid-giving institutions themselves.

Replenishment plans of the multilateral development banks might be

better coordinated.

This process will need a forum for preparing for and examining

these revibws. Indeed, there is much evidence of a felt need by countries

to have an effective forum for a dialogue on a wide range of critical

North-South issues, including tunctional and other reviews. The problem

has been twofold:

. to define the substance of these North-South discussions;

. and to find a forum which is effective and acceptable to the

widest possible group of nations.

The birth of UNCTAD in 1964 was a reflection of the desire of

develdping countries for some forum in which development could be discussed

in a framework broader than development.finance, and trade issues could

b7e debated in other than a straightforward tariff negotiating framework.

However, from the outset the developing countries saw this as their forum,

as a pressure body to extract' concessions from the developed countries,

and this inevitably foreclosed the possibility of an even-handed technical

dialogue.

The UN General Assembly suffers from the same defect, that it is

perceived as a rhetorical body for exerting pressure on the developed

countries and therefore not suitable as a place for technical discussions.

Like UNCTAD, its membership is too large in any event for such a dialogue.

This is not to argue that these bodies serve no purpose. In a world

of vested interests and unmet aspirations, there is a role for organized

pressure for concessions. This unified developing country pressure for
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systemic changes and specific concessions will inevitably continue.

Such UN bodies will likely be pressure forums and not places for a

balanced technical discussion. To extend a common analogy, that

the Group of 77 is similar in pressure terms to a labor union, one

would not expect management to discuss ;wges and -working conditions.

The creation of the Conference on Internationql Economic

Cooperation (CIEC) was an effort to fill this dialogue role in a body

of limited size (27), and for a time it served this purpose. Noni

that the CIEC is terminated, what are the options for filling this

role in the future? If the World Bank is to prepare global functional

analyses, or other institutions are to assess world capital needs and

how these are to be met, what is the proper forum for preparing and

discussing these?

1. One option is to allow the present unstructured process to

continue. The executive directors of the World Bank can discuss the

papers produced by the World Bank staff and these can be transmitted, as

appropriate, to the existing functional forums. Trade negotiations

would still take place in the GATT, monetary discussions in the IMF,

finance for development in the development institutions, commodities
in UNCTAD and the individual commodity groups. These forums would

continue in any event. The system would work, just as the inter-

national cooperative system has worked until now, but presumably

without meeting the need that led to calling for special sessions

of the UN General Assembly or the creation of the CIEC.

2. Another option might be to create a non-negotiating group of

limited size within the framework of the UN General Assembly. If

properly constructed, this might attract functional polidy makers from
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capitals rather than permanent representatives le sskilled and
without the requisite policy responsibility in each area. Thedefect of this scheme would be its failure'ro be closely associated

with the key, financing bodies and therefore unlikely to serve more
than a debating role, in which case the senior policy officials from
capitals would likely cease to come.

3. Another option would be to keep the dialogue centered in the
World Bank-IMF structure, since this is where the analysis at the world
level will be done, but with modifications that might make this structure
more generally acceptable. One way to do this would, be to make the
joint IIF-IBRD Development Committee (the Joint Ministerial- Committee of
the Boards of Governors of the Bank and the Fund on the Transfer of

Real Resources to Developing Countries) a greature not just of these
to institutions but also of the regional development banks (the IDB,
the ADB, and the AfDB). This could be done by asking all the multi-
lateral dvelopment finance iflstitutions to contribute to its financing.
The Development Committee (DC) could also forward reports to the UN
system, via ECOSOC, the way reports of the specialized agencies are now
forwarded. This may or may not transform the Development Committee into
an important body, but since it is the option we blieve has the best
change of success, we would like to expand on this suggestion.

a. The DC has been operating under various handicaps, particularly
the initial lack of interest in its success of the World Bank and of
both the developed and developing countries.

b. The DC has no self-evident function, although it did make a
contribution in the field of capital markets. Under a world development
review process of the type suggested here, this handicap might be
overcome.
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c. The DC has lacked a secretariat of sufficient size and depth and

was highly dependent on the secretariat of the World Bank. By expanding

its financing sources to include the regional development banks, this

not only could give these institutions a rtake in the DC's success, but

could help the DC to enlarge its secretariat and -give it a greater

degree of independence.

d. The DC's most important potential assets always were its limited

size (20) and its representation (finance ministers), and this would

continue. Representation could be flexible, to include other ministers,

such as of agriculture, mining, energy, trade, etc. when subjects within

t1heir competance were discussed.

One need not be under any illusions. This revision of the DC

might be no more widely accepted than the existing version. But it at

least has the seeds for a process of substantive review of significant

global development issues by responsibld officials able to carry out

the programs they discuss or to assure that those programs will be

remanded to the appropriate international fuhctional institution for

action.



(For Inclusion in Organization Chapter)

The International Developmrnt Foundation

Recommuendation: That the Government of the United States establish an International

Development Foundation (IDF) as an independent ,federal agency to support scientific,

technical and educational cooperation between the United States and developing

countries.

The IDF should be governed by a board of directors appointed by the President

-and composed of seven private and five ex-officio members, the latter to-include

the Adminstrator of AID and.-the-Secretaries of State, Treasury, Agriculture and

HEW or their designates. The Administrator of AID would be Chairperson of the Board.

The IDF should be legislatively created as a permanent organization with

vulti-year funding to enable it to mount sustained attacks on critical development

problems without being subject to fiscal year limitations. Overtime it should

become the nerve center for the application of American technological muscle to

ke'--evelopment problems and to the task of building research, planning and

implementation capacities in developing countries.

Objectives

The central purposes of the IDF would be:

- to expand knowledge about the nature of the development process;

- to facilitate in developing countries the growth of institutional

and individual capacities to adapt and create new technologies to

serve the needs of the poor majority of their people;

- to stimulate the application of American and international research

competence to the search for solutions to critical scientific and

technical problems of developing countries;

- to sustain technical cooperation with developing countries' on

matters of mutual interest such as food production, environmental

quality and population



- O Case access to American research and technical reolurces for

developing countries able and interested to pay for them; and

- to assist American private and voluntary organizations and

foundations to contribute effectively to international development.

Organi za tion

The IDF would be established in Washington with 20-25 country and regional

field offices in, the developing countries.

Functions

In order to accomplish its objectives, the IDF would perform the following

functions:

1. Periodically organize thorough reviews of research priorities in selected

problem areas. -

The World Food and Nutrition Study is a model for this review process, but

knowledgeable people from developing countries should be included in subsequent

studies.

Priorities need to be identified over the full spectrum from basic research,

thrpugh intermediate stages of adaptation to the environmental and social conditions

of the eventual users of new knowledge. The new directions problem areas - food

and nutrition, health and population, education and human development - remain

pertinent.

2. Keep current with the advancing frontier of knowledge pertinent to selected

developmient problems.

The IDF would need a relatively small but highly qualified technical staff

capable of providing staff support~ for the periodic research reviews, identifying

gaps in the international array of research on key problems, evaluating research

proposals and accomplishments, and representing the United States in international

fora on development problems.

-2 -
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3. Enhance the contribution American public and private research organizations

make to the solution of key development problems.

a. The focus of American public research resources needs to be

broadened to include an explicit concern for the problems of

developing countries. In agriculture, education, health and

energy, advances in knowledge achieved in aid of developing

countries will often have direct utility in the United States,

but anticipated benefits to the poor countries should be

sufficient reason to work on the problems. We believe that

in time, the increasing interdpendence of the countries of

the world will lead U-.S. Departments to heighten the priorities

they assign to development problems. The IDF should encourage

this trend and have the ability to contribute supplemental

funding to' departmental ;research budgets for research on the

more applied aspects of problems.

The Communicpble Diseases Center in Atlanta is an example

of a first class scientific research resource designed to work

on the spreAd of disease in the United States which has accepted

an important international dimension to its work: IDF funds

should be available to broaden the scope of other problem-

oriented governmeni research facilities.

b. U.S. colleges and universities, industry and private research

centers also have vital contributions to make to the solution of

development problems. The IDF should have the ability to build

up the capacity of selected institutions to work on carefully

defined development problems. The research agendas which emerge
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from IDF studies should be the basis for judgtuents on the

adequacy of existing facilities to conduct the necessary

investigations.

The Population Council is an examuple of a private

institution focussed on a major development pftblem with

an in-house and extramural research program capacity.

Similar capacities may need to be created or enhanced

with IDF assistance in other fields.

c. The IDF should sponsor research competitions on priorities

identified by the studies.

d. Support should be available for the American share of joint

research projects on priority topics undertaken collaboratively

by U.S. institutions and instituti'ons in the middle-income

countries.

e. The IDF should handle the U.S. contributions to the Consultative

Croup on International Agricultural Research. Opportunities for

international approaches to other priority problems, such as

networking research on new contraceptions, should be vigorously

pursued.

4. Improve the utility of U.S. training facilities in the United States for

students from developing countries.

The IDF should ensure that adequate mechanisms exist for the identification

of appropriate U.S. training facilities by institutions and individuals from

developing countries, and for the placement of their students.

Experimental efforts to design courses of particular relevance- to students

from developing countries should be supported in such fields as low-cost health

delivery systems, economic planning and project appraisal techniques, and cross-

cultural child rearing studies.
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Foreign student orientation, language training and other facilities for

preparing for study in American institutions should be strengthened.

5. Assist public and private foundations and volunta nrorganizations interested

in development to be offective.

Vith field offices staffed by technically qualified people knowledgeable of

the country or region, the IDF will be in a position to assist private foundations

and voluntary organizations to target their efforts more effectively. The AID

program to improve the professional capacity of voluntary organizations engaged

in overseas development work should be continued by the IDF.

Field office support might also be valuable to publically supported development

and pebple-to-people programs such as the Appropriate Technology International, -

the Inter-American Foundation and the Peace Corps.

6. Assist in building indigenous capacity for research and experimentation

on development problems.

*-This would be the primary function of the IDF field offices. It would be

performed through such activities as the following:

funding training in the U.S. and third countries for staff of

local institutions;

- organizing research methodology workshops, and sponsoring regional

conferences on key problems;

- promoting links between U.S. and international research efforts and

local institutions;

- funding research competitions;

- supporting experimental and pilot projects.

7. Assist in building indigenous capacity for planning and mdnaging development

programs.

Although Congress and AID have recognized for sometime that it would be desirable

to shift to the recipient country more of the burden of planning ind managing the



projects supported by U.S. funds, local capacities have in most cases grown slowly.

The IDF could be engaged in working with the governments by providing training

and advisory assistance in expanding these capacities. The purpose would of course

be to increase local ability to plan and manage development projects and programs

whether externally funded or not.

Within five years from the time the IDF became operational in a country, if

the government was receptive to this type of assistance, it should be possible

to reduce the role of the lending agency to negotiations on the size and types

of assistance within the bounds of policy, to approving project plans submitted

by the host government, and to monitoring this implementation.

Field Office Staffing

The typical field office would have three to five core staff members who

have a long term commitment to and knowledge of an area. They would be assisted

by one or two technical consultants in each j"roblem area in which the office was

working. The consultants would normally be on leave for two to three years from

.a university or research center with interests in. the area. Local and third

country consultants could also be employed where possible.

Projects or programs requiringmore staff would normally be undertaken by

other institutions funded by IDF through grants or contracts. Their logistical

support would come from the field offices.

Field Relationships with ATD and State

The IDF field office, like the Peace Corps. should normally not be in the

U.S. Embassy, but the IDF representative would of course be responsible to the

Ambassador and participate in the country team.

IDF staff would be prepared to assist the funding agency in project identification

and identifying sources of technical assistance. Technical assistance associated
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with capital transfers would be handled by the funding agency. in sonic cases,

such as award of grants or loans to build research instiutions IDF might be

asked to handle the technical assistance

-,
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Redraft by

Edgar Gordon

Part II

D. U.S. Participation in Multilateral
Development Assistance Effort

There has been a proliferation, in recent years, of multilateral

sources of funds to support development programs and more proposals

are at different stages of consideration. U.S. participation has

been concentrated in the multilateral development banks and the U.N.

development program. Resource requirements for the banks dwarf those

allocated to the U.N. and we shall concentrate this chapter on them.
A salient point to stress is that the evolution of the multilateral

development finance institutions is one of the success stories of U.S. foreign

economic policy. The issue for the near future is not the transformation

of their basic character, but rather to examine whether the process by which

their efforts fit into the total development effort can be improved.

The following are some indicators worth citing:

- These institutfions have grown steadily. Multilateral aid as a

percentage of total official development assistance was 30

percent in 1976 compared with only 17 percent in 1970. 1/

- Other donors have increased their contributions more rapidly

than the U.S. so that its share has declined in each multilateral

institution. (See Table I ) p.2.

- The multilateral development finance institutions are generally

acknowledged to be accomplishing their prescribed responsibilities

efficiently.

- They have generally been successful in emphasizing economic issues

and staying clear of the political ones.
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Table 1. Share of U.S. Contributions to the Multilateral
Development Finance Institutions (Percent)

Original Replenishment Current Replenishment

World Bank
IBRD 31.7
IDA 18.7
IFC 31.4 -1.

35.0 23.0

IDB
Ordinary capital 41.0
FSO .8. 32.3

68.0 57.4

ADB
Ordinary capital 20.0 16.3
Asian Development Fund 29.0 22.2

-Africa Development Fund 
3.7

1. to date, the U.S. joined in 1976.

Source: Report of the Senate Committee on Appropriations,
July 18, 1977 (Report No. 95-352.).
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Nevertheless the United States has found it increasingly painful to

live up to the agreements to expand their resources, and there has

been a growth in the tendency to try and place restrictions -on

America'n participation, a process which could destroy the very idea

of multilateralism if carried very far. -

Description

Each of the development finance institutions in which the United

States is a full participant operates through at least two instrumen-

talities, one referred to as an ordinary capital window and the second

for providing loans on concessional terms to developing countries.

The International Bank for Reconstruction and Develo'pment (the IBRD)

is the ordinary window of the World Bank group, and the International

Development Association (IDA) the group's concessional facility. The

Inter-American Development Bank (IDB) has an ordinary (including

an inter-regional) lending program and a-concessional one called the

Fund for Special Operatiens (FSO). The Asian Development Bank (ADB)

has a similar structure; its concessional program is now called the

Asian Development Fund (ADF). There are no non-African members of

the African Development Bank (AFDB) but the U.S. and otier developed

countries contribute to the African Development Fund (AFDF), the Bank's

concessional facility.

The distinction is significant. Contributions to the concessional

windows require budgetary outlays. The bulk of the contributions to

the ordinary capit'al windows do not because funds are raised by the

banks selling their own securities in the private capital markets

guaranteed by the member nations up to the extent of their capital
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shares. Adding the two figures together as U.S. contributions for

development assistance in official publications exaggerates the tax

payer's burden.

For the same reason, the difference in the source of funds, the

lending terms are radically different. (See Table 2 p. 5.) For the

concessional funds, the terms amount to near grants. But the interest

rates on non-concessional loans must take into account the cost of

borrowing and operating expenses and their maturities must bear some

relationship to the length of time at which they themselves can borrow.

Their operations are therefore intermediate between the concessional

and private lending sectors but closer to the latter.

Current policy limits loans from IDA and the ADF to low income

countries, defined as those having 'ess that a $500 per capita GNP.

In the case of the FSO which covers Latin America, the wealthiest area

in the developing world, almost three quarters of the loans are to

countries with higher incomes. IDA's lending is predominantly in

South Asia, where most of the poorest people in the world live, and

secondarily in Africa. IDA is also the major fund comuiting more than

twice as much as the other three combined in FY 1976.

The concessional lending either complements the U.S. bilateral

assistance programs in countries where the U.S. has large programs

(as in Bangladesh,_ Pakistan, Egypt, Tanzania, Zaire) or providing

aid to poor countries in which the U.S. has no current program (as

in India), in both cases with the added attraction of burden sharing

with other donor countries.
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Non-concessional credits permit countries in the $500-1500 per

capita income range, mostly with good records of export growth and in

the main no longer receiving concessional aid from any source, to

develop at a more rapid pace than if they had to rely entirely on

private credit investment. (See Table p. 7.), They are also extended

to low income countries which have sufficient external earnings to service

them. In FY 1976, about 40% of the World Bank credits, and in-FY 1975,

70% of the ADB credits were to the poorer nations.

As in the case of multilateral concessional finance, the World Bank

is predominant, accounting for more than two-thirds of the net disburse-

ment of $2.4 billion of all four institutions in 1975. Its borrowers are

therefore representative. The principal customers in the Bank's fiscal

year 1975/76 were: Indonesia, Brazil, Korea, Mexico, the Philippines,

Thailand, Turkey,'India, Peru, Romania, Egypt and Morrocco. They are

mostly countries of political/or economic significance to this country.

In many of them the United States has had a large concessional bilateral

aid program which has now phased down to modest levels or phased out

altogether.
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Table 2. Current Lending Terms of the International Development Finance

Institutions

Interest rate
% per annun) Other Terms 1/

World Bank Group
IBRD 8%. 19 years average maturity

3.8 years average grace

IDA 3/4 of 1% service 50 years maturity

charge 10 years grace

Inter-American Development 15-30 ye.,axs maturity

Bank, Ordinary capital 8% grace: completion of
project plus 6 months

FSO 1 to 4% 25-40 years maturity
5-10 years grace

Asian Development Bank
Ordinary capital 8.3% -20 years maturity

3 years grace

Asian Development Fund 1% 40 years maturity
10 years grace

African Development Fund 3/4 of 1% service 50 years
charge 10 years grace

1/ The grace period is- included in the maturity period.

-a



Issues for the Future

There are four categories of issues that must be considered:

1) the resources the United States is prepared to devote to

the concessional ODA-type funds,attached to the banks and

to the expansion of their capital which will permit the

continued rise of non-concessional lending;

2) the relative importance of regional banks compared to

the World Bank;

3) the degree to which multilateral lending policies should

resemble those of the United States; and

4) institutional impediments to U.S. support for the continued

growth of the multilateral institutions.

New Resources

The two winddws of the multilateral institutions are a reflection

of the two different stages of growth at which the developing countries

cluster-the one recipients of concessional or ODA-type aid and the

other of much harder loans, close to commcercial terms. Over the

twenty-five years-bf development a number of countries have moved from

being customers of the concessional window to the non-concessional

program and finally to relying mainly on private international credit

and investment. But the conventioial income standard(above or below $500

per capita)that divides low from middle income countries is only a rough

guide to the border that demarcates the concessional from the non-

concessional operational area. Hard credits have been extended to low

income countries because they had strong balance-of-payments prospects
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and to supplement scarce concessional funds. Cqncessional loans have

and are still being made to middle income developing nations. The

"graduation" process effects the need for non-concessional funds in

several ways. To the extent countries enter the middle income stage,

and pass beyond the stage of both bilateral and iultilateral concessiopal

aid, requirements rise: to the extent that middle income countries

can be supplied by the private market, requirements fall, to,the

extent that the supply of non-concessional aid falls further behind

the need, the requirement for complementary non-concessional resources

rises.

For concessional funds the calculation is more simple: there

exists a substantial need not satisfied by existing multilateral and

bilateral channels. (See Part II.E. below.) It is generally accepted

that what nationdl legislatures are now prepared to vote for is sub-

stantially below requirements.

The replenishment of the concessional windows have been typically

on a three-year schedule. The major decision governing U.S. participation

in the multilateral institutions for the next several years has been

taken with the agreement to the fifth replenishment of IDA (IDA-V).

It will involve a U.S. contribution of $2.4 billion to a total

replenishment of $7.6 billion, covering IDA conmmitments for the three-

year period July 1, 1977 to June 30, 1979, compared to $4.5 billion for

the previous three-year period. The authorization has been approved

but appropriations -covering the first $800 million installmVnt plus

$375 million to complete IDA-IV have been reduced by Congress.

However, replenishment negotiations for the concessional windows of

the 1DB, the ADB, and the AFDF will take place during the next year.
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The outer limits of all these other increases are less than the

current IDA expansion -- perhaps $3.5 billion over three to four

years. A U.S. contribution in the same proportion as the current

replenishments (see Table p. 2.) could reach possibly reach as

high as $1.0 billion, i.e., $350-400 million per year. A substantial

replenisnment of the FSO of the IDB seems a good deal less urgent

than the others when only 29% of its funds are going to low income

countries in contrast to IDA and the ADB soft loan window where none

goes to middle income countries. Agreement to IDAV and some increase

in the combined contributions to the three regional funds will lead

to an approximate doubling of this category of assistance compared to

appropriations offorded by Congress in FY 1975 and FY 1976. While

Congress has made a step in this direction by' both houses agreeing

to an amount sufficient to pay the first installment ($800 million)

cf IDAV, they have refused to appropriate enough in addition to pay

the third installemnt of the IDA IV replenishment where the U.S. lags

behind almost all other contributors.

Assuming that the IDA V replenishment is now established, any

further increase will depend almost entirely on the size of IDA VI,

a decision that will begin to be discussed late in 1978. There are too

many uncertainties.such as the Congressional receptivity to increasing

bilateral concessional assistance or possible legislative competition

from the expansion of World Bank capital, to suggest what its

approximate dimensions should be.

The criteria defining the need for non-concessional lending are

more complex than those concerned with concessional activities. Whereas

the income test has become more and more decisive for concessional
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credits by establishing a ceiling beyond which no loans are made,

non-concessional credits have traditionally been extended to almost

any member country having balance of payments prospects good'enough

to pay them off. Only the abviously dbveloped countries are excluded

by the income ttandards. l'Ihe nature of individuAl country demands -'

is also quite different. Non-concessional credits carrying market-

related interest rates, maturities and grace periods are in 66'petition

with- commercial type credit, national export credit agencies and

guarantees, the large private banks operating internationally and the

sale of medium and long term bonds.

Non-concessional lending is made to countries as poor as India and

Indonesia and to those as wealthy as Singapore and Iceland. There is

an upper income limit but it has be&n more furzy than the lower one.

Some of this lending to the poor countries is part of a graduation process

from concessional assistance but the bulk of it responds to the twin

considerations of ability' to service hard loans and the scarcity of

cnncessional aid.

The change in IBRD/ADB lending policy to Indonesia after the OPEC

inspired oil price increase of 1973 is an excellent example. Before

that time Indonesia received concessional funds almost exclusively.
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After 1974, the banks lernt only on hard terms. The difference was the

transformation of balance of payments prospects, but not income which rose

only $10-$20 per capita; and the desire to reallocate soft funds to other

countries who, as a result of the oil price increase, were seen to be in

greatei need than before.

Not only is the country membership more flexible, but in the area

where the bulk of the lending is done - the middle income countries

with per capita incomes of $500-$1000 - the banks are not the major

capital suppliers. Private banks and investors, and export credit have

collectively assumed that role. Development bank credit is highly

desired because its maturities average at least twice as long as most

other sources and its interest rates are lower or similar to its

competitors. The supply, however, has been limited by the more rigorous

conditions it attaches to its credit and, recently, by the limited capital of

the lending institutions.

The World Bank was originally set up to operate in the interim period

during which the international long-term capital market could be returned to

something like its pre-1914 form when bonds which were sold mainly in the

markets of London and Paris financed transportation and utilities throughout much

of what is today called the developing nations. The bond market has never

resumed that function but, in its place, the lrrge commercial banks,

particularly American,. but British, French, and Japanese as well, have

become a major source-of funds by borrowing in the Euro-currency market and relendin?

to the middle income countries. Specializing in general lines of credit

guaranteed by national rather than project creditworthiness, they have

created a new and probably stable relationship to their customers.

Unable to withdraw without pulling the house down on themselves, they must at
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least roll over their credits and even increase them just to protect their
investments.

The are prepared to lend because their clients have demonstrated their
ability to 'make their earnings grow regul-irly by diversifying away
from one or two crops or to new raw materials, crops, tourism and
especially industrial exports. They also follow better monetary and fiscal
policies that keep their exchange rates more competitive more of the time.
The IMF is an important source of impartial judgment for the commercial banks,
and through its standby agreements, a guarantor of behavior. The transfer resources
thorugh this channel has been dramatic in the past year billion compared to
billion through the three multilateral banks.

Nevertheless, the development banks' hard loans do play an important role
because:

- their long maturities protect the borrowers from some of
the uncertainty of constantly arranging new credits.

- their presence is an efndorsement for private lenders and investors of
the development strategy of their customers.

~ most important, they are the influential source of development
advice and guidance, a role inseparable from their position as lenders.

Unfortunately, there is no obvious way these considerations can
be translated into a simple formula which would determine how the
capital of the banks, which limits their non-concessional lending, should
be calculated. To adopt the view that lending should rise in real terms by
a fixed percentage annually has no obvious rationale when the country clientele and
the availability of alternative non-concessional funds is in a state of
constant flux. To try to project the capital needs of the countries almost certain tc
be borrowers with a contingency fund for other problems would be better founded.
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It would still be an exercise with a large measure of uncertainty but wouldat least establish a certain range within which capital requirements could
be calculated. It has the further advantag' of focusing on the role the

banks play in major country development programs. It would then be clearer
how they supplement concessoinal assistance to the lowN income developing
countries and the vital role they' play in the transition from concessional
lending as complementary, not competitive, to those allotted to the
concessional credits.

Unfortunately the Congressional requirement to appropriate callable
as well as paid-in capital inflates the appropriation bill with a large line
item which can, given the ceilings set by the Appropriations Committeescompete with allocations to concessional funds. Appropriating callable

capital is consistent with the logic of cqstrol over. budgetary expenditure,
,But the possibility of spending arising from the use of callable capital bythe institutions is slight compared to the certainty that appropriations

for concessional funds will be entirely disbursed. Callable capital
is a national guarantee standing behind a development bank's own bonds.
Only if the banks have a default by its borrowers massive enough to overwhelm itsample reserve funds would it need to call in callable capital. In that event, theUnited States would only have to contribute proportionate to its share of
capital. Since none of the banks have ever experienced a defalut or a
rescheduling, even from countries that have had other debt rescheduled
the probability that callable capital might be used is small.

To avoid the legislative competition between concessional and non-
concessional appropriations the latter really ought to be presented in
a separate bill. To make that distinction sharper, the need for paid-incapital in future expansions ought to he eliminated The original rationale--

to bridge the period between the commencement of bank operation and the point
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when income is sufficient to cover costs - is no longer valid. The youngest

institution is now more than a decade old. More paid-in capital would tend to functi

as a small and not very useful subsidy, mostly to middle and upper income

developing countries. It does so by keeping the interest rate they pay to

the banks sqmewhat lower than the banks' cost of money and operating expenses

would require. Several billion dollars might be necessary in the next five

years if new expansion required the same proportion of paid-in capital, money

which could be more usefully applied to concessional assistance either

multilateral or bilateral.

Whether or not resource requirements can be calculated precisely there

is little doubt that the growth in developing country economies and world

inflation will overwhelm the savings obtained from the reduced needs of some

of the better off developing countries. A substantial increase in the

collective capital of the institution will be necessary over the next five

years. As in concessional lending, the key is the needs of the World Bank.

It so dominates market-related lending that it could have replaced the loans

made in FY 1976 by the IDE and ADB by only a 20 percent increase with actual

commitments for that year.

The lDB and ADB have typically operated in a three to five year

replenishment schedule. Current or soon-to-be effective cap;ital increases

will provide for higher lending through 1979 and 1981 respectively.

The World Bank situation.is somewhat diffeient. Until the past two

years its original capital endowment in 1946, which was doubled in 1960

and augmented periodic-ally by the tradition of increasing capital

subscriptions in parallel with the IMF quota increases, left it with

a large unused margin of capital with which to increase loans outstanding.

The decision to accelerate lending after 1968 and the response to the OPEC

oil price crisis has completely used up that authority. In fact, the

capital increase which has just been authorized, which is another in the
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series of fund parallel rises, will just permit the Bank to maintain its

present effective level of annual commitments. Conversely, had it not

occurred, the volume of new commitments in the next few years would have

had to be reduced.

Therefore, if the World Bank spendiirg, which accounts for 75-80

percent of the multilateral nonconcessional credits, is not to stagnate for

a number of years, a decision will have to be taken in the next year to 18

months on another capital increase. If it is to increase lending, now at

a rate of over $5 billion per year in any significant way, it will have to have

a substantially larger capital expansion than the current one totalling

$7.5 billion. It will be the first one since 1960 whose explicit

rationale will be an increase in lending levels. The size of this expansion

and the Congressional desire to lump appropriations for callable capital, a

authority with grants to concesshional funds will require careful

management of the legislative approval process to avoid competition with

concz:sional aid. They are an existing obligation to the IDA V replenishment,

whatever the IDA VI contribution turns out to be; and probably larger

annual appropriations for the,regional soft funds.

Relative Importance of the World and Regional Banks

What should the distribution of resources between these institutions

be? The present "mix" of mul'tilateral bank activities is the result of recent

history. Although there are three major institutions, from the strict point

of view of efficiency, all lending could easily be done by the World Bank.

The IDB/ADB have justifications other than keeping down the costs of

administering development lending. They are products of regional integration

movements and the willingness of certain donor nations such as the United

States and Japan to cooperate by allotting special resources to them. In the

past few years, their "market share" of ordinary lending, has been falling

yis a yis the IBRD. They adopted the policy of rapid buildup of lending
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later than the World Bank and their smaller margin of unutilized capital was

exhausted and not replenished very quickly by a reluctant U.S. Congress.

Their lending activities are not too different either by sector or country

(here they and the World Bank overlap) so -that there are few obvious opportunities

for functional specialization.

Another consideration relates to the basic role of nonconcessional lending:

the extent to which one of the regional banks operates in an area'where many

of its potential customers could rely more heavily on the private capital

markets. Where this is true, the need for intermediate institutions

is smaller and a good case could be made for slower growth.

The attitude of the recipients should also be considered. The

. World Bank is respected but the regional banks are better liked. While

the IBRD is perceived as a vigorous Anglo-American dominated institution,

-,the regional banks have greater cultural rapport and knowledge of their

smaller number of customers. This consideration would suggest less concentration

in the World Bank.

It is obvious that there is no easy answer to a question of a proper

mix. The actual pattern is likely to continue to be the result of decisions

taken about the resources of each institution without serious consideration

of their relationship to the others.

Relationships Between US. Bilateral and Multilateral Lending Policies.

The bilateral aid policy of the United States has certain distinctive

features which distinguish it, in varying degrees, from the 'policies of the

multilateral institutions. They are:

- an emphasis on basic human needs, defined as activities mainly

in agriculture, health, and education;

- a link between the extension of aid and the human rights policies

of recipients; and human rights policies of recipients and,
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- prohibition of aid financed activities in thr recipient country

which compete with American domestic economic interests.

The main advantage the United States, sought in founding the

multilaterals was to raise more resources for ddvelopment by offering

to link some of its resources to an agreed level of contributions

from other donors. The second purpose was to permit development lending

to be more politically neutral than would be possible for a bilateral

program. The disadvantage is loss of complete control. Actually, the

United States continues to have a great deal of influence because it

is the largest single member and its even more important role as a provider

of resources from its won budget and the private capital market.

The logic of the charters controlling these institutions would

suggest that a nation should have decision-making influence in

proportion to its voting power. It ought, as a consequence, be willing

to accept the majority view. To try to exercise a veto by restricting

contributions goes beyond this role and invites similar behavior from other

countries. The emergence of the Common Market and the OPEC group suggests

that this is no longer a theoretical possibility.

With respect to basic human needs, the policy of the multilaterals

hasmoved closer to those of the Unitod States. But they continue

to make loans for large infrastructure projects . This is essential

both because they are necessary to a country's development and the

foreign exchange may simply not be available from other sources. It

would be detrimentil to growth if the complementarity betwJen infra-

structure projects and the types favored by the basic human heeds

strategy is not recognized. It would also be contrary to the spirit

of the organization to try to dictate a strategy which may not be

shared by many members including developing countries.
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The issue of human rights is a more emotional ope for the United

States and a more sensitive one for the institutions because it tends

to politicize them. However worthy the cause, this type of intervention

can be abused for purposes of political discrimina'tion against particular

countries contrary to the intent of institutional policies. That means that

any legislative guidance governing U.S. participation should be of a general

nature that does not name specific countries. The executive branch should

have discretion to decide where human rights is an elemnt in a loan decision

as described in Chapter . Finally it should be recalled that voting against

a loan is a gesture, not an effective veto, except in the FSO of the IDB.

There are usually other possibly more effective means of expressing

disapproval. As a matter of policy, then, the human rights issue probably

should not overrride other considerations in the multilateral institutions

%except in the most flagrant cases and/or in those rare instnaces where our

views have widespread support.

To try to restict the use of lending for the purposes of domestic

economic protection, e.g., the proposed amendments in Congress prohibiting

loans to palm oil and sUgar production, would be the most flagrant breach

of the multilateral nature of the banks and their avowed purpose -- development,

Carried to any length they would simply destroy the institutions because American

contributions would no longer be acceptible and other nations might be tempted

to follow the same course.

Institutional Obstacles to International Negotiations

The United States has found it increasingly painful to live up to

the agreements it makes with each of these banks to expand their

capital and concessional funds . Each time since 1970 that the

executive b ranch has negotiated and agreed with other countries
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on an increase, it has met resistance from the Congress, which has either

cut or delayed the authorization and appropriation of the necessary funds.

For example, in the current session of Congress, appropriations for all

three banks' capital have suffered cuts ranging from 20 to 30 percent of

requested amounts, and the appropriation :for IDA has been cut even more

deeply. Although the Treasury has returned repeatedly with supplementary

requests (with one exception, the 1970 World Bank past capital increase)

and succeeded so far in paying off U.S. pledges although often well past

the original schedule. The delay has reduced the proposed levels of

operations of the development banks and retarded negotiations for future

replenishmnents.

A large part of the problem is the difference in policy. Congress

has held a bilateral development aid relatively constant since the late

60s. It resisted the idea that multilateral aid-should continue to rise

rapidly. But the issue has also been exacerbated by the separation of

powers and the changing roles of authorization and appropriations committees.

Apart from the growing gap in perceptions between the Congress and the

Executive on the usefulness of multilateral assistance, the new attitudes of

the appropriations subcommittees has made the commitment of the United

States to a specifid increase covering more than one year of appropriations

more and more likely to be repudiated or delayed. The committees' view

seems to be that they should have the same discretion in approving or rejecting

a Fund request that they would have if the matter were entirely domestic.

Logically, then, the United States could only commit itself to other

countries to the extent it has received appropriated funds, which

usually means year by year. In the past, the Administration regarded itself

as legally committed once the bill authorizing a specific expansion had

become law. Accepting the possible veto of the appropriations committees
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means it must negotiate twice -- with Congress as awhole in the authorization

process and then again with the appropriations committees. The committees

cannot demonstrate their power unless they cut requests, leading to delays

in our ability to fulfill pledges to other donors. This is the present

situation,

For the future, the Administration will have to find a new

procedure to reach agreement in principle with the Congress before the

international negotiation takes place, which will, at the same tim'e, give

it some 16eway in dealing with other countries. One possibility is

informal discussions by the Secretary of the Treasury with the four

committees that handle these bills, backed up by the Secretary of State

and, ultimately, by the personal intervention of the President. The

alternatives are either to persuade an institution to expand less

rapidly or resign ourselves to a diminisling role to the extent that

other donors are prepared to continue to expand. Another possibility

is to follow different policies with respect to each institution,

which will have the effect of trading off the expansion of one against the

slower growth or stagnation of another. Only those responsible can

decide which is the most effective solution but there is little doubt that

the present procedure of constant conflict has to be changed.

This technique may not be successful either when the committee view and

that of the Administration are too far apart or because the committees are

unwilling to commit themselves in advance.
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Ernest Stern, VP, South Asia

Development Committee

1. As you know, the meeting of the Deputies is scheduled for September 15
in Paris. The Deputies will discuss items of the agenda for the meeting
of the full Committee. The most important subject undoubtedly will be
the future work program. The United States intends to take a major
initiative regarding the work program, suggesting that among other things,
the Development Committee undertake a study of the coordination of
international financial institutions with particular reference to the
timing of replenishments of concessional and regular capital; a study of
the debt problem, including criteria/procedures for debt relief

negotiations; and a study of private investment. I think it is highly
desirable that you seek to talk to Secretary Blumenthal before this
meeting to seek a common understanding about the role of the Committee
and its relation to the Bank. Should such an appointment not be readily
feasible, I suggest you meet with Tony Solomon or Fred Bergaten. The
latter is scheduled to leave this Saturday for Japan before going to the
Paris-meeting.

2. The United States initiative is the result of a growing interest
in making more extensive use of the Development Committee among senior
officials. This is a view which is reflected in the study of assistance
being prepared for President Carter, it is the opinion of those in State
dealing with international organizations, and also is attractive to
Fred Bergsten and others in the Treasury. It derives from a profound
didenchantment with the United Nations and the search for an alternative
forum in which major development issues between the North and South can
be discussed productively. While this frustration is understandable, it
seems to me unrealistic, if not downright dangerous, to assign additional
responsibility to the Development Committee as long as it is structured
as at present. It is, as you know, a weak institution with very anomalous
links to the Bank and the Fund. In addition, the Secretariat seeks an
essentially unsustainable balance between the freedom to act independently
and being an integral part of the Bank and Fund so as to draw on their
respective staffs and participate in their Board deliberations. We have
experienced problems which arise from these structural deficiencies in the
past, but they have been manageable because the workload of the Committee
has been light and most of its activity was restricted to areas which
were at least reasonably within the purview of either the Fund or the
Bank. llowever, warnings about these problems are quite heavily discounted
on the US. side because a perception has grown up that the Bank has
consistently opposed the Developmcnt Committee and is not interested
in seeing it grow as a productive forum.
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3. The problems which are likely to become more acute are rooted in the
peculiar structure of the Development Committee. The relationship between
the staff of the Bank and Fund and the Secretariat, between the Secretariat
and the Boards, and between the Committee and the Boards is quite anomalous.
These anomalies might be manageable if there were a common set of
objectives between the Bank and Fund management and the Secretariat.
hile there is no doubt an identity of view. at the broadest levels, there

are clearly divergent interests at the operational level, which are
reflected in decisions on tactics. The handling of the minerals and
energy paper is one such example. After discussion in the Board, which
took place after extensive consultation, the paper was sent to the
Development Committee orking Group by the Secretariat, inviting them
in effect to modify the Bank proposals in areas which were thought weakby the Secretariat. There was not much support for additional measures,
in part because most of the representatives to the Working Group were
members of the Board. We might not be so fortunate next time. In
addition, the Secretariat proposed a supervisory role for the Development
Committee to assure effective coordination among the international financial
institutions on energy. This would have made no operational contribution
but would have introduced another layer of bureaucracy. There was no
enthusiasm for this proposal either. However, on a different subject andwith higher level representatives, less well acquainted with prior
discussions, we might easily be saddled with new mechanisms or new
approaches which might serve bureaucratic interests but impede operations.

4. All of the issues proposed by the United States are complex,
emotionally charged, and of long standing. If the Development Committee
is to take them up, the difficulties between the Bank/Fund and the
Committee are likely to increase. On something as sensitive as debt,
can we be associated with a study the terms of reference of which we
cannot formulate? Presumably, it would be logical to turn to the Bank
staff for an analysis of this problem, but could we do a paper on such
a major subject without taking it to the Board? If it goes from the
Board to a working group, there is a real risk of offending the Board inits role, since on a subject of this sort, the working group is not likelyto consist of Executive Directors and the views from capitals may well bedifferent. The alternative of doing a paper on a staff basis directly
for the Committee would leave the paper open to changes with which we
might disagree. Yet the paper would be seen as a Bank product. Eventoday, some member govenmants already fail to distinguish between the
work of the Bank and the Development Committee. Similarly, on thequestion of coordination of international financial institutions, thereis little possibility that the subject could be limited to the scheduleof replenishments. Several members will be inclined to add matters whichhave not been resolved to their satisfaction in the Board and this willfind support in the Secretariat, which itself is inclined to a broadinterpretation of this topic. This would bring out in the most zacuteforn a conflict between the role of the Board, the Development Committee
and its working groups.
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5. I do not want to overdramatize the potential for conflict, but I

think it is real; and on the U.S. side, the benefits and costs of a broader

role for the Comrittee have not been thought out. Rather facile proposals

are floating around to have the UNDP and the Regional Banks share in the

financing of the Comaittee. This would not, of course, address the basic

structural problem but would complicate matters further. A frank

exchange of views with the U.S. prior to the meeting is therefore highly

desirable because at the meeting of Deputies, there will be very little

opportunity to guide the conclunions since the Chairnan will take every

opportunity to add to the Comittee's responsibilities without much

consideration of the problems that night be caused.

EStern/Is



OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO Mr. Robert S. McNspara DATE September 2, 1977

FQKROA Ernest SterniA South Asia

Ti Programs Department Function

Introduction

1. You asked that we review the OPD report on the functions of the
Programs Department, assess its conclusions, evaluate their relevance
to our Region and advise you of any actions which should be taken.

2. The specific recommendations of the OPD report on the reassignment
of Programs responsibilities were listed in Matrix VI. My comments on
these are in Attachment I. These led to three summary recommendations
(transfer preparation of timetables; drafting of sector, subsector and
project summaries and Board presentations) which are trivial. The more
serious issue raised is whether regional operations are as effective
as they should be and specifically whether:

- the function of the Programs Department is clearly defined and
understood

- the loan officer, as now defined, is necessary in the Programs
Department

- there are excessive management layers, and

- the work climate fosters free and frank interchange of views.

3. The answer to these questions is not simple and depends quite
heavily on judgement of the managers involved. The answers also depend
on the perception of staff attitudes - since widespread discontent among
staff is alleged - and on the model of the structural relationships with
which one starts. Before turning to my analysis of an appropriate
structure, a brief comment on staff reactions is desirable.

4. While there is no unanimity among the staff consulted, the
preponderant view is that the loan officers are very heavily engaged in
work which, essentially, is seen as being of direct importance to opera-
tions. Loan officer workload has grown substantially in the last few
years (see Attachment II) and even if there was cause at the creation
of the Programs Departments in 1972, the problem in this Region is, on
the whole, one of over- rather than underemployment. There are, to be
sure, some problem areas but there is no evidence of a systematic morale
problem or of a systematic antipathy between Projects and Programs staff.
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Of course, no system can satisfy all. In any organization as large as
ours, there are bound to be some incompetents and numerous ill-informed
people despite sustained attempts at more effective dissemination.
Moreover, there are inevitably many sources of discontent and frustration
quite unrelated to the system; among loan officers, the reduction in
prospects for promotion, the combined result of the virtual stability of
suitable senior positions and the large proportionate increase in
potential candidates for promotion, has certainly become a significant
cause of personal frustration. These factors certainly affect operations
in this Region as well. The only useful questions relate to the
prevalence of these conditions - not to their existence.

5. A final introductory point needs to be made. Opinions in this
Region may be influenced by the fact that, in some ways, South Asia has
a unique structure. We deal with only six countries and three of our four
Programs divisions are single-country divisions. Thus, few loan officers
are responsible for single countries; most are responsible for one or more
sectors in a country which allows for more in-depth involvement in
operational missions and project/sector work generally. They were there-
fore never thought to have the all-encompassing knowledge of the country
which is often said to be the principal function of a loan officer. Also,
all our countries are the subject of formal aid groups. This strengthens
the relations between Programs Department staff and country officials and
provides more avenues for dealing with policy issues and project-related
problems. Furthermore, there is in this Region only one Programs Department
and its four constituent divisions all have a fairly large staff and are
responsible for quite a sizeable program. This structure does not, in
my view, result in excessive management layers, and discussions with the
staff have not suggested that this is seen as a problem area.

6. There is always the risk that the present looks like the best of
all possible worlds. As Mr. Chadenet is fond of saying, he distrusts those
who say there is no problem. On the other hand, I want to be sure the
plumbing doesn't work before I tear out the walls. In reviewing the
issue, I have tried to stay equidistant from these seductive maxims.

The Programs Function

7. At the outset it is important to realize what the Programs Department
is not, and is not expected to be (in this Region anyway). It is not
the supervisor of project work, although that does not mean it has no
contribution to project work. It is not the embodiment of country
knowledge, although it has some vital special ability in this area. It
is not the sole source of strategic thinking or programming; both are
a collaborative effort which require inputs from the Projects staff.
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8. In order to describe what the Programs Department is, perhaps the
best place to start is with a broad examination of operational considera-
tions. There are, of course, first the considerations which are specific
to a project and its execution. But there are many others which are not
specifically germane to projects but which are equally of serious concern
to the Bank and must be so if the Bank is to remain a development institu-
tion rather than a financial institution exclusively concerned with the
financing of individual projects. These include so-called country
considerations which encompass the impact of a Bank operation on the
country's finances, its perception of priorities, its political sensitivities,
its power configurations, its international relations, etc. There are
many operational considerations other than those of the particular country
which extend well beyond project specifics. There are the Bank's
relations with its member countries and with the Executive Directors,
its prudence and other aspects of its image with the public including
the financial community, and its record for even-handed, non-political
treatment among borrowers. Finally, there are the Bank's operational
practices and policy objectives whose relevance in particular operational
contexts is hardly always self-evident.

9. Except for the most project specific of operational considerations,
these and other matters which may become at issue in the course of Bank
processes are within the responsibilities of Programs Departments and loan
officers. These are not, of course, exclusive Programs preserves and
are as open to views and positions from the Projects, as from the Programs,
side. Views, however, can be expected to differ. Hence, the important
thing is that these operational considerations should not become exclusive
preserves, except, perhaps, those which are narrowly project specific.

10. This means that the loan officer must have an opportunity to
participate in all levels of project work. His role is not that of a
junior division chief - concerned mainly with broad strategic questions
and programming. His responsibility is - as the title suggests - loans.
The experienced loan officer is able to translate project experience into
broader actions affecting the development of the overall economy and
strengthening the administration of development programs. But he must
have the project experience to fulfill this function. The data which are
cited to suggest that the loan officers spend a disproportionate amount
of time on projects is precisely the data which demonstrates that he is
doing his job, though obviously they do not say how well.

The Management Vantage Point

11. From a manager's standpoint, there is every reason to avoid
compartmentalization of operational considerations. The way a skillful
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manager can make sure he does not become the captive (and perhaps the
victim) of his staff is by having more than one source of judgement and
advice about the varied issues which are generated in the course of
operations. The greatest danger, and potentially the highest cost, is
in not having issues adequately identified, explored and explicitly resolved.
Present arrangements, which provide different perspectives on operations,
and which also allow for expression of different viewpoint arising from
both project preoccupations and country and other preoccupations, would
seem desirable and healthy.

12. The assertion that a system which assures that management can
receive a diversity of views need breed discord seems ridiculous. It
need not be so if carefully managed. There is nothing inherent in
the relations of Programs staff with Projects or other units to create
conflict. Nor have I been able to find any basis for the assertion that
Programs staff considers itself the watchdog of quality and, in some
sense, superior to Projects staff. However, the value of an alternative
view is not always readily perceived and some still view the work of the
loan officer as nitpicking, hassling, duplicative and impeding the swift
completion of sensible projects. While not a widely shared view in this
Region, it is by no means absent.

13. Whatever potential for conflict there may be in the present dual
arrangement for management guidance, conflict need not arise if there is
sufficient management concern for maintaining both an amicable atmosphere
for consideration of issues, and a comparably high quality of inputs from
both Projects and Programs into operations.

14. In connection with management aspects of this dual arrangement in
the South Asia Region, several points may be relevant. First, this Region
has the fewest number of countries. This permits more management attention
to assuring - not the avoidance of conflict - but the satisfactory
exploration of issues and clear decisions. Second, Regional management
gives strong emphasis to reducing an "us-them" attitude. Third, we have
been blessed by a complement of very good loan officers, country
economists and project staff so that professional collaboration becomes
easy and taking positions on bureaucratic grounds less necessary.
(However, present recruitment policies regarding loan officers may make
it difficult to maintain this level of quality.)

quality of Work

15. The quality of the Programs input is variable - but in this respect
not different from other units. One problem is said to be the routine
nature of much of the work for which the loan officer is responsible.
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Whether he has a larger or smaller share of what used to be called
"chicken shit" in his total work than Projects staff, personnel officers,
OPD staff or Vice Presidents is less certain. Nonetheless, it is surely
desirable to reduce the volume of routine work of senior staff to the
extent feasible. There is, therefore, no disagreement with the proposal
that program aides should be utilized. 1/ Indeed, the principle of using
well-trained "special services" staff has a long tradition in the DPS,
Computing Activities and similar units and its introduction in the
operating units should be accelerated. Most South Asia Projects divisions
already have research/administrative assistants and the "streaming" of
secretarial functions has allowed creation of staff assistant positions
which have begun to have an impact. 2/ However, the senior staff time
thus freed can be well utilized to increase the loan officer role in
the areas indicated, which do not now receive the attention they should.

16. Aside from the issue of routine functions, assessing the quality
of Programs output is more slippery. On balance, my view is that the
contribution of the Programs staff has been significant and is steadily
improving. They have undertaken major initiatives in developing the
project pipeline in several countries and a start has been made in
assisting countries to improve their programming and planning systems.
They have expanded substantially the role of technical assistance in the
Region and the co-financing with bilateral donors. They have improved
the nature of country economic work, which now is much more successfully
focused on major structural issues instead of on current economic
intelligence. They have played a growing role in formulating the more
complex projects, and in getting governments to face up to the institu-
tional and budgetary implications of the shift to agriculture and poverty-
oriented projects.

17. This positive assessment of the role of the Programs Department
does not argue for the absence of problems. Typically, loan officers work
on a great number of tasks at the same time and tend to be preoccupied
with the demands of the day. There are many causes of this situation -
the sheer increase in the project load per loan officer in this Region,
combined with the fact that many of the project-related tasks require
prompt attention; the Bank-wide growth of review procedures, of activities
requiring an input from loan officers, and of monitoring systems; the
bureaucratic tendency for everyone concerned with a particular subject
to be ivolved in every single issue relating to that subject; and perhaps
in some cases the comfort one can derive from clinging to one's in-tray.

1/ However, there is no justification for changing the established rule
of being allowed to trade two Special Services positions for one
Professional position, to a one for one trade.

2/ The impact has, however, been kept well below the potential because no
additional positions were established for staff assistants or
secretaries so that the tasks assigned to staff assistants often
are additional to existing duties.
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The result is that loan officers tend not to have the blocks of time
required to analyse a particular problem in depth or to step back from
specific, day-to-day concerns to identify systemic problems underlying
particular difficulties encountered in individual projects or to examine
particular, project-related difficulties for their bearing on broader
country concerns. The role of the loan officer thus tends to become a
reactive rather than an active one. Some of the causes of this situation
are beyond Regional control. However, others are not, and I do see
scope for improving the effectiveness of loan officers through better
management of their time. I believe this can be achieved by giving more
attention to programming loan officers' work, setting a framework within
which subjects calling for major inputs by individual loan officers are
identified and thus pressures created for using available time in more
discriminatory fashion.

18. Furthermore, the contribution of a division does not always
involve equally all staff members. To some extent, this is a function of
the individuals concerned - both the division chiefs and the loan officers;
their initiative, willingness to delegate and competence. It is also true
that the function of the Programs Department staff has not been as clearly
defined nor as well understood as it could be, so that a satisfying role
may seem to depend more than it should on the entrepreneurial ability of
the individual.

Programs Quality and the Country Economist

19. A further word may be added about the work of country economists
in the context of the quality of Programs output. The history of ill-
defined functions, an uncertain place in operations and alleged discontent
of country economists is a long one. Again, part of their problem, like
that of loan officers, is the time they have to spend on routine work.
CPPs often require repeated redrafting and while the ability to influence
the formulation of the lending program is seen as important, the time
involved is seen as a less than effective use of economic talent.
Country economic work, at least in this Region, is done in a fairly
rigid framework of timing and audience, dictated by the Consortia/Aid Groups.
Many a good economist yearns for the free time to do a sustained piece
of research, write it up, and expose it to the professional criticism
of his peers. Rarely is the solid block of free time available for this
and the work which is done is reviewed more often than not against such
dreary criteria as political feasibility, institutional prudence or
parochial sectoral interests. In addition, the economists have always
suffered from split loyalty - to the Chief Economist for the sparkle of
their professional expertise and to the Division Chief, Senior Economist
and Department Director for their ability to get an acceptable product
out on time. This problem too, is not fully resolved, nor is there a very
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clear solution. However, ameliorative steps can be taken. In South Asia
the Chief Economist is a full and equal member of the management and is
perceived and treated as such by the Directors. He is involved in
decisions on policy, strategy, work program, staffing, etc. This is
also true of the Senior Economists in the Programs Department. The
ability to develop a coherent view at the management level minimizes
the possibility of giving the staff divergent signals. Second, the Chief
Economist, and the Senior Economists, are heavily involved in both
country economic and sector work, which is now in the process of being
planned in detail for several years. This serves both to integrate
country and sector economists, to involve both in sector work including
sectoral lending, and to reduce the possibility of conflicting priorities
for the economists' time. As a further step toward strengthening sector
work, we plan to establish a senior economist position in the Projects
Director's Front Office. Third, a major effort has been made to deepen
country analysis and deal with major structural issues. This has turned
out to be useful for all concerned, including the Consortium audience,
and is important in bolstering the quality of the economic input into
program work and, at the same time, the morale of country economists.
Fourth, country economists have become more involved in sector work,
including sectoral lending, though this is still potty.

20. We have steadily moved to strengthen the links between country
economic work and operating decisions and to define the specific
assignments in the context of a multi-year work program for individual
countries. These steps have helped and there does not seem to be a
significant problem of morale. Yet more can, and needs to be, done.
Support staff can reduce the time spent on data manipulation and other
preparatory work. Research assistants should be more common. Also,
work should be organized in such a way that a small number - perhaps two -
economists at a time would be assigned to the Chief Economist to work
on a single problem for a 2-6 month period.

Conclusions

21. The internal review of the Programs function has been helpful to
clarify thinking, to identify some problem areas and to consider remedial
actions.

22. Loan officers, in my view, are just that - they are responsible for
the general aspects of lending from identification to implementation. This
can be, and to most loan officers is, creative professional work. The
depth to which they can, or should be, involved in a particular project
must be decided on a case-by-case basis. The loan officer must, and does,
bring to the issues a different perspective. This perspective is formed
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in part by his training, professional experience, nature of his country
knowledge and the daily array of issues with which he deals; at least
equally importantly, it reflects his perception of the function of the
Programs Department. The perspective is different from, but not superior
to, that of Projects staff. It has no tutelary element. There is no
doubt that the same country knowledge can be built, and in some cases
already exists, in Projects divisions. The danger that any manager
faces is to become the captive of his staff, relying on a single,
predigested set of recommendations. What assures quality is multiple
channels of information and informed recommendations so that issues are
flagged and the basis for choice provided. This has its costs. It can
involve some duplication, it may involve some friction, and it can
slow down the process. These costs must be kept under review and minimized,
but they cannot be avoided. The value of a second view is too great.

23. This view of the loan officer lies at the heart of the decision not
to consider reassignment of staff as either necessary or fruitful.
Obviously, this function cannot be discharged unless the loan officer is
part of an organizational unit distinct from Projects staff and has the
opportunity to be involved at all stages of the process.

24. There is scope for increasing the effectiveness of loan officers
by better communication about their role and by finding ways to enable
them to expand their activities in certain areas (e.g. evaluation) and
to work in more concentrated fashion in others (e.g. identification/
preparation/appraisal; supervision).

25. In addition, work must continue to improve the planning of, and
to integrate, country economic and sector work. The somewhat stylized
staff function of the Chief Economist does not bar him from providing
intellectual leadership, quality control and methodological guidance to
all economists, and to assure a coherent program of economic work.

26. The report rightly notes that there does not seem to be a major
problem in strategy formulation and planning. The basic development
problems of the countries in this Region do not change very rapidly
(I wish it were otherwise) and even the political framework, despite an
occasional election, is relatively stable. Obviously, relative emphasis
and sectoral priorities change, both in governments and in the Bank, but
these are not daily occurrences. Once having developed a strategy on how
to assist a government in its development, the approach - if it is any good -must be valid for a number of years. The content of the lending program
will vary, but these changes generally are within an agreed framework and
-ivolve totals which are within agreed orders of magnitude.
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27. While I conclude that no major changes are in order, the following
steps will be undertaken in the course of the year:

- Review allocation of staff among Programs divisions to assure
that the workload is reasonably equal;

- Strengthen programming of loan officers' work so as to direct
more concentrated attention to projects during early stages in
the process and to supervision and evaluation;

- Employ program aides in two divisions to test the concept, in
lieu of a professional position, and further standardize routine
functions;

- Expand use of secretaries as staff assistants;

- Complete programming system for country economic and sector work;

- Establish a senior economist position in the Projects Department
Director's Office to strengthen sector work;

- Expand use of seminars to focus on staff functions and problem areas.
(An economists' workshop had already been scheduled for early October.)

Attachments

cc: Messrs. Knapp
Cargill
Chadenet
Chenery
Kearns

EStern/MBlobel:ls



ATTACHMENT I

The Reassignment of Functions

The OPD Report recommends possibly transferring out five functions and
possibly adding, or increasing involvement in, nine functions. Each of
these items is commented on briefly:

A. Possible Transfers Out

1. Timetables. Programs Department should drop maintenance of
timetables since it gives the impression of superiority of
Programs over Projects; instead the Program Coordinator
should do the tables.

COMMENT: Agree with reasoning. Program Coordinator is
responsible for timetables in this Region.

2. Chairing of Decision Meetings. OPD lists pros and cons of
Programs and Projects chairmanship but makes no recommendations.

COMMENT: In my view clearly a Programs function. It in no way
detracts from line responsibility of Projects but insures that
issues are put in context, broader questions identified, and
non-technical questions raised to appropriate management level.

3. President's Reports. President's Report sections on sector,
subsector and project should be written by Projects.

COMMENT: To the extent that there was a problem, it has been
resolved by the new-style report procedures.

4. Chairing Loan Negotiations. OPD lists pros and cons of having
the lawyer, the loan officer or the project officer chair the
meeting. OPD makes no recommendation and concludes it makes no
difference.

COMMENT: This is a quintessential Programs function. The
negotiations are with the country's representative. Their team
is invariably headed by the Finance Ministry or External Resources
Unit, for which Programs is the direct counterpart. While the
project-related issues, whether technical, legal, economic or
financial, require that the Projects staff be closely involved in
formulating the Bank's negotiating posture, Programs must be
responsible for a single Bank position being expressed and for
conducting the discussions on that basis.
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5. Board Presentation. Board presentation should be made by the
most knowledgeable staff member, i.e, the appraisal mission leader.

COMMENT: Agree, provided it means the most knowledgeable staff
member available in Washington at the time. Board discussions
rarely dwell on technical detail and any loan or project officer
ought to know enough about the project to make the presentation
and field the questions. In any event, it is a minor point,
consumes little time and can sensibly be left to Regional management
to decide as appropriate.

B. Possible Transfers In

1. Sector Work. Increase Programs involvement in sector work.

COMMENT: Agree, but the statistics cited (loan officers 0% of
time, country economists 3%) are misleading and certainly do not
represent South Asia's experience. Programs staff, including loan
officers, have spent substantial amounts of time on sector work,
particularly in industry and energy. Country economic and sector
work is programmed jointly. Still, there is room for more.

2. Multisector Coordination. OPD makes suggestions but comes to no
conclusion on this.

COMMENT: Present arrangement is satisfactory. Programs certainly
should neither coordinate between Projects divisions nor mediate
between Regional Projects and CPS.

3. Project Identification. There is no recommendation on project
identification except that Programs should assure its consistency
with Bank objectives and its acceptability to the country's
"core ministries".

COMMENT: Programs' present role is broader than this. They have
an important role in identifying sectors for possible financing,
working with central ministries to improve project planning and
with Finance to improve programming.

4. Institutional Issues in Loans. Programs should deal with
institutional issues, and such multisectoral issues as budgeting,
salary structure, etc.

COMMENT: Agree and they do.

5. Project Supervision. Project supervision should involve loan
officers only on problem projects. Field offices can play a
major role.
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COMMENT: Selectivity is essential and focusing on problem
areas is a useful criterion. However, one of the essential
functions of supervision is to prevent projects from becoming
"problem projects" and therefore, the definition of "problem
projects" must be sufficiently broad to include those which,
for one reason or another, have a high risk of turning into
"problem projects". Within that definition, the recommenda-
tion corresponds to current procedure in this Region.

6. Procurement Monitoring. While no recommendation is made, it
is suggested that this might be an area of greater Programs
involvement.

COMMENT: There may be need for expanding Programs attention
to system-wide procurement problems and their possible resolution.

7. Project Completion Reports. After recommending a greater role
for Programs, the recommendation backs off by noting that the
lessons are most directly useful to Projects.

COMMENT: The lessons of evaluation are for the institution and
not the individuals on the mission. An expanded role for
Programs staff would be useful.

8. Regional Oversight for COPD projects should be a Programs
responsibility.

COMMENT: In South Asia COPDs are treated like any regional
project division when working on a project for the Region.
The Regional Project Director and the appropriate Assistant
Director, Projects, are responsible for the quality control
and technical review aspects; Programs for its usual review
function. Two misconceptions underlie the recommendation.
First, virtually all of the COPDs have worked in the countries
for many years and their staff is quite as knowledgeable as
many of the regional project staff about their sector, the
decision makers in it and its role in the economy. The myth
of loan officer "comparative advantage" deriving from country
knowledge is just that, and no more relevant to COPDs than to
other technical units. Second, while project standards may
not vary from Region to Region (I believe in fact they do),
there are different forces at work as between Regions and COPDs.
Within the Region there is flexibility as between divisions
as the project workload shifts over a number of years. This
is less true in COPDs and not true at all in some of them.
Consequently, there is strong interest in protecting the
number of projects in a particular sector, or possibly increasing
them. This may not, ultimately, affect the standards adversely,
but it requires watching and the Projects Department management
must assure that these projects meet the same standards of quality
as others.
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9. Co-financing. Co-financing should be basically a Programs
responsibility.

COMMENT: Agree and it is

Summary

Of five possible areas for transfer out, three are recommended to be
moved. They are all trivial in terms of time, and two of the three are not
now Programs functions in this Region. Of the nine areas considered for
transfer to Programs, some are unsuitable, but mostly it is a case of doing
a little more of the same thing a little better.



ATTACHMENT II

SOUTH ASMI-
WORK PRCGRAM PFR STAFF CATFGORY

1972-74 1975 1976 1977No. of S Projects No. Of P jeocts No. of - Project No. of
Loans Milion Superizcd n Million Sopervincd Looin 1iillion Suer zed Loons Million S ,,d

Per Regional Staff ., 0.2 9.37 .65 0.2 10.0 0.72 0,2 7.4 0.70(Regionally Mgd) NA NA NA (0.13) (6.96) (0.19) (9.2) ( 01?) (5.2)

Per Project Staff NA NA NA 0.35 18.89 1.30 0.40 20.13 1.45 0.39(Regionally dg) (0.27) (13.0) (0.39) (18.56) (0.31) (9.81)

Per Program Staff 0.45 16.2 1.5 0.60 29.75 2.05 0.66 32.9 2.37 0.74 27.07 2.56(Regionally M4d) (0.39) (13.8) (0.42) (21.74) (0.63) (30.3) (2..5) (18.93)

Per Loan Officer 0.87 36.4 3.4 1.4 70.0 4.8 1.5 74.9 5.39 1.9 68.5 6.47(Regionally Mgd) (0.75) (27.0) (1.0) (51.1) (1.4) (69.11) 1.5) (47..)
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Mr. Mc1p ra

Mr. Knapp

You will find this quite interesting.

Ernest Stern



WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Ernest Stern DATE September 1, 1977

FROM: Jochen Krask

SUBJECT The New Gove rrent of West Bengal

1. The re-emergence of the Marxist Party as a major political force
in West Bengal is being watched throughout India with understandable
apprehension. The memory of the chaotic conditions and violence under the

two United Front Governments between March 1967 and 1970 is still fresh.

Jyoti Basu, the present Chief inister, was sufficiently closely identified

with the United Front Governments as Finance Minister and later as llome
Minister and Deputy to the Chief Minister, to make people wonder. However,
the considered opinion of most observers is today that the Marxists and

their leader seem to have learned their lesson and, while of course still

committed to the ultimate goal of "total socialism", seem to have adopted

a constructive attitude.

2. The large majority gained by the Marxists in the State elections
last June came as a surprise to the Marxists themselves. For the Lok Sabha

elections earlier this year the Marxists and the Janata Party agreed on the

allocation of seats to be contested by either party. The two parties failed

to reach a similar adjustment for the State elections; while the Janata
Party was prepared to offer between 80 to a maximum of 100 seats to the

Marxists, the Marxists demanded 150 seats but were prepared to accept 130.
Eventually, the Marxists decided to contest the elections without the Janata

Party in alliance with a number of minor leftist parties. The outcome of the
elections gave the CPM 178 seats out of a total of 294 seats in the Assembly;

together with its allies it is controlling 229 seats. The Janata Party
captured 29 seats, even though it had contested every one of the seats. The

Congress did even worse with 20 seats and the CPI was virtually wiped out with

only two seats. The disastrous showing of the Janata and the Congress
Parties is probably not so much a reflection of the popularity of the Marxists
but largely the result of internal dissensions in either of these parties.
The Congress Party was deeply divided ever since Sanjay Gandhi tried to
remove the previous Chief Minister, S. S. Ray. The struggle among the various
constituent groups of the Janata Party, although superficially resolved at
the Center, continued to be virulent in all the northern States and
especially so in West Bengal. This meant that the candidates of the Congress
and Janata Parties had to compete with one and often several irregular
rebels of their own party, while the Marxists could count on the solid
support of about 30 percent of the votes which they traditionally control.

3. The new Government faccs a task which is hardly enviable. West
Bengal has had a poor record of economic growth since 1960 with declining
per capita income in constant terms. Much of India's traditional industry

centered in West Bengal is facing serious difficulties. The jute industry
is in a severe crisis at present for lack of raw jute. Competition by
substitute products in the world market is limiting the longer term prospects

of this important industry. Unemployment has reached major proportions.

Among the larger Indian states, West Bengal ranks second to Kerala in terms
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of both urban and rural unemployment. 17 percent of the registered
unemployed in India live in West Bengal, although West Bengal's population
is only 8 percent of the Indian total. Private industrial investment has
been at a low level-reflecting the particular reluctance to invest in a
state with a record of labor problems and a dilapidated infrastructure.
Power shortages have recently again become a major problem cutting into
production and adding to unemployment. Per capita plan expenditures on
power and agriculture have been among the lowest of India's states during
the last ten years.

4. Judging by the statements of the Chief Minister and the Minister of
Finance and by the decisions taken so far, for instance in the recent
budget, the Government seems determined to arrest the trend of economic
decline and to bring about in its five year term of office some measurable
improvement in economic and social conditions for which it would be able
to claim credit. The Chief Minister has gone out of his way to dispel any
anxiety about the Government's policies on the part of industrialists.
Private investors, large or small, Indian or multinational, have been assured
support and fair treatment by the Government subject only to the limitations
imposed by the legislation and policies of the Central Government. The
labor situation in the State seems to have been dealt with firmly by the
Government. The Government has declared that strikes should be a measure of
last resort only; industrialists have been invited to bring to the attention
of the Government all instances of labor unrest and indiscipline so that any
disputes could be resolved without delay. Several industrialists I spoke to,
confirmed that labor unions had been given instructions to refrain from any
agitation and that the labor situation in West Bengal tended to be better
today than in other states, such as aharashtra for example. The Government
seems similarly determined to deal with the power problem. Measures are to
be taken to improve the maintenance of power stations and to increase power
supply in the short term. Beyond that the Government is trying to push a
number of power projects which have been in the planning stage for some time
and is hoping to persuade the Central Government to finance these
projects or to raise the necessary funds through institutional loans.

5. The thrust of the Government's programs is in rural development and
aims at improving directly the living conditions of the poor. The Government
considers that the problems of poverty and backwardness are most acute and
have to be tackled in the rural areas. The emphasis on agricultural programs
and on programs for providing elementary social needs is natural as it is in
these areas that state governments enjoy full authority and do not depend on
the concurrence of the Central Government as for instance in the field of
industrial development. This is not to say that the objectives of the State
Government are running counter in any way to the objectives of the Central
Government; on the contrary, there is in the objectives and programs of the
State Government a remarkable conformity with the priorities and policies
emphasized at the Center. This should help to ensure reasonably good relations
with the Central Government.

6. The Government's first objective is primary education. The Government
wants to establish by 1978 a primary school in every village; at present
there are still about 25 percent of all villages in West Bengal without
schools. One thousand new schools are to be set up in the current fiscal year.
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The primary schools are to be supplemented as far as possible by adult

education centers to deal with the backlog of illiteracy. The second

objective is to provide drinking water to every village by sinking

tubewells. Many villages have no source of drinking water today and of

those that do, one third have unreliable or unsafe sources of drinking

zuuter. Thirdly, it is the intention of the Government to extend irrigation

through the sinking of shallow or deep tubewells, river lift schemes, tank
construction, and desilting of drainage and irrigation channels, with the

ultimate aim of providing multiple cropping over the entire cultivable area

of the State. This will be the subject of a comprehensive rural works

program. The Government is finally committed to a more effective land

reform and a more equitable distribution of land ownership. In the first

instance, this objective is supposed to be pursued by enforcing strictly

the existing laws on land ceiling and tenancy. The updating of all land

records will be taken up for this purpose as a matter of priority. These
objectives seem sensible and represent realistic targets for a five year

term of office. With some determination it should be possible for the

Government to achieve a reasonable measure of success which would help the

Marxists to establish their credentials as a workable, national alternative.

Success in these four priority areas should also have secondary effects and

further stimulate the development of West Bengal's agricultural potential.

7. It is not clear what institutional arrangements will be made for the

implementation of the Government's priority programs. There is unmistakable

suspicion and distrust of the Government bureaucracy. It is probably less
the honesty of civil servants which is suspected and more their unchanging,
bureaucratic attitude, which tends to insulate political decisions from the

actual administration of those decisions to the people. The preferred solution

seems to be to rely on local political bodies such as the Panchayats,
cooperatives or kissan (farmer) organizations. The selection of public works

for construction, for instance, is to take into account suggestions by the

villagers. Ashok Mitra admitted readily that problems of corruption and

theft were unavoidable if local political bodies were entrusted with the
handling of sizable funds and materials. He seemed to think that this was

an acceptable price to pay for the benefit of direct involvement of the

people but agreed that improvisation and experimentation would be necessary
to convert local political bodies into effective development organizations.

The suspicious attitude towards Government officials and bureaucratic

institutions includes the CMDA in particular, which is said to be resented
by the citizens of Calcutta. This became clear during our discussions in

mid-August; it was further emphasized in Ashok Mitra's recent budget speech

when he complained that the Rs 250 crores investment by the CMDA did not

produce commensurate benefits. Nevertheless, the need for and usefulness of

an institution such as the CMDA, albeit reoriented to serve better the needs

of the poorer sections, seems to be recognized by everybody and there is no

suggestion to entrust Calcutta's rehabilitation and development to any

political bodies in the metropolitan area.

8. The problem right now uppermost on the minds of West Bengal's leaders

is the difficult financial situation of the State. The previous State

Government had inherited a messy financial situation with heavy overdrafts

due to the RBI when it took over in 1972. During its five years in office,
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it managed to repay these overdrafts and to organize its financial
affairs in an exemplary manner. However, in the course of the campaign
for the Lok Sabha elections, and subsequently when it became clear that
there would also be state elections, the Government managed to quickly
hirden the exchequer with additional expenditures of about Rs 120 crores
per annum. This was on account of pay increases for State Government
employees (Rs. 55 crores), increased teachers' salaries and grants to
educational institutions (Rs 25 crores), and special relief to the
agricultural sector through reductions of land levies and irrigation rates
(5s S0 crores). As a result of this largesse, the Government has by now
accummulated once again an overdraft with the RBI in an amount of As. 100
crores. The repayment of this overdraft is bound to limit the financial
nanouverability of the State Government for some time to come, while the
elimination of the additional commitments by the previous government and
the increase of reduced taxes and other charges is as difficult for this
Government as it would be for any other.

9. The budget presented by the new Government on August 25 shows a
coimendable effort to increase taxes and to put the State's finances on
a sounder basis. New taxes introduced on motor cars, liquor, tea and
other items of a non-essential nature are estimated to yield an additional
revenue of Rs.25 crores for the remainder of this fiscal year. However,
this effort, which distinguishes West Bengal very favorably from other North
Indian states, and proposed efforts of recovering arrears of agricultural
loans, land revenue and irrigation charges, amounting possibly to as much as
Rs. 20 crores, will still leave an uncovered deficit of Rs 49 crores which
the Government will have to get from or borrow with the permission of the
Central Government. The Finance Minister mentioned in his speech that it
is the intention to abolish the rather irrational land revenue tax with its
inequitable incidence on small farmers and to introduce instead a progressive
farm income tax. This would be a truly revolutionary step.

10. The financial dilenua of the State has prompted the State Government,
and Ashok Mitra in particular, to call for a restructuring of the present
Center-State relationship in financial matters. The existing Center-State
financial relations are seen as a leftover from the colonial-imperial
setup of the British Administration fifty years ago. The Government claims
a larger degree of autonomy in financial matters and a larger share of tax
revenues and independence in their dealings with the banking system. This
would require constitutional amendments which the Marxist party is demanding
referring to the promises of the Janata Party to decentralize power and
increase the autonomy of the States. It is not likely that these demands
will find much of a response . At this moment, the F inance Minister in
Xihi is more likely to be peruaded of the case for additional financing

by the State Governments' efforts at raisEng additional revenues than by
any talk about inequitable Center-State financial relations.

11. Based on my brief personal contacts and the public statements and
actions attributable to the Government so far, I think that there is a team
of competent people in charge in Calcutta with a sense of responsibility and
commitment which is not common in India. The pragmatic attitude of the
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Government appears to be supported by the Marxist Party. It reflects
to some extent the strong popular reaction against the radicalism of the
previous United Front Governments; to some extent it also reflects the
recognition that a State Government within the Indian Union cannot really
bring about any revolutionary social transformation. The Chief Minister
admitted this candidly when he told industrialists that there was no need
to get nervous because the Marxist Party had accepted the present reality
but that there would have been grounds for nervousness had the CP(1) come
into power in Delhi which would have enabled them to change certain basic
things. I expect that the new Government in Calcutta will be able to bring
about some improvement in the next five years and feel that we should be
prepared to expand our support of this difficult and backward State. There
should be opportunities to finance projects in those fields which we
wish to emphasize in our program, which deal directly with the problems of
poverty, unemployment and deprivation. The fact that the Government -- or
at any rate some of its members -- are quite cynical about the Bank, should
not deter it from listening to any good advice which we have to offer, as
I believe our discussions of the Calcutta Urban Project have demonstrated.
The Government has mentioned a number of projects for which it would like to
receive Bank assistance: urban transport in Calcutta, rural water supply,
a program for the excavation and rehabilitation of irrigation tanks, and,
more recently, a 260 [4 expansion of the British-owned Calcutta Electric
Supply Company. I hope that we will be able to include at least some of
these projects in our program, and, in the first instance, provide ready
assistance in their preparation where requested to do so.

c.c. Messrs Blobel
Picciotto
Alisbah



WORLD BANK / INTERNAT[ONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Robert S. McNadra DATE: August 29, 1977

FROM: Ernest Stern, VP, South Asia PERSONAL

SUBJECT: U.S. Government

A number of shifts are in process in the U.S. Government, of interest to us.

1. Paul Boeker, (Senior) Deputy Assistant Secretary of State for
Economic Affairs, will become Ambassador to Bolivia. While
he is more eclectic about the virtues of the Bank than you
have thought desirable on occasion, he was a staunch supporter
and helpful many times. I discussed the World Development
Report with him at our last meeting and he very much likes
our tentative approach. He indicated that the meeting you
had proposed with Blumenthal, Cooper, et. al., would be
very helpful.

2. Robert Hormats, now at the NSC, is likely to replace Boeker.
He started at the NSC as Bergsten's deputy, so his appointment
will continue the close personal communication system which
now exists between Solomon, Bergsten, Cooper, Katz and Boeker.

3. Chuck Meissner, formerly the assistant to Senator Percy, is the
new Deputy Assistant Secretary of State for Economic Affairs
(international finance and monetary affairs) and most directly
concerned with Bank matters in State.

4. John Lewis, Princeton, is likely to replace Maury Williams as
Chairman of the DAC next year, provided some minor personal
details can be worked out.

5. Lloyd Jonnes will be the new U.S. representative to the DAC. He
is a former AID officer (once my deputy), now retired. He is
knowledgeable about development and well aware of the
importance of the IFIs. Both his appointment and that of Lewis
signal an attempt by the U.S. t revitalize the DAC.

EStern/ls



WCRLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Robert S. McNamara DATE: August 17, 1977

FROM: Ernest Stern, VP, South Asia

SUBJECT: Development Committee

Attached are alternative proposals for informing the Development
Committee about the "World Development Report." Conveying the
information in writing in advance may reduce the risk of any
discussion, but I doubt that there is a great deal of difference.
If the French wish to express their view again, either format gives
them the opportunity.

Attachments
EStern/ls



WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Robert S. McNamara DATE: August 11, 1977

FROM: Ernest Stern, VP, South Asia

SUBJECT: Information for the Development Committee

1. The Development Committee has asked us for a short paper,
providing estimates of the capital requirements of the developing
countries to achieve alternative growth rates. The attached paper
has been prepared, following the model of the 1975 paper we furnished
the Committee, as specifically requested by them. The data are all
from the current Prospects paper, as corrected.

2. Before sending it to the Committee - it is due tomorrow -
I thought you might want to have a look at it.

Attachment
EStern/ls



CAPITAL REQUIREMENTS OF DEVELOPING COUNTRIES
1978-85

1. The present paper provides estimates of capital requirements for
the period 1978-85 under various assumptions about growth rates and export
performance in low and middle income countries.

2. A recent Bank staff study _L/ projects that the GDP of the developing
countries (excluding the oil exporting countries) will expand at an average
annual rate of 6.3% during 1978-85. This would represent a somewhat better
performance than in the recent past when the growth rate was 5.1% a year,
and would be slightly higher than that achieved during 1968-73. This
latest assessment of the prospects of developing countries is based on
analyses of some 40 major countries that take account of trends in savings,
investment, production, consumption, exports and capital flows and which
have been checked for consistency against current trends in the rest of the
world. The projected GDP growth for the group of developing countries as
a whole, continues the quite different performance of the low and middle
income countries, as shown in Table 1, below.

Table 1: Past and Projected GDP Growth Rates by Groups
Of Developing Countries

(excluding oil exporting countries)

(Percent per Annum)

Low Income Middle Income
Countries Countries Total

1968-73 3.6 7.0 6.2

1974-77 3.4 5.5 5.1

1978-85 4.3 6.8 6.3

3. The low income countries consist of the least developed sub-
Saharan African countries and those of the South Asian sub-continent.
Although these countries differ widely in terms of their industrial resource
base, participation in international trade, and commercial and institutional
structures, both groups share in the improved outlook for growth in the
coming decade. Output for the low income countries is projected to increase
by about 4.3% a year during 1978-85, compared with 3.6% a year during
1968-73. This projected growth performance depends on sustained inflows of
concessional lending equivalent to about 2.5% of GDP, and on an improved

1/ Prospects for Developing Countries, 1978-85, Report No. 1674, July 1977.
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export performance. Raising the growth rate beyond this level, say to, 5.5%
a year, would require continued improvements in domestic policies, including
a substantially better export performance, supported by increased availability
of concessional capital.

4. The middle income countries too are a heterogeneous group, with
annual per capita incomes ranging from $265 to $2000. For the group as a
whole the outlook for 1978-85 is for substantially higher growth than in
the last four years, but at growth rates which are about the same as those
achieved during 1968-73. However, for the poorer countries in this income
group this projected growth performance depends on continued inflows of
public capital. A substantially improved export performance together with
an increase in capital flows would be required to raise growth rates beyond
projected levels.

5. To raise the growth rates of GDP of the developing countries to
7.3% per year instead of the projected 6.3%--i.e. 5.5% per year for the
low income countries and to 7.7% per year for the middle income countries--
would require, in addition to improved domestic policies, increases in
exports beyond assumed increases and in the availability of external capital.
Table 2 illustrates two alternatives. In the first alternative (projection
B.1) the higher GDP growth rate is dependent entirely on an increased
availability of external capital . Assumed export growth remains unchanged.
On this basis an additional capital inflow of some $21 billion a year would
be required during 1978-85, or almost 50% more than what is presently
projected to be available. A substantial part of this net additional capital
inflow would need to come from official sources. However, the increased
inflows would be a necessary but not sufficient condition for higher growth
rates. In a number of countries, changes in domestic policy would be needed
to assure that the additional capital could be utilized effectively.

6. In the second alternative (projection B.2), the foreign exchange
required to achieve the higher GDP growth comes from both higher export
growth and additional capital inflows. If even half of the potential gains
from trade liberalization identified in the recent Bank staff study 1/
would be realized, exports would be $16 billion higher than projected.
Additional net public capital inflows of about $5 billion per year would
provide the balance of the resources needed to achieve the higher growth. Of
course, with a better export performance and a concomitant improvement in
debt servicing capacities, it is probable that private capital inflows,
especially to countries in the middle income group, could be higher and
requirements for public capital flows somewhat lower than $5 billion.

1/ Prospects for Developin, Countries, p. 4 5.
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Table 2: Alternative GDP Growth Projections and Net Capital
Flows 1976,1977 (estimate) and Projections 1978-1985

(billions of US dollars)

Total Annual Average(1978-85) - Average GDP
(net) Public Private Total Growth Rate

1976 1977 Capital Capital (net) 1978-85

A. Basic Projection 30.8 31.4 26.0 24.6 50.6 6.3

Low income 6.5 5.8 9.8 0.5 10.3 4.3
Middle income 24.3 25.6 - 16.2 24.1 40.3 6.8

B. Capital Requirements for
Higher Growth Rates

1. Without change in
export growth 46.9 24.6 71.5 7.3

Ldw income 14.3 0.5 14.8 5.5
Middle income 32.6 24.1 56.7 7.7

2. With higher export
growth 30.7 24.6 55.3 7.3

Low income 11.1 0.5 11.6 5.5
Middle income 19.6 24.1 43.7 7.7

C. Additional Net Public
Capital Requirements

1. Without additional
exports

(B.1 - A) 20.9 - 20.9

Low income 4.5 - 4.5
Middle income 16.4 - 16.4

2. With more aid and
exports

(B.2 - A) 4.7 - 4.7

Low income 1.3 - 1.3
Middle income 3.4 - 3.4

KLaursen/RChcetham/EStern/kg
August 9,1977
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FINANCE MINISTER
INDIA

U-4-4 '111 New De lh i - 110001
23rd July, 1977

Dear Mr. McNamara,

I am happy to learn from Dr. Sen that the

Executive Board of the Bank has approved your

proposals on International Development Association's

allocations criteria. I have seen this Paper and

would like to convey to you my warm appreciation for

the highly objective manner in which this question

was examined by the Bank management and for your

sympathy and strong support to our case for maintain-

ing International Development Association's support

to India at the existing level of 40 per cent.

2. I look forward to having another fruitful meeting

with you when I next visit Washington towards the end

of September.

With best regards,

Yours sincerely,

(H. M. FATEL)

Mr. Robert McNamara,
President,
World Bank,
WASM inGT ON D.C. 20433

(U. S. A.)



WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE IMEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. RobertXS. McNamara DATE: August 9, 1977

FROM: Ernest Stern VVJ'South Asia

SUBJECT: INDIA - Population Policy

The attached note represents a current assessment of India's population
planning policy. It seems clear that the Government of India is
interested in continuing Bank participation in the program and that
the political sensitivities generated by the 1976/77 sterilization drive
will not be a permanent impediment to our responding positively.
The areas which the GOI intends to strengthen are appropriate ones.
What is not yet so clear is the operational emphasis which will be
given to the program and the energy with which it will be pursued.
Very little purpose would be served by financial support to, and
association with, the kind of lackadaisical performance which
characterized earlier efforts. However, the senior political levels
seem persuaded of the importance of an effective program and we hope
to be able to keep to our schedule of resuming active preparatory
work on a second population project shortly.

Attachment
EStern/ls
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August 8, 1977

Mr. McNamara

This paper was done in Treasury and
raises an intereating point - i.e.
the counter-impact of LDC export taxes.
Attached is the summary; I have sent
the full paper to Mr. Keesing.

Attachment

Ernest Stern



THE PROCESSING OF PRIMARY COMMODITIES: EFFECTS

OF DEVELOPED COUNTRY TARIFF ESCALATION AND DE-

VELOPING COUNTRY EXPORT TAXES

Stephen Golub and J. M. Finger



SUMMTARY

THE PROCESSING OF PRIMARY COMMODITIES: EFFECTS OF DEVELOPED
COUNTRY TARIFF ESCALATION AND DEVELOPING COUNTRY EXPORT TAXES

Stephen Golub and J. M. Finger

Issue

It is often noted that developed countries protect their processors of
primary materials by imposing higher import duties on processed than on raw
materials. Unilateral reduction by the DCs of these "escalated" tariffs is often

proposed as a way to improve the ecornnic lot of the IDCs, but little has been
done to implement such proposals. Less often noted is the extensive use of ex-

port taxes by LDCs. Such export taxes are also escalated (eg, the LDCs have
no export taxes on wool yarn and fabrics, but their export taxes on raw wool
average 12%) and hence protect processing in the LDCs. Thus, the effects of LDC
export and DC im-port taxes tend to offset each other as far as the division of

the processing pie is concerned. But both increase the price of processed goods
to DC consumers, reducing the size of that pie. It should then be possible to
simultaneously reduce LDC export taxes and DC import tariffs in such a way that
processing will expand in the ILDCs but not contract in the DCs.

Results

our study included 8 ccarodities which the LDCs produce and export in the

processed as well as the raw form. They are copra, rubber, cocoa, cotton, wool,
leather, wood and coffee.

DC tariffs

Our estimates indicate that unilateral reduction by the DCs of their im-

port tariffs would increase world consumption of catdities by just less than

1%. Three-fourths of the expansion of primary production would be in the LDCs.

Processing would increase by about 20% in the LDCs and decline by about 3% in the

DCs. LDC export earnings on these ccmnodities would increase by 15%.

DC tariffs and LDC export taxes

If DC tariffs and LDC export taxes were simultaneously eliminated, world

consumpticn of the eight ccrmodities in the study would increase by 0.8%. Pro-

cessing would increase by 8.7% and primary production by 4.1% in the LDC. In
the DC, primary processing and production would fall by 1% or less. For the pro-
ducts studied here, the 8.7% increase in LDC processing amounts, at 1973 prices

and based on 1973 levels of activity, to about $1.1 billion. On the same basis,
the 4.1% increase of production of primary products cames to a total of $0.9
billion for the eight studied here. Because world consumption increases, the
corresponding declines in the DC are about one-third as large as the volume in-
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creases in the [DCs. Over the eight comnodities the increase of LDC export
earnings is about 11%, which, relative to trade levels in 1973 amounts to just
over $1 billion. As policy alternatives go, this is a significant increase.
Tariff preferences are estimated to have increased LDC export earnings by less
than $500 million.

Conclusions

The reciprocal elimination of DC tariffs on processed materials and [DC
export taxes on primary materials would have a minimal effect in the DCs while
substantially increasing LDC processing of materials and LDC export earnings.
The exchange of concessions could possibly be "fine tuned" to eliminate all
"loss" in the DCs. Such a policy package would be much nore acceptable to the
DCs than unilateral reduction of DC tariffs, which would cause much larger dis-
placements of DC production. Such reciprocal action would also achieve the LDC
objective of not playing a dependent's role in international relations. Sub-
stantive LDC involvement in reciprocal negotiations could play an important part
in creating a more stable and less asynnetrical international economic order.
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Mr. J. u Knap VP, Oprations Auu5 3. 1977

~rnest Ste rn, VP, South Asia

Ayou kao, I o ay when you iscus. thisi subjcet Ati re -LV
orl . I a; relieved to hear that you ecied not to rescue

to the r vit ition ro7 the !. t we propose to them a list of countries
w coni ier'ud eli4 ill for their a ecial aid under their criteria, hut
rath-r to meaP avvllale to the< rel a nt informiron oc thei countria
ontentially liible and to let the P.C :ocice on igihllity. I also

understandI that you ar consI erina an arrane;ent wherely we would
have fairl broad anthority to allocate iGC funds nong countries
dieclared elirible by the EL.

These are, as I see it, steps in te rIgt directon but they do not go
ar enough to resolve what I rerd a too asic and ot entially trouble-

some issues: the proninmuer arong the c V critoria of & hort-term

resources transfer ;jroble . and the conspicuous sence anoi' ti C
Crit ra of .rformanc. T1e e pasis oe an eut1 resoerce transfer

urble w'ouldT serve to eaclude India or to g e it only . token
allocation. As you know, the specil action fa wias in r'sponse to
.ressure during CTC for det relief an special weasur es f or the ioor.
Idia, to ther witB Pakistan. played a leading role in this debate.
In additioni, India will oc doLb e f th~e view that is is ent tiod to
a substential sh.re of any fund !lled as offerire special assistani2
to ti poorest countries - a oint ar to ,insay. I ni as reaction
to an exclusion or to a Loen allocation would be strongly negative.
hatever our actual role is in deciding on elibility and/or allocation,
'ut pa rticularly if we have conA Lrable discretion, India will no doubt

hold us responsible in part. As a result, the offectiveness of our
relations would seffer at a time when londia is in the orocess of iaaking
iAportant decisions about the fatore course of developmen~t poicy and our
in fluence is high. This is not acost Aic. w1 shuld be preparea to incur.

The absence of any perforrmance critorin~ is likely to create serious
enbarrass ment for diff ~trent reasons. Ailocating funds for quick
disburs (eent without reference to perfrmance. would put us in a position
where we conill hardly avoid .a ing pro ramtype credits to countries
Suchi as Parzistan and -.ri Lanka - hose perfornanca we consider
sufficie ntly poor to mke them. Inli::ile, desp ite obvious need, for
program credits by liA.

If we accept adriinistration of this fund, we should he free to allocate
the availablc resources, amnong, countries determined as eligible by the dEC,
xn the basis of IDA criterin, bearfin In mnd the EEC desire for quick
disburseiments.

c. >IMessrs. .Mciagra
CargillC

i lohel/dStern -l



August 1, 1977

ills Excellency
Dr. umhamird Ibrahin
Meuber, P'resident 's
Advisory Council

Minintry of Porulation Control
and Fantly Plannirn,

Governent of the People's
P.cpublic of tan'ladesh

Dacca, Langladesh

Dear Dr. Ibrahim:

I am nost rrateful for your thouhtful and informative letter of
June 2$ acknouledgig receipt of ry MIT addreino on population and
telling vie of your own prog;ress in thin field.

There are few countries in the world where the ur ency of lowering
fertility Is 2reater th±an in 3snglacesh and we therefore place !zi11
priority on assistint you in your efforts. We know, of course, that
the urgency of this tack f, ; tched only by the difficulty of dealing
effectively with the rrobla under the conditions faced by your
Cover.nent. It in therefore all the more heartenlin to bein to see
evidence of real protress in your prog'ra-a and to learn of yror future
plans for streirtheiAu population activities. I am informad that,
deospite rnny probleas, resonnalie Progress is slowly beit mado in inple-
mentint the first population project, with financial as'tntnnce irn
IDA and si i ilateral donors. Further satisftactory pro -ress wriar the
present project will encourade IDX and otner donors to provide atitional
support for the strcnjtthenint of your population program, In considering
a second project for 1 A assistance, we will bo concerned not only twith
its direct population featuran, but also with the lrminitrative and
financial viability of tha haalti-ellvery synton through which most
family plannius services will be offered.

Ie look forward to rnviewing the detailed action program which your
Governuent expects to have ready by Septrber or October. This review
would provide us an opportunity to uaderstnd the way thn various anti-
vities fit t e overall pro',rciu and the detailed steps required to neut
the practical problens of irpleentation, to which your letter riitly
givc nuch ephasis. I trust taiat you will find our own staff supportive



Dr. Irohmad brahi 2 August 1, 1977

and helpful in asnint int tho Covernaaent in the mny tasks involved in
atrongthening the overnmrent's population activities.

Sincerely,

(Signed) 2e it S. McNamara

Robert S. IVffama-ra

cc: Mr. M. Syeduzzaman, Alternate Executive Director, World Bank
Messrs. E. Stern o/r, Picciotto o/r,'Rajagopalan o/r, Messenger o/r
Dr. Kanagaratnam
Miss I.Z. Husain -' ~

cleared with and cc: Messrs. Blobel], Rowe

GBaldwin/HGassner/LPlesch: cc
July 27, 1977
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F3 ff Member
President's Advisory Council

Ministry of Population Control and
DR MOHAMMAD IBRAJIM Family Planning

Government of the People's
Republic of Bangladesh

DACCA

D.O. ro.TCA/PA- a7 /77 June:18 197.

Dear Mr. Mct!aara,

Hay I take this opporLunity of thard'ing you for sending us

copies of your Address on Poulation Frotlens at the M1I. Ie fou'

it not only absorbingly illuminatirc but also very useful nd in-

tructive for our purposes.

As you are perhaps wrce, the Goverment of angldesh h1ao

laid wreat emphasis on solution of population 1 robbrs. During

the past year and half significant "romress has been m.de, amer

one beirg the outlinirg of a comnrehcnsive national poration

policy which defines the goals aimecl at aind1 measures requireK to

achieve these, Another develoment has been the recruitnt,trxira

and poating of 12,000 fulltiL-e grass root worhers, 9,C00 of 7nare

women, down to the villa:;e level, and settin; up an orarm tion fro-

the national to the field level for policy f2orr'ulation and :r e

implementation has beon made an integral part of our 0o i rorlme

efforts, so that both the projr-.=es could benefit from their intBP-

actional efforts.

I do not know if you are aware that we carried out an ir.:rc ifiv
countrywide sterilization progrttfme for eight weeks during F- Vil

this year, when 75,000 men and ,omen accepted -. termial metha ,

against our target of 60,C00 rernons. Tbile our aim na aroviion c!

quality services, consistent with huran dignity, it helped us to

institutionalize the rograe in about one half of the counL 's

rural areas, through comletion of training of doctors md attir
up of physical facilities.

As you ight be aware, our Frest/ent has annoucod 2::

the yeople's suyport for inplementinL a nineteen-point prog-r, th

aims at brinzirc about a major break-through in cur offor> to' :.

the socio-economic development of the nation. Jhile the uoy ho ^'lck

population growth is one among them, there are signi'ic-ant ota,- ½ >h

will hive an indirect and beneficial effect on notiv itingrpo'le to

accept fanily planninr practices. Policies to strenth Lrurl r cry,

gettir rid of the course of illiteracy, ensuring niimmn medical cire

to everybody, and to place women at their rightfull position in the -

society and to orgnio and inspire youtCh3 for ration building are

features of tei programmo. I noticed with oncurangement that those

vro some of the inVrt mt mo rco that Ii ve boen recoMondod is

intervention stratogios in your inspiring address. We are determin,-d

Contd, .. T/2.



Member
President's Advisory Council

Ministry of Population Control and

, Governmont of the People's

Republic of Bangladesh
DACCA

to bend the nationz' effort3 for the next nvy' years to come in the

rapid implzmentation of tbnse measures and hope that the combined

effect of these will help us to move towards the achievencnt of the

target that we have fixed, viz. the attainment of a M.R.R. of one

by 1935, or in any case before the end of this century.

progranme in Popul tion Control and Frnily Planning for the next 7
years foriplentirg the various policies decided upon by the

National Population Council. It is expected that the document will

be ready by Septeober-October thi year. The major cmphssis of the

prograime will be decentralization of service delivery to the unicn

level, improving the inplementation c'pabilit; of ou" org-mi:.tional

structure through innovative aproaches and continuation and oxpnrion

of various measures aimed at infor:uation and m-otivation of people,

Soon after the document is ready it will be available for discussion

with the Bank and I hope that the GCB and the Bank could becone

partners in a rapid implementation of the proposed reasures.

Thanking you once again for your interest and assistance in

our develoyrontal efforts and

with regards,

Sincerely,

Mr. Robert S. Mc'amara
Freidont,
World Bark-,
1818 HI Street,
N.W., Wwlhington,
D.C. 20,33,
ULSA,



September 6, 1977

Mr. McNamara

Please see Page 2.

Ernest Stern



MEMORANDUM FOR THE FILES

July 26, 1977

Subject: Meeting - July 22, 1977 - U.S. Treasury
3:00 pm - on Development Committee

Messrs. C.F. Bergsten, A. Nachmanoff, E. Chase, A. Rieffel - Treasury
Sir Richard King, Messrs. Ahmad, Escobar, Ms. Norwood - Development

Committee

Mr. Bergsten stated that an inter-agency group had met concerning the
Development Committee matters. Although the full details had not
been worked out the group had agreed on four or five priority issues.
Highest on the list is item of Debt.

Sir Richard enquired if this related to the G-8 proposals at CIEC.

Mr_.Bergsten replied that the G-8 proposal might be considered as a kind
of basis for the treatment of the issue. He then went on to the
second item, Private Investment, as discussed by the Australians at
the Committee meeting. This was perhaps largely an educational issue.

Sir Richard agreed, adding this was also alreidy a priority item of
the Secretariat.

Mr. Bergsten pointed out that the third item, Coordination among
Tnternational Financial Tnstitutions, was an easntial subject, a"natural" for the Committee. There were gaps in programs, amounts,
timing - all of which should be discussed internationally.

Sir Richard noted that he had run into difficulty with the institutions
when he raised this topic. They seemed to prefer the present "planned
chaos". The only institution that had indicated its positive interest
in the subject was UNDP. Because it was a delicate issue, he would
have to rely on the U.S. to make much of the running.

Mr. Bergsten stated the U.S. was prepared to lend support to this
matter.

Mr. Ahmad suggested that the U.S. Executive Directors in the various
IFI's could press this matter.

Mr. Eergsten agreed and added that he had already tnIkod to top manage-
ment in some of the IFI's.

Mr. Bergsten then went on to the fourth item, Study nf Development
Issues, indicating that the Committee should he involved in the overall
exercise, though the details on just how were not yet clear.

Sir Richard noted that the present timing called for the report to go
to the Committee in September 1978, but the staff work was already in
train.
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Mr. Bergsten then referred to the fifth item, ODA.

Sir Richard pointed out that the Secretariat also had other items
in the draft work program to be considered by the Deputies and by
the Committee in September. For instance, there was on-going work
on capital markets, eort credit financing, stabilization of
export earnings, and energy resource development.

Mr. Bergsten noted that they would like to rcach the following con-
clusion on IIT. That is a good idea in principle but that since
governments were apparently not prepared to supply the necessary
contributions to a loss fund, the IFC might be asked to operate an

experimental portfolio. While this was not likely to lead to the
early establishment of an IIT, the proposal would be kept alive.
In the meantime, it would be seen if the LDC's were interested.

Sir Richard noted that though he did not anticipate much support,
this would be clearer next week. So far as export credit financing
was concerned, he was doubtful whether much progress could be made
in light of the discussion a few days previously in the Board of
the IBRD/IFC. As regards the stabilization of export earnings this
had been included in the CIEC disagreed items, with both sides sug-
gesting a study should be made by the Committee as a matter of
urgency. The extent of UNCTAD involvement in the study was, however,
left unresolved.

Mr. Bergsten enquired if this would not be simply a rerun of the issue
as at CIEC.

Sir Richard replied it would depend on the G-19's shifting its position
somewhat. He had discussed this with European Commission representa-
tives and others and it would also come uip at the Deputies Meeting.

Mr. Bergsten replied that he had also talked to the EEC representa-
tive, and did not get quite the same impression of positive interest.

Sir Richard explained what the Committee proposed was a general review
of existing facilities and an examination of whether anything further
needed to be done. This would best be undertaken as an independent
objective study for subsequent consideration by the Development Com-
mittee. He proposed to pursue his discussions with some LDC repre-
sentatives.

Mr._Bergsten stated the U.S. would reserve its position at this stnge.

Sir Richard went on to explain that so far :w ener T was concerned,
in his view a wider study was needed than hud been provided in the
IRB report.

Mr. Berestjn enquired as to its relation to the World Development
Issues, noting the special interest of the U.
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Mr. Chase enquired about the possible role of the Working Group in
World Development Issues.

Sir Richard explained that the subject would go first to the Bank
Board and then to the Development Committee. lie doubted whether it
was suitable for a Working Group but it could be discussed by the
Deputies. He went on to explain the role of the Deputies meeting.
It was very important as a preparation for the Committee meeting,
particularly since the observers would be present. It would enable
the Ministers to receive a better briefing than could be provided
by the ED's, some of whom had multiple constituencies, and were
perhaps more like officials of the institutions than representatives
of Governments. Therefore, he had welcomed the Canadian initiative
for the Deputies meeting. The agenda was about to issue. It covered
(a) the future work program, (b) the "balance nheet", (c) the reports
from the working groups and (d) the Special Action Program, and
an oral exchange of views on the Third Development Decade.

Mr. Bergsten said that the only problem he had was with the balance
sheet, that is, how it related to the World Development Issues, and
whether it was really needed.

Sir Richard explained that the term "baLance sheet" had been dropped.
The study would relate to the needs and availability of financing for
development. It would be similar to the work done every year based
on the Bank's Prospects Paper, and was an interim step toward the
Development Issues discussion to take place in September 1978.

Mr. Ahimad noted that in view of this, possibly there would be eventually
no need for a separate Prospects Paper.

Sir Richard referring to the Deputies meeting Suggested that a few
selected representatives might meet privately on the day before the
meeting for a preparatory discussion.

Mr. Bergsten welcomed the suggestion.

1arliarn Norwood



July 20, 1977

Mr. McNamara

Here are some DAC thoughts on
basic human needs. I draw your
attention to pp. 5-7 of Maury's
July 7 statement.

Attachment

Ernest Stern



ADAPTATION OF DEVEIRET COOPERATION POLICIES TO THE

-~~~- CHIWJf NEES OF DEVEPING COUNTIES

Statement by the DAC Chaianrn

7 July, 1977

The general them of this DAC meeting, on "adaptation

of development cooperation policies to the changing needs of

developing countries ", is of partiular inortance in the light

of suggestions made at the recent OECD Ministerial Council

eeting. For this reason, I have proposed that we begin this

wrning with a preliminary exchange of views, continuing through

a working luncheon of Heads of Delegations. Our task is to

consider appropriate folla-up action to the Ministerial weting,

both directly and in preparation for the DAC High Level Meeting.

It is useful to recall that at the CIEC Ministerial

Mefein there was agreemnt in the development area on:

the need for progressively and substantially increasing flows of

official development assistance; the desirability of a substantial

increase in the general capital of the VTrld Bank; the provision

of assistance to transportation and comnincations development in

Africa; and assistance to food and agricultural production in

developing countries. The CEC also took particular account of

the pressing economic and financial difficulties of the poorest

- of the developing nations by agreement to provide a 1,000 million

dollar Special Action Program.



At the OEC Meeting of the Council on 23rd June 1977,

Ministers adopted a new Declaration on Relations with Developing

Countries in which they stressed that developtent cooperation

should be directed to the dual purposes of growth of incomes and

neeting basic needs of individuals. Ministers of aid domnr countries

antmced their deternm-nation to direct a progressively larger

share of their efforts to programnes reeting basic huan needs.

To realize this new orientation with respect to all developing

countries, they agreed to review the scope and direction of

development assistance with a view to achieving grecter volume

and unre efficiency in its use in an enlarged international effort.

Hence, there is a clear recognition that the problem

of providing adequate concessional assistance must receive urgent

attention - and yet the 1976 figures on ODA were disappointing.

More developrent assistance is necessary to help developing

countries ,eet the basic needs of their people. A renewed sense

of camnitment and an equitable system of burden sharing are

essential to build the necessary urderstanding and political support.

In addressing this issue of building understanding and

political support, wst DAC Members are corducting assessments of

their policies and programmes. A few have completed policy reviews

and are seeking to translate their conclusions into more effective

progra .es. Most have yet to complete their assessments. In

particular, it is hoped that those DAC Manbers whose aid volume

perfonance is belcw the DAC average will corduct intensive policy



reviews to ensure the achievement of their comitients for

significant increases in official development assistance. In

this regard, the DAC provides the appropriate forum for a

concerted effort. In particular, it is proposed. that the

next DAC High Level Meeting focus on the agenda topic:

Increasing aid volume on an equitable basis.

Tis topic would permit MeTbers to consider the issue

of aid from OPEC and COCCM donors, as well as plans for nore

equitable sharing of the burden of aid aong DAC countries.

Meeting basic huran needs, the .improvement in the

capacities and well being of the broad mass of people in developing

countries, is seen as the ultinate objective of development by DAC

Members. In sae cases the objective has been unduly postponed or

even lost. Growth oriented strategies of development have often

ignored the plight of the poor, and in spite of the tremndous

economic achievements of the last two decades, extreme poverty

remains the rost pressing problem of development. Consequently, there

is need for a reaffirmation of the objective that developrent is for

people. OECD Ministers see such a reaffirmation as providing an

essential rationale for sustaining and, in sao DAC countries,

rebuilding public support for developent cooperation.

At the same time, it nust be reaffirned that econmuic

growth is absolutely necessary. The solution to the problem of

poverty is to increase the productivity of a growing work force so

that it can produce a large enough output of essential goods and



services and earnthe incames to buy them. Development strategies

should focus on both grcwth and the alleviation of' poverty. Such

strategies are best achieved with a social and political trans-

formation, which is based on a broad participation in the process

of change and in a better distribution Of its benfits and costs.

But there is no single development strategy which is "right" for

allcountries. Each must tailor its policies and prio ties to

its specific circumstances.

s we have observed at an earlier DAC meeting, an approach

to economic growth ard meeting basic needs dictates certain

priorities in investent which should include alucst everywhere

an aphasis on rural development, on the adaptation of appropriate

technology for small-scale industry, and adeuate food and other

investment in human capital through iproved health and educational

services.

Ministers meeting in Council have called on the OED to

consider and further programmes for wthe dual purpose of grcwth

of incatesand meting basic needs of individuals." The DAC has

projected a progranTe of work over the next eighteen months which

seeks to explore ard elaborate for a basic needs development approach,

its policy implications, local cost and other related aid management

issues, focus on specific sectors, and in particular on rural

developmnt, social and economic indicators to assess progress ard

shortfall, ard implications for foreign ard damestic resource

rem ii ts to meet basic needs. In response to the priorities

iparted by the OECD Declaration in PelatiOD5 with eveloping Countries,

it is essential to intensify this work.



Specifically, it is proposed that:

(a) the DAC Chainnn will call an informal expert working

group on "Developrent Programes and Policies for Meeting Basic Human

Needs" camposed of interested DAC Meaber representatives, experts from

selected international organizations, and - following the pattern of

the DAC expert meeting on aid for health in the poorer countries -

selected experts from developing countries. Metbers -concerned with the

Expert Group on Develorment Progranmes and Policies for Meeting Basic

Human Needs would hold a prelUminary meeting in earlySeptemer to ensure

appropriate plans for a full three day meeting 5-7 October.

(b) those DAC Members who already have achieved programes

of assistance which substantially address basic human needs - as

indicated in the recent country progranre reviews for the U.K. and Norway

- make available prograrmatic information in areas of their proven

experience for the review of the Expert Wrking Group. It is further

suggested that four experts frn Meber countries be seconded for four

months to help the O:D Secretariat in review of DAC Members' experience

with prograrmes which support deloping countries' efforts in pursuit of

both growth ad addressing basic human needs. Such programmes should

include broad rural development as well as other sectors nentioned by

Secretary of State Vance in his speech to the OED Ministerial Council.

(c) the ODD Development Centre be asked by Ymber Govern-

ments of the OECD to study and report, as a matter of priority, on social

and economic irdicators relevant for assessing progress toar and

shortfalls from broad objectives for mieeting basic human needs. It also

is proposed that the Development Centre should be encouraged to intensify

its work on other relevant aspects of basic needs approaches.



Further, it is proposed that the next DAC High Level

Meeting also focus on review of progress and specific issues of:

"Effective Programmes and Policies for Meeting Basic Human Needs"

Wile the core of the DAC effort remains that of

contributing to dynamic and effective official development assistance

programmes, it is concerned with broader issues of development

cooperation including scientific, technological and industrial

cooperation with developing countries, the role of financial

resource transfers other than aid programnes and the inter-relationships

between policies for aid, trade and structural adaptation.

A nuber of DAC Mebers have expressed growing concern

that a more differentiated and sophisticated systen of accounting

for DAC Member performance, beyond that of the proportion of GNP

devoted to ODA, should be studied. As a means of considering

developuent cooperation objectives beyond traditional developrent

assistance, it is proposed that the next DAC High Level Meeting discuss

the issue of:

"Irproved indicators of DAC Member contributions to

develonrent cooperation, including resource ard

technical transfers, trade and progress in

structural adaptation."

The programme of work proposed is ambitious. It is

purposely so. The needs for development are urgent, they call for

our best efforts delivered with all dispatch.

N



OCDE OECD
ORGANISATION DE COOPERATION ORGANISATION FOR ECONOMIC
ET DE DEVELOPPEMENT LCONOMIQUES CO-OPERATION AND DEVLLOPMENT

T616phone: 524 90-70 Te6grarnmes: DEVELOPECONOMIE 2, rue Andr6-Pascal, PARIS-XVII
T6lex :620160 OCDE PARIS

Comit d'Aide au D6veloppement Development Assistance Commnitte
Le President The Chairman

17 June 1977

FOR HFADS OF DELEGJATIONS RPRESEUED ON THE DDELOPMEN.
ASSISTANCE CCAMIITEE

Dear Sir,

In preparation for the reeting of the Council
at Ministerial Level, there has been mntion of directing
development assistance polices to meet basic human needs.

In this regard, delegations may find useful the
enclosed Sunmmy Conrent on "The Pole of Aid in Meeting Basic
Iuman Needs, " which is drawn from the record of the DAC
n-eeting on 1 April 1977.

Please accept the assurance of my highest
consideration.

Sinc rely yours,

Maurice J Williams
chainnan

encl.



SUVARY CCMMENT ON

THE ROLE OF AID IN MEETIN3 BASTC HUAN NEEDS

by Maurice J. Williams

We have agreed on the importance of emphasizing social
as well as economic progress, on the need for equity as well as
grcrwth. Where social and equity considerations need to be taken
nore into account -- and this is the case for mst countries --
it is a imatter for a gradual rather than abrupt shift in policies.
However, the adoption of a basic needs approach must be part of
an overall strategy of development.

Grcrth in the sense of increases in material production,
brought about by technological transformation, is absolutely
necessary. We kejw that economic grcwth will not take place without
the adoption of appropriate policies and priorities. We are rca
coming to recognize that it is best achieved with a certain social
and political transforiation, which is based on broad participation
in the process of change as well as a better distribution of its
benefits and costs. But there is no universal agreccnt on hcwg this

corplex process can best be done. It may be that a minirmum critical
mass in social and economic change must be reached if it is to

produce an appropriate interaction betw7een groerth, employment, mass
participation aid satisfaction of basic needs,

An inherent part of social and economic transformation
is social struggle which will differ over time in different countries.
This has been the case in the industrial countries, and there is no
reason to believe that it will be different for Third World countries.
In formulating its proposal for a Basic Needs Strategy, the ILO
stressed that it should be "country specific". Each country is
locked into a particular historical process of change, and its
policies and priorities must be tailored to its specific circumstances.

Yet there are fundamental values applicable to all
countries. Human rights and meeting basic economic needs are among
these values. The basic thrust for human rights and basic needs,
however, must be pursued with a due regard for realism and without
dogmatic insistence on specific programes.



Many of the DAC Meobers favor a stronger emphasis on

basic needs and rrore consideration of social aspects of development.

They recognize that this should be pursued with developing countries

through "quiet diplomacy." Donors have an obligation to counsel

goverrnents on priorities and development as they see it. However,
attapts to force their views only breed resentrent and failure.

What dialogue and advice, mixed wi th compassion, cannot achieve will

not be achieved.

An approach to economic grCwth ard meeting basic needs

dictates certain priorities in investment which certainly should

include almst everywhere an emphasis on rural developent and

agriculture and on small-scale indus Lry. This does not mean that

in some developing countries anrd at some stages it is not equally

irrportant to emphasize industry, including heavy industry.

It is now well recognized that developing countries

should not just copy the technology in use in industrially advanced

countries, but evolve and adapt technologies that suit their own

needs and circumstances. Labor-intensive or capital-saving
technologies are of particular relevance to ost developing countries.

But there are instances where sophicticated technologies are

indispensable for wore rapid elimination of mass poverty, The

need is to emphasize an appropriate pace and range of technological

transformation, which combines ccapital-intensive and labor-intersive

technology, in an efficient mix.

The concept of basic needs is a dynamic one. It

concentrates attention on the cuality of life and the factors that

make a better life rore broadly available to larger nimbrs of

people. It focuses developent on national policy and structural

change in developing countries. But it also requires broad progress

and structural changes at the international level as well. A poverty-
oriented approach to developmant calls for irore -- not less --

development assistance. For all these reasons adoption of a basic

needs strategy appears to open the prospect for a more satisfactory
relationship ard partnership with developing countries.

The Development Assistance Committee is considering

neasures, by both developing countries and donors, which would raise

the capacity to achieve development results with a more basic needs

oriented programme. We have concluded that donors should avoid

looking for "perfect solutions," working with and building-up
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existing institutions; that the financing of local costs should

be expanded; that "Planning from below, " through greater

participation of people at local level, should be further
pursued; that technical assistance should be mre sharply
focussed on overcoming constraints for basic needs oriented

projects; that criteria for projects should be re-appraised in

cooperation with developing countries. These questions are to

be pursued in special studies by the DAC on "Issues of Absorptive
Capacity."

Additional work by the DAC on Basic Needs Strategy

is planned through further conceptual formulation, analysis of

experience and progranmes underway, consideration of its

relevance for estinating aid requirements, and as part of

preparatory work for the Third Developrmnt Decade.

In conclusion, the developing countries require

greater investment to build their productive capacity. They also
need to give more attention to the results of developrent in

inproved well-being and capacities of the broad mass of their

people, both as an investment and as the ultimate objective of

developtrent.

1 April 1977



WORLD BANK INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Robert S. McNamara DATE: July 5, i977

FROM: Ernest Stern, VP, South Asia/-

SUBJECT: INDIA - Policy Objectives

Attached is a copy of the Indian Finance Minister's recent budget
speech. It is of interest because the major policy objectives are
very much in line with those we have been urging and the line of
argument regarding poverty and efficiency of capital use closely
parallels that in our last two economic reports. I draw your
attention particularly to Paragraphs 5-7, 11-14, and 16, 18, 21 and 22.

Attachment
EStern/ls



WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Robert S. McNamara DATE: July 1, 1977

FROM: Ernest SternpAP, South Asia

SUBJECT: Future Work of the Development Committee

I attach a draft paper on the future work of the Development
Committee, plus my comments which I completed just before leaving.
I did not have an opportunity to discuss it with others, and you
may well wish to talk about this further with Dick. As my note to
him suggests, I think there are many basic issues which need to be
considered before such a paper can be forwarded to the Deputies.
On several areas, he seems to be on a track which will make our own
work more difficult. This is particularly true in connection with
Items (f) and (g) of his outline and of the treatment of the
international lending institutions in Items (a) and (b).

Attachment
cc w/incoming: Mr. Haq

EStern/ls



Sir Richard King, Executive Secretary, July 1, 1977
Development Comittee

Ernest Stern, VP, South Asia

Future Work of the Development Conmittee

I agree that it would be desirable to get the Committee members to make
a selection of topics which should constitute the focus of the
Secretarint's work during the next year or two. However, the proposed
paper will require some revision along the linas of the comments below
if it is to facilitate informed selection.

1. If the Deputies are to iake a rational choice between topics,
it hould be desirable for them to have some idea of the
substantive content of the sub-items. None is providec.
Selection by title can be dIsappointing and leads to
unforeseen probl ems.

2. The distinction that is drawn between "concessional flows"
(Itew a) and capital through multilateral iustitutions"
(Iter b) is one that leads to confusion. The paper does not
make it clear whether any aspects of multilateral lending of
concessional funds. aside from replenishment of the resources,
is to be discussed. It does not seem to be encorpassed in

tenm (a) and is explicitly etcuded in Item (b). It is not
clear why a substantive ditinction is implied in Item (b)
between the lending of highly concessional and other capital
by the IFIs. Is it thougut that different policies govern,
or ought to govern, such matters as procurement or sectoral
priorLties? One would not hve thought so.

3. In Item (a), it is not clear what is meant by some of the
sub-issues, such as technical assistance, including multilateral
progras~ or the reference to Casic human needs. What are the
issues? Surely one does not want to aim for yet another Latement
of the type that basic human neen are to be met.

4. In item (b). a number of issues are raised which in our view are
strictly within the purvie of the Bcard. These include procurement
policies, financing of local costs, and the appropriate blend
between projct and proram lendin.g in any particular country.
We consider these entirclv inappropriate for review in the
Development Conmittee. In regard to co-financing, we believe
that every reasonable effort is being made to expand co-financing
and ire unaware of any issues,. It would seen to be quite useless
to have yet another expression of interest tnat co-financing should
be expanded as rapidly as possible. Similarly, it is not clear
why the International Resources Bank should be inscribed as an



Sir Richard 7ig 2 July 1, 1977

issue in the future work4 Prozrn o you not share our view
tat disc o of tiont c and should be completd at the

Stember eting? my is a separate issue on the expansion
of eerg development prog ras l isted? W hy is the -Dr l ik
an :ss under the policies and progras of the lendn
intitution? Princ ipa ly, t iK an iF issue: but if it is
to bo discussed, it is part of the isns of how to rali re"surces.

5. Item (0) is unclear. is the intention to discuss total
lf so, there is no sup' r for this in the Committee frm ny
side. if the purpose is to Kcuss official debt, this should
be 'ade clear.

oreover, the basic preoises are unclear. 7y, For instance, a
discussion on an "early warning' system, which has ben
discAssed innumerable times without success diy an
eMdorsce-et of the general ro;nosition about the link betzween
debt service obligations Id dvelopment objctives? The basic
point about sond debt manageeA is right. Added to this
-ust be the continuation of private lendin, at on appropriate
level so as to avoid a contraction Of :ross caital flows.

6. Item (e). Should one not add avoidance of nw import restrictions,
voluntary or otherwise?

7. Items (f) and (g) give us considerable difficulty. Titern (g)
defines the World Development Proro in a way hich is very
different "rom the paper on aevelopmenr sus which we put to
our Moard. As you know, this is the ontv work i:n the bnk which
we propose to undcrtake, and it is therefore not clear to me
here the ovorall framewaork that you efiun in this iton as a

balance sheet of the respective roles a obliation; of develoing
ar, develop- counYtrie would cone fro-. 'ioreover, to the atent
that Itp (f) nefines the content o nhaq , balance :eet, it is
much too broad. Unless you foresee acvelopin: a paper other than
what is in process in the Porlk :ank, I sufest Itens (f) And (.)
be recast to incorporate tm material we put to the Board and
be Iliited to that.

I ar also puzzled by the reference to energy resource dovelopment
in Annex 1, ltem (b). The MnM's role in enerny resource development
is covered in the paper to be :iscussed by our Board in July, as
you hnew. I an unaware that we have any charge from the ClTC which
would require a further papor on this s0ect for consideration at
this time next year. inceed, as you know, it is my view that if
the Board agrees with the proposals in our present paper, it would
be desirable to see how well this rmechanism neets requirements for
the development ot fue and non-fuel minerals before consideration
is given to other measures, It will obviously be impossible to
have an assessment in less than a year.



Sir Richard King 3 July 1, 1977

9. In regard to Annex 2, the items which are listed for September
1978 pose problems. While we would hope to submit our paper on
Development Issues to the Development Corwittee for discussion,
this of course can only happen after it has been discussed in
the ?oard and their approval for further dissemination has been
obtained. Whether we should formally coumit ourselves now to
submitting this paper is a matter of some dispute among Executive
Directors a this will aumoubtedly surface if you list tAs item.
I have already commented on our objection to listing a further
discussion on energy resource development. The third item
"The Role of Private Overseas Investwent", may be a topic of
interest, but it is. as you know, a very sensitive one and a
very couplex one, and before inscribing it as a naior disc-son
item, it would be useful to expand on what the issues are Uhat
you intnud to cover in the study which is listea in the paper
under Itev (c)(v).

be: Messrs. McNamarak
flaq

EStern/ls
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1. The Chairman, in his opening address at the April meeting of the

Developont Comittee in Washington, raised the question of the direction

and role of the Committee in the period ahead. In order to focus the

Development Comnittee meetings on subjects of particular interest to

Finance Ministers he suggested that the Committee might , in pursuance of

the purpose for which it was set up, address itsef to two types of problems;

first, there were specific issues like Official Developraent Assistance, Inter-

national Resources Bank, etc., on which discussion at a high political level

might be expected to facilitate decisions; secondly, there were some general

and fundamental problems of development of a longer term nature which could

be discussed fruitfully, not with a view to reaching decisions, but rather to

delineate the issues and indicate broad directions in which solutions can be

sought. The members were also reminded that there would be significant areas

of activity emerging from the CIlEC discussions about to be concluded in Paris

which would be of relevance to, and would need to be folloced up in the De-

ve lopment Ccrmittee.

2. The opening address of the Chairun evoked a widespread response from the

members of the Gemiittec, and apart from specific subjects suggested for dis-

cussion, the following points were made during the cours-c of the debate:

- the meibers :nrlly avor'd exonination of par ticular

finsncial 1:vchanisms as distingoui ihd from abstract con-

cepts or thecoe t-lcil st die



-t thr 2 a wide agrecent tha t the CS. ittee hould Con-

cEtrate on a lmiteud m'r or top , which wre ready

for consideration at political acnc d not attrp, to

rrng over an xcessively ride area;

-- to LU extcnt isOssil, 1 h1 Comnitte should ino aupli-

cate the work bei:n' done in other international fora and,

in this area, its 'ole should be that of a ca]ayet for

international action and I. blization of politicall will

in support of proposals being pursued e- 0where.

3. In the discussion on this subject a suggestion as made that a couplete

catalogue of the ideas put forward by members be made availatle at the next

meeting of the CoMnittee. The purpose of this Pqar is to identify the

topics that are likely to be of partiCn]cular concern to Finance Ministern ano

which, in the context of the world economic situation, should claim their

attention on a priority basis, or are otherwise ripe for discussion nd poli-

tica support in the Deve]opment Cor;ittee in the iear future.

4. The topics from which a selection u.,iht be made are as fonlows:

(ac) Concs- -m.icon!al -'f' oe,

In the area of concessiona] flows, apart from the increase in bi-

lateral prcgrams, the urrncy afd grat imporancee of adequ;te replenis: amt

of soft windows of the World Bank and regional l-ea for ihe benefit of the

low-income counries ould seen to ce of higi pIn oriLy.

Since the total current or expected aid flows will o inadeunta e

to neet the needs of alg , a greator co1nentrat on of aid On the 10wer inec (c

couri.es is bein; uestc. Ti; pr s Thin 1 tc, `ad I tPe IT an in-

creMa in total resource f30vy.



In view of the large er'stYunt current account deficitb of non-

oi] duveloping countries which increased dramatically from 49 biU :1)ion

1973 to around $37 billion in 1975, around $32 billion in ]976 and a:r pro-

jected to remain A a high lceil of $29 billion in 197T, there will be the

need for halaincc- of pa-rnents support through quick disburing Ai or other

measures.

The issues which would seem to ari se und r the heading of conceE-

sional flows are therefore as follows:

- voliure

- ters , quality and distribution

- replenishment of soft windows

- balanc e of payments support through qui ck diE-

bursing aid

- sectoral priorities, includirg the pro nm of

basic human needs

- technical assistance, including multilateral

prograuns

(b) CarS .al f] ows_ through ulti 1t er instiut i ms

The lending pyograno of thse intitutions play a vital role in

meeting dovelopAent f inance needs arti cuarly for the mi doe and higher

income develoling countries. The current constraits on the c apuilitiuS

of these institutions, if not relieved, will man a decreasing volme of

assistance in real terms at a tio when both thr noeds and the korptive

capacity of the developing cuntries are growing. The case for anpi tal in-

cren e of the international dev e nt lending tn7tutions is firLhr

streingtr'' bocause of the rcoent short-tei borie:.ru of d'veloping coun-



tries at hih cost, lin t Wan of ac-ess to private caital rarKif1 and

the buildup of debt with relatively short maturities in recent years which

m Ih sake future debt servicn g increasingly difficult for a number of

deve']opi countries. All these factors conbined ict: out a strong case

for expansion in the ]pndin progvs or the re orn atiional [inanc i insti-

tutions. This, however, will not be possib]e Vitout adequate increases in

their capital. In dctermining the :izc of insreases in their eapital, account

may also be t aken of ossile activation of their guarantec athorities.

The issues that arse n this area are terefocre:

J ong-term role of ini1ernational devolopmlni leMding

institutions

- volnIe anc teras of Jen ing progruns

- capita] incrasts of international de-velo pent

]endin inst tutions

- policies and progrcs of lending institutions

- activation of guarantee authority

- financin; of Jocal costs

-- proc rIeInlt p o i ci esr

- blend bLt'en prut'cu/nrram Jending

sectoral priori e L, particuiv rythol

affecr rt'i S poverty

expnsion of c-fAnoin eram by MA

-n CIDMR ]r OPPinkoli



(e)- Proation ': cyain of rrivate c: TO1 fi ra

The Dvelp:c t Co:.iLtec in recognition of the vrowing in::ortaine

of private flows established a Working Group on Access to Capital Mit ets in

June 1975. lt following subjects in this area requi1r attenAin an come of

them zre already under exanratiou and active cosidleration of thP WorKn

Grouap:

(W) guaranteer-full or parti;a];

(ii) promotion of LDC bonds (through a sustained and long-

term ducatinn progrmr and technica] assis tce);

(iii) Internationa1 Investment Trust;

(iv) periodic i-rlementation reports on removal or

modification of constraints and regulations in

Capital exportk'ing countrvies;

(v) role of f±oreign privaLe investent;

(vi) financing of developing countries export cirdits.

(d) Debt Pro] bl

There is, as yet, no appronriate internaiKonal policy to dal with

proeI s caused by what ift beacot e xcessive indcbtenecss in someo coun:ttries,

nor is there any necepteud franmworh for the role of externaL borrowng inl fi-

nancing development. At present, acion usually fllow] after i crisis has

dcve' lod in a country whic. faces actul] or iSmatint defaut This situation

iv 'bvioul]y unsntisfactory, particularly as it ipnooes the relttionship be-

twecn Wet service obligations and &-vWo p mnt obe-tives.

The issue was dioursed in lir but no rrueeent vna: coannhe. Th

text on the subject in the ClEC repart reads as follows:
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"The indbtedn.Ss of the doevloping coantri wais one of thn major

topics of th' CEC and the participant exad Dnd exPlored various apo-

and proposed solutions to this problem. The participnts could not reach an

agreement on the various aspects of extcrnal indbtednes, thogh they found

useful c]e r-nt s in the proposal, r cwc -h were co-si dored.

"The parLicipants agr-ed that the work done on the propols could
1 /

form a useful bais for consideration in o approp-riate fora."

Borrowing plays an irmportent role in financing dcvelopmct . A care-

ful debt nanaCement Ilicy on the part of borrowing conitles is clearly neces-

sary to avoid debt problems which could adversely affect the -ome 1an of de-

velopment.

The work undertaken in CIEC ,comrehended vnrous aspects of the debt

problem. The DWelopent Committee ight wish to explore the pos-1iility of

establiching a well-definod "erly warning systeu" and arrandgi or' timely

initiation of international action--well before coses of "debt crisis" arine-

which deserve to be carefully explored. It may also be worthwhile xoining

whether come principes could be drawn up ;hich would provide a fra.wort for

discussion of the debt prnolem of particulasr coutries, an a case-by-case

b pis, whenev-r the ne for suAh dnf it arisC.

(C) oil de

Trade earnings are of u nmental importane to the developing con-

tries. In this field, the following cubject- may be of speeri ina]se t:

I/ Text of erinr rote to chapter on "Ae ;,btenesu of Duveljoln Countri1

of C} EC' final rprt.



-- firacia] asvnets of sta lizati or of cnmdi t

- removal of trade barriers tc, stiral imports by

devlope c ount r2 S of ce(Solitius and enufacture

stabilization of cxport earnings 2md uopensatory financc

() DornWsti A ici es of TDs

External resources w.1hile crucral, are not a substiiSt for ade-

quatu nobilization of domestic resources and other ugpropriate dcnestic

policy Yt asures. Such neasurer are needed to help 2)iazQ growth with ny

given level of foreign resources and to cushion the economes of the develop-

ing countries Lgains the adverse impact of internatioal busi(n5 cycle on

their dev eomnt progranms. The fo lig sub jects und-er this heading Will be

of particular relevance:

- mobilization of domestic resources cand more self-help

rmeasures end policies

- increase in exoart earnings and export diversification

- effectiver use of aid

- popuI aion policy

- incom diYtrilmtio

incentivs Or fd and ducton

- attac' on urban/ rural po'very an cnerted efforts

to meet basic Lu=a needs with auppLn*c' exernal

asistance proras a!nd policies

- 'external dntM n t

- 2ntitut 2in-bui Alyn
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The 12±Ki&ttMcn uf there Sliviow!-J tRti R1 best mYiT(±tokuA1

within % gl] Ta f KTrk whic no-lyzes th neuds anL alJ: bilitus oJ

OC~vei OS -etEOpeD~ he 0 I O et~ o
QNKOUPjn KLVAV -On o mm O a Wnnvu~O shr-t Cm ft laO xcv rolm(2

and l !ndons of the develoNinq and dvelo in rdvelop-

ment. The evolution of such a lobnl ro or> and its oriodi rview and

oValu-imo shoulO De er rded as the piL-Ty o 0r and TO0spOm ty of the

Develop:ot Cormrittr.

5. It S im4 poita that frm th largo num10er of topics 35ted a e the

Develop10nt Committee should sul-ct a few subject of high priority for

cons:icration in the period 5-ioeditl oaed SOm tenta[iv' ro-oals,

for consideration by the Coritt e are at ched, ogother i ug-estion0s

for tlTr rOs po Qi 7z11.

Attachknt :

Annex I

Annox 2
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a) 7laze Dev. Pttee. 1 DY? Working Group September 1977
and CTEC

-) 4 eographical Distribution Dev. Ctuec. 2 DFP Working Groun

(r) Scocral Distriution Dev. ICitee. 2 DFP Working Group Early 1978
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Ieoreeeo- ( CTEC 2 IBI Bhoard an d -aDFP Septe-mler 19078
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r Wr Group

(a) lataration Boren ses Dev. Cttee. 1 aDital arkets S Deptcaber 1977
n Working Group

a) ua ran tc cr Eon d Isse s Dcv. Otte. 1 Caital Markets S entebe r 19??
and CIEC Wokig roan
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ccess to Cap markets (continued)
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by Executive 97
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DA ; I- Ari 3 dis tribi ron and terms

International Resour m
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(possibly) Special action prograi

Earlv_1978 ODA Soctoral Distribution

Role of Multilateral Instilutions

Stabilization of Export Earnings

Review of Removal of Constraints
on Access to Capital Markets

Financing of -xpo t Cred its
of DevelopinG Countries

Debt

Seot T197 World Develc p: Ae Progr-lopw

Enlegfy eroire Dvere Tnvlopmesnt

Role of' Private COvereas Investmecnt



1r. Robert S. -cm:ts June 21, 1977

7Y

1. I refer to our iscu1ao; :et te zit of the femualaton of

.1 have (arefully reviewe n'i t now~r ro uire <ts for
the Y178 work prograri. It r Lia tru th~ th :r se allocatiofl is

.ot likely to be adeqate to mieet th ortiiU~ly propomu croaratm
in arhition, the~ recent review of ask andi TMh aliocations~ has. a&ed.

Srillion to our lediw; .ro r7 

I.U r sens f or the~ in *pmcy of the presently allocar ad
p 'onr to dischar eC our aarigned regensibiltite are ~e edilly

tU sea thes: r'nt I advane& e rlier thiis yar. We bv in tw

as two year au~tanttally d~lt. eor piline in or r to ~~
et Group aroject trgets. we have in Iac f e v~t t

yer xc ded ou r Nad eted .)r et m1 ers m 1.t: virtu~uly
~A mat irgr leadira and. sutituted ore lalor intensin

Trrosets, we sav increarn the~ ure of a riedtoral. ierii
wo faca L raxe ons incras in tI is :rera in JY 75,

Cwo gira t, reIction in rl ed's rc in l' ,d t

av'Je -:ore stat tim3 ro nassisti u1Ie~h li: -r et jrarn4tion.

I. E) on-Ctive erwry7 §rojects * oeht 'Lbie 1. you~ ha1ve r-Ii~v&

a s en reser m fron P . Uo e or eIi the LOtie .A all.

in o's e i- car- tha se a are t o ~ki ortio' n nli

5. uch t ty t to. -pa t Zro r09:. oft m 'rto re o>si

one of aaement ju t. Tis Reio ha.I believe, Iiven

adquaite evidece that resource ar u11 utilized an that weca

th eover 50% of INhd ra which we ar resp~onsibl will bels

thnaequiate u:nlsn yon noxw authorie an i cre.e of the po itiona

be: Mossrs. Mo1bel
Piceiono

ro L C I 'r



Mr. obert S. "c arar y 2, 19 77

..rst Stern, VP,. South Asia

BA LL ,Juty setion I'oyras

1. Attached,. for your infermation, i7 a copy of a supervision
report on the jute action programs agreed to under the last two
iraport creditn. The report also provides recorzendations for tie
action program to be associated vit tie next irport credit.
(T anne, a Ltcrial has een left off, bit is avsiable.,)

2. T draw your particular attention to the ,uary a! to
ihapter IV.

3. Since this type of import credit was so unfairly -alined
last year, I thought you might like tq ee that suen credits
(a) can be an.d are monitored, and (b) make a si.nificant contribution
to implroviny 'ajor industries while, siwultaneously. helpin: to
finance urgent raw reaterial imports.

4. A similar report on the textile Liustrv is available.

cc w/att.; Mr. Etap,

.At tacbment
.Steru/ls

bcc: Messrs. Picciotto/Rowat
Blobel/Dunn



May 20, 1977

Mr. McNamara

The attached is worth looking at.

E. Stern
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voidance and Resolution of Debt Servicine
IffDi f ficul t ies

A key responsibility of tne Fund is to assist member countries toovercome temporarv balance of payments difficulties, which sometimes mayresult in debt servicing problems. The present paper, an evolution ofearlier staff studies, focuses on the Fund's efforts to assist menbercountries to avoid debt servicing problems and, where such problems navearrerped in individual countries, to assist in their orderly and ti'iely
resolution. The paper is intended to provide information on morerecent developments in this area and to provide a basis for discussionby xecutive Directors as guidance for the future work of the Fund staff.

I. Summnry

The Fund's emphasis on the avoidance of debt servicing problems re-flects the experience of several member countries in which persistentbalance of payments difficulties had led to arrears on current payments
and the possibility of default on debt service obligations. Toe acute debtservicinop difficulties had a detrimental impact on capital inflows, thusunderminino the members' trade, employment, and income objectives. Whensuch problems emerged in individual countries, tne Fund worked with the
debtor and creditor countries to create conditions which would improvethe detor country's medium-term balance of payments prospects and thereby-rovide for a continuation of debt servicing and normalization of capitalinflows. In addition, the Fund has collaborated closely with internationalgene the staff "as participated in expert groups at the international
level in the search for techniques and procedures to improve understandinof why debt servicing problems emerge and how they could best be handled bythe international financial community.

While a debt servicing problem may be precipitated by adverse externaldevelopmentsitsuch as a sudden deterioration in a country's terms of trade--it frequently has reflected difficulties with domestic economic manapenent;
there may have been a delay in making appropriate olicy adjustments, while
recourse was made to foreign borrowing in amounts and on terms whicn couldnot be sustained. Typically, a country seeking a renegotiation of its ex-ternal debts has experienced serious balance of payments pressures at sing,inter alia, from expansionary fiscal policies financed by domestic credit
exDansion. The qrowinq internal imbaance ultimately has been reflected ina wideninz current account deficit which the authorities initially soiihc to
cope witn through introduction or intensification of exchange and trade re-strictions and increasing reliance on foreign borrowioc, often on commercialterms .

These measures usually succeeded only in briefly postponing the needfor tiore fundamental corrective actions. The increasing overvaluation of
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the domestic currency, as the internal cost-price structure became further
out of line with foreign costs and prices, tended to discourage exports
and to encourage imports and capital flight, thereby further eroding the
level of external reserves and the confidence of creditors in the manage-
ment of the debtor country's economy. Often, one adverse result was a
reduced level of new capital inflows. In the limited number of cases where
the situation was allowed to proceed to the point where the debtor country
faced the prospect of imminent default on debt servicing obligations and
was unable to meet promptly other current payments, the debtor sought to
resolve the payments crisis in part through renegotiation of external debt
obligations.

Excessive medium-term borrowing sometimes was facilitated by the absence
of effective controls on the contracting of foreign loans. While primary
responsibility rested with the debtor, foreign suppliers frequently operated
under the umbrella of official export credit insurance and guarantee programs.
The suppliers were influenced by competitive pressures to expand exports,
often continuing to expand loans rapidly even when there already were clear
indications--including emergence of payments arrears--that the debtor's
financial situation had deteriorated seriously. With their direct risks thus
minimized, foreign suppliers sometimes gave limited consideration to the econo-
mic viability of the projects they helped to finance. Some projects, which
in other respects may have been overpriced, were promoted by various financial
techniques.

Partially as a result of those experiences, creditor governments have
been considering ways in which their export credit and guarantee institutions
might support the efforts of developing countries to strengthen their external
debt control and surveillance procedures. One approach would limit official
or officially supported export credits to projects which have been reviewed
or registered according to the applicable procedures existing in the importing
country. While no general consensus has emerged among creditor governments
some export credit and guarantee agencies now have adopted that approach as
a general operational procedure.

The Fund's work with member countries on external debt management has
evolved with increasing emphasis on policies designed to avoid debt servicing
difficulties well before their emergence. Balance of payments and external
debt management policies are examined in annual consultations with member
countries. In addition to quantified statements of internal and external
policies to strengthen the balance of payments and achieve a specific balance
of payments target, financial programs supported by stand-by arrangements
frequently include a quantified statement of the member country's external
debt management policies. Effective procedures for review, coordination,
and control of public sector borrowing are an essential element underlying
successful debt management and frequently there also is a need for some form
of broad surveillance of external private borrowing; such procedures are
often reviewed and described in staff papers. Where such policies and oro-
cedures need to be strengthened, they may be incorporated in financial
programs supported by stand-by arrangements.
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The external debt situation of member countries has been kept under
close review. The staff has based its suggestions on adoption of quanti-
tative debt management guidelines on a comprehensive analysis of the
country's medium-term balance of payments prosoects. The debt management
guidelines have been incorporated as quantitative limitations on the author-
ization or contracting of new medium-term external borrowing and guarantees
by the public sector and, on occasion, have applied to borrowing by the
Private sector of the debtor country. Where quantitative guidelines were
indicated, the staff has explored any inconsistencies between the projected
current account deficit derived from the debtor country's current economic
policies and the likelihood of obtaining the requisite financing over the
medium term. This approach has focused attention on the changes required
in financial policies to yield a current account deficit that could be
financed on a sustainable basis. The debt management guidelines are designed
to be consistent with the calculation of the net financing requirement and
also attempt to ensure that the amounts and maturity pattern of new borrowing
would help to avoid a "bunching" of debt service payments in subsequent years.

The debt service ratio by itself does not provide an adequate basis for
assessing a country's external debt situation and prospects and for formulating
debt management guidelines. There is need for an appraisal of the policies
to be pursued, by the country concerned, as well as an assessment of the
medium-term balance of payments prospects takine into account the level and
terms of present and projected foreign borrowing in relation to each country's
specific requirements and circumstances. The debt service ratio may be useful
as an indicator of the liquidity aspects of external debt management and, in
conjunction with a variety of other economic indicators, has been helpful in
identifying individual country situations for further in-depth analysis.

The recent heavy foreign borrowing by the non-oil developing countries
has provided many of them with the necessary financial accommodation to enable
them to implement adjustment measures while avoiding abrupt disruptive shifts
in internal policies. While the level of external indebtedness has risen
rapidly, this does not, by itself, pose the threat of acute debt servicing
difficulties. Countries that are relying primarily on increased borrowings
from private financial markets are fully aware of the need to adhere to
policies which maintain creditors' confidence in their economic management.
A sustained growth in their export earnings will be of crucial importance in
this context. Much of the recent increase in their external debt represents
medium-term loans from international commercial banks, which therefore have
a direct concern in the countries' ability to manage the resulting rise in
debt service payments. In this regard, the creditor organizations also have
a responsibility, through maintenance of adequate lending standards, to help
ensure that their loans effectively lead to increased productive capacity and
export potential.

Many lower income countries, which rely primarily on concessional assis-
tance, have relatively limited scope for improvement of their current account
positions in the medium term and are likely to require considerably larger
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inflows of concessionary finance together with further measures to mobi-
lize domestic resources. For most other developing countries, which rely
on a combination of commercial and longer-term borrowing, avoidance of debt
servicing problems would require a judicious combination of adjustment
measures to bring current account deficits to levels sustainable over the

.medium term, as well as measures to attract additional inflows of longer-
term capital. A number of these countries could benefit considerably from
more careful pursuit of external debt management policies, for which the
establishment of a centralized debt reporting system is essential. For all
countries, careful and continuous monitoring of the balance of payments and
external debt situation is rendered even more necessary by payments develop-
ments since the end of 1973.

The multilateral framework which has evolved has provided orderly
arrangements for resolving debt difficulties when they arise. This has
strengthened confidence in capital transactions with developing countries
generally and thereby has promoted the flow of capital to them. Where the
multilateral procedures have been utilized, the debtor country has been
able to resolve its immediate debt difficulties and to establish the basis
for a restoration of normal external economic relations. By permittine the
terms and conditions of debt relief to be tailored to individual specific
requirements, the aim has been to give reasonable assurances to the debtor
country that it will be able to resume its development efforts soon after
a renegotiation.

The Fund has played a role in multilateral debt renegotiations by pro-
viding an impartial assessment of a debtor country's balance of payments
policies and prospects and, in the great majority of cases, supporting a
financial program adopted by the debtor country with a stand-by arrangement.
Typically, a stand-by arrangement has been related to purchases by the member
country in the higher credit tranches; such an arrangement has been seen as
providing a greater degree of assurance to the international financial com-
munity that the objectives stated in the program will be achieved. With the
recent high levels of private nonguaranteed borrowing by many non-oil deve-
loping countries, the international financial community will need to consi-
der the question of the possible further evolution of present procedures
and mechanisms. The Fund continues to stand ready to provide assistance--
including the use of Fund resources in accordance with its established
policies--to member countries seeking the resolution of debt problems in
any multilateral forum acceptable to the parties concerned.

II. Background

The developments in the world economy of the past three years have
prompted a re-examination in various international fora of how debt servicin
difficulties can be avoided by developing countries and of the existing or,-
cedures and mechanisms at the international level for dealing with such
difficulties when they do arise. A variety of approaches to these issues
have been suggested in recent months, including: the 1975 report of the



ad hoc UNCiu group of governmental experts of 23 countries suggesting
a number of "common elements" which might be considered in future debt
renegotiations; 1/ a 1976 report prepared by a Commonwealth experts'
group containing suggestions on alleviating the burden of debt service
on official and private obligations of selected groups of developing
countries; 2/ and the Manila Declaration and Program of Action adopted
by the Group of 77 at their February 1976 ministerial meeting at
Manila, which included the developing countries' proposals for debt
relief for discussion at the fourth session of the United Nations
Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD IV). 3/ In part as a
result of these initiatives, the debt problems of developing countries
occupied a prominent place on the agenda of UNCTAD IV, which ultimately
adopted a resolution on this subject. 4/ A key recommendation of
the resolution is the invitation extended by the United Nations
Conference on Trade and Development:

[to] appropriate existing international fora to determine,
before the end of 1976, what features might usefully be
discerned from past operations, together with others that
might be identified in the light of the present situation
of the least developed countries, the most seriously affected
developing countries, and other countries in need, which could
provide guidance in future operations relating to debt problems
as a basis for dealing flexibly with individual cases.

In accordance with this recommendation, the Financial Affairs
Commission of the Paris Conference on International Economic Cooperation
(CIEC) agreed, in coordination with the Development Commission of that
conference, to discuss further the question of the external indebtedness
of developing countries and how the UNCTAD resolution might be implemented.
Fund staff studies dealing with the experience of member countries with
multilateral debt renegotiations and the role of the Fund were provided
to the CIEC at the latter's request during the July 1976 session to
assist in their deliberations. 5/

Several staff papers on external debt issues describing the evolution-
of Fund practices in this area have been prepared for discussion by, or

I/ Debt Problems of Developing Countries: Report of the Ad Hoc Group of
Governmental Experts at its Third Session, UNCTAD document TD/B/545/Rev.1.

2/ Towards a New International Economic Order: A Further Report by a
Commonwealth Experts Group (London, March [976).

3/ The Manila Declaration and Program of Action is contained in UNCTAD
document TD/195.

4/ The report of the Fund observers at UNCTAD IV is contained in SM/76/128
(6715/76). Conference resolution 94(IV), entitled "The Debt Problems
of Developing Countries", is reproduced on page 42 of the same document.

5/ EBD/76/144 (7/9/76).
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information of, Executive Directors. 1/ Recently, in the context of the
Fund's semiannual consideration of the outlook and prospects for the
world economy, additional attention has been given to the financing pro-
blems of non-oil developing countries and, in particular, to the issue
of external indebtedness and prospects for debt servicing.

The following section of this paper discusses certain aspects of the

Fund's cooperation with international agencies on questions of external in-
debtedness and financing prospects of developing countries. Section IV
summarizes the analytical framework within which the staff approaches debt
management questions in its consultations and other contacts with Fund member
countries, including its assistance to member countries in devising viable
financial programs. Section V describes the principal features of existing
multilateral procedures for resolution of debt servicing difficulties, with
emphasis on the role of the Fund. Finally, Section VI discusses some implica-
tions of the recent borrowing experience of developing countries.

III. Fund Cooperation With International
Agencies on Debt Questions

At the operational level, one aspect of the Fund's collaboration witn
international agencies on debt questions is the exchange of information with
development finance institutions, in particular the World Bank, on the ex-
ternal debt positions of individual developing countries. The periodically
updated information on external public and publicly guaranteed debt collected
through the World Bank's Debtor Reporting System (DRS) is used by the staff
in conjunction with data obtained by the Fund in preparation for policy
discussions with member countries. These data, supplemented with other in-
formation often obtained on a confidential basis from creditor sources, are
used by the Fund staff to arrive at preliminary assessments of countries'
external debt position, including the maturity profile. In addition, current

information is provided directly to the Fund by member countries on public
debt, on nonguaranteed private debt, and on debt with an original maturity
of less than one year, the latter two categories not being reported through
the DRS. Generally, the Fund and Bank staffs have informal debriefings

1/ In chronological order, they are: "Limitations on Foreign Credits:
Fund Experience" (SM/67/96, 7/27/67); "The Use of Commercial Credits by
Developing Countries for Financing Imports of Capital Goods" (SM/69/203,
12/31/69); "External Debt Management and the Use of Limitations on Foreign
Debt: Recent Fund Experience" (SM/71/80, 4/5/71); "Multilateral Debt
Renegotiations: Experience of Fund Members" (SM/71/204, 8/6/71); "Impact of
tne 1971 Currency Realignment on the External Debt of Developing Countries"
(SM/72/139, 6/21/72); "Short-term Credits and External Debt Management: An
Introductory Paper on the Extension of Banking Credits to Developing Countries"
(S M/73/166, 7/11/73); "Use of External Debt Limitations in Stand-by
Arrangements: Fund Experience During 1971-73" (SM/73/239, 10/6/73);
"Multilateral Debt Renegotiations--Experience of Fund Members, 1971-74"
(SM/74/228, 9/25/74); and "Alternative Forms of External Debt Limitations"
(SM/75/167, 6/27/75).



following staff visits to ensure the consistency of the data. To ensure
their usefulness, the debt statistics are presented in staff reports
on individual debtor countries in a format that is already familiar
to policymakers in those countries%

The flow of international banking credits to member countries has
taken on increasing significance in recent years. Accordingly, the
staff has stepped up its contacts with international banks and other
private financial institutions, in particular those operating in the
Euro-currency markets. 1/ The staff also maintains a liaison with the
Bank for International Settlements (BIS) and with the International
Union of Credit and Investment Insurers (Berne Union), the latter com-
prising a large group of governmental and related public agencies,
including some from developing countries, which guarantee or insure
export credits, including short-term trade credits, that continue to
be an important source of commercial financing for developing countries.
Fund staff regularly attend as observers the Berne Union's semiannual
meetings at which the aeencies represented exchange information on
their operations and review attitudes toward specific countries. These
and other contacts, usually of an informal character, provide the staff
with an opportunity to obtain and discuss available information on the
volume and terms of financial flows. The staff seeks to keep abreast
of conditions in the financial markets as they affect the flows of finance
to member countries, the access of developing countries to those markets,
and the attitudes of private banks, export credit agencies, and other
financial agencies toward individual country situations.

In addition, the Fund maintains contacts with other international
agencies concerned with the debt problems of developing countries, such
as the UNCTAD Trade and Development Board, its Committee on Invisibles
and Financing Related to Trade, and its quadrennial conferences, and
Fund observers participate in meetings of three of the four CIEC commis-
sions and those of the OECD and its Develonment Assistance Committee.
A Fund observer attended the ministerial meeting of the Group of 77
held in Manila in February 1976. The Fund has also collaborated closely
with the ongoing study by the Joint Bank/Fund Development Committee
on the role of private financial markets in channeling capital to develop-
ing countries to meet their external financing requirements. Recently,

I/ Recent staff studies in this field have included "Short-Term
Credits and External Debt Management: An Introductory Paper on the
Extension of Banking Credits to Developing Countries" (SM/73/168, 7/11/73);
"International Banking Credits in the East Asia Region" (DM1/74/94,
9/19/74); "Statistics on Euro-Currency Banking" (SM/74/224, 9/26/74);
"Euro-Currency Markets" (SM/74/225, 9/24/74); "Immediate Issues in the
Euro-Currency Markets" (SM/74/232, 9/26/74); "The Euro-Bond Market"
(SM/75/255, 10/17/75); and periodic papers entitled "International
Banking: Recent Developments and Present Outlook" (SM1/75/79, 4/7/75;
SMA/75/213, 8/11/75; SM/75/278, 11/24/75; and SM/76/138, 6/24/76).
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Fund staff participated in an OECD Development Center conference on
"Borrowing by Developing Countries on the Euro-Currency Market" at which
external debt management issues received considerable attention. The Fund
frequently has provided documentation or studies to other international
fora on an ad hoc basis. 1/ It has also assisted the international community
in formulating special assistance programs to help alleviate the difficulties
faced by developing countries in the current situation. 2/

IV. Assistance to Member Countries in
Avoiding Debt Problems

1. The overall framework

The Fund has given increasing attention to analyzing the debt manage-
ment policies of member countries. The primary concern has been to assist
members in avoiding the emergence of acute debt problems. This requires
an assessment of a country's external financing needs and availabilities
in relation to its balance of payments performance and objectives. Accord-
ingly, there is a careful examination of external debt management policies
and practices in the context of periodic consultations with each member
country on its external and internal economic policies and prospects. Such
examinations cover also the institutional framework and procedures available
to the authorities for the control and/or surveillance of external borrowing
operations by various sectors of the economy.

An important aim of the analysis of debt servicing prospects is to
determine whether the expected current account deficit associated with
present economic policies is consistent with the country's ability to
sustain the financing of the resulting external gap over the medium term.
If a significant proportion of the financing required takes the form
of contractual debt obligations, it is necessary to evaluate, inter alia,

1! For example, the 1969 study entitled "The Use of Commercial Credits
by Developing Countries for Financing Imports of Capital Goods," prepared
in response to a resolution adopted by the second session of the United
Nations Conference on Trade and Development; the 1971 study entitled
"Multilateral Debt Renegotiations: Experience of Fund Members," prepared
in response to a request by the Chairman of the Inter-American Committee
on the Alliance for Progress; and the 1974 paper which updated the latter
study in response to a request by the UNCTAD ad hoc group of governmental
experts on the debt problems of developing countries.

2/ With respect to the UN Emergency Assistance Operation in 1974-75,
staff members were seconded to an interagency technical group set up for
the emergency operation and provided information and technical advice which
formed the basis of the selection of the most seriously affected countries
and the setting up of criteria for the allocation of emergency assistance
to recipient countries. Upon request, Fund staff played a similar role
in assisting with the preparation of guidelines for use of the OPEC Special
Fund resources for balance of payments assistance to developing countries.
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whether constraints could arise over the medium term on the likely availa-bility of loan funds from abroad. Such constraints may result, for example,from Private creditors' evaluations of their portfolios which may be alreadyrelatively highly "exposed" due to a large proportion of loans outstandingto the particular country within their total foreign operations, or fromcreditor governments' decisions on the total amount of budgetary appropria-tions for long-term concessionary flows and their distribution to aid-receivingcountries.

If possible constraints on the availability of foreign financing would
result in smaller flows than those considered optimal or appropriate by the
borrower, Policy adjustments to reduce the current account deficit becomedesirable. Consequently, economic policy objectives that might otherwisebe considered feasible have to be adapted to yield a current account deficitw'iich can be financed on terms that will ensure medium-term balance of payments
viability. Thus, in the debtor country's formulation of policies, considerationis given to a current account target which, given likely availabilities offoreign financing on sustainable terms, is consistent with the overall balanceof payments objective and desired change in international reserves. If adequatepolicies are not Pursued, not only could the current deficit rise to levelswhich could not be financed over time, but financing flows could be redudedbelow amounts which would otherwise be available due to the undermining ofcreditor confidence. Moreover, the problem of balance of payments manageentwould be further complicated if those policies create conditions which leadto capital flight.

Stabilization programs supported by Fund stand-by arrangements frequentlyinclude a quantified statement (debt limitations) of the member's externaldebt management policies, which are formulated within the general analyticalframework described above. At the aggregate macroeconomic level, attentionis given to overall movements in a country's external indebtedness, on theamounts and terms of new external borrowing, and on the possibilities formaintaining a smooth borrowing process which would warrant a sustained "roll-over of old debt and would provide net additional resources to the debtorcountry.

Fund experience indicates that external debt limitations in stand-byarrangements are likely to be most effective if they take the form of ceilingson total medium-term external borrowing. In practice, the limitations alwayscover public and publicly-guaranteed debt and, in cases where the demand for
foreign borrowing by the private sector poses a threat to sound debt management,
the limitations would cover those operations as well. In such cases, attention
is iven to whether there is a need to include in the limitations privatesector borrowing supported by commercial bank guarantees, which involve apotential "claim" on the central bank and blur the distinction between privateand public sector borrowing operations.

The overall debt limitations are supported by one or two subceilings onthe shorter maturity ranges where necessary to protect or improve the debtorcountry's maturity profile and thus help to avoid a "bunching" of debt service
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payments. In the case of countries which rely almost exclusively on com-
mercial borrowing, a single overall ceiling may be appropriate. Debts of
less than one year's original maturity generally are revolving in character
in nornal circumstances. If such obligations have increased rapidly in
relation to trade and other balance of payments aggregates and pose a poten-
tial problem for balance of payments management, they too are brought within
the framework of debt limitations,

In assisting member countries to formulate quantitative guidelines,
the staff prepares medium-term projections of the stream of debt service
payments on outstanding indebtedness as well as estimated gross and net
capital flows on the basis of assumptions concerning the likely new borrow-
ing pattern over a medium-term period. This exercise permits an assessment
of the consistency between the debtor country's need for external resources,
their likely availability, and the balance of payments outcome expected
over the medium term from the set of policies underlying the financial pro-
gram. This approach makes it possible to describe broadly a course for the
economy which is a priori consistent with the avoidance of debt servicing
difficulties over the medium term. Although the perspective is a medium-
term one, the financial programs, including debt management aspects, must
be reviewed continually in the light of actual developments.

2. Efficiency of capital utilization

An important consideration in the formulation of policies to avoid debt
servicing difficulties relates to the productivity and efficiency of capital
utilization in the debtor country. In countries where the private sector is
an important borrower of foreign funds, rational investment decisions by the
private sector will ensure that the yield on projects financed by foreign
borrowing is commensurate with the cost of financing. These decisions are
determined in part by considerations of the relative costs of domestic versus
foreign financing, and the relative attractiveness of foreign financing is
greatly influenced by the prevailing structure of domestic interest rates
and expectations concerning movements in the exchange rate. In the staff's view,
realistic exchange rate, interest rate, and other domestic pricing policies pro-
vide the fundamental basis for creating an environment conducive to rational
investment decisions by the private sector, Also, the experience of somne
countries which have established public sector agencies to scrutinize the
viability of private sector projects financed with foreign funds--and to
ensure that foreign financing is associated only with prospective high yielding
projects--suggests that such scrutiny can be useful.

The quantitative debt management guidelines discussed in the previous
section presuppose sound borrowing policies by the public sector, which
must be based on a careful scrutiny of public sector investment priorities
and determined by an intensive process of project evaluation and analysis
of overall public sector financial needs, Adjustments in the pricing and
tariff policies of the public sector--and particularly of public enterprises--
to ensure that resources channeled to those sectors obtain an adequate rate
of return, can help to improve overall resource allocation and thereby increase
the effectiveness of the use of foreign resources.
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The Fund staff has no expertise in project analysis and relies on
the World Bank and regional develonment finance institutions for their
appraisal when a member country is undertaking large new projects financed
by foreign borrowing. In general, however, the staff pays considerable
attention to whether a member country is borrowing abroad to support its
investment program or whether the borrowing is intended for general budget-
ary and balance of payments financing purposes. Excessive borrowing for
the latter purposes may temporarily mask the need for policy adjustments,
which often will be more difficult as a result of the overhang of foreign
debt in circumstances where the borrowing mainly has supported an increase
in consumption with no increase in the country's capacity to service the
foreign debt. Each case is carefully examined, because a country may be
borrowing abroad to finance projects but may be pursuing imprudent general
budgetary and balance of payments policies or, conversely, may be devoting
considerable domestic resources to well-conceived investment projects while
borrowing abroad prudently for general balance of payments purposes.

While rational selection of individual projects to be financed by foreign
funds in the private and public sectors is necessary to ensure that foreign
borrowing results in an increase in the country's debt servicing capacity
over time, in the final analysis debt difficulties can be avoided only by
ensuring that the overall investment program of the debtor country is soundly
conceived and appropriately financed. In the context of the lending programs
of the World Bank Group, their staff plays a key role in assisting member
countries to devise and implement rational investment policies.

3. The use of indicators in assessing debt servicing prospects

It is beyond the scope of this paper to evaluate in detail the wide
variety of debt and other economic indicators which may be useful in assess-
ing a country's debt servicing prospects. 1/ A broad indicator of a country's
dependence on foreign capital inflows and its potential vulnerability to
shifts in the conditions of access to foreign capital is the ratio of the
current account deficit to gross national product. The recent increase in
this ratio for non-oil developing countries as a group is suggestive of their
increased vulnerability to external financial developments. This ratio is
not by itself, however, necessarily indicative of actual or potential debt
servicing problems, which must be based, inter alia, on an assessment of
the terms and structure of past and new external borrowing and the members'
economic policies.

A debt indicator used by some to determine if debt problems exist or
may emerge in the future is the debt service ratio which indicates the pro-
portion of a country's annual exports of goods and services "preempted"
by the principal and interest charges on the outstanding debt. While useful

1/ A large number of such indicators have been reviewed in "Quantitative
Indicators and Analysis of Debt Problems" (DM/74/26, 2/27/74), and in a study
by the Secretariat of the OECD's Development Assistance Committee on "Debt
Problems of Developing Countries" (1974).
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in conjunction with other information in assessments of a country's external

debt and balance of payments situation, the debt service ratio suffers from

serious shortcomings in several respects. Because the ratio is essentially

a liquidity concept, it throws some light on the ability of a country in

any given year to meet its debt servicing obligations from current exports

of goods and services. In practice, however, where creditor confidence

is maintained, scheduled amortization payments usually would be effectively

"rolled over" annually through new (gross) borrowing abroad. Thus, the main

value of the ratio is limited to providing a convenient index of the short-run

rigidity in a country's balance of payments; that is, the higher the ratio,

the greater the pressure on the debtor country to make difficult adjustments

if its exports develop unfavorably. Similarly, the higher the ratio, the

greater the annual gross borrowing would have to be in order to effect a de-

sired level of net loan capital inflows.

The debt service ratio, however, is not a useful indicator of a country's

ability to service its debt over the medium term, which depends upon factors

such as the rate and productivity of investment and its ability to achieve a

sustained rate of growth in current foreign exchange earnings. Nor is the

ratio very helpful even for a very short-term assessment in tne absence of

information on current account or overall balance of payments developments,

the level and rate of change in external reserves, etc. Furthermore, the

debt service ratio is of Limited usefulness as a tool for intercountry

comparisons of debt difficulties because it does not capture the differences

in the nature of different countries' capital flows nor in the structure

of their economies. For example, the relative importance of direct investment

and loan capital in total capital flows will influence the level of the debt

service ratio as usually defined, although remittances of profits and dividends

on direct investment also affect the balance of payments. But even for coun-

tries relying extensively on borrowed capital, the ratio will be higher for

countries which have the capacity to borrow on commercial terms and, over

time, a country following sound policies and allocating its resources effi-

ciently will have increased access to private financial markets; in such

circumstances, its debt service ratio could rise even with superior export

performance. Over time, however, once a country has become heavily involved

in commercial borrowing, it is unlikely to be able to maintain its credibility

in the market unless its export earnings rise in line with its debt service

obligations.

It may be useful for certain purooses to focus separately on amortiza-

tion and interest payments, which comprise the two components of total debt

service payments. The ratio of annual amortization payments to exports of

goods and services can be a useful indicator of the gross borrowing require-

ments of a country resulting from the need to "roll over" maturing deot

service obligations. Under normal circumstances, the amortization element

in debt service payments may be expected to be largely "rolled over" from

year to year and to this extent, does not represent a "burden" on the economy

of the debtor country. However, a relatively large or increasing ratio of

amortization to current export earnings may be a convenient index of toe

extent of the rollover problem and indicative of the need for more cautious

debt management and other policies by the debtor country.
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In contrast, annual interest payments on the external debt can be
said to represent the "real" burden of servicing the external debt and
the ratio of annual interest payments to gross national product can be
considered a useful index of the relative magnitude of this burden. A
sharp increase in this ratio over time may reflect the emergence of excess
consumption and/or yield problems--i.e., it may reflect the diversion
of a sizable proportion of foreign financing to consumotion rather than
investment, and/or indicate that the rate of return on a country's overall
investment program is low in relation to the cost of foreign financing.
It is frequently useful, also, to examine the ratio of interest payments
on the external public debt to the current receipts or payments of the
government; a relatively high or rising ratio can provide a useful indi-
cator of the extent to which interest payments impinge on the financial
position of the public sector. While the various economic indicators
taken together may well be helpful in distinguishing individual country
situations, they cannot be a substitute for a comprehensive assessment
of each country's situation on its merits.

4. Control and surveillance of external debt

The staff has given considerable emphasis in discussions with the
authorities of member countries to the need for an adequate debt control
and surveillance mechanism as the basis for the implementation of a sound
external debt management policy. Adequate procedures are necessary for
centralized control and coordination of public sector borrowing to ensure
that only well-conceived high priority projects are financed. A prior
authorization procedure for public sector loans and guarantees is also
needed to ensure stricter financial discipline and to help improve the
functioning of public entities. Wherever possible, private sector
borrowing should be brought under the purview of the debt control and
surveillance mechanism. Although direct limitations on the contracting
of debts by the private sector may not be warranted in many cases, and
may be more difficult to implement than controls on public sector borrow-
ing, some countries have implemented such procedures and found them
effective.

An efficient control and surveillance mechanism requires the estab-
lishment of a central system for reporting and recording external debt
transactions by the public and the orivate sectors. The existence of
a control and coordination machinery can provide an adequate basis for
establishing a comprehensive record of the debt operations of the public
sector; it is often necessary to institute separate reporting procedures
for private sector borrowing "operations. The latter procedures have
worked best when they have involved reporting to a centralized agency
such as the central bank. A system for reporting and recording debt
transactions provides a basis for comprehensive information on the volume
and terms of external borrowing, permits close monitoring of external
debt developments, and enables corrective actions to be taken before
the actual emergence of debt difficulties.
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Timely availability of adequate statistical information on the

volume and terms of the external debt positions and borrowing operations

of the public and private sectors, including the banking system, is, of
course, a prerequisite for the implementation of an effective debt manaee-

ment policy. Equally important is the ready availability of this informa-

tion to policymakers in the debtor country to permit them to formulate
policies consistent with balance of payments prospects. This is facili-

tated by the centralization of the reporting system and the compilation

of the debt statistics in the debtor country. Substantial progress has

been made by several important debtor countries in recent years in estab-

lislhing effective control and registration procedures. In others, further

efforts in this direction are under consideration.

V. Resolution of Debt Difficulties

1. Characteristics of debt crises _/

As documented in the [971 and 1974 staff studies on multilateral
debt renegotiations and in the subsequent cases (except India), the

countries seeking a rescheduling of their debts typically experienced

high rates of domestic inflation and severe balance of payments diffi-

culties in the period preceding the reneqotiation. These developments
were usually symptomatic of excess demand associated with unrealistically
large public sector expenditure and low domestic savings. In particular,
expansionary fiscal policies in these countries resulted in sizable

budget deficits which were often financed through reliance on domestic
credit expansion. They were thus faced with an increasinglv unsustain-
able imbalance between resource availabilities and demand which was re-
flected in widening current account deficits. Typically, these countries
sought to suppress the imbalance by introducing or intensifying trade and
payments restrictions while resorting to heavy foreign borrowing on re-

latively hard terms. This lending frequently took the form of suppliers'

credits extended by exporters competing to gain a larger share in foreirn

markets with little regard to the viability of the individual projects

financed or the increasing evidence of deterioration in the borrowing

country's financial situation.

The increasing overvaluation of the domestic currency tended to dis-

courage the growth of exports and despite trade and payments restrictions,
the growth of imports continued. As the intractable nature of the underlvino

economic difficulties became apparent, the flight of capital intensified,
thus further exacerbating balance of payments difficulties and bringing an

already low level of external reserves under servere pressure. In many

I/ This section represents a highly condensed summary of the experience
of several countries described in SM/71/204 (8/6/71), po. 2-10, and

SM/74/228 (9/25/74), pp. 3-6, and its Annexes A through F.
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instances, arrears developed on the settlement of authorized current inter-
national transactions, including payments for imports and invisibles, and
in a few cases, there were temporary delays in effecting debt service pay-
ments. The debtor country faced a critical foreign exchange crisis and was
on the verge of actual default on its debt obligations. Once the situation
had deteriorated to that extent, the country had no viable option but to seek
a multilateral debt renegotiation.

A major characteristic of virtually all debt crisis situations was the
serious erosion of the international financial community's confidence in the
ability of the debtor country to manage its economy. This was reflected not
only in a slowdown or decline in the rate of net capital flows--both from
official and private sources--but also in a general tightening of the terms
and conditions of credits extended to these countries and in a disruption
in the normal pattern of short-term trade credits. Despite the efforts
of the debtor country's authorities to re-establish internal and external
confidence, in most cases the disruptive effects of the debt crisis continued
to be felt for some time.

2. Multilateral debt renegotiations during 1959 to mid-1976

In this context, one purpose of the multilateral debt renegotiations
was to provide the necessary financial relief over an agreed period from
debt service obligations which had become clearly unsustainable. A second
aim was to establish conditions for the restoration of normal commercial
and financial relations with the rest of the world so as to permit an early
return by the debtor country to its desired pattern of economic develooment.
To achieve these objectives, virtually all debt relief operations resulted
in mutual commitments relating not only to the financial terms of the debt
relief to be provided by the creditors--including the type and proportion
of maturities covered, the agreed consolidation, grace, and repayment periods,
and the interest to be paid on the rescheduled debts--but also to undertakings
on the part of the debtor country designed to offer an assurance of future
avoidance of debt difficulties. The adoption of a financial program in the
context of the debt renegotiation helped to restore the confidence of creditor
governments and provided the basis for an early resumption of their lending
programs, while in many cases private lenders took a considerably more cautious

attitude, resuming their normal lending activity after a delay of several
months following the renegotiation. The use of these procedures provided
assurances to creditors that orderly arrangements existed to resolve the
debt difficulties of individual countries and thereby helped promaote the
flow of capital to developing countries generally.

In the period 1959 to mid-1976, 11 developing countries have sought
and obtained debt relief in the context of a multilateral renegotiation. 1/

1/ The countries and the dates of the renegotiations are given in Table 4.
The debt renegotiations experience of a few other countries that have obtained
debt relief outside the multilateral framework is not covered in this paper, it
part because of lack of information,
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These 11 countries have undergone a total of '32 debt renegotiations
over the 18-year period. 1/ Only 1 of the' 11 countries has received
debt relief once in this period, 5 other countries have had 2 debt re-
lief operations, while the remaining five countries have had 3 or nore
debt renegotiations. In the case of one couhtry with three renegotia-
tions, the first two were provisional arranrements pending a clarification
of the legal status of certain debt obligations; when the situation was
clarified, a longer-term arrangement was quickly effected.

In several of the other cases involving repeated renegotiations, lack
of adequate information about the medium-term balance of payments prospects
of the debtor country and uncertainties concerning the likely success of
the stabi lization program adonted by the authorities at the time of the
initial renegotiation made agreement on a longer consolidation period dif-
ficult; creditor governments agreed to re-examine the debt situation of
the countries concerned at a future date in the light of the evolving
balance of payments situation. In several cases, repeated renegotiations
became necessary because the problems which had led to the initial renego-
tiation were not adequately dealt with at the outset.

Since the completion of the staff paper on multilateral debt re-
negotiations covering the period 1971-74, there have been five debt
renegotiations involving three debtor countries (Chile, India, and Zaire).
Of these, the three renegotiations of India's external debt represented
continuation of annual debt relief operations which India has received
since 1968. Tne Indian case is exceptional in that there was no prospect
of imminent default by India on any of its debts and it is the Only instance
in recent years where donor governments have considered debt relief as
an alternative technique for providing official development assistance.

3. The role of the Fund

At the invitation of the creditor governments and the debtor country,
the Fund has been closely involved in virtually all multilateral debt re-
negotiations undertaken thus far, in three ways: it has provided technical
and advisory services both to the debtor country and to the creditor club
mee tings, and staff members have participated as observers in all multilateral
debt renegotiations; it has provided financial assistance to the debtor country
in supoort of its efforts to re-establish normal economic relations and resume
tts development effort; and it has been a source of impartial'evaluations of
developments in the debtor country following the renegotiation.

A Summary of the princjpal features of the 17 individual debt reli ef
operations undertaken for 8 developing countries in the period 1959-70
is given in Appendix Table 15 of SM/71/204 (S/6-/71), and of the further 10renegotiations of 8 countries in the period 1971-74 is given in Table 1 lf
S>/74/228 (9/24/74). The principal features of debt relief operations
undertaken since 1974 are summarized in Appendix Table 3 to the present
s tu dy.
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The technical work undertaken by the Fund staff prior to a renegotia-
tion, and its role in the follow-up, are in large part made possible by
the regular contacts the Fund maintains with its member countries through
its periodic consultations involving policy discussions by staff missions
to their capitals. These contacts are intensified and focused, in many
instances, on the preparation of a viable financial program which the
debtor country presents to the multilateral meetings in support of its re-
quest for debt relief. With the approval of the debtor country concerned,
the Fund has provided both basic information and assessments of recent
developments in the debtor country to the multilateral meetings.

The close continuing collaboration between the Fund and member coun-
tries has facilitated the task of reaching understandines and agreements
between creditors and debtors in a manner appropriate to the circumstances
of each debtor country. In some cases a leading role has been performed
by the IBRD as chairman, with the Fund providing supplementary assistance
to the meetings. As regards the monitoring of developments subsequent
to the signine of an Agreed Minute, the Fund has often acted as an
impartial intermediary by agreeing to monitor debtor country performance.
Frequently, the creditor countries stipulated certain conditions in the
Agreed Minute--for example, that the debtor country would repay outstanding;
current payment arrears and would avoid new arrears, or that it would limit
the contracting of new medium-term debts--whose implementation the Fund, by
virtue of its close contact with the authorities, was particularly suited
to monitor.

An even more important and direct role has been played by the Fund in
the majority of cases in which it has supported the stabilization and
recovery efforts of the debtor country by agreeing to provide its resources
for balance of payments support in accordance with its policies. Table I
summarizes the Fund's role in countries obtaining debt relief in the 32
renegotiations during the period 1959 to mid-1976, and shows that stand-by
arrangements associated with debt renegotiations have, in most instances,
involved the use of Fund resources in the higher credit tranches.

According to established Fund practices, in the case of a first credit
tranche request, a member's financial program is expected to show that it is
making reasonable efforts to overcome its balance of Dayments difficulties,
while a program presented in connection with a request for Fund assistance in
the higher tranches must give substantial justification of the member's efforts
to overcome its difficulties. Frequently, the authorities of a debtor country
facing balance of payments difficulties as acute as those associated with a
debt crisis have decided to adopt more rigorous program objectives and, con-
sequently, to make strenuous efforts to establish internal and external
equilibrium by adopting comprehensive measures which justify Fund assistance
in the higher credit tranches.

An additional feature of an agreed higher credit tranche financial program
is that it is presented in a quantified form and the availability of the Fund's
resources is phased above the first credit tranche. The member's right to draw
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Table 1. Fund Surveillance of Stabilization Programs
in Countries Obtaining Debt Relief

Under Creditor Club Under Other Multi-
Auspices lateral Framework 1/

Number As per cent Number As per cent
of cases of total of cases of total

Total number of multilateral debt
renegotiations, 1959-76 17 100 15 100

Programs supporting use of Fund resources 11 65 8 53
Outright purchases ~-~ -2 13

First credit tranche (--) (--) (1) 2/ (7)
Higher credit tranches (--) (~-) (1) 3/ (7)

Stand-by arrangements 11 65 6 40
First credit tranche (1) (6) (--) (--)
Higher credit tranches (10) (59) (6) (40)

Fund role in monitoring developments
referred to in Agreed Minutes 4/ 5 29 1 7

Other cases 1 6 6 40

1/ During this period, the debts of four countries (India, Indonesia, Pakistan, and
Turkey) were renegotiated in consortia of creditor countries.

2/ This purchase, whose timing coincided with a multilateral debt renegotiation,
was not substantively related to it.

3/ In one early case, the Fund's financial support in the higher credit tranches
was extended for an agreed stabilization program not involving a stand-by arrangement.

4/ Refers to cases in which, although a Fund stand-by arrangement was not granted,
the Agreed Minutes explicitly referred to Fund surveillance over the implementation
of a debtor country's financial program or the reporting of data on new indebtedness
or balance of payments performance to the Fund for transmittal to the creditor countries,
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above the first credit tranche is subject to the observance of certain
key policy indicators described in the program, unless they are sub-
sequently modified by the Executive Directors of the Fund. In the many
instances where a Fund stand-by arrangement in the higher credit tranches
was associated with a debt renegotiation, this has provided assurances
that the debtor country was undertaking the necessary effort to restore
the viability of the balance of payments. These assurances benefited
the debtor country by establishing conditions for an early resumption
of normal financial and commercial relations, including the restoration
of the flows of capital. In about three fourths of the cases, Fund
stand-by arrangements have preceded agreement on debt relief, because
the debtor country and/or the creditors have considered prior support
by the Fund as assuring an internationally acceptable financial program
necessary to restore the confidence of creditors. In the remaining
cases, Fund stand-by arrangements have coincided with the debt relief
operations or followed the signing of the Agreed Minute by a few months.

Table 2 shows the overall balance of payments and current account
performance of countries undergoing debt renegotiations in the period
1959 to mid-1976. In about four fifths of the cases in which stand-by
arrangements were associated with debt renegotiations, there was an
improvement in the overall balance of payments performance, while in
about two thirds of the cases the current account performance improved.

4. Renegotiations of private obligations

The procedures and mechanisms for dealing with debt crisis situa-
tions in a multilateral framework as they have evolved over the years
have proved to be especially suited for resolving debt servicing diffi-
culties when a major proportion of the renegotiated debt comprises medium-
or long-term obligations owed to or guaranteed by creditor governments.
In recent years, an increasing number of developing countries have borrowed
substantially from international banks and other financial institutions.
Most of these private loans do not carry an official guarantee of the
lending country. In some cases, private obligations make up a sizable
proportion of a country's total debt obligations and account for an even
larger proportion of debt service payments.

The question of how the further evolution of the present multilateral
framework can best be adapted to deal with possible individual cases involving,
primarily, renegotiation of such private nonguaranteed debts, including short-
term obligations, and the role the Fund might play in that context, will have
to be kept under review by the international financial community. There
have been two cases over the years in which leading (agent) private banks
have met with the debtor country concerned and worked out debt relief agree-
ments broadly similar to those provided in the normal multilateral framework.
In these instances, resolution of the immediate payments crisis required debt
relief also on private creditors' claims which were relatively large; an under-
taking to this effect had been included in the renegotiation agreements with
the creditor governments.
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Table 2. Balance of Payments and Current Account Performance of
Countries Undergoing Multilateral Debt Renegotiations

(In per cent)

1/ 1
Overall BOP Performance Current Account Performance

Renegotiations Renegotiations

related to related to

All stand-by All stand-by
renegotiations 2/ arrangements 3/ renegotiations 2/ arrangements 3/

Improvement following
renegotiation 71 79 54 64

Deterioration following
renegotiation 21 14 29 21

No change 4/ 8 7 17 15

Total 100 100 100 100

l/ Based on a comparison of balance of payments and current account performance

in the two calendar years prior to, and two calendar years following each renego-
tiation. The prenegotiation period was defined to include the year of the

renegotiation when an Agreed Minute was signed in the last calendar quarter.

When an Agreed Minute was signed in the first calendar quarter, the corresponding

calendar year was included in the postrenegotiation period. Otherwise the

calendar year of the renegotiation was disregarded. Provisional estimates of 1976

data were used in two cases.

2/ Covers 24 renegotiations in 10 debtor countries for which information was

readily available.
3/ Covers 14 stand-by arrangements in 8 debtor countries, which were approved

6 months before or after the debt renegotiation agreement.
4/ To account for world inflation and random factors, changes in balance

of payments or current account performance of less than 10 per cent from

the prenegotiation period were considered nonsignificant and included in the

"no change" classification.
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On both occasions, the Fund was requested by the debtor country and
the private creditors, or by the chairman of the meeting to send staff
to attend the bankers' consortium meetings and has done so. Upon request,
the Fund has helped the debtor country prepare its presentation to the
bankers' meetings. In.both cases, the debtor concerned had been granted
a stand-by arrangement in association with the earlier official debt re-
negotiation. The role of the Fund staff attending the meeting was limited
to describing the use of the Fund's resources by the debtor country con-
cerned and outlining the-major elements of the financial program undertaken
by the debtor country. In the future, the Fund would be prepared to extend
its technical and advisory assistance to a member country seeking to re-
negotiate its private debt obligations. Whether or not Fund staff would
participate in the meetings between the debtor country and private creditors,
and the role Fund staff might play in such meetings, would have to depend
upon the particular circumstances in each case, with due regard to mainte-
nance of the confidentiality of the Fund's relationship with the member
country. With regard to official debt renegotiations, Fund staff would
continue to participate in multilateral discussions of debt relief at the
request of the parties concerned without regard to the particular multi--
lateral forum the debtor and creditors choose for that purpose.

VI. Some Implications of Recent Debt Experience of
Developing Countries

The problem of balance of payments management in a number of develop-
ing countries has been seriously complicated by the deterioration in the
terms of trade of non-oil developing countries as a group after 1973 and
the impact on their exports of the protracted recession in the industrial
countries in 1974-75.

The greatly enlarged aggregate current account deficit of the non-oil
developing countries since 1973 has resulted in a large increase in the
total of their overall external financing needs. These requirements have
been met largely through increased external borrowing, to a considerable
extent on nonconcessional terms, which has pushed the outstanding debt
of the non-oil developing countries to high levels in relation to those
in 1972-73. With uncertain prospects for significant reductions in their
current account deficits or financing requirements as a group, concerns
have been raised in some quarters about the prospective ability of the
countries included in the non-oil developing group to service their debts.

Net external borrowing of non-oil developing countries averaged about
US$24 billion per annum during 1974-76, compared with about US$10 billion
in 1973. In the aggregate, the ratio of debt service payments on nublic
and publicly guaranteed debt to exports (goods and services) declined from
11 per cent in 1973 to less than 9 per cent in 1974, then rose by 1976 to
a level somewhat below that of 1973. These averages mask the divergent
situations of individual countries. Several important debtor countries,
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which together account for some four fifths of public and publicly
guaranteed debt of developing countries, borrow extensively on com-
mercial terms in private capital markets, and, accordingly, have debt
service ratios well above 20 per cent. Nevertheless, the pattern
of developments in the debt service ratio for these countries has been
similar to that for all the non-oil developing countries, the ratio
declining after 1973 then approaching that level again by 1976. The
fact that the sharp increase in net borrowing after 1973 has not re-
sulted in a corresponding increase in the debt service ratio reflects
the existence of grace periods on the new debt and the impact of world
inflation on nominal export earnings.

Most non-oil developing countries have avoided serious debt diffi-
culties. Moreover, it is noteworthy that the increased external borrowine
of the non-oil developing countries as a group has been associated with
sizable increases in the the availability of loan funds generally, as the
enlarged payments surpluses of the oil exporting countries have provided
financial markets with the capacity to expand substantially their overall
lending programs. Indeed, some private banks and financial institutions
may have expanded their loan operations in a few developing countries
largely in response to competitive pressures and without sufficient regard
to the purpose and utilization of the loan funds, which are sometimes only
casually linked to individual investment projects. Continued avoidance of
debt servicing difficulties in some cases may depend upon the observance
of adequate lending standards to help ensure that private capital flows
effectively lead to increased productive capacity and export potential.

As regards future prospects, an overall assessment is difficult on
the basis of the available, broad aggregate statistics, which mask divergent
developments in individual countries and may lead to misleading conclusions.
Nevertheless, given the sizable aggregate net external financing requirement
of non-oil developing countries, the continued avoidance of debt difficulties
will, in a number of cases, depend critically upon their ability to pursue
cautious internal and external policies which result in bringing about an
adjustment in their current accounts to more manageable levels, in particular
through expansion of export earnings. The pursuit of policies to expand ex-
ports will be particularly important in this context, as would industrial
countries' policies to allow developing countries greater access to their
markets. Individual countries' success in pursuing effective policies will
be a crucial element in their ability to continue to attract the reouired
volume of external financing, albeit at a lower rate of growth than in the
recent past.

On the basis of developing countries' borrowing experience since 1974,
they can be roughly divided into three broad groups of countries, viz., those
that have, for some time, relied heavily upon external borrowing from Private
financial markets and continued to do so in the more recent period; those
that continue to rely mainly on long-term (primarily official) concessionary
flows of capital; and those that have relied on a combination of long-term
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official and medium-term commercial loans, but have increased their
reliance on the latter form of financing recently. While this catego-
rization is too broad to permit meaningful conclusions concerning
individual debtor countries, which must continue to be based on de-
tailed assessments of balance of payments and debt servicing prospects
in specific country cases, it does permit some general conclusions to
be drawn concerning the avoidance of debt difficulties in developing
countries in the present situation.

Many of the dozen or so medium to large economies in the first
group have had considerable experience with the effective use of private
foreign capital to support domestic development programs. As a result
of favorable past economic performance, these countries have had little
difficulty in attracting additional foreign capital and in obtaining
sufficient financing to cover their enlarged current account deficits.
Because almost all of this borrowing is on relatively hard commercial
terms, these countries face the prospect of a substantial absolute in-
crease in their debt servicing obligations over the next two to three
years. Recent events have made their economies--and the economies of
some other more developed countries with a similar recent borrowing
experience--potentially more vulnerable to sudden shifts in access to
private financial markets abroad and has increased the importance of pur-
suing domestic policies which help assure that such access is sustained.

In the short to medium term, the countries in this group may face
the prospect of increased competition from the industrial countries
for the placement of an increasing volume of loan funds to "roll over"
the existing debt maturities and maintain the required level of net
transfers, which will depend in large part upon private creditors'
willingness to continue to increase their "exposure" (i.e., net lending)
in individual debtor countries at relatively high rates over the next
two to three years. Debt servicing difficulties could well arise for
individual countries in this group unless demand management, wage, and
exchange rate policies are pursued which provide the basis for a sustained
expansion of export earnings and enable current account deficits to be
reduced in line with prospective financing availabilities. Experience
suggests that if such policies are pursued--and unless adverse external
developments intervene--the size and relatively diversified structure
of their economies and exports should enable them to pursue their growth
objectives while avoiding serious balances of payments and debt servicing
problems.

The second group of countries, dependent upon concessional flows
for meeting a very high proportion of their entire external financing
requirements, includes many countries at a relatively low level of
economic development, some of which are dependent upon exports of one
or a few primary commodities. The ability of the countries in this
group to achieve even a minimal rate of per capita income growth in
the remainder of the 1970s will depend upon the creditor countries'
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willingness to increase the flow of long-term concessionary capital
to these countries and upon the strength of international demand for
their major exports. In many of the countries in this group, the
results of policies designed to diversify their economies, increase
domestic resources mobilization, improve resource allocation, and
diversify their exports will be apparent only in the longer term.
The possibilities of many for effecting substantial improvements
in current account positions in the short to medium term are limited
in comparison with other developing countries, but even so, some
have made commendable adjustments. In this context, encourang
efforts have already been made by the international community to
recognize and help resolve the problems facing some of these
countries--for example, through the UN Pmergency Operation, the oil
facility and related subsidy account, the Trust Fund, and the initia-
tives of individual donors and creditors--but these assistance efforts
clearly need to be intensified if even minimum inprovement of living
standards is to be achieved.

Finally, there exists a larger group of develooing countries with
diverse economic and financial situations whose recently increased
borrowing has consisted of loans from private financial narkets and
lone-terrm official sources. Debt servicing difficulties have been
avoided in most of these countries as a result of the pursuit of
domestic policies desiqned to strengthen the current account of the
balance of payments combined with debt management policies designed to
improve--within the limits of longer term financing availabilities--the
maturity profile of the debt. For -many countries in this aroup, there
exists the daneer that unless annual net borrowing requirements are
reduced below recent levels, the harder average terms of borrowing
arising from the relative snift to commercial sources of finance and
the associated deterioration in the maturity profile could lead to a
bunching of maturities and eventually would require the adoption of much
more severe corrective policies internally.

Recent reviews of the current economic situation and prospects of
the non-oil developing countries suggest some grounds for believing that
in the immediate future, most such countries will be able to avoid debt
servicing difficulties, articularly if, as expected, the economic re-
covery now established in the industrial countries is quickly translated
into greater demand for developing countries' exports. Nevertheless,
this view must be qualified by the necessity for many such countries
to reassess the adequacy of their current economic and financial poli-
cies in the light of the viability of their balance of payments over
the medium term. In cases where adjustments in current policies are
called for, the Fund will continue to surport member countries' finan-
cial programs by providing its resources in accordance with established
policies.
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i/ his table does not cover bilateral rearrangements of maturities of tby the Agreed Minute and owed to nonarticinating countries which were undertaken in some

cases end resulted in significant additional debt relief, nor arrangements oncluded with private Institutions such as commercial banks and relating to debts not covered under the

Agreed Minute (see footnote a).
Ag Thls clause enerally stipulated that if terms more favorable to any creditor (incudir nonrarticipatirng creditor countries) than those outliredin the Agreed Minute were

accorded by the debtor efuntry to any creditor, these would be extended to all narticinltoeti creditor toiintrhnal

3/ This clause cenerally -pnvidied for a further review at a later s tage b-~ the rartloinattog countries of deveioutrfenks in the debtor c7ountry for nossible additi-)nal debt relief.

3/ Refercae to stna-y arrageents wither t TIT or revews er te 7 f th economic -olicies of the debtor country is mad- onr where the Awreed lintes reer ericitly to

them.
to Only cases where the Areed Minutes included an explicit reference or commitment to inder+ake bilatera' neStialt ions on maturitics owed to nonoarticirating creditors

(e, ., comsmercial banks o r CICA countries) are nni.r
(e g.-,o ria banks lean " u eli resmhedulin was onusual in tnt Chile did not Dartlipate in the meetings of the Parir Club on 4av 5-,, 175-
7/ Of the Paris Club creditor countries, only Canada, Frane, sermany, Janan, Spain, ^witzerland, and the United 7tates signed the Agreed Minute of May 6, 1975 which exrlicitly

/ovided for the arpi atIor of tiCnlaudibntt' clause to the ooCa r Parts C lub c re itor s and Latin Amsrican countries not reoresented at the meeting, but applied to all

nonoarticidoatin countries. At an earlier meetin of the Paris Club creditor countries, Canada, enmark, Frane, Geray, Japan, the Netherlands, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, and

the United States i ed an Agreed Minute indicating that all countries ould take all necessary measures to protect their claims and to that effect were free to conclude debt

renegotiation agreements with Chile. The Chairman of the Paris Club was directed by the Agreed Minute to inforn the Chilean authorities of the results of the discussions and

also Ot the reasons which nrevented certain creditor countries of the Paris Club from concluding the debt agreements envisaged.

3/ There was no formal Agreed Minute, and the Chairman's Penort of Proceedings of the Consortium served as the Agreed hniute.

t/The Chairman's Report ofProceedings noted that while there Was agTreement among most members of the Consoriu~m with the ThPD recosmmendation' on debt relief, a few countries

were unable at this time to accePrt eithr the target of debt relief e eual to e5 per cent of debt service due in 17117/75 nor the target of a 62 per cent overall grant element.

Total indicated debt reier comitments for 197L/75 amounted to US15 million, or about 26 per cent of debt service nayments due to Consortium countries.

o There were som e qdralifications on the 1art of some Consortium countries. Canada stated tat t was unable to fake part in debt relief at this time. France stated that

altough the grant element wod be sustantially incresed in relation to 173/7, It was not possible ror France to achieve the goal of P per cent. Italy stated that it

would uartgiiat e in debt re ief, althouei I tm irht cot reach e proposed pereentage. Norway stated that since its only public credit had been written off in February 1973,

Norway was not in a position to narticilflte further in debrt relief.

N a There was no formal Aoreed M Inute. The Record of Understanding for the 1975/76 debt relief was signed by the Government of India and the IBBD on June 27, 1975.

12/ Consortium members agreed to provide debt relief for the year i at least equal to 15 per cent of debt service due in that year to each of them on debt oustanding at

March 31, 197 , as rerorded in the pDro's Debtor Reportin System, wit the following excetions: (a) Canada indicated tiat it was not able to participate In debt relief for

India in 97  () France indicated that a debt relief exerise mst be shared i ang creditors and that it would grant on a voluntary basis F million (aout

usd. million); (c) Italy affirmed that it would try to grant debt relief to India In 1975/76, but indicated its inability at this time to announce the amount of its contri-

bution; and (d) the UnIted States stated that it could not grant debt relief in 1975/76. Total indicated debt relief commitments for 1975/76 thus amounted to US$167 million, or

about 30 per cent of debt service due to Consortium countries.

13] There were some qualifiation on the nart of some Consortium countries. France announced 'ts intention of further 4mprovinp the rant element of its debt relief but it

could not agree at this time to the objective of 62 ner cent. Italy indicated it would be unable to reach te (2 per cent target.

14/ There was no formal Agreed Minute, ard the Chairman's Report of Proceedings of the Consortium served as the Agreed Minute.

T/The Chairman of the Consortium noted that+ as it. had cot prove-d possible for countries that did not nartictoate in the 197M/76 debt relief" to, don so in 1976/77, last Year's

debt rearrangements, based on a target of J15 per cent of debt sen-ice due in 1976/77, would continue. Total Indicated debt relief cormitmonts for 1076/77 amrunted to usd100

million, or about. u3' per cent of debt service due to Consortiuam coontrie'.

i o Italy idicated teat although it was not in a rositior ' narticloite in debt relief for 1974/77, it would make available in 1976/17 the amount of debt relief greed upon

through 1971 /75.
17/ The remaining 15 per cent of maturities due in the period Janary , 1975-Jfloe 30, 1,07 to hr repaid in twr equal annual installments in 1977 and 1973.

1'5 The remaining 1.5 per cent of principyal payments due in the period July I , - l.7--peemh-er 17l, 197< to be renid in two ecual annual Installments In 1977 and 19731, and the

remaining 15 per cent of principal payments due in the period lanuary L, 1P77-iecember 31 1977 to be repaid in two equal annual installments in 1978 and 1970.

1/ The United States reserved its position on the rescheduling of interest payments due in the period January 1-June 30, 1976.

fC/ Repayment in 1L equal semiannual installments oeginning January 1, 1970.

21 Repayment in 1l equal semiannual installments beguinnin January '197,

-1/ Repayment in 14i equal sem-riannual installments beg inning Janary 1 90
d et odb loe h icretion to examine the anp-rriateness and conditions of rescheduling 1977

23/ The United States interrreted this point to rean that creditor countries w~uld he allowed the discrto oeaiete.poraees n odtoso eceuis17

maturities at the occasion of the meeting envisaged.

2m/ Thl1 nay'ent of interest ravments due from July 1, 1076 to he assured by ear-arkln; 10 per cent of Zaire's exort receints or total foreig n exchange earnirs for metinc

these payments.
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Table 4. Multilateral Debt Renegotiations--1959-October 1976

Country Date of multilateral agreement

Argentina 10/26/62; 6/26/65

Brazil 5/24/61; 7/1/64

Cambodia 11/29/72; 10/31/72

Chile 2/24/65; 4/19/72; 3/25/74; 5/6/75

Ghana 12/9/66; 10/22/68; 7/11/70; 3/13/74

India 3/5/68; 6/18/71; 2/16/73; 6/14/74; 6/22/75; 5/28/76

Indonesia 12/20/66; 10/18/67; 10/17/68; 4/24/70

Pakistan 5/26/72; 7/31/73; 6/28/74

Peru 9/27/68; 11/19/69

Turkey 5/12/59; 3/27/65

Zaire 6/17/76



May 18, 1977

Mr. McNamara

You may be interested in the Fund's
proposed work schedule for the next
several months - eg. Paragraphs
3, 5(e), 7, and 10.

Attachment

Ernest Stern
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May 12, 1977

To: Members of the Executive Board

From: The Acting Secretary

Subject: Memorandum of the Actino Managing Director

Attached is a memorandum of the Acting Managing Director on the

program of work in the coming months.

Att: (1)

Other Distribution:
Department Heads



May 11, 1977

Memora.dum Of
Acting Mraing Dliretor

The memorandum is intended to provide the Executive 
Directors with

such information and planning indications as can at present reasonably

be put forward for the period up to the Board's recess beginning at the

end of August 12 for two weeks. The topics covered in the present memo-

randum can be characterized as new -bjects of a general characer thrt

could in a number of instances be the subject of close consideration in

the Executive Board. I have not sought in the present memorandum to fore-

shadow topics concerned with particular members, or to deal with topics

that arise on a regular recurrent basis--such as terms and conditions for

gold auctions, gold auctions themselves, currency budgets and designation

plans, and quarterly reviews of remuneration and the CDR interest rate--

or papers that are to be issued mainly for information in connection with

the topics mentioned. In addition, reference is not made to a number of

papers that have been issued involving the Staff Retirement Plan. Discus-

sion of these in committee, which is already 
overdue, will have to be

fitted in where possible.

1. Next Friday, May 13, we will begin a series of Board meetings

to consider topics that are the subject of a number of staff papers that

have been issued and that are related to the entry into force of the

Second Amendment (see footnote to the Tentative Schedule issued May 11,

1977). If it is not feasible to complete these matters by the end of

Friday, May 20, I would hope the Ercutive Directors will be willing to

see these items continued on succeeding agendas, on the understanding

inter alia that some will be first readings, 
with further consideration

to follow later, and some are second readings, on which Directors ave

had opportunity to register views already.

2. A review, and proposals, for the subsidy account related to

the 1975 Oil Facility is expected to be the subject of a staff paper

shortly, for consideration shortly thereafter.

3. By about the end of May we expect to be able to issue a staff

paper on Fund relations with commercial banks for discussion by the

Board during the course of June.

4 Early in June, Board discussion is expected of the papers

related to membership of small states, and that on changes in membership

resolutions related to the amendment. During the same period, the Board

could consider staff papers on Rules and Regulations (except charges)

that have not yet been the subject of papers but are scheduled to appear

soon and a draft of the Managing Director's report to the Board of

Governors on the next SDR basic period (beginning 'ianuary -, 1977). The

Board will want to discuss the drat with the Managing Director before

the end of June so that he can submit his report, as required, by June 30.
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5. As far as can he toreseen at Y"r approsimately mi-Ja

is a period then a n of staff papers can be expected to bisued

a. Modified FR2les on charges;

u. Policies on repurchases under the amend.ent and related

decisions;

c. Revised general decisions relating to Articles VIII and ):^V;

d. Principles and procedures for selection of members for currency

budgets and designation plans under the amended Articles;

e. Papers relating to terms and conditiors c -and borrowing under

the Supplementary Credit arrangement, and us of the Fund's

resources under this arrangement (ircludirg exploration of a

possible mechanism for subsidy of charges i instances of use

of supplementary credit by low income merbers);

f. A general survey paper, incorporating updated information,

in the World Econcmic Outlook series;

g. Drafts of Chapters 2 and 3 of the Annual Report;

h. Papers on certain Trust Fund matters, including the first

distribution of profits on gold sales, and on the list of

countries to receive this distribution and on the investment

of the assets of the Trust lund.

6. In late June it is expected that a staff paper can be issued

covering revised general decisions (necessitated by the amendment) on

use of the Fund's resources. During this period discussion is foreseen

of the new World Economic Dutlook paper before consideration of 
Chapter 1

of the Annual Report.

7. In the early part of July, Board discussion is expected of a

number of papers issued earlier, in particular those mentioned in

items 5.d, e, g, and h. It may be possible that consideration of some

of these matters will need to extend beyond the early part of July. In

addition, early to mid-July would seem an appropriate time for Executive

Directors to resume consideration of the Seventh General Review of

aiuotas; it will be recalled that the ntertm Committee reauested the

Executive Directors to prepare a report on this subject for consideration

by the Committee at its next meeting. Also in early July, the first

draft of Chapter 1 of the Annual Report is scheduled for issuance.

8. In mid-July, in addition to other matters that may still be

under consideration as mentioned above, it would appear that a main

activity will be discussion of Charters of the Pmnua Report.



9, In late July, as far as can now be foreseen, a staff paper can

be issued on the selection of "freiy usable" currencies under theaended

Articles, and Board discussion car take place on Rules on Charges

(item 5.a above), policy on repurchases and related decisions (item 5.b

above).

10. In early August, just prior to the Board's recess, Board dis-

cussion is foreseen of revised general decisions under Articles VIII and

XrV (item 5.c above) and revisei g-,_eral decisiors on use of the Fund's

resources (mentioned in 6 above). It may, of course, prove necessary

during this period to conclude the discussion of other matters, if they

have not by that time been resolved, in order to bring preparations for

the period of the Annual Meeting adequately ahead.

This Board program necessarily involves some uncertainties, par-

ticularly toward the latter part of the period covered. Naturally, in

a number of instances, supplemental or revised staff documentation will

be necessary as the subjects are considered and in regard to the schedule

much will depend on how lengthy Board consideration of the topics proves

to be.

Finally, there are two subjects on which I would like to request the

reaction of Directors as to the usefulness of early discussion (say,

toward the end of May or early in June), in the absence of further staff

papers:

1. It might be thought that the Board
t s discussion of the

paper on the Adequacy of International Liquidity was not

fully completed under the pressure of preparations for

the last Interim Committee meeting. Would the Board

consider it useful to resume that discussion in the near

future?

2. I believe it would be helpful for the Board to have a

discussion soon on the future role of the SDR and

possible changes in the characteristics and uses of

the SDR, so as to give fuller and more detailed

guidance to the staff in the preparation of further

documentation on these general topics. If desired,

the staff could prepare a checklist of possible ele-

ments of change in characteristics and uses for such

a discussion. It would not be intended to resume

Board discussion on the various matters related to

the SDR on the basis of staff papers until after the

Annual Meeting.

I would be glad to have Directors transmit their reactions 
on these

final two points to the Acting Secretary.



Mr. Robert S. MeNamara May 10, 1977

Ernest Stern, VP, South Asia

LDC Debt

I attended the second meeting of the Council on Foreign Relations Working
Group on LDC Debt. A list of attendees is attached.

David Finch of the IMF and I made a presentation of how we see the debt
of the developing countries. You will recall that I reported to you
that at the first meeting members like Paul Volker were ready to accept
that there was no overall problem and that the growth of LDC debt in
real terms had in fact been much more modest than the nominal figures
would suggest. However, many other representatives of banks are a
good deal more skeptical and hold to the view that the total volume
of debt outstanding is too large and that further exposure in LDCs
would be quite risky. Representatives of some of the larger banks,
such as Chase Manhattan, acknowledge in private conversations that
their net outstandings in LDCs are likely to continue to increase and
recognise the importance of this in avoiding a debt management problem
for the LDC group as a whole. Although we made progress at the meeting
in getting people to understand the more basic features of the LDC debt
and of LDC capacity to bear this debt, the issue is poorly understood
in the banking community, and a number of those present urged that the
Bank and the IMF do more educational work on this subject.

The meeting very much reinforced my view that after the Board discussion
of our debt paper, we should seize the earliest feasible opportunity for
its dissemination to selected members of the banking community, both
here and abroad. It would be a good idea if subsequently we arranged
for some further seminars of the kind that the Council has been
conducting, but based on our report. Such actions can reduce the
danger that a misconception of the problem will lead to the kind of
collapse which the bankers are so keen to avoid.

There also is a great deal of interest in obtaining more economic
information on countries from the IMF and the IBRD. My impression
is that the banking community is not well acquainted with what is
available. We could do much more to systematize our distribution of
such material as the World Debt Tables and the quarterly report on
LDC borrowing in the Euromarket. Beyond that, the IMF and ourselves
might well explore what other relevant current statistical material
we could provide.

Attachment

cc: Messrs. Knapp, Cargill

EStern/ls



Mr. J. Burke Knapp, SVP, Operations May 10, 1977

Ernest Stern, VP, South Asia

BANGLADESH: Swedish Newspaper Article

1. You had asked for comment on the newspaper article on two
Bangladesh projects which appeared in our newspaper clips on May 4.
As you know, this was followed by an article, circulated yesterday,
and an editorial, circulated today. The article on rural development
coordination should be read first since it gives a flavor of the
author's objectivity. The excerpt is Attachment 1.

2. The central theme of the article is that we have "received
authorization by the military government to take over planning and
coordination of rural economic development" and that "since nearly
90% of the population of Bangladesh live in the 60,000 villages this
would mean in practice that the country is placed under something
that could be interpreted as the guardianship of the World Bank."

3. The facts are simple. We were asked by the GOB to assist in
formulating a rural development strategy. We did so, and I mailed
a draft to the GOB by letter of October 4, 1976. After internal
discussions and some changes in our draft, the GOB issued the rural
development strategy statement and asked us to assist in coordinating
the external financing for projects which might fit into the strategy.
Consequently, on February 22 Mr. Blobel sent a letter to sixteen
potential donors, inquiring about their interest in financing rural
development projects and attaching the GOB's Strategy Statement.
The intention is to devote a meeting of the Consortium (July 7-8)
to a discussion of rural development strategy. As a basis for this,
the GOB is working on a paper to translate their strategy statement
into an action program. One part of that action program may be our
Second Rural Development Project. The GOB draft letter setting forth
this approach is at Attachment 2. There is, as you can see, a large
gap between reality and Mr. Gunnassun's visions.

4. In the article of May 4, Attachment 3, there are criticisms of
two projects -- Northwest Tubewells and Population. Leonard Weiss
reports (see Attachment 4) that in discussions with the Swedish
Charge and the SIDA Chief of Mission they denied making the comments
attributed to them in the article and expressed concern about the
political motivations behind the article (which appeared the day when
the SIDA Board was considering its Bangladesh program). They noted,
however, that the reporter could have picked up the comments in the
article from other members of the mission staff or from parties in
Stockholm.



Mr. Knapp - 2 - May 10, 1977

5. The Northwest Tubewells Project. A credit agreement for the
project was signed with Pakistan in June 1970, and the project was
reactivated as Credit 341-BD in November 1972. As in the original
arrangements with Pakistan, IDA is providing $14 million, SIDA is
providing about $6 million equivalent in joint financing, and Canada
is providing $6.5 million equivalent of parallel financing. 1/

6. The project is about two years behind schedule, as are most of
our reactivated projects in Bangladesh. Of the 3,000 tubewells included
in the project, about 2,500 have been drilled, about 1,600 have pumphouses
completed or substantially completed, 640 with pumps and engines installed
and 460 tested and passed for service. While only 300 wells were in
operation this season, BADC expects to have most wells in operation in
the 1977/78 dry season and hopefully the full 3,000 will be operational
by June 1978. Thus the benefits of the project in terms of increased
rice production due to availability of irrigation will be achieved,
although not as quickly as anticipated. Representatives of SIDA
participated in January 1977 in preparing an action program for
accelerating project implementation which provided the basis for the
decision of IDA/SIDA to extend the closing date from December 31, 1976
to June 30, 1977. IDA and SIDA also agreed that further extension would
be conditional upon performance under the action program. We consider
the action program is being fulfilled reasonably well. There are a
number of older non-IDA tubewells in the region, some of which are out of
action, which are sometimes attributed to the project. It may be that
the comments about broken down tubewells are the result of such a mis-
understanding. Only one or two of the IDA/SIDA tubewells have had
problems of breakdowns to date.

7. The distribution of benefits is a more difficult problem. The
project legal documents included conditions for well siting to ensure
that wells were provided to irrigation cooperatives meeting the
eligibility requirements of the Government's Thana Irrigation Program.
Before an IDA tubewell is drilled, an application showing the number of
farmers and the command area is reviewed and passed by the Thana and
District Authorities. However, we understand that in some cases groups
of farmers were falsified or landowners got tenants to sign up as water
group members but in fact treated the well as the landowner's property
and sold the water to the other group members. Bribery is also reported
to have taken place in the location of tubewells. The extent of such
abuses is difficult to estimate.

8. That being said, it should be recognized that while the phrase
"large landholder" may evoke visions of haciendas, in Bangladesh the
income dispersion around the very low average is relatively small.

1/ Currency equivalents are as of 1972 and have not been adjusted to
reflect later currency changes.



Mr. Knapp - 3 - May 10, 1977

Only about 10% of the number of farms are in excess of 5 acres. Assuming
current average yields of about 13 maunds per acre, current prices to
farmers of about Tk 80 per maund, an optimistic cropping intensity of
1.5, average family size of 6, and current exchange rates, a 5-acre farm
yields the munificent per capita income of about $100. Despite the
difficulties in ensuring smallholder participation as envisaged, it is
unlikely that they will be worse off as a result of the project. To the
extent that the project will permit smallholders to buy irrigation water
that was not available previously and that they are able to increase
yields by a margin over the cost of the water and other inputs, the
smallholder is better off. While there have been problems of smallholders
having to sell their land, this was mainly the result of the 1974 floods.
Obviously, it is too soon for our project to have had any significant
effect on land ownership with only 300 wells in operation.

9. On the issue of pumps, it is unclear whether the complaint is about
the decision to use turbine pumps rather than centrifugal pumps or about
the decision to finance two cusec "deep tubewells" rather than ½ cusec
"shallow tubewells." At the time of appraisal (1969), while some officials
were urging use of shallow tubewells, the Government decision, with which we
concurred, was to opt for deep tubewells. While deep tubewells are
theoretically more economically attractive than shallow tubewells, the
difficulties in organizing the larger numbers of farmers required to make
full use of deep tubewells has now led us to conclude that shallow tubewells
should have higher priority in the Government program. A proposed Shallow
Tubewell Project is currently under negotiations. Bangladesh will
eventually need both deep and shallow tubewells to take full advantage of
its ground water resources. The choice of pump - the turbine version -
was dictated by lack of knowledge of ground water conditions. The project
has developed much of that basic data and the consultants are compiling a
detailed report on ground water in the Northwest Region. This will be
invaluable to Bangladesh in its development programming and will permit
a choice among pump types for future tubewells.

10. There is legitimate concern about delays in developing an
extension program to teach the farmers in the area to make optimum use of
the project wells. The agricultural consultants who were subcontractors
to the engineering consultants withdrew from the project, and an effort
to try to obtain financing from CIDA for a larger program using volunteer
agencies met protracted delays. Meanwhile, an improved extension program
was developed, which is the basis of our proposed Extension and Research
Project in the Northwest Region. This proposed project is expected to have
a significant complementary effect on yields from the Northwest Tubewells
Project. In the Bogra Region where an effective extension effort has been
mounted, there is reported to have been greatly increased yields, a wider
choice of crops and larger command areas per tubewell.



Mr. Knapp - 4 - May 10, 1977

11. The remarks about the Population Project, in which SIDA is one of
six cofinanciers, appear entirely unfounded. This project is one of the
better operations in Bangladesh. The project includes thana and union
health facilities which will benefit rural health conditions as well as
providing facilities for population control. The project was designed to
support the approach of integrating health with family planning to the
extent politically feasible. This is the Bank's standard approach.
While the Bank accepted as a fait accompli after the project started the
Government's decision to divide the Ministry of Population Control and
Family Planning into two subdivisions, we insisted on keeping mother/child
health care facilities integrated with family planning and have continued
to press for improved coordination of overall health care with family
planning.

Attachments

cc: Messrs. McNamara
Broches
Chadenet
Weiner

EStern/ls



ATTACHMENT 1

STOCKHOLM: Special correspondent Bo Gunnassun of the "Dagens
Nyheter", wrote from Dacca that the World Bank and its affiliate IDA had
taken control of rural development in Bangladesh, thereby assuming virtual
guardianship of the country, and he criticized the Bank's rural co-operative
plans as failing to help the poorest rural inhabitants.

The World Bank, in a hastily announced meeting with repre-
sentatives of aid donor countries in Dacca,announced"it has received
authorization by the military government to take over planning and co-
ordination of rural economic development," Gunnassun said.

"Since nearly 90% of the population of Bangladesh live in the
60,000 villages this would mean in practice thaf the country is placed
under something that could be interpreted as the guardianship of the
World Bank," he wrote.

"The World Bank earlier took over family planning and pressed
the military regime to give the private sector a larger role and
liberalize import policies. If the Bank is not now bluffing, it is the
first time an international institution has been Granted such a strong
grasp over an independent nation," Gunnassun wrote.

"Dagens Nyheter" reported in a front-page news article that

the Swedish International Developmrent Authority (SID h has stoppend PaicnDtS
to a Swedish-supported forestry project near Chittagong in Eastern Banrladesn

on the grounds that "in the present situation it is hopeless to keep the
money from ending up in the wrong pockets."



ATTACHMENT 2

TEXT OF THE LETTER TO POTENTIAL MULTILATERAL

DONORS ON PARTICIPATION IN COORDINATION
OF RURAL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME

As you are aware, in rural Bangladesh any development effort worth its name

should of necessity first aim at alleviating the poverty of the rural masses who

form the vast majority of the country's population. Rural development, therefore,

occupies a very high priority in national development plan of the Government.

In Bangladesh today, the basic objective of the strategy for rural development

is a productive programme against poverty.

In the above context, the Government has prepared a strategy statement

for rural development in Bangladesh so that a uniform basic model is followed

and better coordination achieved in preparation and execution of an increasingly

larger number of projects in this vital sector. The copy of the rural development

strategy statement which is enclosed may essentially be considered as an outline

for coordination of foreign aid for rural development. Earlier, the Government

had sent this statement to World Bank with the request to approach and

coordinate between the prospective donors for rural development in Bangladesh.

We would very much appreciate if you kindly consider this strategy statement for

your possible participation in future rural development activity in Bangladesh.

During the next aid group meeting scheduled for July 7-8, 1977, at Paris, we

intend to discuss a paper with your representatives which the Government is

presently preparing and seek your organization's support in undertaking a

programme for rural development in Bangladesh on the lines indicated in the

enclosed strategy paper. This proposed paper will outline in greater details

a programme which could form the basis of the future rural development efforts in

Bangladesh. This paper will also describe in details the components, phasing,

estimated costs, benefits, etc. of the future rural development programme.



ATTACHMENT 3

STOCKHOLM: In an article from Docca, "Dagens Nyheter"describes as a

fallure almrs every project in Bangladesh in which the Swedish International Developmcnt

Authority (SA) has akan Pa-rt-

1t alsofl icc5-Z g__Qfthe bl ame on the Wrld_ Bank. Reported Bo Gunnarsson

says the biggest failure is a well-drilling project to which SIDA has contributed

"Four million sterling" or one-fifth of the total cost.

"The few wells that work today in most cases provide water only to large

landowners," he writes, adding that exclusive access to this water has in many cases

Increased the power of the big landowners and forced smallholders to sell their property.

Agricultural experts in Bangladesh wanted to use a simpler type of pumps

and wells, "but the World Bank refused, and consultant firms were given the task of

handling everything," Gunnarsson writes.

He quotes Swedish Development Aid Attache Torsten Johansson, Dacca, as

saying large landowners have taken over the cooperatives that have been formed.

Pumps and wel s have broken down and harvests per hectare have not improved as a

result of the projects in which SLDA has participated.

Gunnarsson says shipments 'of Swedish wheat have gone mostly to Government

employees and city dwellers in Bangladesh. He goes on to criticize the World Bca s

population project in that country, in which SIDN participated, calling it "clearly

contrary to the principles on which Swedish family planning aid is based. Among

other things there is no health care connected with it."

Criticizing the develooment stratecy of the Dacca Military Government as

incompatible with Swedish aid principles, he quotes the Wrld Bank as predicting

that the ndober of unemployed and underemployed in Bangladesh w2i more than double by

the year 2000.

In a separate article by reporter Cecilia Steen-Johnsson, "Dagens Nyheter"

says that among numerous factors behind the failure of irrigation projects in Bangladesh

.Is "The World Bank's rigid control and its lack of understanding of the problems of

small and medium-sized farmers."

Other factors include duplicat ion of effort by foreicn and locan cont ra ctors

and the' power of large landonrs to turn the projects to thel r own advantage, SLCen-

Johnsson adds.
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Mr. Robert S. McNamara May 9, 1977

Ernest Stern, VP, South Asia

Development Committee

At our Thursday liaison meeting with the Development Committee, Dick
King announced his intention to convene a meeting at the Deputies
level in Paris on September 15. The purpose would be to review the
list of topics suggested at the recent meeting of the Development
Committee and to select those which might constitute the work program
for the future. If he proceeds with these plans, we shall need to do
a fair amount of advance work to make sure that the Deputies do not
agree to such subjects as aid coordination. The other items he
may wish to consider are how to approach any issues remanded to the
Committee by the CIEC, including debt, and any results of the discussions
in the Working Group which is to deal with the mineral resource
proposals and ODA flows.

Attachment
EStern/ls



A LIST OF POSSIBLE TOPICS FO CONSIDERATIOIN BY

TEE DEVELOP TN'T COITT

Selection and Priorities to be Determined

1. Prezaration once a year of prospects and economic situation paper indi-

cating size and nature of problem faced by LDCs to serve as background material.

2. Arising from 1. above, identification of needs of developing countries in

real terms and how these needs require to be met through balance of payments

support, long-term development assistance and other measures.

3. Increased volume of concessional funds:

- VOLume.

- terms
- r eplenisment of soft windows

- reallocation to low-income countries and compensation to mizde

and high income LDCs through trade liberalization and larger

capital flows

- balance of payment support through quick disbursing aid

- burden-sharing formula

. Assistance through lending institutons ased on surveys of IFIs and con-

strain-s on their capabilities; review of their programs and policies:

- volume
- lending ters and conditions; interest rates, differential rates

based on country and project standards; grace and repaymient

periods
- long-term role of IFIs

- proportion of concessional resources and replenishment of soft

- case for capital increase of IFIs on the basis of recent short-

term borrowings at high cost, limitations of access to private

capital markets and the buildup of debt and growing debt. burd en.

All these combined make out a strong case for increase in the

lending program of financial institutions

- policies and programs of lending institutions

- activation of guaran-tee authority

- financing of local costs

- procurement polcies

blend between project/program lending
- borrowings
- placement of liquid fund
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- sectoral priorities, particularly those affecting mass poverty
- expansion of co-financing progroras by 1Is

- international Resources Bank
- energy
- SDR link

5. Promotion and expansion of commercial flows/investment flows:

- guarantees--full or partial
- liberalization and expansion of access to markets of developed

countries

- promotion of bonds through long-term educational program and
technical assistance

- International Investment Trust

- periodic implementation reports on removal or modification of

constraints and regulations in capital exporting countries

- periodic updating and improvements in reporting systems

- role of:

- foreign private investment
- incentives

- code of conduct of transnational corporations

- export credits

6. Trade:

- stabilization of commodity prices and financial implications

of agreements in the commodity field

- removal of trade barriers to stimulate imports by developed

countries of commodities and manufactures
- trade targets

7. Debt problem:

- some agreement on principles and on guidelines to remove or reduce

the burden of debt, particularly of the poorest countries; one

guiding principle can be to subscribe to the concept that net

transfer of resources be increased in real terms

- for more affluent LDCs, rollover of debt may meet the situation

8. Transfer of technology:

- enhanetnt of technological capacity of LDCs to select, adopt,

develop and apply technology
- promotion of international technology flows and role of govern-

ment and private agencies in this regard

- Code of Conduct (to be left to UNCTAD)
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9. Domestic policies of LDCs:

- mobili.zation of domestic resources and more self-help measures

and policies
- increase in export earnings and export diversification

effective use of aid
- policies to maximize growth with a given level of external as-

sistance

- encouragement to foreign private investment

- population control
- income distribution
- incentives to food and agricultural production

- attack on urban/rural poverty and concerted efforts to meet basic

human needs with support of external assistance programs and

policies

- debt management
- institution-building

Lademec
April 28, 1977



WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATIoN

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Robert S. McNamara D [f April 28, 1977

FROM: Ernest Sternki, South Asia

SUBJECT: Underwriting LDC Bonds

1. Attached is a note on a possible role for the Bank in underwriting
LDC bonds. We had been asked about this in the Working Group and responded
orally. The Dutch and others asked us to put it in a note, to be
circulated to the Working Group.

2. The paper has been cleared by Mr. Knapp, Messrs. Broches and Nurick,
and Mr. Goodman for Mr. Cargill.

3. If you concur, I will forward the note to the Development Committee
Secretariat.

4. Should we add a statement that such an action by the Bank would
of course require a policy discussion in the Board?

Attachment

cc W/att.: Messrs. Knapp

Broches
Nurick
Goodman

EStern/ls



UNDERWRITING OF DEVELOPING COUNTRY BONDS

At a recent meeting of the Working Group on Access to Capital Markets, the

question was raised as to how the Bank might assist in the underwriting of

developing country bonds. There are several aspects to this question which are

discussed briefly below.

Under the Articles of Agreement, the Bank would be able to underwrite bond

issues in the sense that the Bank would participate in a loan to a country on a

contingent basis. The Bank's portion of the loan would be charged against the

Bank's lending program to the country concerned. If the bonds were fully sold,

the loan would in fact not be activated. To the extent that the bonds would not

be sold, and the underwriting responsibility would have to be exercised, only that

portion of the loan needed to purchase the unsold bonds would be activated and

charged against the lending program to the country. Subject to two exceptions 1/,

all provisions of the Articles relating to Bank lending would be applicable to an

underwriting transaction. In particular, if the bond proceeds were to be used

to finance a specific development project, the Bank would have to appraise the

project; and if they were to be used for general purposes not connected with a

specific project, it would be necessary to demonstrate exceptional circumstances.

It is possible that the introduction of a country to the bond market might in

itself satisfy this requirement.

The cost to the issuer of the bonds is likely to be higher than the cost

of an equivalent amount of Bank lending. The cost of money to the Bank reflects

the Bank's high credit standing, its ability to obtain funds from markets with

l/ The exceptions are Article III, Section 5(c) (loan account); and
Article IV, Section 3 (restriction of financing local costs).
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different rate structures and to blend funds of different maturities. Consequently,

its lending rate, which is derived by adding 50 basis points to its average

borrowing costs, is likely to be significantly iess than the cost of bonds issued

by an individual developing country at the market rate prevailing for that type

0 borrower.

While it is premature to decide on the details of commissions and like

matters, it seems probable that the Bank would have to charge for the cost

associated with its appraisal. The staff time now expended on appraisals is

defrayed by interest payments on outstanding loans. In a successful underwriting,

no oan would be outstanding and thus there would be no payment for the

considerable staff expenses involved. If the operation were to be only a minor

one, this night not pose a serious problem; but if this activity were to grow

to a significant scope, it could clearly not be done free of charge. however,

such charges are not likely to exceed normal underwriting expenses.

The bank has no expertise in the marketing of bonds, including bonds from

the developing countries. The Bank would, therefore, only be able to participate

in an underwriting in association with private underwriters and would have to

rely on them for the marketing aspect. Since the objective is to improve the

willingness of the financial markets to accept LDC bond issues, it would

not be appropriate for the Bank to take the full underwriting risk. However, it

might be able to accept a larger share of the risk than would be normal for an

individual lead underwriter who generally takes less than 10% of the underwriting

risik. The role of the Bank therefore would be to share in the underwriting

responsibility and to provide its appraisal. This relationship raises the question

as to whether Bank participation would make a substantial difference to the

marketability of LDC bonds. If underwriters are prepared to float an issue, they

presumably will have made the decision that the country is creditworthy and the
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bonds saleable. If they reach a contrary conclusion, the Bank would not be able

to proceed independently. Nonetheless, it is conceivable that there are some

countries at the margin where the willingness of the Bank to participate in

the underwriting may affect positively the judgement of the private underwriters.

Another approach to the same problem is the practice, which has been described

previously, of the Bank making its own loan for a project with co-financing being

provided by a bond issue. This was done in the early days of the Bank and might

be considered again. The Bank appraisal of the project would be available to

the private underwriters as a basis for judgement and they could refer to the

Bank loan in the prospectus. Such co-financing might provide all the benefits of

association with the Bank and involve none of the additional costs of having the

Bank underwrite a portion of the bond issue instead of making a loan.

The above comments relate to the legal, technical and financial aspects of

Bank participation of underwriting of LDC bonds. We have not consulted with

the financial community to obtain their judgement as to whether such participation

would facilitate the placement of bonds. Should any borrower express an

interest in this approach, we would be prepared to explore it further. At such

time we would also place the proposed approach before the Executive Directors of

the Bank for their review.



MEMORANDUM FOR THE RECORD

Meeting with the Chancellor of the United Kingdom, Mr. Denis Healey, April 26, 1977

Present: Messrs. McNamara, Healey, and N. Monck, Mr. Healey's Personal Assistant

Mr. Healey enquired about the outlook for the Bank Group. Mr. McNamara

said that IDA had recently been replenished, in great part due to strong support

from the U.K. and a consensus was emerging for an increase in IBRD lending in real

terms. He hoped that Mr. Healey would talk to Mr. Blumenthal about the need for

an IBRD capital increase with a view to having a statement on this inserted in the

communique from the Economic Summit in London. An attitudinal change had taken

place in the U.S. with the new Administration. It would still be hard to push

legislation through Congress but the Administration would strongly support the Bank.

Mr. Healey said that he had talked to Mr. Blumenthal the same morning and had pointed

out that the U.K., which was a much poorer country than the U.S., spent a larger part

of its GNP on development assistance. Mr. Blumenthal had taken the comnent well

and said that he might wish to use this argument with Congress.

Mr. McNamara said that over the next five years he would give more atten-

tion to non-financial aspects of the Bank's work, such as food production, health

and population. He gave Mr. Healey a copy of the population speech.

Mr. Healey enquired about the proposed World Development Program. Mr.

McNamara said that the IDP could be a useful framework to consider not only capital

transfers but also such matters as the need for increased food production and

population control.

Mr. Healey asked about Mr. McNamara's meeting with the new Indian Minis-

ter of Finance, Mr. Patel. Mr. McNamara said that Mr. Patel was a highly intel-

ligent person but had not yet proceeded very far to establish a financial policy

for India. Mr. McNamara said that he, for the first time, had left India with

optimism about its future last November but the continuing population increase in

India could turn into a tragedy. It would be very difficult to maintain India's

40% share of IDA since the U.S., Canada and Japan might oppose it. Mr.

McNamara urged Mr. Healey to mention this matter to Mr. Blumenthal. Mr. Healey

said that he would do so.

cc: Mr. Knapp
Mr. Cargill
Mr. Stern

SB
April 27, 1977



April 26, 1977

Mr. McN49ra

If you have not seen this, you

should have a look at it.

Interesting treatment of the problem.

Attachment
EStern/ls

Ernest Stern
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,vridice aid Resolut ion of Debt Servicing
Di fficul ties

A key responsibility of tne Fund is to assist member countries toovercome temporary balance of payments difficulties, which Someti es mayresult in debt servicing problems. The prese nt IPaper, anl evolution Of
earlier staff studies, focuses on the Fund's efforts to assistcrbe T
countries to avoid debt servic ing problems and, where suci probles aveemerr-eI inidvdual countries, to assist in their orderly arnd tisel1v
resolution. The paper is intended to provide information or, morerecent developments in this area and to provide a basis for d ui
by Yxecutive Directors as guidance for the future work of the Fund staff.

I. Summary

The Fund's, emphasis on the avoidance of debt servicing problems re-flects the experience of several member countries in which persistentbalance of payments di fficulties had led to arrears on current D1voentsand the possibility of default on debt service obligatons, The acute debt
servicino difficr'lties had a detrimnental imato caita inflows, thuIS
underminino the members' trade, employmenit, and income objectives. 'hensuch problems emerged in individual countries, tne Fund worked with thete btor and credior c u o a Econditions which would iProvethe debtor countryS mdi un -term balance of payments prospects and therebyrov I-le for a ontinution ot Aebt servicin' and norralIration of ca italin fows. In addition, the Fund has collaborated ci1olv with internatil
ee and the staff as participated in expert groups at the intcrnationalevel in the search for techniQues and procedures to improve understandingof why debt servizinn problems emerge aid how they could best be handled bythe initernational financlial comImunity.

While a deb servicing problem d d y be precipitated by adverse externaldevelopmaents-suc, as a sudden deterioration in a country's terms of trade --it frequently has reflected difficulties ith do ntc econosrsic rr of t
there may have been a delay in makinp appropriate oicy adjustments, whciale
recourse was inde to forei gn borrowi in nmounts on terms ;hirn cold
net be sustained. Typica ly, a country seekig a renegot iation of its ex-ternal dbts has experi.rnce1 serious balance of Payments pressures arisineinter aia from 

esxpansiotiy fiscal potizies financed by domes tic creditexpansion, The rcrowinn internal imbalance ultimately has been reflected ia wideninz current account deficit which the -ator iLtI snL tocope si t through introduction or intensi uicat i on of !xch-mne and t rode re-Strict Ions and increasing reliance on foreign borrowino often on commercial

These Measures usual iy succeeded on] v in bri I y p-atpon-nrz the reedfor 'ore funda-nenrt iL correct iVe actions. The itcrIIs 0 rV -z t ion o
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the domestic currency, as the internal cost-price structure became further
out of line with foreign costs and prices, tended to discouraye exports
and to encourage imports and capital flight, thereby further eroding the
level of external reserves and the confidence of creditors in the manave-
ment of the debtor country's economy. Often, orwe adverse result was a
reduced level of new capital inflows. In the limited number of cases where
the situation was allowed to proceed to the point where the debtor country
faced the prospect of imminent default on debt servicing obligations and
was unable to meet promptly other current payments, the debtor sought to
resolve the payments crisis in part through renegotiation of external debt
obligations.

Excessive medium-term borrowing sometimes was facilitated by the absence
of effective controls on the contracting of foreign loans. Wqhile primary
responsibility rested with the debtor, foreign surpliers frequrently operated
under the umbrella of official export credit insurance and guarantee progrars.
The suppliers were influenced by competitive pressures to expand exports,
often continui ng to expand loans rapidly even when there already were clear
indications--including emergence of payments arrears-that the debtor's
financial situation had deteriorated seriously. With their direct risks thus
minimized, foreign suppliers sometimes gave limited considerat ion to the econo-
mic viability of the projects iey helped to finance. Some projects, which
in other respects may have been overpriced, were promoted by various financLal
techniques.

Partially as a result of those experiences, creditor governments have
been considering ways in which their export credit and guarantee institutions
might support the efforts of developing countri es to strengthen their external
debt control and surveillance procedures. One apvroach would limit official
or officially snpported export credits to projects which have been reviewed
or registered according to the applicable procedures existing In tne importinr
country. While no general consensus has emerged among creditor 2overnments
some export credit and guarantee agencies now have adopted that approach as
a general operational procedure.

The Fund's work with member countries on external debt management has
evolved with increasing emaphasis on policies designed to avoid debt serviin?
difticul ties well before their emergence. Balance of payments and ext rnal
debt manageme nt policies are examined in annual consultations with mvmber
countries. In addition to quantified statements of internal and external
policies to strengthen the balance of payments and aschievea a spec ific bal ma 
of payments target, financial programs supported by stand-by arran ent
frequently include a qnantlified sta temre nt of the member countrys exe rnal
debt management policies. Effective procedures for revi ew, coord ination,
and control of public sector borrowing are en essential element underlvi ne
successful debt a-nagement and frequently there a1so is a need for some form
of broad surveillance of exte ral private boarreln ; such procedures ar:
often reviewed and described in staff papers. Where such policies and ore-
cedure s need to be strengthened, they be iial
proIrems supported hy stand-by ar ranges e t.
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The external debt i tuat ion of member countries has been kept underclose review. The staff has based its su'ggestions on adoption of quanti-
tative debt management guidelines on a comprehensive analysis of the
country's medium-term balance of payments prosoecUs. The debt mania -enentguidelines have been incorporated as quantitative limitations on the author-
ization or contracting of new medium-term external borrowing and -uarantees
by the public sector and, on occasion, have applied to borrowing hi theprivate sector of the debtor country. Where quantittiv eudeli reindicated, the staff has explored any inconsistencies between the projectedcurrent account deficit derived from the debtor country's current econca c
policies and the likelihood of obtaining the requisite financinc over themedi uM term. This approach has focused attention on the chances requiredin financi al policies to yield a current account deficit that could befinanced on a sustaicable basis. The debt management cuidelines are desionedto be consistent with the calcula tion of the net finainn requirement andalso attempt to ensure that the amounts and maturity pattern of new borrowino
woul i elp to avoid a "Ibunching" of debt service paymrents in subsequont wears

The debt service ratio by itself does not provide an adequate basis forassessing a country's external debt situation and Prospects and for formu latinidebt management guidelines. There is need for an appraisal of the policiesto be pursued, by the country concerned, as well as an assessment of themedium-term balance of payments prospects taking into account the level andterms of present and projected foreign borrowing in relation to each country'sspecific requirements and circumstances. The debt service ratio may be usefulas an indicatoz of the liquidity aspects of external debtr managtement and, inconjunction with a variety of other economic indicators, has been helpful inidentifying individual country situations for further in-depth analysis.

The recent heavy foreigan borrow-ing by the non-oil developinf countries
has provided many of them with the nece s sa-ry 2ncial accnodntion to enablethem to implemcent adjustlent reasul esw while avoidinug abupt disrutive shiftsin internal policies. While the level of ext ernal indebtK-dness has risenrapidly, this does not, by itself, pose the threat of acute debt servicinc
di fficulties. Countries that are relyinr- pri;;a:-inlv on increased borrowinos
from private finan ci-al markets are fully aware of the urcd to adhere tcpol cies which maiutali n creditors' confidonce in their c on: omic 'n meet

A sustained growth in their export earnin w i 1 be of crucia, i 7portance inthis context. Much of the recent increae in their 'Xternal dbL enrEants
medium-term loans from interra t ional conmerciEl bank, - wich therefor have
a direct concern in the countries' ability to lanar t res 1 tir i nc indebt service payments. in this racard, the crtl ' ior Irinizat ions also havea rosponsibility, through minnce of adequate lendine standar to helpensur-e that their loans i effectivly lid to increoSj mrductve c acist- indexport potenti-al.

Many lo r incomr- c ini , w riey prmari1y n enne -inl - i
tance, havz' relatively iiwd scope f eimEu
positIOns in tihe aium a and are k lk-ly to r i I e co L' I- derly E



nfla al :con>- ionary finance together wi th further measures to mobi-
L ze domas tic resources. For most other developing countries, which rely
on a ico it of commercial and lone er-termn borrowing, avoidance of debt
servicing problems would require a jud icious combination of adjustment
measures to bring, current account deficits to levels sustainable over the

.mediuu term, as well as measures to attract additional inflows of longer-

term capital. A number of these countries coul benefit considerably from
more care ful pursuit of external debt management pl icies, for which the

establishment of a centralized debt reporting system is essential. For all
countrlies , careful and continuous monitoring of the balance of payments and
external debt situation is rendered even more necessary by payments; develop-
ments since the end of 1973.

Th: multilateral framework which has evolved has provided orderly
arrangements for resolving debt difficul ties when they arise. This has
strengthened confidence in capital transactions with developing countries

generally and thereby has promoted the flow of capitac to them. Where the
multilateral procedures have been utilized, the debtor country has been

able to resolve its icmed debt difficulties and to establish the basis

for a restoration of normal external economic relations. By permit ri the

terms and conditions of debt relief to be tailored to individual specific
requirements, the aim has been to give reasonable assurances to the debtor

country that it will be able to resume its development efforts soon after

a renegotiation.

The Fund has played a role in multilateral debt renegotiations by pro-

viding an impartial assessment of a debtor country's balance of payments

policies and prospects and, in the great majority of cases, supporting a

financial program adopted by the debtor country W th a stand-by arranoement.

Typically, a stand-bv arrangement has been related to purchases by the member

country in, the highcr credit tranches ; such an arrangement has been soen as

providing a greater degree of assurance to the international financial con-

muni ty that the objectives stated in the program will he achieved. With the

recent hi gh level s of private nonguaranteed borrowint by many non-oil deve-

loping coCtries, the internitional financial commuity will need to consi-
der the question o- ti- poss i Le firthe r evol ut i on of present procedures
and 'mechari sms. The Fund centinoes to stand ready to provide assistance-

including the use und resources in accordance with its established

poI ic es -- toremer c:unt:ri s see-king the rsoel uti on of debt problem: in

any multilateral form acceptcAble to the parties concerned.

II. Bac kround

The developments in the world economy of the na t three years have
Pro mPt e re-xm 1ination -i varius international fora of how debt sevvicin
difficulie ca b ivoided b-y Jeveloninog count ris and of the exinn pr.:

cedure and mechanic, at the in:ernti1onal leve -I d in wi th uch

dv bn su- etey a r A vant mnhnc i th 1U tport ft

ha3ve 1W ni'eCt in1 L reset Lots in I! td Y)o r-' C I ruor ([C
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adc ho: UN roup of governmental experts of 23 countries suggestng
a~i InJr11 of (mo elemnts" which mi ght be considered in future debt
renegotiations l/ a 1976 report prepared by a Comonwealth experts'
group contain n suggest ions on alleviating the burden of debt serviceon official and private obligations of selectq groups of developing
countries; 2/ and the Minila Declaration and Program of Action adopted
by the Group of 77 at their February 1976 ministerial meeting at
Manila, which included the developing countries' proposals for debt
relief for discussion at the fourth session of the United Nations
Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD IV). 3/ In part as a;
result of these initiatives, the debt problems of developing countries
occupied a prominent place on the agenda of UNCTAD IV, which ultimately
adopted a resolution on this subject. 4/ A key recommendat ion of
the resolution is the invitation extended by the United Nations
Conference on Trade and Dev-lopment:

(to] appropriate existing international fora to determine,
before the end of 1976, what features might usefully be
disco.rned from past operations, together with others that
might be identified in the light of the present situation
of the lenst developed countries, the most seriously affected
developing countries, and other countries in need, which could
provide guidance in futuro operations relating to debt problems
as a basis for dealing flexibly with individual cases.

In accordance with this recommennation, the Financial Affairs
Commtissi on of rhe Paris Conference on internationa;l Economic Cooperation
(CIEC) agreed, in coordination with the Development Commission of that
confeorence, to discuss further the question of the external indebtedness
of develoni cun tries and how the U N TAD resolut ion might be implemented
Fund sLaff ss dOealing with. the exrerience of member countries wi With
multi latea Iebt renegotiations and the rule of the Fund were provided
to 'e CIEC at the latter's request during the July 1976.session to
assist in theic iberations. 5/

Several stff papers on externni debt issuc s describing the evolution -
of Fund practices in this area have ben prepared for discussion by, or

17/ 'B 7 *b ----- _---- -.17 _) nL 0 R-- r o the Ad hoc Group of
2 1 - Ic r AiFm7 nlDc7r717Yr oV a

Te rai d f Ac is contained in UNCTA D
doe cu it TI 5

t The epo1t o f t- h 0 Fund OJse c at NCL 1 i cs cont,,ind in SM/7K/ll8
( / ;5/7), x e c r.o uto i-(t) stitla t e g

of Do 'v opi n Conies" is reproduced on pe '42 o the s0e document.
5/ EtBD//l (7/n7).
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information of, Executive Directors. 1/ Recently, in the context of the

Fund's semiannual consideration of the outlook and prospects for the

world economy, additional attention has beep given to the financing pro-

blems of non-oil developing countries and, in particular, to the issue

of external indebtedness and prospects for debt servicing.

f
The following section of this paper discusses certain aspects of the

Fund's cooperation with international agencies on questions of external in-

debtdness and financing prospects of developing countries. Section IV

summarizes the analytical framework within which the staff approaches debt

managi ent questions in its consultations and other contacts with Fund member

countries, includin' its assistance to member countries in devising viable

financial pr ams, Section V describes the principal features of existing
multilateral procedures for resolution of debt servicing difficilties, with

emphais oni the role of the Fund. Finally, Section VI discusses some implica-

tions of the recent borrowing, experience of developirsg countries.

III Fund Cooera tion 1ith InternIt ion o

Agercies O-i Debt Q)Iesti ens

At the operational level, one aspect of the Fund's collaboration witn

international agencie s on debt quest ions is the exchange of information with

development finance inst itut ions, in parti cular the World Bank, on the ex-

ternal debt positions of individual developing countries. The periodical ly

updated information on external public and publicly guaranteed debt col lected

through the World Bank's Debtor Reporting System (DRIS) is used by the staff

in conjunction with data obtained by the Fund in preparation for policy

discussions with member countric!s These data, supplemented with other in-

formation often obtained on a confidential basis from creditor sources, are

used by the Fund staff to arrivo at preliminary assessments of countries'

external debt position, including the maturity profile. In addition, current

information is provided direct] y to the Fund by member countries on public

debt, on nong-uaranteed private debt, and on debt with an original maturi tv

of less than one year, the latter two categories not being reported through

the DR.S. Generally, the Fund and Bank staffs have in formal debritefines

1/ In chronoloical order, they are:'"Limitations on Foreiszn CrediLs:

Fund Expere'' (Si/6/96, 7/27/67); "'The Use of Commercial Credits by

Developing Countries for Financing Imports of Capital Goods" (SM/69/203,
12/31/69); "External Deb ;t Manement and the, Use of Limitations or Foreign

Debt: Recent Fund Experience" (SM/71/80, 4/5/71); "Multilateral Deb'

Renegotiat-ions: Experitnce of Fund Membes" (SM/71/204, 8/6/71); "zimpaict of

trin 1971 Currency Real ; oin t an the Ete r n a Debt a f Iev e ping Co not r es"'

(SM/72/139, 6/21/72); Sort-terv Credits and External Debt Management An

Introductory Paper on the Extension of Bankinig Credits to Deelopinq Countries

(S/73/166, 7/11/72) "Ue of External Debt Limitations in Stand-by

Arrangements: Fund Experienco Duriug 1971-73" (SM/73/739, 10/6/73);

'Muit ilternal Debt Ro r. Cot ii ton--Experience of Fund Members, 19'-7 1

(S/74/28, 9/25/714); and "Alternative Forms osf Extena in Debt Limi tat ions

(SM/75/672, 6/27/75).
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following staff visits to ensure the consistency of the data. To ensure
their usefulness, the debt statistics are present ed in staff reports
on individual debtor countries in a' format that is already familiar
to policymakers in those countries'

The flow of international banking credits to member countries has
taken on increasing sinificanoe in recent years. Accordingly, thg
staff has stepped up its contacts witi iiernational banks and other
private financial instiCutions, in particular those operating in the
Euro-currency markets. 1/ The staff also maintains a liaison with the
Bank for International Settlements (BIS) and with the International
Union of Credit and Investment Insurers (Berne Union), the latter com-
prising a large group of governmrental and related public agenciesincluding some from developing countries, which guarantee or insure
export credits, including short-term trade credits, that continue to
be an imprant source of comercial financing for dCee ling countries
Fund staff regu'rlarly attend as observers the Berne Union's semiannual
meet ings at wha ich the acencies represented exchange informat ion oI
their oper at ions and review attitudes toward sec i ic countries. These
and other contacts, usually of an informal character, provide the staff
with anl opportunity to obtain and discuss available information on the
volume and terms of financial flows. The staff seks to keep abreast
of conditions in the financial markts as they affect the flows of finance
to member countries, the access of developing countries to those markets,
and the attitudes of private banks, export credit a,?ncies, and other
financial aencies toward individual country situations

In addition, the Fund maintains contacts with other internatioral
agencies concerned with the debt problems of developing countries, such
as the UNCTA D Trade arid Deve I omen t Board, its Commit tee on Invisible s
and Financing Related to Trade, and its quadrennial c on fe re nces and
Fund observers partIcipate in meetings of three of the 'our CIEC commis-
sions and those of the OECD and its DevelopT)ent Assistance CiI t tee
A Fund observer attended the ministerial meetirn of the Crou of 77
held in Manila in February 1976. The Fund has also coIl a borted closely
with the ongoing' study by the Joint Banik/Funud Development Committee
on the role of private finIancial markets in channeling capitj to develop-
Ing countries to meet their external financing requi ten t s Recently,

1 RecentsiTTsuiesin th11;s field have inIclded hrJt-TrA
Credits and External Dbt P anIa:'mnt: An Inrtroductory Paoper on the
Extension of Banking Credits to Developing CouItrics'" (S /73/168, 7/11/73);
'International Banking Credits in the East Asia Re'ion" (D/r,74/94,
9/19/74); "Statistics on Euto-Currency Banking" (S /4/224, 9/26/74);
Euro-Currenc iarkets' (SM/74/225, 9/24/74); "imJeditr Issucs in Lhe

Euro-'Currency Markerts" (S Y/74/732, 9/26/74); "T1;' EIrVO 0r1>t"'
(SM/7i>/255, 10/11/75); and periodic papers etu "Ig rba
Balnk in g Recent Developrnts and sent Outlook ( M/!5/L9, 4/7/75;
SM/75/213, 8/1 1/75; S,/7/s7, 11/24/75; ad SM /7/ 13, 6/24/7b).
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Fund staff participated in an OECD Development Center conference on
"Borrowine by Developing Countries on the Euro-Currency Market" at which
external debt management issues received considerable attention. The Fund
freOuently has provided documentation or studies to other international
fora on an ad hoc basis. ]/ It has also assisted the international community
in formulating special assistance programs to help alleviate the difficulties
faced by developing countries in the current situation. 2/

IV. Assistance to Member Countries in
Avoidinv Db Problems

1. The overall frarework

The Fund has given increasing attention to analyzing the debt manae-
ment policies "of member countries. The primary concern has ber to assist
members in avoiding the emergence of acute debt problems. This reqcui res
an assessment of a country's external financ i n needs and availab i it ies
in relation to its balance of payments performance nd objectives. Accord-
ingly, there is a careful examination of external Labt management policies
and practices in the context of periodic consultations with each meiber
country on its external and internal economic policies and prospects. Such
examinations cover also the institutional framowork and procedures available
to the authorities for the control and/or surveillance of external borrowing
operations by various sectors of the economy.

An important aim of the analysis of debt servicing prospects is to
determine whe ther the expected current account deficit associated with
present economic policies is consistent with the country's ability to
sustain the financing of the resulting external gap over the medium term.
If a significant proport ion of the financing raquired takes the form
of contractual debt obligations, it is necessary to evaluate, inter alia,

_/ borexaple, in 1%9 tudyTjled TeYeofC ri Crd itL
by Developing Count ries for Fiinning nimports of Capital Goods ," prepared
in response to a resolution adopted by the second sassion O the United
Nations Conference on Trade and Developrent; the 1971 study entitled
''Multi lateral Dvbt tRenego~t aions: Epribencoe o Fund Members,"' prepared
in response to a requ by the CihiriIan of the Inter-Arerican Commi ttee
on the Alliance for ProTimss, and the 1974 npar which updated the lae
study in response to 'rqet by tle UNCTA ad hoc g rup of governmertal
exprtS On the deCt prohCs of d evlopi n 0 ieS.

_7 PNth res'ct to t Lirec Asistance Oeration in 1974-75,
staff melLmbers were is2 cnde to an interagen [cy i grou set up For
the emberIncy pr iou an' provided ainformti and c advice Inich
formed the bu s elion of the mos1 1riou cl af t c oun1C i es
and the settine up of crit ria for the O.l of Iecy asis
to recip ent countries, I re ! que , ud t! played a iLi pol
in assistin, ith, the p rpa ation o ide1l s 1o 1 uSe o7 L! (p,-

Fund resources for balance of pay/ntL asist-r to devolOLi cuntrI
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whether constraints could arise over the medium term on the likely availa-
bility of loan funds from abroad. Such constraints may result, for example,from private creditors' evaluations of their portfolios which may be already
relatively highly "exposed" due to a large proportion of loans outstanding
to the particular country within their total foreign operations, or from-
creditor governments' decisions on the total amount of buIrcetary appropria-
tions for long-term concessionary flows and their distribution to aid-receiving
countries.

If possible constraints on the availability of forei n financing would
result in smaller flows than those cons idered optimal or appropriate by the
borrower, pol icy adjustments to reduce 'he current account deficit become
desirable. Consequently, economic pol :vy objectives that might otherwise
be considered feasible have to be adapted to yield a current account deficit
which can be financed on terms that will ensure medium-term balince of payments
viability. Thus, in the debtor country's formulation of policies, considerat ion
is g ven to a current accoiunt L ich given likey availabilities of
foreign tinxacing en sustainable terms, is consistent with the overall balance
of paynon t s ob] e c ti v c and desired change in internat iona reserves. If adequate
policies are not pursued, not only could the current deficit rise to levels
which could not be financed over time, but financing flows could be reduced
below amounts which would otherwise be- available due to the undermining of
creditor confidence. Moreover, the problem of balance of payments manageernet
would be further complicated if those policies create conditions which lead
to capital flight.

Stabilization progams supported by Fund stand-by arrangemEnLs frequentlyinclude a quantified statement (debt limitations) of the member's external
debt raanagement policies, which are formulated within the general analytical
framework described above. At the aggregate macrueconomic level, attention
is given to overall movements in a country's external indebtedness, on the
amounts and terms of new external borrowing, and on the possibilities for
maintaining a smooth borrowing process whichii would warrant a sustained "rol l-
over" of old debt and would provide net additional resorces to the debtor
coun t ry.

Fund experience indicates that external debt limitations in stand-by
arrangermnts are likely to be most effective if they take the forn of ceilings
on total medium-term external borrowing. In practice, the limitations always
cover public and publicly-varnreJ debt '', in cares where the demand for
foreign borowing by the private ce tar Poses a threat to sound debt management
the I itni tat ions would cover those operations as weI I . in such cases, attent ionis given to whether thitre is a need to include in the limitations private
sector borrowing supported by co:mercial hank guarantees, which involve a
potential "claim" on the central bank and blur the distinct ion between private
and publie sectoe barrowing operations.

The overall dbt l imi tatirons a-e suppo d b yv one or two suci l ins ontoe shorter aturity ranges where neesry to protect ; implove the debtor
country s maturity profile and thus hel[p to avoid 'Winching'' of debt service
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payments, In the case of countries which rely almost exclusively on com-

mercial borrowing, a single overal I ceiling Nay be appropriate. Debts of

less than one year's original maturity generally are revolvinp in chnractr

in normal circumstances, If such obligatiaos have increased rapidly in

relation to trade and other balance of payments aggregates and pose a poten-

tial problem for balance of payments management, they too are brought within

the framework of debt lmitations,

In assisting member countries to formulate ouantitative guidelines,
the staff prepares medium-term projections of the stream of debt service

payments on outstanding indebtedness as well as estimated gross and net

capital flows on the basis of assuptions concerning the likely new borrow-

ing pattern over a medium-term period. This exerciso permits an assessment

of the consistency between the debtor country's need for external resources,

their likely availability, and the balance of payments outcome expecLed

over the medium term from the set of policier underlying the financial pro-

gram. This approach makes it possible to describe broadly a course for the

economy which is a priori consistent with the avoidance of debt servicing

difficulties over the medium term. Although the perspective is a medium-

term one, the financial programs, including debt management aspects, Must

be reviewed continually in the light of actual developments,

2. Efficiency of capital utilization

An important consideration in the formulation of policies to avoid debt

servicing difficulties relates to the productivity and efficiency of capital

utilization in the debtor country. In countries where the private sector is

an irportant borrower of foreign funds , rational investment decisions by the

private sector will ensure that the yield on projects financed by foreign

borrowing is commensurate with the cost of financing. These decisions arc

determined in part by considerations of the relative costs of domestic versus

foreign financing, and the relative attracLiveness of forcien financing is

greatly influenced by the prevailing structure of domestic interest rats

and expectations concerning movements in the exchanp rate. In the staff's view,

realistic exchange rate, interest rate, and other domestic pricin policies pro-

vide the fundamental basis for creating an cnvironmenr conducive to rational

investment decisions by the private sector. Also, the experience of some
countries which have established public sector agencies to scrutinize the

viability of private sector projects financed with forcign funds--and to

ensure that foreign finncing is associated only with prospective high yiel'in>

projects--suggests that such scrutiny can be useful,

The quintitative debt ianii mernt guidelines discussed in the previouq

section prsuppose osournd horrowing policies by the public sector, which -

must be based on a careful scrutiny of public sctor inveitment prioritis

and detrmined by an intensive process of project evaluation and analysie

of overall public sector financial needs. AdjuLstents in the pri: in and

tariff policies of the public secLor--and part iculanrl of public enterprises--

to ensure that resources channeled to thesc sectors obtain an adequate rate

of return, can help to improve overall revouro allocation and thereby inr o a

the 01 tivoness of the use of foreign resiurci ,
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The Fund staff has no expertise in project analysis and relies on

the World Bank and regional development finance institutions for their

appraisal when a member country is undertaking large new projects financed

by foreign borrowing. In general, however, the staff pays considerable

attention to whether a member country is borrowing abroad to support its

investment program or whether the borrowing is intended for general bud:et-

ary and balance of payments financing purposes. Excessive borrowing for

the latter purposes may temporarily mask the need for policy adjustments,

which often will be more difficult as a result of the overhang of foreign

debt in circumstances where the borrowing mainly has supported an increase

in consumption with no increase in the country's capacity to service the

foreign debt. Each case is carefully examined, because a country may be

borrowing abroad to finance projects but may be pursuing imprudent general

budgetary and balance of payments policies or, conversely, ray be Ovoting

considerable dorsestic resources to well-conceived investment projects while

borrowing abroad prudently for general balance of payments purposes.

While rational selection of individual projects to be financed by foreign

funds in the private and public sectors is necessary to ensure that foreign

borrowing results in an increase in the country's debt servicing capacity

over time, in the final analysis debt difficulties can be avoided only by

ensuring that the overall investment program of the debter country is soundly

conceived and appropriately financed. In the context of the lending prorams

of the World Bank Group, their staff plays a key role in assisting member

countries to devise and implement rational investment policies.

3. The use of indicators in assessing debt servicing prospects

It is beyond the scope of this paper to evaluate in deLail the wide

variety of debt and other economic indicators which mav be useful in assess-

ing a country's debt servicing prospects. 1/ A broad indicator of a country's

dependence on foreinn capi tal inflows and its potential vulnerability to

shifts in the conditions of accss to foreign Capital is the ratio of the

current account deficit to gross national product. The recent increase in

this ratio for non-oil developing countries as a group is suggestive of thir

increased vulnerability to external financial developments. This ratio is

not by itself, herwver, necessari Iy indicat ive of actual or potent ial debt

servicing problems, which must be based, inter alia, on an assessment of

the terms and structure of past and new external borrowing and the members'

economic policies.

A debt indicator used by som to deLermine i f debt probles exist or

may emerge in the future is the debt service ratio which indicates the pro-

portion of a country's annual exports of goods and services "preempted''

by the principal and interest rharges on the outstanding debt. While useful

I/ A I arge mm mni' ui suich ini vn i r:mes a I;; v -n rin' L0, o ~ Tl it;

In~icators and A, a% vsis of N t pr bltnq" ( / /) , 2/27/74 , and in a t Ly

by the Secret ar i at f t he tC i a Devc It locpt itsFs is t anti Comm it t v on "bt

Problems of Developing Countris" (1474)
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in conjunction with other information in assessments of a country's external

debt and balance of payments situation, the debt service ratio suffers from

serious shortcomings in several respects. Because the ratio is essentially

a liquidity concept, it throws some light on the ability of a country in

any given year to meet its debt servicing obligations from current exports

of goods and services. In practice, however, where creditor confidence

is maintained, scheduled amortization payments qsually would be effectively

"rolled over" annually through new (gross) borrowing abroad. Thus, the main

value of the ratio is limited to providing a convenient index of the short-run

rigidity in a country's balance of payments; that is, the higher the ratio,

the greater the pressure on the debtor country to make difficult adjust-nents

if its exports develop unfavorably. Similarly, the higher the ratid, the

greater the annual gross borrowing, would have to be in order to effect a do-

sire'd level of net loan capital inflows.

The debt service ratia, however, is not a useful indicator of a country's

ability to service its debt over the mediuL term, which depends upon factors

such as the rate and productivity of invesient and its ability to achieve a

sustained rate of growth- in current foreign exchange earnings . Nor is the

ratio very helpful even for a very short-term assessment in the absuoce of

information on current account or overall balance of payments devel pments,
the level and rate of chance in external reserves, etc. Furthermore, the

debt service ratio is of limited usefuless as a tool for intercountry

comparisons of debt difficult ies because it does not capture the differences

in the nature of different countries' capital flows nor in the structure

of their economics. For example, the relative importance of direct investment

and loan capital in total capital flows will influence tne 1 evel of the debt

service ratio as usually defined, although remttaansces of profits and dividends

on direct investment also affect the balance of pavments. But even for coun-

tries relying extensively on borrowed capital, the ratio will be higher for

countries wuich have the canacity to horrow on comnercial terms and, over

time, a country following sound policies and allocating its resources effi-

ciently will have increased access to private fLinancial markets; in such

circumstances, its debt service ratio could rise even with superior export

per formance . Over time, however , once a coun try has beeome heay iyv involved

in commercial borrowing, i t is unl ikelv to be abe to maintain its credibility

in the market unless its export earnings rise in line with its debt service

obligations.

It 'nay be useful for certain purposes to focus separatclv on amortiza-

tion and interest payments, which comprise the two components of total debt

service payments, The ratio of annual anort Iat ion payments to exports ot

goods and services can be a useful indicator of the gross borrowin require-

ments of a country resulting from the need to "roll over" maturin, f t

service obligations. Under normal circumstarnce, the mort izatio nl' tl t

in debt service payments may be expected to be laroely "rolled over fron

year to year and to this extent , does not tprsent a urden on te o' V
of tie debtor country. However, a relative e or increas-in ratbo of

a'iortization to current export earninS may' S e Fconven1Int index o tLe

extent of the rollover problem and inditie of the and r mon cant ioS

debt naaeament and other nolic ie by the debtor count ry.



In contrast, annual interest payments an the external debt can be
said to represent the "real" burden of servicing the external debt and
the ratio of annual interest payments to gross national product can be
considered a useful index of the relative magnitude of this burden. A
sharp increase in this ratio over time may reflect the emergence of excess
consumption and/or yield problems--i.e., it may reflect the diversion
of a sizable proportion of foreign fi natncing LO consumption rather than
investment, and/or indicate that the rate of return on a country's overall
investment program is low in relation to the cost of foreign financing.
It is frequently useful, also, to examine the ratic of interest payments

on the external public debt to the current receipts or payments of! the

governrment; a relatively high or rising ratio can provide a useful indi-
cator of the extent to which interest payments i.mpinge on the financial
position of the public sector. While the various economic indicators
taken together may well be helpful in distinguisrhing individual country
situations, they cannot be a substitute for a comprehensive assessment
of each country's situation on its merits.

4. Control and surveillance of external debt

The staff has given considerable emphasis in discussIons with the
authorities of member countries to the need for an adequate debt control
and surveillance mechanism as the basis for the implementa t ion of a sound

external debt management policy. Adequate procedures are necessary for
centralized control and coordination of public sector borrowing to ensure
that only well-conceived high priority projects at-e financed. A prior
authorization procedure for public sector loans nMf guarantees is also
needed to ensure strictcr financial discipl ine anK to help improve the
functioning of public entitics. Wherever possiblL, private sector
borrowing should be brought under the purview of the debt control and
surveillance mechanisi Altheugh direct limitat ions on the contracti ng
of debts by the private sector av not he warranted in many cases, and
may be more difficult to inleTent tLan controls on public sector borrow-
ing, some countri s have implemented such procedures and found them
e ffec tive.

An efficient control and surveillance nrch.nism requires the estab-
lishment of a central system for reporting and recording ext enil debt
transactions by the pu3lic and the vrivate sec The c-aistence of

a control and coordination machinery can provide an adequaie basis for
establishing a comprenive record of the- d-b operations of thle public
sector; it is often rcesary to institute separate reportin procedures
for private sector borroing operationS. Th!M e lattEr procedu have

worked best when they have in 'olved rtepor tin - to .a cent ra In id agency

such as Lte centrI bank. A system for reporting and record in dubt
transactions provides a bisis for c-mprehens informa.t ion on the volue10
and terms of external borrow'in, pmits- s moia teorg o external

debt developocats, and in<:ble corrciv actions to be taken before
the aictual orce of Jent - -'1
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of the public and iv alp I C'' tor in ud nv e bod i m systusy, in, of
course, a p1r( w or fi n. implv into! ion of an v! fac i ve debt mni e-
ment po1 icy. 1 [q11' porino s t)i ready ai ]abititv of tis informa-
tion to Poli lr in t1¾ dIor country to permit them to formulate
pol icips conit a't with b'lan' e of pvnts prosp(ts, This is facili-
tatrd by the centralization of the repratinp systm and the conmpiltion
of the debt statistics in the d'btor counVry. SubstanL al proqress has
been made by Vntarnl importat debtor countries in recent years in edtab-
lishini ef fecLiv Coniroi and reistrction procedures. In others, further
effprts in this direction irp nder consideration.

V. ResolU ution of Debt Di fficul ties.

1. Characteri tics of debt Cris j 1/

As documented in th 197i and 197; staff studies on multilateral
debt rena4otiati1ms and in W- ,ubi uet cayas (kxcept Indin), Lt
countriu seekin a rescheidui Ii of O'ir debts tvpir liy e perien'e d
high rItes of Vm tic ifVriaC ana Oovlvan' of n''mr diffi-
culties in the F -rko precujiny thotnwtain Thpee devplopents

werec uu l ly SYMp 01tic of l n N :l Nssociw -e it unreal i tically
large public se r C rxpe itC i no a do sti c " ini . In particular,

expansionary fiscal policis in thei countriCs re u lted in siznhi e -
budget d ficiC which wer oftc finan* d through rli ance on do- sti c
credit expansion. They were thus fnlced wiLb nn incorninv~y unusrtain-
able iWbalanco la~ween resna coMIlhilities nn de 0 whieb was re-
flected in widoning rurrola ccu""I delits. Typicaily, then countria,
sought to suppyt s thP ialkace by fraroducin2 or Wronsifyin trade a

payV ats resM it tons whilc restinv to hoavy foreivn borrowinp on re-
lativl hard t nin, Thi lpjny n -nnt ly tool, UP form of suppl iors'
credits extend my cxpotroe colc to gain n kampr share in foneir

markei wn W S li e ro q n j to te v , i jv of t Adividual prnoeus

inodl! or a icr'in, Pin A W rI in th t boilrowin i
country a 1 uiapk -i enn

couram Wh an"V " 1 -Lc ow d np tin annt,- S restrictions,

thus ri POK o ,v rs ' u s h in cI l ndcc of W br und r vnt

a reI l y 1 1i ! 'ili

of vv ral coun itn d-W ib 5n
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instances, arrears developed on the settlement of authorized current inter-

national transactions, including payments for imports and invisibles, and

in a few cases, there were temporary delays in effecting debt se vice pay-

ments. The debtor country faced a critical foreign exchange criis and was

on the verge of actual default on its debt obligations, Once the situation

had deteriorated to that extent , the country had no viable option but to seek

a multilateral debt renegotiation.

A major characteristic of virtually all debt crisis situations was the

serious erosion of the international financial community's confidence in the

ability of the debtor country to manage its economy. This was reflected not

only in a slowdown or decline in the rate of net capital flows--both from

official and private sources--but also in a general tightening of the terms

and conditions of credits extended to these countries and in a disruption

in the normal pattern of. short--term trade credits. Despite the efforts

of the debtor country's authorities to re-establish internal and external

confidence, in most cases the disruptive effects of the debt crisis continued

to be felt for some time,

2. Multilateral debt renegotiations durin 1959 to Md-1_97

In this context, one purpose of the multilateral debt renegotiations

was to provide the necessary financial relief over an arecd period from

debt service obligations which had become clearly unsstainabl,. A second

aim was to establish condition for the restoration'o normal comi2rcial

and financial relations with the rest of the world so as to permit an early

return by the debtor country to its desired pattern of economic MeloirunL

To achieve these objecLives, virtully all debt relief operations reMsu 1 ted

in mutual cornitefnts relatinp not only to the financiai terms of the debt

relief to be provided by the ereditors--including thn type and proportion

of maturities cov 1red, the agrted consolidorion, grace, and repayjnt pefio045

and the interout to be paid on the rescedold debts-but also to undertakini,-.

on the part of the debtor country desiRd to offer au assurance of future

avoidance of debt difficulties, The adoption of a financial program in the

content of tho debt renegotiat ion helped to restore the confi dance of creditor

governunt s and proind the han is for an iarly iesumptiio n o f their lend i n

programs, while in many car'' privita lendern an cosidel bly 'or' saul

atLitude, resuming their noroal londing activity alter a delay of several

months fllowing the renegoti'ion. Iii- ne of thes- proeodue s ProvdO

assur7rr q to creditors Ant orderyi arranents yistd to rolvc the

debt difficulties i iAWndi id ontios W ier 'hs pz l or e the

flow of capital to avlaping co'ntries gunrally

In the period 1959 to mid-176 11 develapic Counr;' s h110 siug1t

and obtAned debt rul'el in the cono xtof a tli rc'il renLoiIti1(0 1

rv v o r il '-n rn ari u o FIi alii f ot '- ( Kt h~

debit~ 1.1io cu -U d ath L. i'i ' trmaor i - W i cviv in t. i 'pop t i 
n

par bcan kA ifrain
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These 11 countries have undergone a total of 32 debt renegotiations

over the 18-year period. 1/ Only 1 of the 11 countries has received
debt relief once in this period, 5 other 'courtries have had 2 debt re-
lie f operations, while the remaining fi've countries have had 3 or more

debt renegotiations. In the case of one country with three renegot ia.
tions, the first two were provisional arrangements penditng a clarification
of the Iegal status of certain debt obl igat ions; when the situation was
clarified, a longer-term arrangement was quickly effected.

In several of tne other cases involving repeated renegotiations lack

of adequare information about the medium-term balance of payments prospects
of the debtor country and uncertainties concerning the likely success of
the stabilzation program adont :d by the autiorities at the timie of the

initial renezosiation made agreement on a longer consolidation period dif-
ficult; creditot governments agreed to re-examine the debt situation of
the count; es concerned L a future date in the light of the evolvi n
balane c' pay--: ts silOation. In several cases, repeated renegotiations
became ina- :By bec the problems which had led to the initial. rene o-

tiat ion were not adequately dealt with at the outset.

Since the compliet ion of the staff paper on mul'tilateral debc re-

negotiationcs cooring the period 1971-7,;, there have ben five debt

renegr oiat ions invovin three debtor -countries (Chile, Ind a , and Zaire)
Of these, the three renegotiations of India's external debt represented

conti nuati,'- of annual -debt rel'e f operations which India has received

since 1968. Tne Indian case is exceptional in that there was no prospect

of imrninent default by India on any of its debts and it is the oaly instance

in recent vears where donor goverrments have cons idered debt relief as
an alte: ative technique for providing official deve lopmuent assistanFice

3. The role of the Fund

At the invitation of the creditor governments and the debtor country,
the Fund has been closely involved in virtually all 3ultilateral debt re-
negotiat ions undertaken thus far, in three ways: it has provid!ed technical
and advisory services both to the debtor country and to the creditor club
meetings, and staff members have participated as observers in all multilateral
debt renuotiations; it has provided financial assistance to the deotor ocno ry
in Supsor t of its efforts to re-establish normal economic relat ions and resume

its develcovtent effort; and it has been a source of impartial 'evluations of

developmnts in the debtor county fol lowiro; the renegotiation

of Lt-a - D tm riinc ins]ratir of the I i C -u -. L l-f
operations undertak developin2 counties in the period Y95 70
is iven ln Apndi x TabI 15 of S/71/204 6-/7) .d of h furter10
reenotnItis of 8 co utries in the pers 19 1 -74 is iven in Tl 1I of
FY/7 /222 (9/24/7 4 ) The principal featur e o reliet ofri' s s

un d e tk c Si I 197 1 3 i re s m ri ed in Ap pni Tabl1 3 to the p sent

sdy.
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The technical work undertaken by the .Fund staff prior to a renegotia-
tion, and its role in the follow-up, are in large part made possible Dy
the regular contacts; the Fund maintains with its member countries through
its periodic consultations involving policy discussions by staff missions
to their capitals. These contacts are intensifLied and focused, in many
instances, on the preparation of a viable financial program which the
debtor country presents to the multilateral mpetings in support of its re-
quest for debt relief, Iith the approval of the debtor country concerned,
the Fund has orovided both basic information and assessments of recent
developments in the debtor country to the multilateral meetinis.

The close continuing collaboration between the Fund and memb r coun-
tries has faci Ii tated the task of reaching understand i ngs and sareeats
bestween creditors ad debtors in a manner appropr-iate to the circunstances
of each debtor country. in some cases a leading role has been per formed
by the IBRD as chairman, with the Fund providing supl cnemItarV assistance
to the meet infs. As regards the monitoring of declapmcn:s subsequent
to the signinr of an Agreed Minute, the Fund has often acted as an
impartial intermediary by areeing to moniLor debtor country performance.
Frequently, the creditor countries stipulated certain conditions in the
Agreed Minute--for example, that the debtor country would repay outstanding
current pavmrent arrears and would avoid new arrears, or that it would liit
the contracting of new mediontern debts--whose imple mentation the Fund, by
virtue of its closc contact with the authorities, vas particularly suited
to :monitor.

An even more imp:ortant and direct role has been played by the Fund in
the majority of cases in which it has supported the stabilization and
recovery efforts of the debtor country by agreeing to provide its resources
for balance of payxerrc s support in accordance with its policies. Table I
summarizes the Fund's role in countries obtaining debt relief in the 32
renegotiations during the period 1959 to mid-i976, and shows that stand-by
arrangements associated with debt renegotiatIons have, in most instances,
involved the use of Fund resources in the higher credit tranches

According to established Fuid practices, in the case of a flist credit
tranche request, a member's financial program is expected to show that it it
making reasonable efforts to overcome its balance of or-yments difficulties,
while a program presen Ld in connection with a request for Fund assist ance in
the higher tranches m ust give substantial justi fication of the -me Cbe's efforts
to overcome its difficu lties. Frequently, the authorities of a debtor country
facing balance of pyrt difficulties as acute as those associated with a
debt crisis have decid ed to adopt more rigorous prorra: objective and, con-
sequ e TA LI , to ma.e stI euou efforts to establish interenl and exLernal
eq uilI ibri [-m by ado ing c om rchen1ive measures which jLsti fy- Fund S1sistance
in the higher credit tranChes

An add tional feCture of an agreed hirher credit tranche financial progra
1s that it is presntet. tn a 1ui fied 0om an h e avail a ilit v of the un s?
resources phased bve the first credit r-nche. The maember s ribt to d r
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Table 1. Fund Surveillance of Stabilization Programs
in Countries Obtaining Debt Relief

Under Creditor Club Under Other Multi-
Auspices lateral Framework 1/

Number As per cent Number As per cent
of cases of total of cases of total

Total number of multilateral debt
renegotiaticns, 1959-76 17 100 15 100

Programs supporting us;e of Fund resources 11 65 8 53
Outright purchases -- -- 2 13

First credit tranchc (--) (-) (1) 2/ (7)
Higher credit txnches (-) () (1) 3/ (7)

Stand-by arrangements 11 65 6 40
First credit tranci; (1) (6) (-) (-)
Higher credit tranches (10) (59) (6) (40)

Fund role in monitoring deveiopments
referred to in Agreed Minutes 4/ 5 <29 1 7

Other cases 1 6 6 40

1/ During this period, the debts of tour coun tries (Indi a, lndonesia, Pakis tan, and
Turkey) were renegotiated in consortia of creditor countries.

2/ This purchase, whose timing coincided with a multilateral debt renegotiation,
was not substantively related to it.

3/ In one early case, the Fund's financial supporct in the higher credit tranches
was extended for an agreed stabilization program not involving a stand-by arrangement.

4/ Re fers to cases in which, although a Fund stand-by arrangementwas not granted
the Agrced Minutes explicitly ref[erred to Fund surve illance over the implementLtion
of a debtor country's financial program or the reporting of data on new indebtcdrness
or balance of payments performance to the Fund for tranmcittal to the creditor countries
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above the first credit tranche is subject to ti0e observance of certain
key policy indicators described in the program, unless they are sub- -
sequently modified by the Executive Directors of the Fund. In the many
ins tances where a Fund stand-by arrangement in the h igher credit tranches
was associated with a debt renegotiation, this has prov.ided assurances
that the debtor country was undertaking the necessary effort to restore
the viability of the balance of payments. These ssurances benefited
the debtor country by establishing condiLions for an early resumption
of normal financial and commercial relations, including the restoration
of the flows of capital. In about three fourths of the cases, Fund
stand-by arrangement have preceded agreement on debt relief, because:
the debtor country and/or the creditors have considered prior support
by the Fund as assuring art internation;]lly rcceptable financ ial -rogram
necessary to restore the confidence of cred o rs. In the rer::aino
cases, Fund stand-by arranremaents have cuincided with the debt relief
operations or follove-d the signing of the Agreed Iiute by a few months.

Table 2 shows the overall balance of payments an current account
performance of countries undergo ing debt reneotiati in the period
1959 to cid-1976. In about four fifths of the cases in which stand-by
arrangvents were associated with debt renegotiations, there was an
improrent: in the overall balance of paymentsa per formn , while in
about two thirds of the cases the current account performance improved.

4. Renegotiations of private obligations

The procedures and mechansms for dealing with debt crisis situa-
tions in a multi]ateral framework as they have evolvej over the years
have proved to be especially suited for resolving debt servicing diffi-
culties when a major proportion of the reniugotited d"bt compri m m"
or long-Ler obligations owed to or guaranteed by credate r goverrlmcnts.
In recent years, an increasing number of devel opin'g countries have boriowed
substantiallv from international banks and other financ institutions.
Most of these private loans do not carry an officIA guarantee of the
lending country. In scan cases, private obl tions me up a sizableproportion of a country's total debt obligaatioi and account for an even
larger proportion of debt service payments

The question of how the further evolu t ion of the present mu!tilateal
framework can best he adapted to deal with pussible individual cases involving,
primari 1 v renegotiation of such private norgunranted debts, including short-
teri obligations, and the role the Fund might play in that context, wil have
to be kept under review by the internat iona fin ecial community. There
have been two cases over the years in which leiding (agent) private banks
have met with the debtor country concerned and worked out debt relief agree-
ments broadly similar to those provided in the noral multilateral fracework.
In these instances , resolution of the inmed iate payments crisi s required debt
relicf also on pur vote credlitors' claims ":,iCh wmre relatively large; an under-
taking to t1is of Ict had been inc i tude-i in the renego at ion cree eneIts witht he L:reid itLor- g overucn: ~ Vs
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Table 2. Balance of Payments and Current Account Performance of

Countries Undergoing Multilateral Debt Renegotiations

(In per cent)

I/ 1

Overall BOP Performance Current Account Performance

Renegotiations Renegotiations

related to 'related to

All stand-by All stand-by

renegotiations 2/ arrangements 3/ renegotiations 2/ arrangements 3/

Improvement following

rene otiation 71 79 54 64

Deterioration following
renegotiation 21 14 29 21

No change 4/ 8 7 715

Total 100 100 100 100

1/Based on a compars fl of balance of payments and current account performance

in the two calendar years prior to, and two calendar yeags following each renego-

tiation. The prenceotiation period was defined to include the year of the

renegotiat ion when an Agreed Minute was signed in the last calendar quarter.

When an Agreed Minute was signed in the first calendar quarter, the corresponding

calendar year was included in the postrenegotiatLion period. Otherwi se the

calendar year of the renegotiation was disregarded. Provisional estimates of 1976

data were used in two cases.

2/ Covers 24 renegotiations in 10 debtor countries for which information was

readily available.

3/ Covers 14 stand-by arrangements in 8 debtor countries, which were approved

6 months before or after the debt renegotiation agreement.

4/ To account for world inflation and random factorsa , changes in balance

of payments or current account performance of less than 10 per cent frorm

the prenegotiation period were considered nonsigni fcmant and included in the

"no change" classification.
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On both occasions, the Fund was requested by the debtor country and
the private creditors, or by the chairman of the meeting to send staff
to attend the bankers' consortium meetings and has done so. Upon request,
the Fund has helped the debtor country prepare its presentation to the
bankers' meetings. Inboth cases, the debtor concerned had been granted
a stand-by arrangement in association with the earlier official debt re-
negotiation. The role of the Fund staff attending the meeting was limited
to describing the use of the Fund's resources by the debtor country con-
cerned and outlining the'major ele-ments of the financial program undertaken
by the debtor country. In the future, the Func would be prepared to extend
its technical and advisory assisLance to a member country seeking to re-
negotiate its private debt obligations. Whether or not Fund staff wodld
part icipate in the meetings between the debtor country and p rate cred tors
and the role Fund staff might play in such meetiegs , would hLve to depci
upon the particular circumstances in each case, with due regard to mainte-
nance of the confidentiality of the Fund's relationship with the member
country, With regard to official dobt reLerotiations Fund staff would
continuz to participate in multil ateral di scusseions of debt relief at the
request of the parties concerned without regard to the particula- multi-
lateral forum the debtor and creditors choose for that purpose

VI. Some Implict ions of Recent Debt Experience of
Devoloping Coitr IS

The problem of balance of payments management in a number of dovelop-
ing countries bas been seriously complicated by the deterioration in the
terms of trade of non-oil developiug countries as a group after 1973 and
the impact on their exports of the protracted recession in the industrial
countries in 1974-75.

The greatly enlarged aggregate current account deficit of the non-oil
developing countries since 1973 has resulted in a large increase in the
total of their overall external financ ing needs. These requirements have
been met largely through increased external borrowing, to a considerable
ex tent on nonconcessional terms, which has pushod the otani db
of the non-cil developing countries to high levels in relation to those
in 1972-73. With uncertain prospec ts for signi fi cant reductions in their
current account deficits or finanicing requirements as a troup, concerns
have bc n raised in some quart ers about thc prospeciv ability of the
countries included in the non-oil developing group to service their debts.

Net external horrowing of non-oil developinv countries averaged about
US$24 billion per annum durin, 1974-76, compared with about US$10 billion
in 1973. In the ageregate, the ratio of debt service payments on nublic
and publicly guaran:eed debt to exports (goods and services) declined from
11 per cent in 1973 to less than 9 per cent, in 1974, then rose by 1976 to
a level semeohat below tha t of 11973. These averages mask the divergent
situations of individual countries. Several important debror counrtrics
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which together account for some four fifths of public and publicly

guaranteed debt of developing countries, borrow extensively on com-
mercial terms in private capital markets, and, accordingly, have debt
service ratios well above 20 per cent. Nevertheless, the pa-ttern

of developments in the debt service ratio for these countries has been

similar to that for all the non-oil developing countries, the ratio

declining after 1973 then approaching that level again by 1976. The
fact that the sharp increase in net borrowing after 1973 has not re-

sulted in a corresponding increase in the debt service ratio reflects
the existence of grace periods on the new debt and the impact of world
inflation on nominal export earnings.

Most non-oil developing countries have rvoided serious debt diffi-

ctilties . Moreover, it is noteworthy that the increased external bor rowing
of the non-oil developing countries as a group has been associated with

sizable increases in the the availability of loan fuds generally, as the

enlarged payments surpluses of the oil exporting countries have provided
financial markets with the capacity to expand substantially their overall
lending prograis. Indeed , some private banks and fi. -ncial institutions

may have expar-ded their loa operatitons in a few dcc loping countries

largely in response to competitive pressures and without sufficient regard

to the purpose and utilization of the loan funds, which are somnerttims only

casually linked to individual investment projects. Continued avoidance of

debt servicing difficulties in some cases may depend upn; the obsorvance

of adequate lending standards to help ensure that private capital flows

effectively lead to increased productive capacity and exoort potential.

As regards future prospects, an overall assessment is difficult on

the basis of the availabl , broad aggregate statistics, which mask divergent

developments in individual countries and ray lead to nisleading conclusions.

Nevertheless , given the sizable aggregate net external financing requ rement

of non-oil developing countries, the cont inued avoidance of debt difficulties

will, in a number of cases, depend critically upon their ability to pursue

cautious internal and external policies which result in bringinp about an

adjustment in their current accounts to more manageable levels, in particular

through expansion of export earnings. The pursuit of policiCs to expand ex-

ports will be particularly important in this context, as would industrial

countries' policies to allow developing countries greater access to their

markets. Individual countries' success in pursuing effective pollcies will

be a crucial element in the ir ability to cootinue to attract the reouired

volurae of external financing, albeit at a lower rate of growth than in the

recent past.

On the bas is of developing countries' borrowing experince since 1974,

they can be roughly divided into three broad groups of countries, viz., those

that have, for some time, relied heavil y upon cxternal borrowing fromi nrivate

fi nanc ica i markets and C ont Inued to do so in t h more rI-ec t per io d ; those

that continue to rely mainly on long-term (primarily official) concesionarV

flows of capi.tal; rind thos:e that have relied on a rcowbi nut ion of lonr-term
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official and medium-term commercial loans, but have increased their

reliance on the latter form of financing recently. While this catevo-
rization is too broad to permit meaningful conclusions concerning
individual debtor countries, whiich must continue to be based on de-

tailed assessments of balance of payments and debt servicing prospects
in specific country cases, it does permit someo eneral conclusions to

be drawn concerning the avoidance of debt difficulties in developing
countries in the present situation.

Many of the dozen or so medium to large economies in the first
group have had considerable experience with the effective use of private

foreign capital to support domestic development programs. As a result

of favorable past economic performance, these countries have had little
difficulty in attracting additional foreign ceital and in obtaining

sufficient financing to cover their enlarged current account deficits.
Because almost all of this borrowing is on reiL- vely hard commercial

terms, there countries face the prospect of a substantitl absol te in-

crease in roir debt servicing obligations over the next two to three

years. R at events h.ve made their economies--and the economies of
some othr -ire developed countres with a similar recent horrowing
experience--potentially more vulnerable to sudden shifts in access to
private firacial markets abroad and has increased the importance of pur-

suing domestic policies which help assure that such access is sustained.

In the short to medium term, the countrIes in this group may face

the prospect of increased competition from the industrial countries

for the placement of an increasing volume of loan funds to "roll over"

the existing de t maturities and maintain the iequired level of net

transfers, which will depend in large part upon private creditors'

willingness to continue to increase their "exposure" (i.e., net lending)
in individual debtor countries at relatively high rates over the next

two to three wears. Debt servicing difficulties could well arise for

individual countries in this group unless demand management, wage, and

exchange rate policies are pursued which provide the bas;is for a sustained

expansion of export earnings and enable current account deficits to be

reduced in line with prospective financing availabilities. Experience

suggests that if such policies are pursued--and unless adverse external

developments intervene--the size and relatively diversified structure

of their economies and exports should enable them to pursue their growth

objectives while avoiding serious balances of payments and debt servicing

problems.

The second group of countries, dependent upon concess innal flows
for meeting a very higlh proportion of their encire external financine

requirements, includes many countries at a relatively low level of
economic doveiopment, some of which are dependent uion exports of one

or a few primary cormaod it ieS. The ability of the countries in this

group to achieve even a minimal rate of per capitiia incone growth in

the reraindor of the 1970s will depend upon the creditor countries'
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willineness to increase the flow of lone-tarm concessionarv caoital

to these countries and upon the strength of internatLonal demand or
their major exports. In many of the countries in this grou, the

results of policies desiLenied to diversi fy their economi s, increase

domestic resources mobilization, improve resource allocation, and

diversify their exports will he apparent only in the longer tern.

The possibilities of many for effectin substgntilirovement s

in current account positions in the short to medijum tern are limlited

in comparison with other developing countries, but even so, some

have made commendable adjustments. In this context, encourafi n5i
efforts have already been made by the international co:n-'un i ty to

recognize and help resolve the problems f cir some of these

countri es--for example, throueh the UN Emergency Operation, the oil

fecility and related subsidy account, the Trust Fund, and the initi-

tives of individual donors and creditors--bit these assistancr efforts

clearly need to be intensified if even minimum iiprovemerint of l ivinz

standards is to be achieved.

Finally, there exists a larger ,roup of develonpine countries 'ith

diverse economic and financial situatioras whose recently iricreased

borrowinw has cons is ted of loa ns from private fii nc i al mar ke t s arId

loneterm official sources. Debt servicing difficulties have been

avoided in yost of these countries as a result of the pursuit of

domest ic pol Ic ioS desicred to strenthen the current account of the

balance of payment s comb i ned with debt ano gement poli c ies designed to

improve--within the limits of longer term financing availabil ities--the

iaturlrty Profile of the debt. For many countries in this croon ther'

existn the dancer that unless annual net borrowirmy reuIrements are

reduced below recent levels, the harder average terms of borrowina

arising from the relative sh-i ft to commercial sources of finance aid

the associated deterioration in the maturity oro fi Ie could I cad to a

bunching of ainturit ies and eventually wnuld recquire the adoption af much
more severe corrective policies internally.

Recent roviews of the current economic situation and protnects of

the non-oil developir countries suI-est some .roe Is for b1 eOv in7 tIlt

in the iriediate future, most such countries will be able to avoil debt

serv icn di f culties, r tecu larl y if, as expec ted , the cono:

covery now establIWhd in th industrial cotrie is quickly a
into greater Jemr d for duve looinc counr eies' exports. Neverthe1 ,

this view must be qual ified by the necesilv for many such Countrict

to rease th. adecuncy of their current economic and rieijl nI-

cies In the li-ht. of the viabilAty of teir balance of Oawent tvt'

the med i utrm. In cns'I wre ad Us Iment s i currenr poi iCiS Art

called for, the Fund will cont inue to sunrpoct ambc counitr f ricr.

cial programs by prov idiig its resources in accordance with eS tab is14-

policies.
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Table 4. Multilateral Debt Renegotiations-1959-October 1976

Couptry Date of mIt ilateral reement

Argentina 10/26/62; 6/26/65

Brazil 5/24/61; 7/1/64

Cambodia 11/29/72; 10/31/72

Chile 2/24/65; 4/19/72; 3/25/74; 5/6/75

Ghana 12/9/66; 10/22/68; 7/11/70; 3/13/74

India 3/5/68; 6/18/71; 2/16/73; 6/14/74; 6/22/75; 5/28/76

Indonesia 12/20/66; 10/18/67; 10/17/68; 4/24/70

Pakistan 5/26/72; 7/31/73; 6/28/7i

Peru 9/27/68; 11/19/69

Turkey 5/12/59; 3/27/65

Zaire 6/17/76



WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FiNANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Robert S. McNamara - r DI April 21, 1977

FROM: Ernest Stern, VP, South Asia(-,

SUBJECT: Discussion with Sir Richard King

1. The purpose of our discussion with Richard King is threefold.
First, Dick has been travelling to consult with member governments about
the future work of the Committee, as has the Chairman. He just arrived
back from Europe yesterday. It would be useful to know what lines they
have been pursuing, and what reactions have been.

2. Second, you will want to stress again the great danger which lies
ahead if he pursues his coordination of international financial
institutions. There is an internal draft which I have commented on
most vigorously, and much of this is being done at Dick's explicit
instruction. At the last meeting which you had with Virata and King,
we did not get an adequate commitment from Dick to shift attention
to other areas. As you realize, any attempt to coordinate the timing
of capital requirements for the banks, agree on underlying growth
assumptions, and harmonize burden sharing will inevitably make
negotiations very much more difficult and reduce the total availability
of funds.

3. Third, we should discuss with him the developments in regard to
the World Development Program. I have suggested the deletion of the
reference to the World Development Budget from Virata's opening speech;
but since Dick sees this as a major initiative for the Development
Committee, he has not yet agreed. Unless he understands what is in
process and that the final document would be submitted to the Development
Committee for discussion, he may well continue to pursue his own
approach. Attached is a copy of the paper on the World Development
Program in case you want to give it to him.

Attachment

EStern/ls



WORLD BANK INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Robert S. ice ra, President DATE April 20, 1977

FROM: Ernest Sterns 7V South Asia

SUBJECT: A7 1A - Postponement of Consortium Meetins

As you know, there has recently been growing political unrest
in Pakistan and the position of the Government has become increasingly
uncertain. In the circumstances it became evident that next week's
meeting of the Pakistan Consortium could not be at a worse time. We

therefore sugested to the Pakistan Government that it consider
requesting us to postpone the meeting. It has now done so. In a

statement to the press, it gives as the reason for its decision that

the deliberations of the Consortium will be more fruitful if held when

Pakistan has completed its new Six-year Plan. We will meet with donor
members of the Consortium next week, at the time of the Sri Lanka Aid

Group meeting to discuss the new date for the meeting. The Government
itself has sugested that the meeting be held in July after presentation

of the FY78 Budet and the finalization of the new Six-year Plan.

We had in any event anticipated that next week's meeting of

the Pakistan Consortium would be largely a holding opertion and that
the Consortium should meet again later this year, when it is hoped the

Government will have taken specific measures to deal with its serious

economic problems. These two meetings will now be combined into one.

cc: Messrs. Knapp, Blobel, Picciotto, Clements

RClements:ra



Mr. Robert S. McNamara April 18, 1977

H. B. Chenery and E. Stern

Richard Cooper's Views on the North-South Agenda

We lunched with Cooper on April 12 and covered
the major items on the North-South agenda. The following
are the highlights:

1. The Common Fund. Cooper thinks that the U.S. made
a constructive proposal in Geneva to consider the Common
Fund, but that the outcome was confused by internal dissension
in the European community and among the developing countries.
He expects a more positive outcome in the next round. The
U.S. is prepared to accept that a fund might be useful at
some stage and is prepared to state this. However, the
place to start is with individual commodity agreements.

2. CIEC. The OECD members and the U.S. would like to
end the CIEC with agreement that it had been successful.
There is no desire to continue it. Cooper thinks that
enough has been done to warrant such a conclusion, although
many issues remain to be discussed in follow-up forums.
However, it would be easy for the developing countries to
end on a note of confrontation, if they so wished.

3. Debt. We discussed the general situation at some
length, including elements of the Bank study, which we
promised to give him whenever you release it. The U.S.
supports the expansion of the IMF as the main means of
dealing with current debt problems, but would probably
advocate some form of safety net if a sufficient expansion
were not achieved.

4. The Development Committee. Cooper thought the
Development Committee, about which he knows little, could
be a forum for pursuing some of the CIEC issues. Trade
obviously will continue to be handled by UNCTAD, and this
leaves, essentially, debt management, ODA flows and
technology. Cooper asked where the Bank paper on the
International Resources Bank proposal stood. Stern gave
some of the elements of our current thinking on the
financing of minerals, including fuels, and indicated that
we hoped to have a draft to show the U.S. by the end of
the month. We thought it preferable to have a political
view (at the summit or in the preparatory committees) of
the desirability of moving into the minerals area before
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WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPOHATON

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Robert S. frtC7amara, President I/\TE April 8, 1977

FROM: Ernest Stern, VP, South Asi'

SUBJECT: Population Speech Examples

It makes no difference to the figures you use to dramatize
the momentum of population growth, but you should be aware that our
latest estimate (contained in the India Economic Report I sent you
two weeks ago) is for 880 million by the year 2000.



WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Robert S. Mc a DATE April 1, 1977

FROM: Ernest Stern, ,ie President, South Asia

SUBJECT: PAKISTAN: Formation of a New Government

1. Prime Minister Zulfikar Ali Bhutto, whose Pakistan People's
Party was returned to power at the recent general election, announced
the formation of a new Cabinet on March 30. The new Cabinet has been
expanded from 18 to 22 members and includes 11 new faces. Five members
of the previous Cabinet have been dropped. A list of the new and former
Cabinet is attached.

2. The most significant appointment is that of Mr. Abdul Hafeez
Pirzada (whom you met on your recent visit to Pakistan) as Minister of
Finance and Planning in addition to Provincial Coordination. Mr. Pirzada,
a barrister-at-law by profession, is generally regarded as being one
of the ablest ministers in the Government and is believed to be a close
confidant of the Prime Minister. He was previously the Minister for
Education and Provincial Coordination. Mr. Rana Mohammad Hanif, former
Minister of Finance, has been given Commerce and Local Government.
Mr. Rafi Raza, another senior minister in the previous Cabinet, has not
been reappointed as Minister of Production; he is reported to have been
given one year's leave "for personal reasons." The new Foreign Minister,
Mr. Aziz Ahmed, a career civil servant with a high reputation, was pre-
viously the Minister of State for Foreign Affairs. Mr. Anwar Aziz Chaudhry,
the new Minister for Food and Agrarian Management, was at one time Managing
Director of the Punjab Livestock Board (the executing agency under our
recently-approved Punjab Livestock Project) and is considered to be an
excellent choice.

3. Several new ministries have been created. Health and Population
Planning, Labor and Manpower, Petroleum and Natural Resources, Water
and Power, and Food and Agrarian Management are all now separate ministries.
The creation of a separate Ministry for Petroleum and Natural Resources
was foreseen following the recent major oil discovery.

4. As you know, there have been serious disturbances in Pakistan
since the elections, following allegations by the opposition that the
election results were rigged. According to the press, there have continued
to be incidents during the past few days, though on a much smaller scale.
The situation apparently remains unsettled.

5. In his inaugural address to the new National Assembly, Prime
Minister Bhutto said that there would be no more nationalization during
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his five-year term. He also promised greater freedom of the press, local
elections, no further redistribution of land, and a review of nationalized
industries to improve their efficiency. There are pressing economic
problems which require the Government's urgent attention and which we
have been discussing with the Government in the context of our latest
Economic Report and the forthcoming Consortium Meeting. Mr. Pirzada's
appointment as Finance Minister will hopefully help to ensure that these
basic issues will in future be communicated more effectively to the Prime
Minister. However, until the internal situation becomes more settled,
it would be premature to reopen the dialogue on these issues with the
Government.

Attachment:

cc: Messrs. Knapp, Blobel, Picciotto, Clements

PSuriyaarachchi/RClements:mcp



PAKISTAN - NEW CABINET

PORTFOLIO NEW MINISTER PREVIOUS MINISTER

Foreign Affairs Aziz Ahmed Prime Minister

Finance, Planning Abdul Hafeez Pirzada Rana Mohammad Hanif Khan

Provincial Coordination Abdul Hafeez Pirzada Same

Agriculture, Cooperatives & Land Sheikh Mohammad Rashid Same (office was Food & Agriculture,
Reforms Cooperatives, Underdeveloped Areas

& Land Reforms)

Commerce & Local Government Rana Mohammad Hanif Khan Mir Afzal Khan (Commerce & Tourism)
and Malik Mairaj (Social Welfare,
Local Government & Rural Development)

Water and Power Mir Afzal Khan Mohammad Khattak (Fuel, Power and

Natural Resources)

Communications Mumtaz Ali Bhutto Same

Religious Affairs, Minority Affairs Maulana Kausar Niazi Same

& Overseas Pakistanis

Industries Syed Hamid Raza Gilani Syed Qaim Ali Shah Jillani

States & Frontier Regions & Mohammad Hanif Khan Abdul Qayyum Khan

Kashmir Affairs

Health & Population Planning Taj Mohammad Khan Jamali Same (office was Labour, Manpower, Health
& Population Planning)



- 2 -

PORTFOLIO NEW MINISTER PREVIOUS MINISTER

Education Yasin Watto Abdul Hafeez Pirzada

Law & Parliamentary Affairs S.M. Masud Malik Mohammad Akhtar

Labour & Manpower Abdul Sattar Gabol Taj Mohammad Khan Jamali

Information & Broadcasting Tahir Mohammad Khan Mohammad Hanif Khan

Housing & Works Arbab Mohammad Jehangir Khan Syed Nasir Ali Shah Rizvi

Culture, Archeology, Sports & Nur Hayat Khan Noon Under Minister of State
Tourism

Petroleum & Natural Resources Makhdoom Hamiduddin Mohamed Yusuf Khattak

Railways Ghulam Husain Hafeezullah Cheema

Food & Agrarian Management Anwar Aziz Chaudhry Sheikh Mohammad Tashid (office was

Food & Agriculture, Cooperatives,
Underdeveloped Areas & Land Reforms)

Production Farooq Ahmed Khan Leghari Rafi Raza

Science & Technology Niaz Mohammad Wassan Under Minister of State

Attorney General Yahya Bakhtiar Same

April 1, 1977



April 1, 1977

Dear Bob,

Attached is a sketch of a World Development Program as
we see it. The difference between this and a budget
orientation will, I hope, become clear as you read it.
The purpose of a development program is to define the
objectives of the development process and more clearly
to illuminate policy actions which need to be taken by
developing and industrialized countries to meet
development objectives. The preparation and discussion
of such a framework can also promote a better domestic
political understanding of the U.S. contribution to
development.

After you have had a chance to look this over, perhaps
it would be worthwhile to get together to discuss this
further.

Sincerely,

Ernest Stern
Vice President
South Asia

Mr. Robert Hormats
Senior Staff Officer
International Economic Affairs
National Security Council
Washington, D.C.

Attachment
EStern/1s

bcc: Mr. McNamara
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VIRL BANK [NTERNATONA F INANEL CO -OATION

March 23, 1977

Attention: Mr. Robert S. McNamara, President

Having to give up the Presidency of the Inter-
governmental Group of 24 for International
Monetary Affairs to His Excellency
Mr. R.K.A. Gardiner, Minister of Finance of
the Republic of Ghana, I am pleased to extend
a formal invitation for the Ministerial meeting
of the Group of 24, to be held on Tuesday,
April 26, in Washington, D.C. I hope we can
count on your presence at this meeting, and
I reiterate my sentiments and special
consideration.

Very sincerely,

Dr. Luis Barua Castaneda
Minister of Economy and

Finance
Lima, Peru
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WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Robert S. McNamara DATE: March 29, 19 7

FROM: Ernest Stern, VP, South Asia CONFIDENTIAL

SUBJECT: Discussion with U.S. State Department

1. I met with Dick Cooper at State on Friday, March 25. In addition
to Dick, the meeting was attended by Chuck Frank, who had worked on the
Policy Planning Staff on the economic side with Chuck Robinson and is
one of the principal architects of and proponents of the International
Resources Bank. We discussed three items - the International Resources
Bank, the Development Committee, and India's IDA share.

2. In regard to the International Resources Bank, I asked what in
Dick's view the current U.S. assessment of the proposal was. Dick
reaffirmed that the United States thought there was a serious problem
in the financing of mineral development. Therefore, the proposal to
supplement present sources of capital was a sound one and the United
States wished to continue to pursue it vigorously. lie said that the
United States had no firm view on the institutional aspects and had
not concluded that a new institution would be desirable. He acknowledged
that one way of dealing with the problem might be to increase World Bank
lending for the mining sector and have the regional banks adopt a
similar strategy. Although investments in the mining sector are very
capital intensive, he agreed that since the basic problem seemed to be
one of investor security and uncertainty about political risks, that the
actual amount of Bank capital which might be required would be small
since it could be leveraged with large amounts of private co-financing.

3. The U.S. hoped to be able to discuss the International Resources
Bank at the May CIEC meeting, and he was somewhat disappointed to hear
that the Development Committee would not discuss the matter at its April
meeting. However, I told him that our paper would be ready for internal
considerations within a month and that after an initial review, we might
be able to give them either a copy of the draft or advise them of the
general conclusions. The Development Committee would receive the paper
formally after it has been considered by our Board, but in any event, it
was not scheduled for discussion by the Working Group of the Development
Committee until its meeting in July.

4. Mr. Cooper than enquired as to whether it would be possible for the
Bank to assist also in exploration activity. According to Chuck Frank,
this also is an area of considerable concern and capital was lacking
for exploration and for the proving-up of reserves, which he describes
as quite capital intensive and involving large amounts of risk capital.
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Cooper talked vaguely about the need for an institution to pool the risks
of exploration and wondered whether the World Bank could do that since its
loans inevitably would be to specific countries. I indicated that I
doubted that the World Bank would be in a position to lend for exploration
and pilot operations. However, I suggested that we had had some experience
which suggested that companies might be prepared to invest in exploration
and proving-up of reserves if there were an informal understanding that
the World Bank would be prepared to consider the financing of the develop-
ment of the deposits. If the financing of exploration is seen as a major
component, it would make the financing of mineral development as part of
our regular capital increase only a partial response to U.S. objectives.

5. In regard to the Development Committee, Cooper was not well informed.
Although he stated that the United States was interested in utilizing this
forum as a possible follow-up to CIEC, he showed little interest in the
preparatory work and looked upon it as essentially a Treasury activity.
I stressed to him that most of the specific Treasury concerns related
to the operations of the international financial institutions and that
these, in the normal course of events, would be handled by the Boards of
these institutions. If the Development Committee were to play a useful
role in the future, it would have to deal with broader development
issues. It had had great difficulty in defining these issues. A new
team has been put into place and if the U.S. saw the Development Committee
as a useful forum, the U.S. would have to exercise some leadership at
the coming April meeting, and subsequently, in getting the Committee to
focus on some broader issues. Given the many other things on his plate
at the moment, it seems quite unlikely that Cooper will focus on the
work of the Development Committee and how it might be utilized prior to
the completion of the CIEC discussions. His input into the U.S. statement
at the April meeting, which he does not plan to attend, is likely to be
minimal.

6. In regard to India, Cooper stated that the U.S. position was based
exclusively on the fear of adverse Congressional reaction to the total
IDA bill. He was amazed that anybody would search for other motives,
recognized that the criteria for the allocation of IDA were essentially
sound, and that India did not deserve to be penalized in view of its
quite good economic performance in recent years. He was unaware of
Bergsten's line at Paris and shared in the surprise at the potential
recipient countries which Bergsten had suggested. I stressed to him that
there were both important bilateral political implications, which I did
not of course wish to dwell on, and significant economic policy
implications in the U.S. position. The U.S. stance affected both the
emerging U.S. development assistance strategy and domestic economic policy
in India. I had felt all along that the reaction to the Congressional
pressure, which undoubtedly was severe, had been premature, and I urged
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that in light of the elections and the subsequent favorable publicity,
reconsideration be given to the U.S. position. It would not be difficult
for the United States not to pursue this subject vigorously since a
review of IDA allocation criteria was scheduled in any event, and this
might suffice as an opportunity to explore this issue without, however,
soliciting the support of others. After discussion, it might provide the
basis for reporting to the Congress that the matter had been fully
discussed and the 40% revalidated. The question was not whether
Congressman Long's views had changed - they probably would not - but how
much support he would be able to attract. His support on reducing
India's IDA share in the Congress certainly had eroded.

cc: Messrs. Knapp, Cargill

EStern/ls
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO Mr. Robert S. McNamara T March 29, 1977

FROM Ernest Stern 44 President, South Asia

SUBJECT INDIA -- Lok Sabha Elections and Formation of a New Government

1. Mr. Morarji Desai appears to have reached agreement with Jagjivan
Ram to join the Janata coalition as Defense Minister and to pledge the support
of the Congress for Democracy party to the new government. The new government
is now made up of the 270 seats won under the Janata symbol, 28 seats of the
Congress for Democracy, 19 seats of the Anna Dravida Munetra Kazhagam (ADMK)
of Tamil Nadu and 8 of the Akali Dal for a total of 325. This is just 37 seats
under the 362 required for a two-thirds majority needed in the Lok Sabha to
amend the Constitution. The outgoing Congress party won 153 seats.

2. Attached is a table presenting the election outcome by states and
parties. The striking feature of this distribution is the heavy loss by
Congress in the northern states, particularly in Uttar Pradesh, Bihar,
Maharashtra, Madhya Pradesh, and Rajasthan, which traditionally have been
Congress strongholds. Congress has held and even gained seats in the southern
states of Tamil Nadu, Kerala, Andhra Pradesh and Karnataka.

3. A second attachment presents the appointments to the most important
cabinet posts. The Minister of Finance, H.M. Patel, 67, until the elections
lead the Swatantra party in Parliament as well as its Gujarat contingent. He
was educated in Bombay and Oxford, joined the Indian Civil Service in 1935, and
has held several responsible positions, including Secretary of Finance, before
retiring in 1959. As a civil servant he had a high reputation, even though he
retired because his name was involved in a financial scandal concerning the
solicitation and use of company donations from a private insurance company. At
that time, he joined the Swatantra party and was elected first to the Gujarat
State Assembly and in 1971 to the Lok Sabha. Background information on other
cabinet members for whom it is available is attached.

4. Several administrative changes have been announced or are expected.
B.D. Pande will retire as Cabinet Secretary as scheduled on March 31. He will
be replaced by N.K. Mukherjee, most recently Secretary of Tourism and before
that Secretary of Home Ministry. There is some speculation that I.G. Patel will
be asked to return to India to become Deputy Chairman of the Planning Commission.

5. On March 28, Mr. H.M. Patel presented a budget for 1977/78 prepared by
the previous government and asked the Lok Sabha to vote on account for four
months based on the budget as prepared to give the new government time to
formulate its own budget request. The budget presented called for an increase of
27% in total spending over last year's budget and a 22% increase in the Centre's
share in Plan Outlay with the biggest sectoral increases for agriculture and
social services. The Minister did not discuss what the economic or financial
strategy of the new government would be but indicated that it would be based on
austerity and aimed at reducing poverty and unemployment. A new budget will be
presented in May.
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6. It is much too early to anticipate any of the policies of the new
government. The cabinet consists of prominent politicians who opposed Mrs.
Gandhi, and it is not particularly rich in expertise. In foreign policy,
some cooling of relations with the USSR seems likely. Given the predominance

in Janata, and consequently in the cabinet, of right wing, Hindu-nationalist
groups, the outlook for improved relations with Bangladesh and Pakistan would

not seem very bright. The economic policies of the new regime are an even
greater unknown. The make-up of the cabinet is such that "pragmatism" could
be pursued with fewer idealogical hangups. On the other hand, if internal
squabbling predominates, inaction and something more resembling the chaos
predicted by Mrs. Gandhi could result.

Attachments

cc: Messrs. Knapp, Blobel, Picciotto, Alisbah
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At t ri

No. of
Seats Janata- Congress Others 2

Andhra Pradesh 62 1 41
Assam 14 3
Bihar 54 52

Gujarat 26 16 10
Haryana 10 10 -

Himachal Pradesh 4 3 -

Jammu & Kashmir 6 - 2 4
Karnataka 28 2 26 -
Kerala 20 - 11 9
Maharashtra 48 19 20 9
Madhya Pradesh 40 37 1 2
Orissa 21 15 4 2
Punj ab 13 12 - I
Rajasthan 25 24 1

Tamil Nadu 39 22 14 3
Uttar Pradesh 85 85

West Bengal 42 15' 3 24
Delhi 7 7

Others 18 2 9 7
Total 542 325 151 66

/1 Including Congress for Democracy, Congress (Organization), Akali Dal, and
ADMK, as well as Janata.

/2 Includes Communist Party of India Marxist, which won 22 seats (17 in West
Bengal); Communist Party of India, which won 7 seats, and the Independent
Party, which won 9 seats; and undeclared, 5 seats.
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PXevious
Political State

Name Portfolio Affiliation Origin Age

Morarji R. Desai P.M. & Others Congress (0) Gujarat 

Charan Singh Home Eharti: L. DalI Uttar ?rad,

Jagjivan Ram Defense Congress (R) Bihar 68

Atal Bihari Vijpayee External Jan Sangh Madhya Pradesh 50
Affairs

HirubhaiMuljibhai Patel Finance Swatantra Gujarat 67
Mohan Dharia Commerce Congress (R) Maharashtra 52
Prakash Singh Badal Agriculture & Akali Dal Punjab 51

Irrigation

H.N. Bahuguna Chemicals & Congress (R) Uttar Pradesh 55
Fertilizer

Raj Narain Health & Lohia GroD of Uttar Pradesh
Family Planning Socialists

George Fernandez Communications Lohi0 'roup of Karnataka 47
Socialists

Brij Lal Verma Industry nan Sangh Madhya Pradesh ?
P. Ramachandran Energy Conres () Til

L.K. Advani Information S :a San [elhi 9
Broadcasting
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INDIA

JANATA GOVERNMENT
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Mr. Robert S. M cNamara March 29, 1977

Ernest Stern, VP, South Asia

Visit of Mr. Saifur Rahuman; 5:45 p.m., March 29

1. Mr. Rahan was appointed in December 1976 as a member of the
President's Advisory Council with responsibility for the Ministry of
Commerce. M-r. Rahman, about 45 years old, obtained a degree in Chartered
Accountancy from London in 1958 and received training in 'advanced
management' in the United Kingdom in 1962. He is a Fellow of the
Institute of Chartered Accountants of England and Wales. Until his
appointment, he was a partner of the Bangladeshi auditing firm of
Rahman, Rahman, and 1q. (One of our financial analysts has described
the firm as the best accounting firm in Bangladesh and a good firm by
international standards.) Mr. Rahman has served as a member of the
National Pay Commission (1970-73), Tea Industry Enquiry Comittee (1972),
Industrial orkers' Wages Comission (1973), and from 1973-75 served as
a member of the Nationalization Compensation Committee, Committee on
Conditions of Tea Carden Workers, and Committee on Bonus and Retirement
Benefits for Banking Institution Employees. He has served as President
of the Institute of Chartered Accountants of Bangladesh and of the Dacca
North Rotary Club, Vice President of the Narayanganj Chamber of Commerce
and Industry, and Treasurer of the United Nations Association of Bangladesh
and of the Bangladesh Institute of Law and International Affairs. Mr.
Raihman led the Bangladesh delegation to the Commonwealth Conference of
Accountants in New Delhi in 1975 and represented the United Nations
Association of Bangladesh at the World Population Conference in Bucharest
in 1974. He has traveled widely in Europe, Asia, and America. His
article, "Changing Needs in Accounting Education", was published in the
Handbook of the Comonwealth Conference of Accountants in 1975.

2. Mr. Rahman's firm has been involved with Bank Group projects at
various times, including projects in the fields of water supply, development
finance companies, and the Cyclone Area Rehabilitation Project.

3. I met with Mr. Rahman yesterday morning. We covered project
preparation, implementation problems, and the Ashuganj Fertilizer Project.
On project preparation, we stressed the need to staff the project preparation
cells in the sectoral ministries and in the Planning Commission. We
pointed out that the pipeline for 1978 and 1979 was very weak and that
it was quite likely that Bangladesh would not be able to utilize the
increase in IDA funds which might be available. The Government has taken
some important steps and has asked us to provide assistance in staffing
these units under our Technical Assistance Credit. However, more needs
to be done and this deserves high priority attention.
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4. The availability of IDA financing depends not only on the state of
project readiness but also on improvements in implementation capacity.
While we appreciated that some useful measures had been taken in the past
year, the decision making process on awards of contracts and the hiring of
consultants is still excruciatingly slow. Too often, the Government
initiates programs or projects with several donors simultaneously which
not only leads to subsequent confusion but also has led to significant
delays. Implementation matters are so bad in the water resources area
that we are reluctantly coming to the conclusion that we cannot finance
any new activities there until significant improvements have been made.
Mr. Rahman indicated that he was aware of these implementation problems
and that the newly envigorated Project Implementation Bureau was beginning
to function effectively to bring bottlenecks to the attention of the
appropriate authorities. The Government also recognized that the most
difficult area was in water resources and an intensive review had been
initiated by the Project Implementation Bureau. He hopes that changes
should be ready to be announced within the next month.

5. However, the principal objective of his visit was to discuss the
Ashuganj Fertilizer Project. In addition to several other problems, this
project has a problem regarding possible seismic activity. We have had
two of the world's best consulting firms on seismic problems study the
matter, and both have concluded that there is a danger of subsoil
liquification which needs to be guarded against. They have recommended
compaction of the site. The Government has taken the position that there
is no seismic risk, or at least that they cannot acknowledge that for fear
of having to guard against that in all other projects. They fail to
understand that the rinks to be guarded against in a fertilizer plant
necessarily are very different from the risks to be guarded against in
other structures. However, to "accommodate the donors", they have agreed
to a partial compaction. We received their proposal last Thursday and
promptly cabled it to our co-financers (U.K., U.S., Germany, Iran,
Switzerland, and the Asian Development Bank). We ourselves need to complete
our technical analysis and then comment on the Covernment proposal as
part of a coordinated donor response.

6. While we have been assured that Mr. Rahman's visit with you is
simply a courtesy call, he is likely to raise the Ashuganj Project. If
he does so, you a3houl]d make no substantive comment, refer to his discussion
with me, and assure him that we will let him know as soon as we have completed
our review and have received the views of the other lenders. You might
stress, as I did, that the Government decision should be based on an
assessment of the risk to an otherwise viable project and not on a desire
to accommodate donor pressure.

HGassner/EStern Is
bcc: Messrs. Dunn/Gassner



Mr. Robert S. rarmra -farch 25, 1977

Ernest Stern, VP, South Asia

International lDebt

1. I attended the U'orking Group eti of the Council on Foreign
elations on the Itcrnational Dbt structure on March 2. Attached

is a list of the participanits, which. as you will see. included gutte
a lot of the leading lif t of the bauin comunity.

2. The opening presentation bv Barold Van B. Cleveland of Citibank
was on the whole rather naive and based esentially on agregative data

which concluded t-lat there was no serious diebt probleL. The underlyjin
analysis was poor, and also severely criticized. ItoweverA Tost of the

eople prese t, incudin Paul volker and Chuck Gooper, aread rt
in ag::.regate term there was no eviaence of a significant proble .
The general view was that while the ag rrta;te figures ougeated that
the debt of the developing contries was in fact quite manageable,
there remain& rfor questions in reLrd to the adjusteent process,

the ca acity of Comercial ba ks to continue this volue of lendia,
:md tne possibility of individual countries running into serious
difficulties wbich might have a ripple effect on the whole systeu.

SoS of th. participants fr.» the maller Lauka , such as Philadeli
iational, refused to accept tnis pronosition and rem~ained excessively
i'rressed .7 the norinal figures of outstanding et.

3. The cou ctunim of to neri.a: I thought, were interesting in
that what I wmuld coosider the leadiu institution seemed to be
szjylnr t v the agreed th at there wsno overall debt prob len snd

taa t continued l In to tae eveloin coutries va Ctif t
aw osibl Irovinf that care wn taks iu the review of individai

debtcrr. ick Er of 'rrill Lynch also provided sou interestin
iorntion ahout the chanming patterai of the piaxeraent of CPi( fundt,
sinLce they Mv r 4>~i conclum~I ntct placeruitu in the i l
East of iss&'s from three or smur &veloping coiutries,

ce M Carg ill
ES tern/ls~



Mr. Robert S. McNamara March 25, 1977

Ernest Stern, VP, South Asia

I1F World Economic Outlook

I don't know whether you have had an opportunity to read the latest
World Economic Outlook paper prepared by the Fund. In case you
have not gone through all of it, I attach an excerpt which puts
the current account deficit of the balance of payments of the
developing countries in quite an interesting light. Essentially,
it says that if one takes the 1967-72 average current account
deficit of the developing countries anid scales this up to 1977
levels of world trade prices and adjusts for growth of economic
activity, the projected deficit in 1977 is not significantly
different from what would have been expected on tIhe basis of the
performance durin, the 1967-72 period. It suggects th t in fact
in relation to the base, the inipact of the oil prices is being
absorbed by the industrial countries.

Attachment
ES tern/1s~



re ; a as differnt from those cperienced by councries in the past,
Sin. ley are seen as toe pruduct o the conversion of a depltrable reou
at er kinds of assets by Cconomies whre the income from oil exporus

relation to presct absorpive ta city, it loner exp ee
C 05s will be adjusted away excep: - or a relatively long perica o: c.

, che emergence o. lar e woalancs in the payancs poWions o -Cso
oiJ. rting countries has has 10jor effecrs on the balance ot paynents
str as of oil importing countries, ConsequecIly, the daffacultes
invo- n judging the suitability of currenc account Dos iions and in
ascer ining normal (or sustainable) capital :lows have increased.

_ asiderable perspective on the broad secting and structure of inter-
ntio na payments is provided in the accompanying statistical table. This
cabl serves to bring out a few cardinal points regarding the manner in
which +aor groups of countries have adapted their external trade and
serv, transactions to the 1973-74 increase of oil prices, as well as
other -evelopments. /

amay be seen, two steps are performed in this table. First, the
1967-72 annual averages of current account balances are scalec up to 1977
level of world trade prices and of real economic activity in the respec-tive cups of countries.1/ Second, the sta' s actual proJecions
1977 . e compared with these scaled up values for the 1967-72 averages.

combined average annual current-account surplus of the industrial
coun- cs for the 1967-72 period, if transposed to a 1977 scale of values,
woulL ount to some $30 billion. comparison of the $2 billion current-
acco. surplus projected for these countries in 1977 with this roug
sLea of reference indicates that, as a group, they have been aarkedly.

by the oil price change andave, indeed accounted for the great
u tne resultant aggregate shift in current account balances of the

oi i rting countries.

table also shows that the non-oil 7DC current-account deficit being
pro *fror 1977 is roughly similar cc the re-scaled current-account

Ce :or chils gr oup of countries, on avers e, over the six years enning
wc L,-, This comparson thus tends to concradict the frequently expratYIa
_L0Uo _a t the non-oil devulopin; councrics have had to bear a highly uis
,I?, J nace oare of the collective curreot-tcconc deficit of cal imporc n
c() Such a notion neglects to ckae into account that the non-oilcoove :,.:d 

'edeve councries (and. the more develote: <l~ypoues o)wr
a:rneC recipients of capital and foreIgn aid, and hence net i::erc;c.: as services, rer many years before coo ofl price increase, wie
scrial countries (as a group) were ecsaly persiscent net exporter

cc gi and services, as well as proviuers of capital one son.

should be borne in mind that the te ol does noc--cannac--brmng o>.
tane . airerences in this respect that prevail amiong individual countrIes

W '. ch broad group.
Z/ rId trace prices have considerably more lan soubled over the inl.-

of i-e, wile real econO growca oa- proceeGed at average a
rate ing from about 38 per cent or toe industrial countries to about
8 per at for the oil exporters.



Shifts in Global Structure of Current Account Balances''

1967-72 Aveprrge PIK kca nBeteen

Ac sua Re-scale t: Proj ected 3977

Current 1977 Prices Balance and Re--

Account and Levels of 1977 scaled 1967-72

Bal ance 0 Real Output Projections Averae'

Major oil exporting countries 0.7 3 42 39

Industrial countries 10.2 30 2 -28

Other non-oil countries:

More developed -1.7 -6 -10 -4

Less developed -8.1 -27 -29 -2

Total- 1.1 •5 -

1/ On goods, services, and private transfers.

2/ Scale factors for prices are based on a general index of world trade prices; scale factors for

growth are based on average rates of increase in real GNP (or CDP) in each of the respective groups

of countries.

3/ Reflects errors, omissions, and asymmetries in reported balance of payments statistics, plus

balance of listed groups with other countries (mainly the U.S.S.R., other nonmember countries of

Eastern Europe, and the People's Republic of China).

4/ In re-scaled version of 1967-72 average, this residual figure is primarily a reflection of

asymmet ries in the [reatment of listed groups, aid thus does not lend Itself to renningful

interpret-ation.



oil price increase has not altered the basic structure or the

exe c; Laccounts of the primary producing countries. Collectively, they

are il large net importers of capital and aid, and of the goods and ser-

Vice. ncus financed. It is true that the oil price increase has added a

rel- :ely intractable lump sum to their iport bills, but they do not, in

gent: , import oil on a scale comparable to that of the industrial countries.

or the more developed primary producing countries, the excess of the
pro c d 1977 current-account deficit over the scaled-up value of the

1967-T' average for that group is appreciably greater than in the case of

the ac-oil developing countries. This finding sugests that the nore

develp ed group of primary producers has absorbed a proportionately larger
share o the collective deficit of the oil importing countries than have

the oil LDCs.

.he financial side of the accounts, chc Uain counterpart of the

for -ne broad shifts in current accounc balances is that national savings
or oil exporting countries have displaced national savings of the idus-

trial :ountries as the ultimate net source of funds flowing in various feuss

to c.- -,on-oil primary producing countries. A relatively small part of the

oil .ries' funds goes directly to the final recipients, while the bulk

move rougn financial intermediaries in t industrial countries. Al-ouLa

. the I :ccr countries thus remain the direct suppliers of most of the finsnc-

in; ~ded to cover the current account deficits (and reserve accumulations)

of non-oil primary producing countries, the lenders are obtaining the

funt ct from national savings within the industrial group, as formerly,
but 'ectly or indirectly from placements of funds by the oil exporting
coxUn s. In effect, the industrial countries are now using approximately

valent of the naional savings char they formerly transferred to

the - of the world (as loans, investments, ad grants) to pay their snare

of : il deficit; but the greatly higher savings of the oil countries remain

ava e (moscly through "recycling" into internationaf rinancial markete)

to c .ries that need to borrow. And in the main, or course, the net inter-

nat. borrowers today are the saze groups of countries that were net inter-

nadL borrowers before the oil price rise, for the same--essentially
"str ural"--reasons.

e perspective on the inzernational payments structure afforded by the
acct. tying table can be helpful in an attempt to answer two crucial cues-

tio tout the functioning of the worIc economay with respect to the level

of ngate demand and the flow of finance from countries with current

acco- surpluses to those with corresponinge dficits.

Sfirst questionl--prompted by che sluggishness of real activity since
19s-whether the world economy can be expected to attain a reasonably

1-i vIelI of employment in view of an autonomous source of saving -a

lim . number of oil exporting countries) that still amounts to more than

340 . ~ion a year. However, with the combined current-account surplus of

the astrial countries having virtually disappeared, such an amount is

no uly hiigh on the basis of a proper coSparion with the pre-1974

expo 9 nce and in light of the emphasis generally placed on an increased

)lo real resources to the developing countries. The figures in the
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SM/77/62

March 21, 1977

To, Membzrs of the Executive Board

Fray The Secretary

Th- AT., Pa7 of international Liguidjty

The attached paper on the adequacy of internati ol liquidity
wil be brught to the agenda for discussion on a date to U ' -1.



INTERNATIONAL MONETARY FUND

The Adequacy of International Liquidity

Prepared by the Research Department

(In consultation with other departments)

Approved by J. J. Polak

March 17, 1977

At its meeting on October 2, 1976 in Manila, the Interim Committee

requested the Executive Directors to keep all aspects of international

liquidity under review and to report to it at a later meeting. This paper

presents a review of recent tendencies in international liquidity and

assesses the adequacy of the credit facilities and reserve assets provided

by the Fund. Some important aspects of the broader issue of control over

international liquidity are discussedj}n this paper, but this is a topic

which remains under continuing study.-

Even under the par value system it was difficult to make an accurate

assessment of the adequacy of international liquidity. As the Executive
Directors emphasized in the Annual Report of 1976, this difficulty has
increased in recent years. The new position of gold and the volatility of

its price is a complication. The change in exchange arrangements is

another, as is the growth in the size and scope of the activities of

private credit and capital markets. The Seventh General Review of Quotas

must, however, be completed by February 1978, and the provisions of the

present Article XXIV, Section 4 (c) require action by the Managing Director

with respect to SDR allocations for the third basic period not later than

June 30, 1977.1/ Thus, decisions on the credit facilities and reserve
assets provided by the Fund will have to be taken in the fairly near future,

1/ DM/77/18, "Control over International Liquidity," summarizes the views

expressed on this subject by participants at the Fleming Memorial Conference

in October of last year.

2/ No decision was taken before the end of the first basic period 1970-72

on an allocation or cancellation for the second basic period. That period

began, therefore, as an "empty period" on January 1, 1973 and will end five
years later, at the end of this calendar year. The Managing Director is
required to make a proposal for the next basic period at least six months
before this date, or if he ascertains that there is no proposal which he

considers to be consistent with the principles governing allocation that

has broad support among participants, to report to the Board of Governors

and to the Executive Directors.
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I. Reserve Assets and Credit Facilities

In carrying out the analysis a distinction will be drawn between the

two main components of international liquidity: reserve assets, sometimes

called "owned reserves," and credit facilities available for temporary

balance of payments financing. The demarcation line between these two

sources or forms of international liquidity is not absolutely watertight,

but the distinction is, nevertheless, clear in principle as well as in

practice. Reserve assets (or "reserves") are at the disposal of the

country owning them without any need for negotiation, without any condi-

tionality as to the countries' policies, and without any significant

limitation as to the circumstances in which they can be used. Credit

facilities are always subject to the first of these restrictions and may

be subject to the other restrictions mentioned. The availability of such

facilities, therefore, provides less assurance to a country than the owner-

ship of an equal amount of reserves that it will be able to meet possible

balance of payments deficits.

At the same time, the holding of reserves is normally more costly

than reliance on credit facilities. Although reserves can be invested in

money markets, their interest yield is usually below that which the country

could obtain if it had a corresponding amount of real capital, while

reserve credits are typically costless, or virtually costless, If they are

not used. It follows from considerations such as these that the ownership

of reserves and access to balance of payments credit are by no means full

substitutes, and it is therefore understandable that countries pursue some

reasonable balance.

Given this preference on the part of countries, it is necessary to

pursue a similar balance internationally in the provision of conditional

and unconditional liquidity if desirable adjustment policies are to be

fostered. Since the international community has its most direct influence

on the adjustment policies of deficit countries through the conditionality

on which Fund credit is made available, it is clearly necessary that a

disproportionate amount of owned reserves should not be provided relative

to conditional liquidity. But there is also an international interest in

members' reserves not being unduly small. Inadequate reserves may lead

members to adopt adjustment policies that are internationally as well as

nationally undesirable, and an ample supply of conditional credit is not

likely by itself to be effective in deflecting members from such a course

of action. These questions were extensively discussed prior to the first

allocation of special drawing rights, and in the Annual Report for 1969

the following conclusion was reached:

The two types of international liquidity, conditional and

unconditional, are, of course, interrelated, in particular in

the sense that the one can to some extent serve the same purpose

as the other so that the need for the one is not entirely inde-

pendent of the availability of the other. At the same time,

the composition of international liquidity is not a matter of

indifference from an international standpoint. Any attempt to
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meet a growing shortage of international liquidity solely by
expanding conditional liquidity might leave countries without
the readily usable assets they require to meet the payments
disequilibria that inevitably arise from time to time,
irrespective of the policies pursued. It would also be a
mistake to assume that the creation of additional reserves
would serve in any substantial way to meet the growing need
for conditional liquidity.

The Fund as originally established was charged only with the provision
of credit facilities. At that time, attention was not focused on the

possible inadequacy of the supply of reserves (although such concerns had
often been voiced in the past) and no provision was made for this contin-
gency except through the power of the Fund to change the official price of
gold. Twenty years later it had become clear that there was at least a
potential risk of an insufficiency of reserves, and (by means of the first
amendment) the Fund's responsibilities were enlarged to meet that need "as
and when it arises."

II. Credit Facilities Provided by the Fund

The most common approach used in the past to measure the relative
importance of Fund credit was to compare over time aggregate quotas with

world trade. Figures on this basis are presented in Table 1. This com-
parison was based on two implicit assumptions:

(a) that the size of the payments problems that members were likely
to encounter would increase proportionally with the increase in world

trade, and

(b) that quotas were a good indicator of the amount of credit that
members could normally expect to receive from the Fund.

It was always realized that assumption (a) was at best a reasonable
approximation to reality, which made no allowance for the growth of invis-
ibles and, what is more important, for the increase in capital movements
since the controls that were applied against such movements in the early
years.of the Fund have been greatly reduced. These considerations suggest
that the growth of trade over time may have provided too small a measure
of the growing need of members for balance of payments credit. Indeed, as
is shown in Table 1, payments imbalances (overall deficits and surpluses
summed without regard to sign) were larger relative to trade in the 1970s
than in the three previous quinquennial subperiods, even though they were
to some extent kept down by an increasing willingness of members to meet
balance of payments disturbances by movements in their exchange rates
through floating or changes in the peg.

With respect to assumption (b) it should be recognized that Fund credit
available to a member has not been proportional to quotas, but has increased
in relation to quotas by a number of successive steps. Until 1961, the use



Table 1. Aggregate Quotas, Imports, and Payments Imbalances, 1956-76"

Ratio of quotas to

quotas Imports Payments Imports Payments
All 78 World 78 imbalances: World 78 imbalances:

members members total members 78 members total members 78 members

-- ------ (In bilZions ofD)--------- -S-D---(In per cent)--- -

1956-60 11.2 10.81/ 107 911/ 82/ 10.4 11.91/ 1352/

1961-65 15.5 14.61/ 148 1271/ 9-V 10.5 11.42/ 1681

1966-70 22.5 21.1 235 212 15 9.6 10.0 139

1971-75 29.1 26.8 492 444 49 5.9 6.0 55

1966 20.7 19.5 194 173 6 10.7 11.3 324
1967 21.0 19.7 203 178 10 10.3 11.0 199
1968 21.2 19.8 226 204 15 9.4 9.7 130
1969 21.4 19.8 258 234 14 8.3 8.5 146
1970 28.4 26.5 297 269 31 9.6 9.8 85

1971 28.8 26.8 331 309 68 8.7 8.7 39
1972 29.2 26.8 358 323 39 8.1 8.3 69
1973 29.2 26.8 450 401 36 6.5 6.7 74
1974 29.2 26.8 654 604 60 4.5 4.4 45
1975 29.2 26.8 671 581 45 4.4 4.6 59

1976 29.2 26.8 793 684 ... 3.7 3.9
6th Review/19772 39.0 35.7 900 800 ... 4.3 4.5 ...

1/ Quotas at year-end, imports and payments imbalances for calendar years. Data are shown for all members

and for a group of 78 members for which data are continuously available from 1966 to date. Payments imbal-

ances are the sums of balances on current and capital account and errors and omissions. These "overall

balances" of the 78 members (60 members before 1966) are added without regard to sign.
2/ Refers to 60 countries for which data are continuously available from 1956 on, and which were Fund mem-

bers from at least 1961 on.
3/ Quotas agreed at the Sixth General Review of Quotas to become effective after the second amendment of

the Articles of Agreement enters into force, related to forecast imports for 1977 taken from the World Economic
Outlook.
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of the fourth credit tranche was so exceptional that members considered
that tranche as for all practical purposes, not available. In 1963, the
compensatory financing facility for the use of primary exporting countries
was introduced, adding a potential 50 per cent of quota to the access of
members in a position to use that facility, and in 1969 a further 25 per
cent was added through the buffer stock facility. (Maximum access under
this facility was 50 per cent of quota but there was a joint limit of
75 per cent of quota on use of the compensatory financing facility and
the buffer stock facility combined.) Then came the Extended Fund
Facility 15973, adding an additional 65 per cent of quota), the oil
facility.- (1974), the expansion of the compensatory financing facility
to 75 per cent of quota and the removal of its joint limit with the buffer
stock facility (1975), and the temporary widening of the tranches by 45 per
cent (1976). The total of facilities now available is summarized in
Table 2. Although in principle a member could use all the facilities shown
at the same time (and the oil facility as well) this has never happened and
is unlikely to happen for the foreseeable future. The requirements that
must be satisfied for drawings on the buffer stock facility and the
Extended Fund Facility are such that little use has been made so far of
these facilities.

The temporary widening of the tranches was a means of increasing access
without raising quotas; in considering what would be a proper level of
quotas (with adequate resources for the Fund as well as adequate access for
members) it would not be reasonable to assume the continuation of this
special measure. It seems hardly relevant to carry the comparison back
before 1963, a period when use of the Fund's resources was, on the whole,
still quite limited. The comparison will be made with the mid-1960s, when
only the compensatory financing facility was in effect. It will be
restricted to members (the overwhelming majority in number), that could be
expected to have opportunities to use this facility, i.e., predominantly
the primary exporting countries. Such members had a maximum access of
150 per cent of quota in the 1960s. Now their access, as shown in Table 2,
would be 175 per cent of quota, plus an allowance for their access to the
extended facility and the buffer stock facility. Considering the limited
use that has been made so far of both of these facilities, a notional
allowance of an additional 25 to 50 per cent of quota for both of them
combined might seem reasonable at least for the time being. This would
suggest a figure for access in the order of 200 to 225 per cent of quota,
or about 1 1/3 - 1 1/2 times as much (as per cent of quota) as in the 1960s.

Aggregate Fund quotas (in SDRs) have risen from the end of 1966 to
date by over two fifths and they are going to increase further by one third

1/ The oil facility has now lapsed. It existed from June 1974 to
April 1976. Access was governed by a number of factors: the size of the
deficit induced by oil price changes, reserve holdings, Fund quota, and the
country's overall balance of payments position. The de facto ceiling on
credit available through this facility was set, however, by the need for
the Fund to borrow from members to finance it. Under this facility members
drew a total of nearly SDR 7 billion.
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Table 2. Credit Facilities in the Fund-

(In per cent of quota)

Under Under Tempo-
Regular rarily Widend

Type of FacLlity Policies 2/ Tranches 2.

(a) First credit tranche 25 36.25

(b) Higher credit tranches 75 108.75

(c) Extended facility 64; 65.00

(d) Compensatory financing facility 75 75.00

(e) Buffer stock financing facility 50 50.00

Source: ITMF Survey, Supplement, Fall 1976, p. 3 .

1/ A member may not qualify for all of these facilities. The
amounts shown under each of the facilities listed under (b), (c) and
(d) are normally made available over a period of two or more years
only.

2/ Facilities as described under regular policies applied prior
to January 20, 1976, and will under present decisions apply again
after the second amendment of the Articles of Agreement; the tenpo-
rarily widened credit tranches are in effect from January 20, 1976,
until the second amendnent enters into force.

3/ The limit on use of the Extended Fund Facility is 140 per
cent of quota, but part of this is in substitution for (not in
addition to) the use of the higher credit trancies.
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after the Sixth General Review of Quotas becomes effective. The total

increase from 1966 will then be 88 per cent. During the same period, how-

ever, world trade as measured by imports denominated in SDRs has quadrupled

and aggregate payments imbalances have, if anything, risen even faster

(Table 1). The ratio of aggregate Fund quotas to annual world imports had

fluctuated between 8 and 13 per cent from the mid-1950s to 1972; between

1972 and 1976 it fell from about 8 per cent to less than 4 per cent. Com-

paring the ratio of quotas to imports immediately after general quota

increases, the ratio was 13 per cent in 1959, 11 per cent in 1966, and

10 per cent in 1970; in 1977 after the implementation of the Sixth General

Review of Quotas it is estimated to be only 4.3 per cent. The same obser-

vation holds for a constant sample of 78 members for which data are available

since 1966. The ratio of quotas to payments imbalances (overall deficits

and surpluses summed without regard to sign) has also declined: quotas

were equivalent to approximately 18 months' payments imbalances in the 1960s

but only to about six months' imbalances in 1974-75.1/

In order to restore members' access to Fund credit to the importance

it once held, substantial quota increases would have to be agreed under the

Seventh General Review. Making the notional allowance suggested above for

the expansion in Fund credit relative to quotas since the mid-1960s, quotas

in 1977 would have to be higher than those agreed in the Sixth General

Review by SDR 25-35 billion to restore the 1966 ratio between access to

Fund credit and imports. Bearing in mind that any quota increases agreed

in the Seventh General Review probably could not become effective before

1978, and projecting an increase in nominal imports from 1977 to 1978 by

15 per cent (i.e., at the rate at which imports are expected to grow in

1977), a doubling of quotas as the outcome of the Seventh General Review

would restore Fund credit to the relative importance it had in 1966. Even

a restoration to the position after the general quota increase in 1970 would

require a quota increase of SDR 25-35 billion in 1978.

The question arises whether the traditional quantitative approach out-

lined above yields an appropriate conclusion on the enlargement of quotas

under present circumstances. It could be argued, for example, that both

private credit facilities (borrowing from commercial banks) as well as non-

Fund official financing facilities (like swap agreements and the automatic

credit provisions of the European narrow margins arrangement) have reduced

the need for Fund credit.

The fact that countries which are creditworthy can in practice obtain

finance from private sources does not eliminate the need for substantial
credit facilities in the Fund. The problem is not that the total avail-

ability of credit is inadequate but that the terms on which it is available

are not necessarily the most conducive to the effective working of the

1/ The importance of these numbers lies in their movement over time,

rather than in the absolute ratios. Quotas equal to one and a half years

of imbalances are not excessive since individual countries' deficits or

surpluses will often persist for a number of years.
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adjustment process. Private lenders are naturally primarily concerned
with the security of, and the rate of return on, their lending. Although
these criteria are related to adjustment needs, they do not necessarily
coincide.

There have been occasions in the past when a member was unwilling to
accept the Fund's conditionality, because the additional resources it could
obtain from so doing were not judged worth the costs in terms of the
restraint imposed by the Fund on the member's policies. Only when rela-
tively unconditional outside sources of borrowing dried up did members come
to the Fund, and then often in circumstances where the balance of payments
situation had been allowed to deteriorate alarmingly. To be effective in
influencing the speed and nature of adjustment measures taken by members,
the share of international liquidity provided by the Fund through its
credit facilities must be substantial in relation to the size of members'
payments problems. If the amount of Fund credit that a member can get is
insignificant in proportion to its payments problems, it is likely to seek
assistance elsewhere or to resort to policies that may be internationally
as well as nationally destructive. To the extent that there is a continu-
ation of the large expansion of private credit which has occurred in the
last decade, there will be a need for the kind of underpinning which can
be provided by adequate access to Fund credit.

Turning to official non-Fund resources, these are typically of a
short-term nature (three months or less) and are therefore not a substitute
for medium-term balance of payments adjustment assistance.

These considerations suggest that the existence of private and non-
Fund official credit facilities is of limited relevance to the appropriate
level of Fund quotas. In the assessment of this level considerable weight
will have to be attached to a direct judgment of the adequacy of quotas.
The Fund has, in effect, made a judgment on the adequacy of existing quotas
a number of times in the past few years, when it introduced special
facilities or arrangements for the purpose of giving members larger access
than their quotas would have permitted.!/ Leaving on one side the compen-
satory financing and buffer stock financing facilities which are addressed
to needs arising from specific causes, there were still several actions to
enlarge potential access in the last four years: the oil facility, the
Extended Fund Facility, the 45 per cent widening of tranches, and the
provision for additional assistance in exceptional cases agreed to in
Jamaica. Admittedly, two of these four special measures were intended to
meet a temporary need--the oil facility to bridge the time needed for the
adjustment of the world trade and payments structure to the higher oil
prices, and the extra 45 per cent to bridge the period until the new quotas
could go into effect. For this reason, both had terminal provisions. It
is clear, however, that the distortion in payments brought about by the

1/ It should also be noted that when agreement was reached in the Interim
Committee on the general size of quota increases under the Sixth Review, it
was at the same time agreed that the Seventh Review would be advanced by
two years.
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higher oil prices will take far more than two years to be absorbed by the
system. Moreover, the 45 per cent increase was obviously designed to meet
a larger problem than the delay in the quota increases coming into effect,
since the size of these increases for the non-oil countries is, on average,
only about 27 per cent of quota. Hence, a continuing need for increased
credit provision by the Fund exists.

It should also be remembered that all the extensions of access on the
basis of unchanged quotas cut deeply into the Fund's liquidity. This
requires that steps be taken to supplement the resources available to the
Fund even on the basis of present rules for access by members.

The most suitable way to meet members' needs for additional credit and
the Fund's need for resources is by an increase in quotas. Experience shows
that this involves considerable time. Over the near term, therefore, i.e.,
up to the implementation of the Seventh Review of Quotas, further action
is necessary.

In particular, active consideration is being given to a temporary
arrangement for obtaining additional resources by the negotiation of lines
of credit from surplus countries. The resources so obtained would be
available on a conditional basis to members encountering major financial
difficulties. Further, the widening of the tranches agreed in Jamaica
could be retained--on a somewhat reduced scale--after the entry into
effect of the amended Articles.

Borrowing is not, however, a substitute for a quota increase. Indeed,
in some respects the two are complementary, i.e., an expansion in borrowing
requires in due course an increase in quotas to enhance the liquidity of
the claims on the Fund.

III. The Provision of Reserves by the Fund

1. Introduction

Broadly speaking, the previous section, arguing the case for increased
quotas, covered familiar ground. This will not be the case in the following
discussion which gives consideration to the question of whether the Fund
should or should not create additional reserves by an SDR allocation. There
have been substantial changes in the international monetary system since the
first allocation of SDRs including the altered role of gold, the rapid
growth of private sources of credit, some increased use of exchange rates
for balance of payments adjustment and the floating of the U.S. dollar.
For countries in a position to borrow on the international money and capital
markets, these changes have led to a more elastic response of foreign
exchange reserves to reserve needs. These changes in the nature of the
supply of and demand for international reserves lead to an analysis of the
adequacy of reserves which differs considerably from that which was
appropriate in the past.
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Given the new setting for these issues, it may be useful to begin with
the provisions of the Articles concerning SDR allocations. Article XXIV,
Section 1(a), provides that "In all its decisions with respect to the
allocation and cancellation of special drawing rights the Fund shall seek
to meet the long-term global need, as and when it arises, to supplement
existing reserve assets in such manner as will promote the attainment of
its purposes and will avoid economic stagnation and deflation as well as
excess demand and inflation in the world." It will also be recalled that
an addition has been made to the General Obligations of Participants in
the Proposed Second Amendment, and under the new Article XXII each member
that is a participant in the Special Drawing Account undertakes to collab-
orate with the Fund and other participants, not only "in order to facilitate
the functioning of the Special Drawing Rights Department and the proper
use of special drawing rights in accordance with this agreement," but also
"with the objective of making the special drawing right the principal
reserve asset in the international monetary system."

The considerations which bear upon seeking to meet the "long-term
global need, as and when it arises, to supplement existing reserve assets"
and the avoidance of "economic stagnation and the inflation as well as
excess demand and inflation in the world" will be discussed below. It is
worth emphasizing, however, that in addition reference is made to doing
these things "in such a manner as will promote the attainment of its (the
Fund's) purposes." This suggests that in reaching a decision on an SDR
allocation considerations bearing upon the long-term future of the system
should play a part.

If "the objective of making the special drawing right the principal
reserve asset in the international monetary system" is not to be entirely
devoid of content, regard must be paid to the long-term viability of the
asset. It is difficult to see how this can be done without an early
resumption of SDR allocations. The displacement of gold as the basic
reserve asset of the system has left a gap that can only be filled by an
internationally created reserve asset. The holding of SDRs as part of a
country's liquid reserves is becoming the only alternative to holding the
currencies of particular countries. If, therefore, an allocation of SDRs
can be made without exacerbating the problem of inflation, and without an
unwarranted permanent transfer of resources among member countries, then
considerable weight should be given to the contribution that the SDR can
be expected to make to the long-term stability of the international monetary
system.

2. Methods of assessing reserve adequacy

In the past, two methods were used for assessing the adequacy of
reserves. The first approach relied on a comparison of actual, or forecast,
reserves with the volume of reserves considered appropriate in the light of
statistical projections from past periods when reserves were judged to have
been adequate. These projections were based on observed relationships
between reserve holdings and variables intended to measure the need for
reserves, primarily payments imbalances or imports as a proxy for imbalances.
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It was always necessary to consider modifying the results of the purely

statistical extrapolations, in order to make allowance for observed changes

in the structure of underlying relationships. When major changes had

occurred, the results of this approach were held to be of questionable

reliability and greater weight was placed on another approach (see, for

instance, Annual Report 1974, pp. 37-46).

Under this second approach, countries' own appraisal of the degree of

adequacy of their reserves was inferred from their conduct of economic

policy, particularly from measures clearly directed toward the balance of

payments such as exchange rate policy, trade and exchange controls, and

international borrowing. The effect of any excessive reserve ease or

stringency in the system could be judged from the deviation of the use of

these policy measures from a level considered appropriate, and that could

be assumed to prevail if reserves were at the right level. Although this

second approach did not yield an estimate of the amount by which global

reserves were deficient or excessive, it could be relied on to give quali-

tative support to tentative quantitative conclusions arrived at by the

first approach.

In the course of the preparatory work in 1969 for the first allocation

of SDRs, the finding that global reserves were inadequate was supported by

qualitative considerations following the second approach, in particular by

evidence of an increase in restrictions on international transactions and

of increased resort to international borrowing and other arrangements for

balance of payments financing. The quantitative estimate of the need to

supplement existing reserve assets, which followed the first approach, was

based on the projection of reserve needs in accordance with trends in

imports and payments imbalances and on estimates of the future growth of

reserves in the form of traditional reserve assets.

Important changes have occurred in the international monetary system

since the time of the first decision on SDR allocations. One of these

changes relates to the role of gold. As long as gold could be sold readily

at the official price, it was, without question, a liquid reserve asset

comparable to reserve currencies, SDRs, and reserve positions in the Fund.

Gold is now no longer readily used as a reserve asset as most members show

little inclination to sell gold from their holdings even when their payments

situation is precarious. Although the ownership of gold still contributes

to a country's overall reserve ease--for instance, it can be used as

collateral--there is now clearly a question of the degree of its liquidity.

A further set of changes has resulted from the greater availability of

private credit and the extent to which exchange rates are free to vary. As

a result of these changes, countries are, in general, in a much better

position now than they were in the 1960s to acquire the amount of reserves

that they want to hold on average over the years. Most governments can

increase their reserves by borrowing foreign currencies from commercial

banks or other private sources and placing the funds raised in the market.

Moreover, to a much larger extent than a decade ago, countries--in
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particular those with floating rates--can influence the amount of foreign
currency they acquire or give up in the foreign exchange markets by adjust-
ing their exchange rate and their intervention policies.-

The change in the international monetary system that was, however,
mainly responsible for making the supply of reserves more readily adjustable
to the demand for them was the change in the way in which U.S. dollars were
supplied. Until August 1971, and particularly in the few years before that
date, U.S. balance of payments policy, and hence the supply of dollars
abroad, was influenced by the need to constrain the growth of such dollar
holdings in order not to jeopardize confidence in the ability and willing-
ness of the United States to convert them. After gold convertibility was
abolished by the United States in 1971, and the U.S. dollar allowed to
float, this constraint no longer existed. Moreover, the generation of U.S.
dollar balances through the offshore currency markets was expanding during
the 1960s and had become substantial by the early 1970s.

These developments have led to increases in gross foreign exchange
reserves that have not been clearly inadequate in relation to growing needs,
as analyzed in successive Annual Reports. From that point of view there
does not seem to be a clear case for resumption of SDR allocations.

This approach overlooks, however, the fact that practically the whole
increase in international liquidity has come about by borrowing. The con-
cern that is now developing with respect to the sustainability of present
commercial bank lending to deficit countries raises the question whether
this form of borrowing as a source of international liquidity creation
should continue to play the same preponderant role in the future.

The analysis above indicates that in present circumstances the impact
of any decision on SDR allocation may differ from the impact that was
envisaged at the first allocation. Then the SDR allocation was seen as
providing a needed increase in the supply of reserves in order to avoid the
untoward consequences feared from a reserve shortage. Now a decision to
allocate or not to allocate SDRs is likely to affect primarily the com-
position of reserves. It is true that this will not be the case for
countries in chronic payments difficulties that have tended to keep their
reserves at a minimal level. For this group of countries an SDR allocation
would neither lead to any significant increase in reserves nor, except to
the extent required by reconstitution provisions, to any significant change
in composition. But a high proportion of countries are either lenders or
creditworthy borrowers, and for these countries the primary effect of an
SDR allocation would be to shift the composition of their reserves. For
some countries, such as the United States and Germany, whose reserves are
adequate or more than adequate, there would simply be an addition of the
SDR allocation to their existing reserves, and they would neither change
their lending nor their borrowing.

/ The extent to which they will be free to do so in the future will be
affected by the arrangements made for surveillance over exchange rate
policies.
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Most other countries will substitute allocated SDRs for increases in

foreign exchange holdings that they would otherwise have acquired. This

shift would be more important in terms of its effects than the simple fact

that the increment of their reserves would consist mainly of SDRs rather

than of reserve currencies. These countries would also avoid the assumption

of a corresponding increase in their indebtedness, with the attendant
weakening of their debt profile. By contrast, the receipt of an SDR

allocation does not carry any obligation of repayment, except in the event
of use to the extent that the reconstitution provisions come into play.

To look at the same point from a slightly different angle, SDR allocations

increase both a country's gross and its net reserves, while reserves

acquired by borrowing, in particular by relatively short-term borrowing,
raise the level of gross reserves but not that of net reserves.

3. Conditions relevant to the allocation of SDRs

One major concern in considering the possibility of a further allo-

cation of SDRs is that, by adding to glohal expenditures, it might add to

the thrust of inflation. Any expansionary impact on the world economy

through the extension of additional credit in any form--including, for

this purpose, the use of SDRs in the concept of credit extension--arises

from the fact that the money put at the disposal of the borrower is spent.

It is, of course, impossible to predict the response of individual

countries to an SDR allocation; nor is precise knowledge of this kind

necessary to the conduct of the business of the Fund. For individual

members, quotas (which determine allocations) may be large or small in

relation to their customary reserve levels, and allocations may occur at

a time of strong or difficult payments situations. These and other factors

will determine the amount of SDR use as a result of an allocation. While

SDR allocations have bee-n characterized as serving a need for "reserves to

be held" rather than '"reserves to be spent," this characterization is

appropriate only for the average participant, over time. The crucial

issue for the Fund in this context is that the allocation of SDRs to meet

a need for reserves does not, to any important extent, become the vehicle

for the permanent transfer of real resources. Concern that many countries--

in particular developing countries--would likely spend any reserve additions

which came thiwr y w i thout ever restoring their holdings was expressed

over a decade ago when various schemes for reserve creation were under

consideration ihis proposition was analyzed in considerable detail in

the Fund's Annu reprt for 1966. The following conclusion was drawn:

The ned for reserve growth is shared by all countries,
whatever their stage of industrialization or development. While

the scarcity of resources of all kinds in many less developed

countries causes them to maintain a level of reserves lower than
would otherwise be Liesirable, the fluctuating nature of their

trade in many cases makes them more dependent on the use of

reserves and ocher forms of compensatory financing than are most

industrial countries. As has been indicated in the preceding

section of this chapter, the proportion of reserves to imports
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mainltainod hy developing countries, though it has declined
sustanially compared withi the postwar years, is not now

mrkdly lier than that of industrial countries, whose
rerve cs have also declined in Cla LoC to trade. Moreover,

n mny of the develo ping count res, as Indeed in the United

Ste also, it has neon influenced by the fact that in the

early potwar years these reserves stood at a relatively

1ighI v el These exceptional reserves have now almost

n ralx disappeared and it is to be expected that most

the ls developed countrie ill find it necessary to
h reserves as their tasactiLons expand . The

x io of developing countries' reserves in the past
eeyrs ded support to hivew.

A ee similar data brought up to the present supports the same

1ncusio Ine, the de vlopin L o untios that are not major oil

expoter have, in t~lhe succeeding dcade, maintained their aggregate r tes

Scese'rves to imports bettr than t o w eoped countries (Table 3).-

Bat cosiderable iphas plc ed on the need for reserves is

evidee byL tho hetsiaation shown oxy many countries to make any significant

use ofthir reserves to meet toe large deficits of 1974 and 1975, main
reliane being1placed instead on borrowing. This was also shown by the

La wi th wic C coi tries ook adv anage in 1976 of some easing of

the ay of cit r--t-includuing credit from the Fund--to add to

It is interesting to note, in Table 4, that in 1976 non-oil
sevlpgcuntries financed virtually the whole of their current account

deic I by officia! grants or by long-cerm flows and made additions to

ther re-ves which totaled almost as much as their "other net borrowing."

It is als noteworthy that staff estimates suggest that in 1977 a high

porion of the o net borrowing" of these countries will again go

T 1 hou't that ther woud be some difficulty in reconciling
rn : l with the net se by partii pants of their past SDR allocations.

or , 110 participant Ihat received allocations in 1970-72, the

S 7se'e below the) a1catons by rore than the amount of the

ssment s as of the on or 1976, and the holdings of 57 on that

dat u "ele than one half of thir aLlocation. Although this experience

L, opint to a widesprea tindency on the part of members to

50nd 'eg C n 'ol 1 Ollated "ecerves, additional facts suggest a differ-

r_ mm. n armaution 'yaiabl for 76 of the 87 members that were net

uS' of a'nS 'tte end c- 197Q 'show that 87 per cent (65 members)

r their total reservis durrp the period 1970-76. Two plausible

con ietions c an oe offerd in explanation of these data. First, members

Fo" I co 4  en t us FDI for example, for repurchases or pay-

no minarges to the Yund; ms ' aSries with small allocations have
he oportunty to restore ther holdings after use, unless the use

we. a "ss enough to call for rconsitution. Second, in many countries

21+1 iv no," ' s attra; ve as r v assets than reserve currencies,
55 in terms of teLtr' mtrs
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i/
Table 3. Ratio of Reserves to Imports, 1966-75

(In per cent)

Other Major Other Less
Industrial Developed Oil Developed

World Countries Countries Exporters Countries!'

1966 37 40 31 43 27

1967 36 38 29 46 28

1968 33 34 30 45 28
1969 30 30 30 43 28
1970 29 28 28 43 29

1971 32 33 33 52 28

1972 33 37 48 63 32

1973 34 31 47 59 34

1974 26 21 29 78 25
1975 28 22 26 93 23

Source: The figures are those given in 111F Annual Report, 197 (Table 16).

1/ Reserves are centered quarterly averages for the years shown.

2/ The figures for "other less developed countries" in this table include

a number of nonmembers for which aggregate imports are substantial but reserves

are negligible. The ratio for les developed Fund members alone (excluding
major oil exporters) is several percentage points higher in each year than

that shown above.
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Table 4. Non-Oil Developing Countries:
Balance of Payments Summary, 1973-77

(In billions of U.S. doZZars)

1973 1974 1975 1976 1977

Current account deficit -10.8 -30.2 -38.4 -28.0 -29
Direct investment inflows, net 3.7 4.5 5.3 5.5 6
Official grants and long-term
loans received, net 10.5 14.5 18.5 19.9 20

Total 3.4 -11.2 -14.6 -2.6 -3

Reserve changes (accumulation -) -7.7 -2.4 0.9 -11.0 -5

Total -4.3 -13.6 -13.7 -13.6 -8

Use of Fund credit 0.2 1.4 1.6 2.1 -W

Other borrowing, net 4.1 12.2 12.1 11.5 8

Source: World Economic Outlook, paper No. 3, Table 15, and International
inacriia Statistics.
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Even if the main direct effect arising from any SDR allocation would
be to substitute SDRs for additions to currency holdings, what is the
possibility of significant indirect effects through the replacement of
private lending by international reserve creation? If the countries which
substituted SDRs for additional currency reserves felt that their net
liquidity position was a good deal easier because they did not have to
borrow to meet their reserve needs, they might feel inclined, or might be
encouraged, to borrow more from private lenders and increase their spending.

It would be difficult to estimate how strong these tendencies might
be, but it is not necessary to make such estimates. The containment of
world-wide inflation does not depend on the desire to borrow by this or
that potential debtor, or on the willingness of banks or others to grant
more credit to certain customers. The essential pre-condition for the
control of inflation in the world lies with the national monetary and
fiscal authorities. Since SDR creation is a monetary measure, the proper
offsetting action should occur in the monetary field. Concretely, this
would mean that national monetary authorities, in particular in the main
countries, should make allowance for the amount of SDR creation in deter-
mining the noninflationary expansion in monetary aggregates they would
permit.

In more normal circumstances, one might be satisfied with adequate
limitations on the total supply of credit in the world. At present, how-
ever, qualitative problems of international bank credit may be as important
as the overall quantitative problems. There is a risk of commercial banks
overextending credit to individual countries, beyond reasonable limits for
debt service, and also of the flow of international credit to certain
countries suddenly drying up.

The role of the Fund in this context can be of great importance.
Where the Fund believes that a certain member fails to adjust and engages
in excessive borrowing, the Fund will strongly advise the member to take
adjustment action. ln such circumstances, the Fund will be prepared to
make its resources available, on conditional terms. The amounts that may
be needed to restore confidence after adjustment action has been taken may
in certain circumstances be very large in relation to a member's quota,
but the Fund should be ready and able to act on a large scale in such cir-
cumstances. It is, of course, always preferable to prevent difficulties
from occurring than to deal with them after they have arisen. It might,
therefore, be useful to explore the possibility of cooperation between the
Fund and members with the aim of ensuring that international lending and
borrowing conform to a sustainable pattern.

As indicated, any credit extended by the Fund as part of its role in
the adjustment process should be conditional credit. The question arises
whether the possibility that, over the next few years, the Fund may have
to deal with a number of such cases--perhaps on a major scale--should be
seen as counterindicative to the allocation of SDRs. The answer to that
question depends on the importance that countries can be seen to attach
to a secular rise in their reserves. To the extent that countries that
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unduly delay needed adjustment and borrow excessively also tend to use up
their reserves, the allocation of SDRs to such countries would risk delaying
adjustment even longer. But insofar as such countries--whatever the weak-
ness of their other policies--do tend to maintain and increase their
reserves, SDR allocation would promote a substitution of SDRs for currencies
in reserves for these as well as for other countries, and would minimize the
problems of indebtedness for countries generally. The evidence presented
above suggests that the desire for secular reserve accumulation is broadly
held among countries. This would suggest that the Fund's function of
supplying all of its participating members with needed reserves through
SDR allocations should not be expected to interfere seriously with its at
least equally important function of promoting timely adjustment for some
of its members. A further safeguard in this respect would be that, on any
reasonable assumptions, annual SDR allocations would be only a small per-
centage of members' quotasA1 which would hardly be significant in the
context of the very large amounts likely to be involved in any Fund stabili-
zation action.

If participants' evaluation of these various factors lead to the
conclusion that the problems posed by the possible inflationary impact
could be dealt with in a satisfactory manner, and that allocations would be
desirable, questions of the possible size and timing will require consid-
eration. Some material relevant to the question of the possible size of
an SDR allocation is presented in the Annex to this paper. Some estimates
are given there indicating what increase would be consistent with particular
assumptions on the appropriate base period, the most useful definition of
reserves and the estimated trend increase in world trade.

A number of assumptions are necessary in deciding on the appropriate
size of an SDR allocation and these become increasingly tenuous the longer
the period for which it is decided to allocate SDRs. These uncertainties
would seem to argue in favor of a relatively short basic period, perhaps
three years, as in the first basic period, rather than the standard five
years.

Because of the substantial uncertainties that prevail at this stage
with respect to some features of the system--such as the future role of
gold in reserves--it would seem advisable to put more weight than has been
done in the past on the Fund's annual review of the international liquidity
situation, and to envisage from the outset the possibility of a change in
annual allocations during the basic period in the event of "unexpected
major developments" (Article XXIV, Section 3). It is worth recalling that
reductions in the rate of allocation during a basic period can be brought
about by a simple majority of total voting power (Article XXIV, Section 4(d)).

Nevertheless, only major developments could provide sufficient evidence
to change the rate of allocation. Reserve changes of individual countries--
and even to some extent of the system as a whole--have a large random

l/ See last paragraph of Annex.
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component, which limits the significance of one-year changes. Countries'

responses to changes in their reserves are distributed over time, so that

the prevailing degree of reserve ease can be inferred from the observed

policy climate only over a somewhat extended time period. In short, the

Fund's policy on the supply of reserves cannot aim at "fine tuning" and
it should not try to do so.

Allocation of SDRs provides costless reserves to participants, so
long as the reserves are not used. To the extent that they are used, the

cost of using them--the rate of interest on the SDR--is the same for all
participants. The use of SDRs depends on their interest rate (yield)

compared with the yields on alternative reserve assets. The role of the

rate of interest in the large net use of SDRs by many members has been
referred to above. It would seem likely that a substantial increase in

the stock of SDRs would require some increase in the rate of interest to

avoid putting undue reliance on the provisions concerning the holding,
acceptance, use and reconstitution of SDRs. It would, further, be desirable

in any event to give some reconsideration to the existing reconstitution

provisions.

IV. Concluding Remarks

The increase in access to Fund credit has fallen far behind the growth

in the need for credit resources of this type. Entry into force of the

proposed Second Amendment of the Articles of Agreement will allow imple-

mentation of the Sixth General Review of Quotas. This quota increase,
however, will fill the gap between credit needs and resources only to a

small extent. The Seventh General Review of fuotas is to be completed in

February of 1978. A substantial quota increase on this occasion, of the

order of 75 - 100 per cent, would restore the relation between the need

for Fund credit and its availability that was observed in the middle of the

1960s and in the early part of the 1970s.

Even a substantial quota increase will not fill the entire need for condi-

tional liquidity that may arise in the present exceptional circumstances. As

indicated above, thought is being given to temporary arrangements to borrow a

substantial amount of resources to enable the Fund to increase access to

conditional credit in order to assist members in coping with major financial

difficulties. A paper on this subject is being prepared by the staff.

Increasing attention is being given to the preponderant role of com-

mercial borrowing in recent years in financing payment deficits. The

authorities in some major countries are considering closer surveillance

over the foreign lending activities of their commercial banks. If this

changing climate leads to a reduction in bank lending, this would at the

same time, directly or indirectly, reduce the creation of international
reserves. In fact, the curious situation at the moment is--as Table 4

shows--that while the financial community is concerned about deficit

financing by developing countries, bank lending to this group of countries

has in fact mostly served to increase their gross reserves.
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If it were felt that this process of increasing international liquidity
should not continue much longer to the same extent, a resumption of SDR

allocations might be considered. This would strengthen the international
monetary system and contribute to its long-term stability by making a primary
reserve asset available to members and by improving the composition of

reserves. In addition, an SDR allocation of appropriate magnitudel/ can
also serve, under adequate safeguards, to strengthen the stability of the
system by slowing down the growth of international indebtedness.

As indicated earlier, this would require that national monetary author-
ities, particularly those of countries issuing reserve currencies, cooperate
by making allowance, in deciding on their monetary policies, for the amount
of SDR creation that is concurrently taking place. Further, as suggested
above, it should be recognized at the outset that, if unexpected major
developments make such action advisable, a proposal will be made to bring
about a reduction in the rate of allocation during the basic period.

1/ The magnitude of an SDR allocation that may be appropriate in present
circumstances is discussed in the Annex.
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Quantitative Considerations Relevant to khe Allocation of SDRs

Since the volume of SDRs has not increased since the end of 1972, the
share of this component of international liquidity has been progressively
reduced. When the allocation of SDRs for 1970-72 was decided upon at the
end of 1969, the projections made at the time implied that at the end of
the allocation period, i.e., at the beginning of 1972, SDRs would account
for 10 per cent of total reserves (16 per cent of reserves excluding gold),
and it was widely expected that thereafter SDR creation would continue to
account for the bulk of reserve increases. In the event, holdings of re-
serve currencies increased very much faster than had been anticipated and
the actual share of SDR holdings in total reserves at the beginning of 1972
was about 7 per cent, and the share in liquid reserves about 10 per cent.
Since then, the share of SDRs in liquid reserves has declined further to
less than 5 per cent at the end of 1976 (Table 5). There has, however,
been a large increase in reserve positions in the Fund (whose value is also
maintained in SDRs), so that the share of all Fund related assets in total
liquid reserves was about 14 per cent at end-1976.

In developing an order of magnitude for possible SDR allocations for
the next few years it is assumed that no attempt would be made to reverse
the large accumulation of holdings of reserve currencies that has taken
place over the last six years. The calculations that follow proceed from
the assumption that the creation of SDRs would be limited to a conservative
estimate of the need for future reserve increases, less the estimated reserve
creation that could be expected to take place as the by-product of the net
expansion in Fund credit.

The following framework is suggested as a basis for arriving at an
estimate of the magnitude of annual SDR allocations for the next few years:

(a) The calculations would take as their base the liquid reserves at
the end of 1976 of countries other than the oil exporting countries charac-
terized by a low capacity to absorb imports, i.e., a round figure of SDR 150
billion. This approach would assume (i) that further "reserve" increases
of certain oil exporters, which would in any event be of an investment

character, could suitably take place mostly in reserve currencies; and
(ii) that whatever the contribution to reserve ease provided by gold reserves,
members' reserves in other forms need not be increased to compensate for the
fact that their gold reserves are unlikely to increase in volume.

(b) It would be assumed that the stock of liquid reserves at the end

of the second basic period, at year-end 1977, was reasonably adequate. This

assumption would reflect the view that, over the medium term, the stock of

liquid reserves was largely determined by countries' decisions on the pre-
ferred level of such reserves, and that the increase in the reserves of

non-oil countries that had taken place in 1976 (over SDR 15 billion) and in

1977 fully offset any insufficiency in the two preceding years.



Table 5. Composition and Distribution of International Reserves, End of Years 1969-76

Composition of reserves Distribution of reserves

Liquid reserves Major oLl exporters

All Reserve Other High Low Other
Total liquid Foreign positions 1/ Industrial developed absorption absorption developing
reserves assets exchange in Fund SDRs Gold- countries countries countries countries countries

(In bil lions of SDRs)

1969 78.7 39.8 33.0 6.7 -- 38.9 55.0 7.6 2.4 1.7 11.9

1970 93.2 56.3 45.4 7.7 3.1 37.0 65.8 8.5 2.5 2.4 13.9

1971 123.2 87.3 75.1 6.4 5.9 35.9 88.8 12.1 3.7 4.1 14.5

1972 146.5 110.9 95.9 6.3 8.7 35.6 97.5 19.4 4.7 5.4 19.7

1973 152.2 116.6 101.7 6.2 8.8 35.6 95.8 19.9 6.5 5.5 24.5

1974 180.2 144.5 126.8 8.8 8.9 35.6 97.9 17.2 22.2 16.2 26.5

1975 194.3 158.8 137.4 12.6 8.8 35.5 104.1 15.3 24.1 24.2 26.5

1976 1 221.0 185.6 159.2 17.7 8.7 35.4 113.5 15.8 26.7 29.5 35.5

(In billions of U.S. doZZars)

1971 133.8 94.8 81.5 6.9 6.4 39.0 96.4 13.2 4.0 4.4 15.8

1972 159.1 120.4 104.1 6.9 9.4 38.7 105.8 21.0 5.1 5.8 21.3

1973 183.7 140.7 122.6 7.4 10.6 43.0 115.5 24.0 7.9 6.7 29.6

1974 220.6 177.1 155.4 10.8 10.8 43.5 119.9 21.2 27.2 19.8 32.4

1975 227.4 185.8 160.8 14.8 10.3 41.6 121.9 17.9 28.3 28.3 31.1

19764 256.7 215.6 184.9 20.6 10.1 41.1 131.8 18.3 31.0 34.3 41.3

Source: International Financial Statistics.
1/ Valued at SDR 35 per troy ounce.
2/ Algeria, Indonesia, Iran, Iraq, Nigeria, Oman, and Venezuela.
3/ Kuwait, Libyan Arab Republic, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, and United Arab Emirates.
4/ Staff estimates.
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(c) It would be assumed that global holdings of liquid reserves,
excluding those of the low-absorption oil exporting countries, tend to grow
at a rate roughly related to the rate of increase of international trans-
actions. This assumption is necessarily crude but it may be reasonable for
a short series of years. Over the longer run, one would have to take into
account such other elements as any further increase that might be observed
in the use of exchange rate flexibility or any recognizable difference in
the contribution that countries' gold holdings made to the adequacy of their
liquid reserves.

(d) A plausible assumption would need to be made about the trend
increase in the volume of world trade over the next few years, and this

might be accompanied by a policy decision, inspired by the cautious approach
suggested earlier, that deliberate reserve creation by the Fund should not
validate expected price increases in international trade.

The approach set out above contains elements of both potential under-
estimation and overestimation of the future growth of liquid reserves, but
it would seem on balance to be slanted in the direction of caution in the
creation of SDRs. This implies that it would probably not fully meet the
demand for liquid reserves, and that there would still be some reserve

creation in the form of reserve currencies, outside the planned increase
in that form of the "reserves" of oil exporting countries with a low absorp-
tive capacity.

If the approach sketched appeared broadly satisfactory, it would still

leave a considerable margin of judgment as to the precise amount of SDRs to

be created annually. A percentage trend growth rate of the volume of world
trade of 5, 6, or 7 per cent applied to a base of SDR 150 billion, would

lead to annual figures of SDR 7.5 billion, SDR 9.0 billion, or SDR 10.5

billion. From such mumbers, a considerable amount should be deducted on
account of reserve creation through net addition to the Fund's outstanding
credit--perhaps as much as SDR 2 or 3 billion.!' These calculations would
work out at a range for annual SDR creation--within the framework of the
approach sketched and assuming a moderate rate of increase in world trade--

of some SDR 5-8 billion per annum, or some 12 1/2 to 20 per cent of the

quotas resulting from the Sixth Quinquennial Review.

1/ These deductions may be on the high side. They are intended to allow

not only for the creation of reserves in the form of reserve positions in

the Fund that are the counterpart of any net Fund transactions, hut in
addition for the creation of dollars that arises when the Fund sells that
currency.



WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICp MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Robert S. McN X6/ DATE: March 21, 1977

FROM: Ernest Stern, %, bo h Asia PERSONAL

SUBJECT: 1977 Annual Speech

I have read the themes for the 1977 Annual Speech which Mr. Haq
sent you on March 15. The only point to which I want to draw your
attention now, before thinking proceeds too far, is the very great
dangers inherent in spelling out the concept of a Global Compact.
While the words may have a great deal of appeal conceptually, the
concept also can lead to very great disappointment with aid and a
turning away from development support. Although not cast in these
terms, the Compact has important predecessors in the Alliance for
Progress, which also was supposed to be an agreement between two
sides, and the Self-Help Strategy, which governed U.S. aid
relationships in the late 1960s. The problem is not of course
with the fact that the developing countries ought to do a great
many things for themselves, but that any spelling out of recipient
responsibility will lead to expectations for expeditious action
which are bound to be frustrated. The apparently simple and obvious
kinds of policy reorientations which are necessary to assure a more
rapid growth and a more equitable distribution of benefits are
often very difficult to accomplish in the political and economic
context of the developing countries. The more we spell out the
recipient responsibility in order to be persuasive about the
responsibility of the donors, the more certain it becomes that,
within a few years, we will have provided major ammunition to the
critics of aid.

EStern/ls



WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Robert S, Mclamara DATE: March 18, 1977

FROM: Ernest Stern., , Stuth Asia

SUBJECT: INDIA - 1977 Economic Report

1. I attach for your information the most recent Economic Report
on India. Although it is still in green cover, I expect no major
changes between this and the final version.

2. I want to bring it to your attention, particularly in connection
with our recent discussion on basic human needs and how our economic
reporting system should provide an analysis to better understand the
shortfall in these needs in individual countries. I think we have
taken an important first step in that direction in Part II, pp. 25-65,
which deals with population and poverty. There is also an important
section on small farmers, pp. 93-100, in the section on agriculture.

3. While the above sections are germane to the recent discussion,
you may also find of interest the discussion of current economic
developments, which you will find on pp. 1-24.

Attachment

EStern/ls



March 14, 1977

Mr. McNamara

E. Stern
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WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Robert S. MNAma DATE: March 10, 1977

FROM: Ernest Stern, , uth Asia CONFIDENTIAL

SUBJECT: Brandt Commission

During luncheon with the Sri Lanka Ambassador, he told me that
he had received a letter from his Finance Minister inquiring about
the Brandt Commission and Sri Lanka's possible contribution to it.
The envisaged contribution seems to be Lal Jayawardena. I told the
Ambassador that I had heard Lal's name mentioned as a possible senior
member of the staff. He agreed that this would be a good choice but
that the Minister seemed to have him in mind as one of the
Commissioners rather than as a member of the staff. I promised
to pass this along.

cc: Mr. W. Clark
EStern/ls



WORLO BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Robert S. McNamara DATE: March 10, 1977

FROM: Ernest Stern,/, South Asia

SUBJECT: Bank Relations with Pakistan

At the signing of the Pakistan Flood Relief Credit on Tuesday, the
Economic Minister, in his comments, asked that I convey to you
personally the thanks of his Government for the speedy response to
the request of the Prime Minister, conveyed on August 26, 1976.
Our willingness to assist in dealing with the damage caused by
the unprecedented floods was viewed as a reflection of the
excellent relations between the Bank and Pakistan, and of the
ability of the international community to respond collectively
to such problem.

cc: Mr. Knapp
EStern/ls



Mr. Robert 9. McNamara March 10, 1977

Ernest Stern, VP, South Asia

Popuatiou S2eech

This is an exceptionaly good paper on this coIpe> subiect. if it is realy a
first draft, it is brilliant. My comnts are listed below but are quite minor.
You are obviously awarc that its present length is more to a pamphlet than
a speec.

efollowing points occurred to rte on a first readin

1. The transition from- security to population iss you yourself said, a
quite heroic jump, Nonetheless, your underlying lo1ic is sound, but it
would be strenthened if you returned to the connection briefly in your
Summary and Conclusions.

The seCtiol o Population Back-round explains- as well as anything I
have ever seen, the complex interrelationships of crude 1i tL rates,
net reproduction rates, population dynamics and total population growth.

3. In the list of linkages on Page 24, you include industrialization. This
rests, I think, on rather weak empirical grounds. rile there
undoubtedly is a correlation between lower birth rates and industrialization,
industrialization is probably a substitute variable for many ther components.
Since you list urbanization separately, and since you, in the rest of the
text, talk about increasing incomes of the lower income groups, whether
they live in rural or urban areas, the separate listing of industrialization
on thia page seems both inappropriate and inconsistent.

4. I find Tables 6 and 7 a bit confusing. although their objective is clear and
they do demonstrate the point you are making, For instance, in Table 6 the
factors which correlate with the crude birth rates are called 'social
indices' but in Table 7 the same ones are called 'development indicators'
you give the number of countries for which the median values are derived
in Table 7, but not Table 6; Table 6 suggests single values per CBR, whereas
they are presumably mid-points of rather broad ranges; Table 6 shows, at a
crude birth rate of 45, infant mortality of 137 per 1,000, whereas Table 7,
for the same crude birth rate, shows a median infant mortality rate of only
30. There are similar differences in the 'life expectancy' and 'adult male
labor force in agriculture' indices.

5. The conclusion you draw from these correlations in Paragraph 4, Page 27, is
the right one - 'The correlation appears to be with specific elements of
development rather than with the general level of economic wealth.' - but if
stated in more specific terms would reinforce the later discussion. The
basic point, which you amplify later, is that the correlations are with
particular aspects of the quality of life affecting individuals rather
than with the average indicators of national wealth, It would be useful
to stress the relationship to the particular components of the quality
of life of individuals at this point too. (A minor point in the last
line of that page is that an adult literacy of 91% is not considerably
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~rester tha ait 'I given~ the quality of atistics.)

Tn the same vain, the frst paragramh on Pae 29 fits iu better with
tao sa';o~.ent di uzieon if it were invertei to ay that If tbe
aroe in ct I:£<3 ince ko>ne not rolei In i:~ :rove: nt at fThe
li am co timu:n of te los;r inc2> ;;rou s, it will not he to
re::co fertil i ty tor~.u'bout t> ~ao 5 e

Y* On - apo 3 you o~t .ctio;s m:3L c 'ueram~ .:as o ' u Oert: 0 to
affect t he soci economic ecisig:: on maIlg' 5;j a, ber eyo stress
the inres In productivity of raliholders in rural areas. I think
this Is corrcect. his iois is. :.OnEver, esnt fromyur ist of

on ,e , (secomon ;.:ove).

'7 section on L nom astri ut ton is oca and ne:.a to of a
'if fereut order than the other s,:b-sections in this chgter since it
is rnot avairi.Al which governweet e. n udress in a direct, oprational
way. The link berween oore equitable distribution of econo'mic growth
and fertility in surely nothing uore than the culuinatio et ths linkag;es
betwe increased productivltty of al.l-scal furaers . ter service to
the urban poor , increased heaith. :nd educa tional facilit ies ,e tc.. It
;:ould be better if it were described as such, i,.. a sarary indicator
of uccess in~ tiese other arms *t::r than an independent ites for action.

Th e ouly point in this paper about which I have strong theoretical doubts
U rhe treatenut of the econocle ro~h of w'oien on Pame 44 and 15. The
para~teph which starts on the bottms of Page 44 semtas to r~e to reflect
too nuch the economic envirorment in the industria3lr~ed countries. In
countries -eith naiy unerployment, unere the wohe rate is at th~e
nubsistence level outside the larg-scale industrial sector, it is surely
nots an econorde fallacy to argue that bring;ing more people into the labor
force uil e c crbate roer'loymer:. Tt is, it seeras to mre, fallacious to

uesti, as th is parupvra does a t the penultimaete one on Pa e 45,~ thi~
selpoycient opaortunities for ;os~en as viage earners will be readily
available. (I an not arruing tht womeon an: men should not have equal
opportunities for joEs.) It is air:0 true that a working wife in the
fornel sector is likely to have fewer children, but in ttny of the poorer
develo im countries this in ot a realistic groupect iu the short term.

Also, it is only true in a very linited sense, that a family with two
wase aarners wili contribute more ton public revenues since the bulk of
these workers are well below the ievel where they are subject to income
taxes. Finally. the discussion of this subject seen to be very urhau-
oriouted amd ignores the fact that in places like India the labor force
avail hiA f-ar civil works of all I iudsha large proportion of women in
it. These women dig the ditches andi haul the dirt and their income often
is necessary cc intain ever subsisteuce leveli for the famtiiies of
landless lahorers or Tirgina.1 farmers. Eat I know of no evidence that
their fertility rates are lower than the average in rural areas. NZor is
there any doubt that their availability depresses the daily wese which,
in some places I recently vioited , was less than 3 rupees a day.
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10. Your footnote B on Page 51 is a quite unnecessary bow in the direction
of the critics of incentives. If a country has an appropriate tax
system, the minor additions to income that the rich derive from these
incentives can quite easily be taken care of.

11. More important, the footnote on Page 52 should be deleted. This
experiment has not been successful, and Ridker himself, with whom I
discussed this only recently, recognizes this. It is now operational
in a few estates, while the others have taken quite different approaches.

12. Page 54. I would not, myself, include raising the age of marriage as
an example of coercion. Every society has a legally sanctioned age of
marriage and it is no more coercive to conclude that it should be 18
years than 22 years.

13. On Page 59, second paragraph, the slap at Bucharest will reawaken quite
unnecessarily the political emotions which went into that rhetoric. Your
line of argument would not be weakened by simply saying, as you do in the
fourth paragraph, that significant reductions of birth rates require both
social development and family planning without a specific reference to
Bucharest.

14. The section on Family Planning Services, starting on Page 54, is less
tightly written than the rest of the paper and you may want to have
another look at it from that point of view. In addition, I think it
would be useful to stress the importance of national research in family
planning. Not all countries have the capacity to do bio-medical research
of the kind India has done, which has lead to the potential breakthrough
of a hormonal injection which will control contraception for 6-12 months
at a time, but all countries need to learn more about their social
structure, the profile of the poor, social attitudes, and family planning
preferences, in order to design the programs which you advocate and which
are necessary. Such research is absent in most countries and grossly
underfunded in virtually all.

EStern:ggb



THE WORLD BANK
Washington, D.C. 20433

U.S.A.

Office of the President February 16, 1977

Dear. Dr. Bourne:

Attached are documents, the clipped sections of which relate to the
subject we were discussing last evening. You may wish to skim them quickly.

1. The Nairobi speech (September 1973).
Pages 10 through 26 state the views we held then of the problem of
poverty in the developing world and outline a strategy for dealing
with it.

2. The Washington speech (September 1975).
Pages 12 through 34 discuss "absolute poverty and the reduction of
inequality"; report on the actions we had taken since the Nairobi
speech to help reduce poverty in the rural areas; and outline a

suggested strategy for "reducing poverty in the cities."

3. Urban Poverty Action Program (3/29/76).
Paragraphs 1 through 35 outline an approach to raising the pro-
ductivity of the urban poor.

4. A World Bank urban development project in Indonesia (10/7/76).
Paragraphs 24 through 31, 36 through 43, 47, and 51 through 56 of
my recommendation to the Executive Directors of the Bank for a loan
to Indonesia summarize the actions to be taken to ensure a more
equitable distribution of water, sewerage and transportation
services to the urban poor, thereby raising the quality of their
lives and adding to their production capabilities.

5. A World Bank nutritional loan to Brazil (6/7/76).
See paragraphs 19-55 for a description of the nutritional problem
in Brazil and the way the Bank proposed to attack it.

6. A World Bank nutritional project in Indonesia (2/16/77).
Paragraphs 23-47 and 56-59 discuss the nutritional problem in
Indonesia and the way we propose to attack it with a loan we are
submitting to our Board this week.

It was exciting for me to hear you talk and express the President's
vision of what he hopes to do to assist the poorest of the developing peoples

(they number perhaps 800 million of the 2 billion individuals living in the
100 developing countries served by the World Bank) to move forward to a better

life.
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Mr. Stern, who will return to this country on February 22 (telephone

number 477-2395), and I (telephone number 477-2001) will be available to

meet with you at any time and talk with you further about what we could do

to help formulate and support the President's program. (I will be away from
Washington much of next week.)

Sincerely,

Robert S. McNamara

Dr. Peter Bourne
Special Assistant to

the President
The White House
Washington, D. C.

Enclosures

bcc: Mr. Stern

PMcN:mss



WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Robert S. cNamara DATE: January 19, 1977

FROM: Ernest Stern , outh Asia

SUBJECT: Development Committee Working Group on Capital Markets

1. The Working Group on Capital Markets of the Development Committee
met on January 17 and 18. A copy of the agenda is attached.

2. In brief, no progress was made and the discussions were far from
scintillating. None of the countries were prepared to contribute to the
multilateral guarantee fund, and a number of LDCs are not really interested.
Language in the report may serve to keep it for future reference, but
it will not be pursued. The only conclusion of the discussion on
guarantees was a reiteration that the Bank should consider fullor partial
guarantees when its capital is increased. To this the French, Dutch and
Japanese added that we should also consider application for guarantees
from any interested countries even within the framework of presently
available resources.

3. The discussion of the investment trust was as negative. It is
clear that this U.S. idea will not make a significant difference to the
resource transfers to the developing countries. There is little
enthusiasm for the necessary contributions and most developing countries
expressed doubts about its utility. The IFC suggested that further work
might be desirable and the Secretariat kept the matter alive.

4. The reception accorded to the paper on secondary markets suggested
that this subject fruitfully could be dropped. Whether the Secretariat
will take the hint better on this subject than they have on others
remains to be seen.

5. A further meeting of this working group is scheduled for the
second half of March to discuss the paper on debt information systems
being prepared by the Fund and the Bank and to prepare a draft report to
the Development Committee.

Attachment

cc: Messrs. Cargill
Chenery
Karaosmanoglu
Haq

EStern/Is



DEVEL OPMLNTV COMMtT T LEE2
WOL IT

OFFICE MEMORANDUM

Members
fo: Working Group on Access to Capital Markets DATE: December 2, 1976

IROM: M. M. Ahmad

SUE C 1: Mgeting of January 17-18,_1977

As agreed to at the last meeting in August, the next meeting of the

Working Group on Access to Capital Markets will take place on January 17 and

18, 1977, starting at 10:00 a.m. in room E-12 4 4 of the World Bank in

Washington, D.C. The topics for discussion are the following:

1. Use of Multilateral Guarantees

2. Promotion of the Bond Issues of Developing Countries:

Primary and Secondary Markets

The International Investment Trust

A further Interim Report to the Development Committee

The Secretariat documents which will be the basis for discussion of

items (1) to (4) will be distributed shortly. In accordance with previous

practice, some draft paragraphs for the Interim Report will be prepared by

the Secretariat and provided to the members of the Working 
Group a few days

in advance of the meeting.

cc: Executive Directors, IBRD and IMF

Messrs. Damry and Stern, IBRD
Messrs. Hebbard and Sture, TIF

Mr. von Hoffmann, IFC



WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Robert S. McNamara DATE: January 11, 1977

FROM: Ernest Stern, VP,Solth Asia

SUBJECT: Possible Series of Speeches or Papers

As you requested, I have had the notes I scribbled on the way back
from Asia on a possible series of speeches or papers typed. In the
process, I have added to them, but they are still nothing more than
crude sketches. Obviously, a good deal is to be said on each topic
(and other topics could be added) and selecting the approach and
emphasis depends on the audience and format as much as the objective.
I should be glad to discuss this further if you wish; and should you

decide to proceed, to work on all or part of it.

Attachment
EStern/ls



DRAFT

ELEMENTS OF A SERIES ON
THE DEVELOPING COUNTRIES IN AN INTERDEPENDENT WORLD

1. Development Achievements: 1950-1975

2. Growing Interdependence - Framework for International Economic Relations

3. Agriculture and the World Food Problem - World Food Supplies, Poverty,
and Rural Employment

4. Population Explosion Revisited - Demographic dynamics and the problems
beyond fertility control

5. Trade and Development - The role of trade in international relations;

raw materials; industrialization and trade.

6. Resource Transfers - Role of external capital and technology; self-help
policies to make effective use of resources.

7. Prospects for the Future - Poverty and Development



DRAFT
EStern/ls

1/6/77

DEVELOPMENT ACHIEVEMENTS: 1950-1975

Objective should be a definitive statement of achievements. There is great

skepticism about this in the industrialized countries which is a compound of

(1) inadequate historical perspective, (2) unrealistic expectations, (3) lags

in knowledge, (4) oversimplified indicators, and (5) fear of being overwhelmed

by population and food supply problems. A better understanding of what really has

taken place in the developing countries in the last 25 years is the bedrock

of a more receptive public attitude to the problems of the developing

countries. To be effective, the discussion of achievements must be placed

in a proper historical context so as to avoid the impression that all is well.

The point is that to admit that development is, and will remain, a major

problem is not to gainsay that important progress has been made.

By region, and with ample country examples, the paper should review

progress in nation building, improvements in economic management capacity;

build-up of skills; changes in health and education; growth and diversification

in agriculture in relation to consumption; industrialization and the non-

agricultural labor force; diversification of economic structure; reduced vulnerability

to fluctuations, trade and other relevant aspects of modernization. The

analyses, of course, will show major differences between and within regions

and country income groups. Many (though still too few) states are well on

the way to sustained growth; others have laid a solid foundation for future

growth; while still others are only at the beginning of the process.

Progress, though uneven, has far exceeded the expectations of the 1950s.
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GROWING INTERDEPENDENCE

A framework for international economic relations over the next 20 years

is essential if the various dialogues on development and North-South relations are

to have any chance of success. Misconceptions as to the progress developing

countries have made, and can make, is one major problem; another problem is the

lack of understanding of why the future of the developing countries is of

relevance to the citizens of the industrial countries. A better blue-print

of the various interrelationships is necessary to understand interests and

responsibilities in different areas, define roles and policies, and guide

actions in a joint effort to achieve such agreed objectives as eradicating

poverty or ensuring an adequate world food supply.

The topic would include a discussion of the elements of interdependence,

with examples of important linkages; the reasons for the growth of interdependence

and the inevitability of ever closer links. Obviously, the discussion should

include, but not be limited to, economic aspects. The ripple effect of shocks

to various parts of the system might be highlighted.

Included in the discussion of the political aspects should be the

importance and role of various international forums; the costs of dealing

with issues by North-South "blocs" instead of seeking resolutions based

on interests of groups of countries in particular subjects; how specialization

of interests increases interdependence; the need for effective collaboration

to achieve global objectives. The political and moral implications, in

terms of impact on domestic values, of the rich/poor division of the world.

On the economic side, examples of interdependence are easier to

describe. They include food, population, trade, energy and raw material

supplies, capital and the financial system, etc. The basic objective would be

to describe the impact of changes in these areas and to suggest that the nature

of interdependence will depend largely on the development of these major economic factors.
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AGRICULTURE AND THE WORLD FOOD PROBLEM

Much material on this subject is available in the Bank. There are many views

circulating about future prospects, ranging from the triage to the "no problem"

advocates. A clear Bank assessment of the current situation, problem areas,

and of prospects could make a major contribution. This is an area of global

concern and the threat of starvation is one of the most serious charges against

the claims of success in development.

The contents should put the long-term trends in perspective. Many

countries have kept pace with population and income growth; others have lagged.

Still, production growth (1950-75) has been higher than in any comparable

period of history. Despite this insurance against major catastrophe is less.

The prospects include tremendous potential in the most serious deficit

States (Pakistan, India, Bangladesh, Indonesia); coupled with declining population

growth rates. Research results where applied have yielded dramatic changes,

but research is still in its infancy and application of even currently available

technology lags.

The major problems, at least in the short and medium term, in realizing the

potential are institutional, transmission of knowledge, relatively low investment,

inappropriate domestic policies (most notably the conflict between cheap food

prices for urban consumers and incentive prices for farmers), inadequate

delivery services, and mobilizing the huge investments required (including for

development of irrigation supplies) and implementing them effectively.

On the policy side, the major issues are pricing; distribution systems,

including means to eliminate malnutrition; foodgrain storage systems;

investment priorities within agriculture (e.g. more emphasis on quick yielding

projects rather than on long gestation projects, on small farmers rather than

large) and land/tenure reform.
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POPULATION EXPLOSION REVISITED

Little needs to be said on this topic since you are already scheduled to

deliver a speech on it. Presumably, a second one would not be warranted. If

the suggested series is ever produced, in printed form, any necessary adjustments

to make it fit with the general theme and format could be made easily.

The central point is that it must be understood that the present population

problem is the result of development progress. Population growth will slow down as

income grows and living conditions improve. The world can't wait on that, however,

if we are to avoid a 35+ billion population. Must identify linkages better so

policies and programs can become more effective and must expand direct action/

motivation programs.

Population programs much improved in last 25 years; many more of them;

awareness of problem immeasurably greater; political support at highest levels

greatly improved. (The family planning report provides useful assessments of the

general situation and of programs.)

For the future, (a) more and larger programs, (b) population must become an

integral part of planning and of education, (c) legislation to remove pronatalist

incentives, (d) legislation to expand services (e.g. incentive payments, abortion),

(e) legislation to provide disincentives (e.g. higher age of marriage), (f) the

role of compulsory family limitations, and (g) technology research.
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TRADE AND DEVELOPMENT

A non-traditional treatment of this subject is called for. Essentially what

it should describe are the international flows of goods and services (to exclude

the monetary system), the linkages these entail now and how they may change,

and the interests of groups of countries (at all income levels) in different

aspects. (E.g. Holland is as resource poor as Pakistan and both should be

equally interested in stable raw material prices and increasingly freer trade;

India, Germany and Brazil should be concerned about access to raw materials and

to markets for manufactured good products; Australia and many LDCs should be

equally interested in remunerative raw material prices and increasing local value

added. Pitting industrialized against developing countries in this area misses the

main deficiencies of the systems involved and buries the prospect for economically

sound change under false political rhetoric.)

It is a difficult subject to deal with. There would seem to be no alternative

to start with the benefits of freer trade and with a candid assessment of the

present constraints (some justified, many not) to such trade. These include

controlled markets for raw materials, the role of multinationals, restrictive

trade policy in many countries, the insufficiency of the trade infrastructure

(freight, insurance, credit) to service changing patterns and restrictive practices

affecting technology. One would then move on to an analysis of how such

impediments could be dealt with; what a realistic time frame would be for action

(obviously, partial action on all these issues); the extent to which groups of

countries would benefit from particular actions and the costs, internal and

external, of adjustment to change.
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The objective would be to provide an analytical framework which would

illuminate interrelationships; begin the quantification of trade-offs between

different benefits and thus establish some priorities among negotiating demands;

and illustrate that the present negotiating groupings do not match economic

interests. Follow up would come in country trade orientation, our economic

work, and hopefully, in more informed discussions in the various negotiating

forums.
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RESOURCE TRANSFERS

This subject should deal with the role of external financing in development.

The discussion should be set against the network of interrelationships discussed

in the earlier segments. The discussion should emphasize the relatively modest

role external resources play in financing development; the overwhelming importance

of domestic resource mobilization; and that domestic development strategies and

policies determine how effectively domestic and foreign resources are used.

These strategies and policies are determined, at least in part, by how LDCs

see the whole network of economic interrelations. (For instance, if they despair

of opening markets in the industrialized countries, they are more likely to follow

import substituting policies which are less efficient.)

The discussion should distinguish clearly between concessional flows (aid)

and other loans, commercial and near-commercial. It is a mistake for regular

Bank and IDB loans to be considered aid from our point of view and from that of

the recipient. It should be understood that most of Latin America is no longer

an aid recipient, though it depends heavily on external capital. This transition

to participation in the commercial system is an important element of progress.

(Grant element theology aside, Bank loans provide intermediation - the proper

function of any bank - but essentiality not concessionality.)

A brief treatment of the three types of flows would be desirable. The

treatment of the commercial flows should be along the lines of the Manila speech,

plus some of the material collected since for the Future of the World Bank paper.

Essentially, an endorsement of the rapid growth to meet the crisis, a recognition

that supplies must taper off, but stressing that this new level of private banking

connections with LDCs should be maintained. On ODA there is little new to be said,



though depending on the audience, two points might be stressed. First, an historical

comment on aid. A great deal of what is considered as "aid" by the public in the

U.S., France, Holland, Australia, had only a limited development content prior

to about 1961/62. Even thereafter, large parts of aid were non-developmental.

The answer to what aid has accomplished must take account of these other objectives.

Second, it would be helpful to translate progress toward the percentage target

figures into absolute numbers. To say the U.S. ODA percentage should reach, say,

0.30% by 1980, is not meaningful to most; a statement that this means appropriations

of X billion by then, equal to Y% of the budget, would be. I need not expand on

how the role of the IFIs should be handled.

A final section should address why concerns about resource transfers are

relevant. This provides an opportunity to recapitulate some of the previous

material on the interdependencies and to conclude that neither economically nor

morally can the world remain divided between rich and poor without eliciting a major

effort to redress the balance.
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PROSPECTS FOR THE FUTURE

The substance of this final section depends largely on the treatment of the

earlier sections. It would obviously draw on the general work on longer term

prospects for growth. However, among other things, it should include a

discussion of the lessons learned from the past in regard to the relationship

between equity and growth. The central aspect of any discussion of prospects

should be the change in the lives of the poverty target groups. This would

build on the theme that while there has been considerable, albeit spotty,

progress in growth terms, the process has left the lives of many individuals

untouched. This is less a problem of overt income distribution policy than

an inability to develop programs which can draw these people into the economic

system and employ them effectively. What we are aware of now is the need

to address these target groups directly; we still do not have adequate tools, but

some approaches are promising. The next decade must show results in these efforts

to provide adequate supplies of basic human needs to those in absolute poverty.

This section might also be the place to review the various global scenarios

(Leontief, Tinbergen, Club of Rome, etc.) and comment on them in terms of realistic

operational implications for the next decade.
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Mr. Metgara

For your information.

This is not a comment I would have
expected in the New Republic.

E. Stern
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Mr. Mc mara

For your information.

E. Stern
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WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Robert S.'ama4p President DATE: January 3, 1977

FROM: Ernest Stern, iTouth Asia

SUBJECT: Future Role of the World Bank

1. In connection with the work now in progress on the Future Role
of the Bank, there are three points which require further consideration.
They relate to timing, the non-financial aspects of the role of the Bank,
and the implications for administration of the staff growth involved in
the projections.

2. As I have reported to you earlier, and as I think you know from
your own contacts, there is likely to be a substantially different view
of the Bank in the new U.S. Administration than prevailed in the
present one. This will be largely a change in attitudes, since I
believe that appropriations for foreign assistance, bilateral or multi-
lateral, will continue to be exceedingly difficult. Nonetheless, there
will be a much greater willingness to see a dynamic World Bank, which
plays a leading role in international development efforts and in
providing increasing resources to the developing countries. In that
context, I think it almost certain that the U.S. will be prepared to
give a much more liberal interpretation to the agreement reached in
the discussions on the selective capital increase regarding the
limits on the lending program. They would certainly accept the concept
of a growing Bank program for several years with a safeguard in the
final years, in case there were no agreement on a general capital increase.
But it is also quite possible that they would be prepared to go further
than this and explicitly return to the earlier practice of reviewing
and approving annual lending programs on the presumption that members
are agreed that capital increases for the Bank should become available
when needed. While the U.S. had some support from others in its position
on limiting the level of Bank lending in future years, I think it
certain that if the U.S. were to change its position, there would be no
serious support remaining, if any, for the current arrangement.
Consequently, the need to proceed with the paper on, and a discussion of,
the Future Role of the World Bank is less urgent.

3. Putting the paper forward on the present schedule would force
internal discussions in the U.S. Government, and in the Governments of
Japan and Germany, before they are ready. This can only be counter-
productive in terms of the internal results and also in terms of the
willingness of these major providers of capital to participate
effectively in the public discussion of this issue. Delaying the paper
somewhat, say until March or April, is no serious loss in terms of
timing, even if my presumptions are wrong; the discussion can be
accommodated despite a busy Board schedule; and the delay would permit
consultations with Governments which are not likely to be either feasible
or fruitful on the present schedule, It would also permit the addition
of material which I think is important, as described below.
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4. The papers we have prepared to date deal essentially with the
financial aspects of the Bank's role. They are linked to the development
side by their relationship to an estimate of needs, but even that is
a financial estimate. The papers deal almost exclusively with the
amount of resources that can be mobilized by the Bank in terms of its
own capacity, the capacity of the markets, and the relationship
between Bank financing and private sources of finance. There is no
doubt that to an important segment of our constituency, i.e. the
public underwriters and private providers of capital, these are
important factors. However, the support for the Bank rests, I
believe, more heavily on another area which is hardly covered at all.
A vital constituency in member governments consists of those who view
the Bank as a development institution and assess its effectiveness
less by the volume of money than by the role it plays in persuading
governments to follow appropriate development strategies, in coordinating
aid efforts, in defining new development initiatives, and in being an
effective global spokesman on development issues. Obviously, these
activities require substantial participation in development financing,
and in that sense these two constituencies are linked. The development-
oriented constituencies, which consist of the bilateral development
agencies, the supporters of development assistance in parliaments,
and a good portion of the general public, need to be satisfied about
how the Bank views its future role in this context. Without their
positive support, the continued endorsement of the financial community
is a very fragile thing. I think it essential, therefore, that we
deal with the Bank's leadership in development in any paper we put to
the Board on the Future Role of the Bank.

5. While it is difficult to be specific about such a general function,
we should lay out the philosophy that we expect to be implementing.
The section, probably a brief one, should cover the unique ability of
the Bank to define objectively problem areas in developing countries,
the contribution the Bank makes to the policy and allocation decisions
of bilateral donors, the contribution of the Bank towards the resolution
of the world's food problem by a mixture of financing and policy advice,
the Bank's coordinating function in a world of proliferating aid agencies,
and the interaction of the Bank's operational experience with its
analytical capacity which yields benefits ranging from a comprehensive
debt reporting system to a reorientation of development policies towards
poverty alleviation and income distribution objectives.

6. Another area which must be addressed relates to the administrative
and bureaucratic implications of staff growth. Even if we feel that
the present institutional arrangements are satisfactory for managing
a staff which is 50% larger than the present one, we must recognize that
this issue is very much in the minds of many supporters of the Bank and
in the minds of decision makers who will deal with our capital increase.
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It is not necessary to spell out what organizational arrangements may
need to be changed with a continued growth in staff, but we must indicate
that we are aware of the problems growth might create in such areas as
delegation of authority, size of overseas missions, Board procedures,
quality control mechanisms, speed of processing projects, etc.
It should be possible to describe these and other issues and simply
leave the subject by saying that these matters must be kept under
careful review and changes made as problem areas develop. The Bank's
organization has been sufficiently flexible in the past for us to
say with justification that members can expect us to deal with these
issues effectively. However briefly we treat the subject, we cannot
put forward a paper on the Future Role of the Bank without discussing
this area of concern.

cc: Mr. Cargill o/r
EStern/ls


